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Saint John of the Gross (1542-lSfl) waTlaeatified by Clement X in 1675, canon¬
ized by Benedict XIII in 1726, and declared Doctor of the Catholic Church by Pius XI
in 1926. He was the principal theologian of the Discalced Carmelite Reform in Spain
during the latter years of the Protestant Reformation and the Council of Trent but
his theological significance extends far beyond the Carmelite and counter-reformational
context, for, in point of fact, his works reveal very little of the doctrinal and ec¬
clesiastical disputes which were being waged in Christendom in general, and in his
own religious order in particular. His primary literary purpose is neither apologetic
nor polemical. He is a theological poet who sought to exegete his own lyrics with
extensive prose commentaries whose content is an empirical theology, and whose
purpose is a didactic explanation of the personal experience of God.
Three principal doctrinal works of John have survived to the present day: The
Dark Night of the Ascent of Mount Carmel, The Spiritual Canticle, and The Living
Flame of Love. Other minor poems and writings of John are extant, but they con¬
tain little of theological value which is not found amply exegeted in the major works.
John's chief contribution to the history of Christian thought is his empirico-
mystical approach to theology. His epistemological method is empirical rather
than speculative, and the content of his theology is more ontological than discursive.
Beginning with the Pauline doctrine that "faith comes by hearing," John of
the Cross seeks to know God by auditive faith rather than by dialectical reasoning.
His idea that God can be known intuitively through the Logos appears to have its
rootage in the epistemological concept of Duns Scotus rather than that of .Augustine
(Illumination) or Aquinas (Abstraction). He clearly perceives the immense dis¬
tinction between a cognition about God through the human agent intellect and a
personal encounter with the Being of God through the direct impact of the Word
upon man by the Spirit. He is adamant in his rejection of all forms of natural the¬
ology and discursive reasoning as means for knowing God out of Himself. Faith
alone is held out as the only proportionate means for man to experience the Reality
of God, and, in John's doctrine, even faith is a God-given virtue (along with love
and hope) which man can appropriate solely by a humble receiving. This faith is
rooted in divine sovereignty and grace and allows no admixture human self-
attainment for it. fulfillment. U" <f
The goal of John's theology is union of the human and divine natures, and to
realise this the Saint expounds his lengthy doctrine of divinely infused contemplation.
This teaching begins with discursive meditation in order to establish the habitual
discipline which is necessary for the Spirit's sanctifying work in the soul. Basically,
the reason for infused contemplation in John's system is to accommodate the soul
for divine occupancy, and such a process requires the radical transforming work
of the Word and Spirit. Of particular theological interest in this divine work of
soul perfection is John's doctrine of transcendental "touches" by which the Logos
makes sanctifying contacts with the substance of the soul. These "touches" have
both a purging and an illuminating effect in man's nature and they elevate the soul
into greater dialogical communion with God.
Ultimately the process of contemplation results in the spiritual marriage of
the Word with the soul, and here the Mystical Doctor's teaching on divine union is
presented. The three theological virtues--faith, hope, and love--and the three
rfersons of the Trinity are shown by John to be respectively the means and the Agents
of this oneness between God and man. The union is simultaneously cognitive and
moral, operational and volitional, ontological and eschatological. It has both perma¬
nent and transcient elements, and, though it does not eliminate his creaturely ex¬
istence, it does unite man so intimately with the operations and essence of the Trinity
than man actually becomes a son of God by adoptive participation in the Godhead.
The distinctive contributions of John are to be noted in his empirical approach
to divine knowledge and in his insistence that faith and faith alone is the means for
the unitive experience of God. His theology is also helpful in defining the role of
images in Christian worship and the extra-sacramental nature of divine grace. How-
even, the terminology he employs to describe man's union with God is excessive at
times, and his theological environment so circumscribed some of his more Biblical
ideas that it inhibited him from carrying them out to their rightful end in his writings.
This is true of his doctrines of Chriatology, Divine Grace, and the Church. His the¬
ology, consequently, suffers severely in these three basic areas, but in the main his
emphasis on the ontological and operational aspects of intuitively received knowledge
from God is outstanding and deserves greater examination and application within both
the Protestant and Poman traditions of the Christian Church.
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PREFACE
The study which follows has been pursued over extended
periods of time since 1961. Serving as professor theology in the
International Theological Seminary of Call, Colombia, the author be¬
came interested in the theology of John of the Cross as a possible
unifying element in the theological impasse which exists in South
America between Protestants and Roman Catholics. The pronounce¬
ments of John XXIII and the reforms set in motion by the Second Vatican
Council have aided greatly in the improvement of relations within the
Church of Latin America. However, doctrinal agreement is still remote
in practice, and it was felt that the empirical approach of John of the
Cross could help to bridge the deep theological gap.
Completion of the present study has verified the original
contention, for the theology of St. John is sufficiently grounded in faith
that it fulfills the Protestant insistence on sola, fide, and, at the same
time, it stays sufficiently within the orthodoxy of Romanism that it has
been awarded the highest papal approval.
To fulfill the requirements for the following analysis of John's
theology, it was necessary to visit the principal centers of Carmelite
literature in Spain and other parts of Europe. The research was car¬
ried on during the Spring and Skimmer of 1967, and the author is indebted
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to the following persons who made possible special investigation in
their libraries and who rendered Christian hospitality of the most
generous nature: The Prior of the Carmelite Priory, Kensington,
London; Padre Eulogio de San Juan de la Cruz and Padre Efren de la
Madre de Dios of the Carmelite Priory in Madrid; Padre Miguel Angel
Diaz of the Discalced Carmelite Priory, Burgos; and Fathers Ernest
Larkin and Scott Robinson of White Friars Hall, "Washington, D. C.
Thanka is rendered also to the staff members of the £olio%ving
libraries who graciously gave assistance in research and made available
manuscripts and other special materials: National Library of Scotland,
Edinburgh; Seminario Teologico Bautista Internacional, Cali, Colombia;
La Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid; La Biblioteca Carmelitana, Burgos;
and Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Virginia.
Cther authorities who made valuable bibliographical and
general suggestions were: Father Bede Edwards, Prior of the Carmelite
Priory, Oxford; Mgr. Francis Davis, the Presbytery, Birmingham,
England; Dr. John McKay of Chevy Chase, Maryland; Professor John
Mdntyre, New College, Edinburgh; and Padre Niceto ds Aguirre of the
Priorato Carmelitano, Pereira, Colombia. Dr. Henry Brimm,
Librarian, and Mrs. Martha Aycock, Reference Librarian, both of the
Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Virginia, have been especially
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helpful la supplying study facilities and in securing Carmelite books
on a loan basis from other libraries. To each of these renowned
persons the author owes a particular debt of appreciation. Special
gratitude also is due Professor Thomas F. Torrance, New College,
for directional and literary guidance through the writing stages of the
present study. His abiding interest and encouragement have been a
significant factor in the fruition of the research and development of
the analysis which follows.
Those who assisted in the typing and proof-reading are: Mrs.
George Wilson, Mrs. John Patterson, Mrs. Samuel DeBord, Mrs.
Julian Gary, and Mrs. Gordon English. The author's appreciation of
each of them is hereby acknowledged, but can never be fully expressed.
He also is deeply grateful to Mrs. Lorraine Patraan, who graciously
supplied financial assistance for one year of study at New College, of
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INTRODUCTION
Before proceeding directly to the consideration of John of
the Cross and his mystical treatises, it will be helpful to indicate
something of the nature, scope, and limitations of the theological
analysis which this present study attempts to make of his theology.
Also, other matters relative to textual problems, translations, and
secondary sources of John's works require brief mention as an intro¬
duction to this theology.
It will be noted that the sub-title of the present work is: "The
Theology of John of the Cross, A Descriptive Analysis and Evaluation
of His Thought." This qualifying supplement was felt advisable be¬
cause of the distinctive methodological approach made necessary in
regard to John's theology, due to the nature and content of his thought
and expression. Accordingly, the method used in the following pages
to present John's theological ideas is primarily descriptive and ana¬
lytical rather than being an organization of his doctrines into tradi¬
tional systematic forms. What John calls "mystical theology" does
not lend itself to systematization, and, if such an approach were pos¬
sible, much of the spirit and content of his teachings would be lost,
because it would tend to encase his thought in molds which the Mystical
Doctor never employed in the development of his doctrine. The
present study begins, therefore, with a brief presentation of the
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historical and theological context in which John lived, and proceeds
to describe the major distinctives of his theology in their empirical
order, viz., John's epistemological foundation, his doctrine of in¬
fused contemplation, and his experience of union with God. Following
this, a theological evaluation is included, which delineates his princi¬
pal contributions to theological thought and attempts to assess his
chief doctrinal emphases for their permanent values in the Christian
religion.
Limitations of space have required that this study become
more circumscribed than originally intended, and therefore certain
aspects of John's theology have not been included in the present
corpus to avoid repetition and to give greater analysis to the ideas
which are more distinctly Sanjuanist in origin and development. Ac¬
cordingly, then, the principal doctrines which have been analyzed but
not inserted in the present study are the doctrines of God, the Trinity,
Christology, Pneumatology, Eschatology, and Ecclesiology. Much of
the substance of these studies will be found as part of the theological
backdrop for the analysis of John's epistemology and his teachings on
contemplation and divine union.
The aim in the study which follows has been to let John of the
Cross be heard with as little reference as possible to the writings of
other authors of mystical theology. Many works dealing with his
3
theology include an over-abundance of other authors' materials« and
this not only obscures John's teachings, but at times it even distorts
his meaning. Citations from John's major treatises are numerous,
and in order to avoid interference with non-Johannine ideas, no effort
is made to contrast or compare his thought with his contemporaries
or predecessors.
Quotations from the works of John are taken from the recent
English translation (1963) by Kavanaugh and Rodriguez. 1 This is a
very readable English version of John's thought, and where it was
felt that a better translation of a particular passage was needed, it
was taken from Peers' standard work on St. John or from some
other qualified source and duly indicated in a footnote. In the interest
of clarity, the author at times gives special note to certain gram¬
matical nuances in John's Spanish and to certain alternate meanings
for words which have unique bearing on his theology. The English
orthological authority consulted in this study has been Webster'3 New
^Kieran Kavanaugh, O. C. D. and Qfcilio Rodriguez, O. C. D.
(translators), The Collected Works of St. John of the Cross (London;
Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd., 1966).
^E. Allison Peers, The Complete Works of Saint John of
the Cross (London? Burns and Gates,1935).
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International Dictionary, 1 and the principal Spanish lexical authority
has been Cassell's Spanish Dictionary^ which was edited by E. A.
Peers, himeelf a leading Sanjuanist scholar.
Technical matters of literary and textual criticism relative
to John's works have also been omitted from the pages which follow,
due to their extensive and laborious nature. None of the original auto-
graphs of the Saint's major treatises are extant, so the problem of
discovering the original thought of John is at times complicated, due
to the mutilation and interpolation which plagued his writings before
and after his death. The most thorough analysis to date of the Spanish
codices and fragments of John's writings has been done by Lucinio
Del SS. Sacramento of Segovia. Fortunately, this definitive edition
was published in 1964, during the course of the research for the
1William Allan Neilson, Thomas A. Knott, and Paul W.
Carhart, editors, Webster's New International Dictionary of the
English Language, 2nd Edition, Unabridged (Springfield, Mass.:
G. & G. Merriam Co., 1952).
^Edgar Allison Peers, Jos/V. Barragan, Francesco A.
Vinyals, and Jorge Arturo Mora, editors, Cassell's Spanish Diction¬
ary (New York: Funk & Wagnails, 1966).
3 ' £
Lucinio Del SS. Sacramento, Edicion Critica de las Obras
del Doctor Mistico, included in: Crieogono de Jesus, O. C. D.,
Matias del Nino Jesus, O. C. D., and Lucinio Del SS. Sacramento,
O. C. D., editors, Vida y Obras de San Juan de la Cruz (Madrid:
Bibiioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1964).
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present study, and it has been the principal Spanish version used
throughout. Due attention has been given also to other redactions,
and, where these appear to represent more truly the thought of John,
indication is made in a footnote.
Few Christian writings have been published which parallel
the adverse circumstances under which John of the Cross composed
his poetic and expository treatises. Dike the Apostle Paul, he wrote
during incarceration, and while persecuted in his years of freedom,
but his teachings testify to an empirical and intimate knowledge of
God which goes far beyond that of ordinary theologies based on dis¬
cursive and wholly rationalistic modes of thought. It is with the
purpose of analyzing descriptively and theologically the spiritual life
and experience of this proponent of man's union with God's very Being
that this study now turns.
i
PART I
HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE LIFE AND WORKS
OF SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS
»
■ ' i ' * ! 1 l' ' 1
I. General Historical Context
Sixteenth Century Spain
The hundred years between 1492 and 1592 represent the most
far reaching century of history insofar as today's "western civili¬
sation" is concerned. During these ten decades the Moslems were
driven from the Spanish mainland, the New Y7orld was discov ered,
the Protestant Reformation was born, the Council of Trent convened,
the Spanish Armada defeated, and a wave of giants in many fields
marched through men's minds. There were Erasmus, Columbus,
Luther, Calvin, Theresa, Ignatius of Loyola, Francis Bacon,
Magellan, Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Cervantes and many
others that vastly changed the thinking and course of world history.
Historians are agreed that the sixteenth century saw Spain at
her zenith. Beginning with the expulsion of the Moors and ballooning
into the bizarre discovery and exploitation of the Americas in 1492,
Spain was considered the wealthiest and most advanced nation of the
world. Salamanca, with some 5000 students, temporarily eclipsed
the University of Paris in world esteem; Castillo rivaled all nations
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In having more clerics per capita than any part o£ the world; and
Charles 1, grandson o£ Ferdinand and Isabella, became Charles V,
Emperor of Germany and of all the Holy Roman Empire.
During the sixteenth century the Spanish fleets had triumphed
from the Gulf of Lepanto to Manilla Bay, and Coaquistadores, such as
/
Cortes and Pizarro, had succeeded in overturning the centuries-old
empires of the Aztecs and the Incas. Iberian captains explored and
settled the coasts of Africa and Asia to such an extent that by the year
1600, Spain controlled the most extensive empire the world had ever
seen.
Spain's principal ruler during this century was Phillip II
(1527-1598), son of Charles I and great-grandson of Ferdinand and
Isabella. By virtue of his paternal relationship, Phillip inherited the
crowns of Spain, Naples, the two Sicilies, Milan, the Brabant,
Flanders, the Dutch Netherlands, Franehe-Comta, and the Spanish
Empires in America, Africa, and Asia. During his reign he increased
his kingdom to include Portugal, and consolidated the Mediterranean
holdings by warring against the Moslems in North Africa and off the
coast of Greece, and against the French in Italy. Phillip and his uncle,
Ferdinand, who was Holy Roman Emperor, (1556-1564)} jointly
^Ferdinand's son, Phillip's cousin, Maximilian II, held this
responsibility from 1564-1576.
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dominated the political and economic life of Europe. But what is
significant for the present study is that John of the Cross lived at .-io
height of Spain's "Golden Ago. " Indeed, he helped to make it more
golden by his devotion to God and his guidance of those who were
willing to follow in a closer experience of God.
Biographical Highlights
Biographies of St. John of the Cross are almost as numerable
as the principal works written about this Carmelite friar who was
declared "Doctor of the Church Universal" by Pope Piua XI in 1926.
Many helpful studies of John's life exist in English, * though the best
official account was written in Spanish on the occasion of the 400th
' ' 2
year of his birth by Padre Crisogono de Jesus. This present intro¬
duction to the saint's theological distinctiveness will not add to these
already copious biographies, but the salient highlights of his life must
be reviewed briefly in order to contextuaKze his literary works and
his contribution to Christian theology.
1 ' '
E. g., Peers, op. cit.; Crisogono de Jesus, O. C. D., The
Life of St. John of the Cross, trans. Kathleen Pond (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1958); Fr. Bruno, O. C. D., St. John of the Cross
(London; Sheed & Ward, 1932); Kavanaugh and Rodriguez, op. cit.;
E. W. Trueman Dickon, The Crucible of love (London: Darton, Long¬
man and Todd Ltd., 1963); and Bede Frost, Saint John of the Cross




Juan da Yepas was born in 1542, just 25 years after Martin
Luther nailed his theses to the door at Wittenbttrg. In no sense, how¬
ever, could he be considered contemporaneous with the German re¬
former, since Luther's death occurred early in St. John's childhood.
1 _ 2
His mother was widowed before he was a year old, and the family
left the village of Fontiveros, near Avila, to settle subsequently in
the neighboring town of Medina del Campo in central Spain.
John's elementary schooling was realised while in Medina.
Here he also worked for a year in a hospital, and from 1559 to i563»
he studied the humanities in a local Jesuit school. Many of his basic
theological concepts were formulated during these years but the
principal influences on his devotional thought were to come later. In
1563, he declined an offer to be chaplain at the I-Tague Hospital in
Medina and accepted instead the invitation of certain Carmelite friars
in the mitigated order to become one of them. His religious naxne
while with tne non-reform Carmelites was Juan de San Matias.
•
i -
'•Frost leaves the death of John's father until the boy was
seven years of age. The weight of other biographers is against this
view. Frost, op. cit., p. 2.
2
John of the Cross had two elder brothers, Francisco and Luis,
though the latter died while John was still an infant. Francisco later
became one of the chief sources of Sanjuanistic biography.
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The more formal academic training of friar Juan was pro¬
cured in hie three year course in arts (156. -6?) at the world-renowned
University of Salamanca-. Contiguous with these studies he also took
the accustomed theological courses at the Carmelite College of San
Andres in Salamanca and, upon completing them, he received priest's
orders and begau hearing confessions. But the most far-reaching oc¬
currence of his life during this important year of 156? was his first
encounter with the great Carmelite reformer, St. Theresa of Jesus.
This acquaintance was to reshape the religious history of Spain.
The academic year 1567-63 was spent by John in post¬
graduate theological studies at the University of Salamanca. Upon
completion of these advanced classes, the young Carmelite set out
to cast his lot with Madre Theresa in what was to be known as the
Barefooted (Deacalsed) Carmelite Reform. In 1563 he officially
aligned himself with this new order, and took the religious name by
which he is more commonly known today--''John of the Cross" (Juan
de la Cruz).
From the Fall of 156S until 1577, John was busy assisting St.
Theresa in the founding and administration of many of the new reform
communities. She was the driving force and planner. He was the
theological and practical assistant.
As might be expected, opposition from the Carmelites of the
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mitigated, or non-reform, rule set in. According to Lea, John was
repeatedly denounced to the Inquisitions of Seville, Toledo, and
Valladolid as a possible alumbrado (Illuminist), but these tribunals
neither imprisoned him nor censured his writings. * They doubtless
telt that their time was needed to investigate other writers whose
heresy was more apparent, and that the perpetual surveillance of his
teachings by the Carmelite groups was sufficient to keep the Teresian
Friar orthodox.
But the persecution of the Reform Carmelites was intensified
during the decade of 1570-1580. John, as the principal male leader in
the reform, seems to have received the brunt of it all. During an im¬
prisonment of nine months in the non-reform monastery of Toledo, he
wrote four of his extant poems: "The Spiritual Canticle" (15 or per¬
haps 31 stanzas), "By the Waters of Babylon," "In the Beginning Was
the Word, " and "Song of the Soul. "2 Following his escape in 1578, he
spent nearly a year as Vicar of the Reform Carmelite house in El
Calvario and simultaneously produced other works of significance such
as: "The Dark Night, " the sayings "Of Light and Love, " and the
"maxims on Love" and the "Degrees of Perfection*"
1
Henry Chas. Lea, Chapters from the Religious History of
Spain (Philadelphia: Lea Brothers, 1890), p. 236.
2
Those are the English titles given the poems by Kav anaugh
and Rodriguez, op. cit., pp. 711 ff.
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In the brief period of 1579-82, he founded and became the
first rector of the descalced (or Reform) Carmelite College at Baesa
and probably completed hie first commentary entitled The Ascent of
Mount Carmel during this rectorship. Following this he spent the
next eight years in and around the cities of Granada and Segovia,
where he established new religious houses, attended to administrative
and priestly responsibilities, and found time to produce the majority
of his theological treatises. Thus, he wrote the final stanzas of his
doctrinal colloquy The Spiritual Canticle and the commentary which
theologically elucidates it. In addition, he finished the commentary
or the poem The Dark Night that complements the one entitled The
Ascent of Mount Carmel.. Also, it was during these years that he
wrote the poem The Living Flame of Love and its explicative com¬
mentary which represents his most advanced thinking in regard to the
theological implications of divine union. Sanjuanist scholars are unani¬
mous in attributing still other brief poems, letters, and minor literary
works to this Granada-Segovia period in St. John's career.
The last year of his life was his most difficult. His health was
bad, his official influence was suppressed, and he was formally re¬
jected by the ecclesiastical leaders of his own order. In 1591 he suf¬
fered a foot infection that did not heal and it led to other physical
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complications. His death occurred in December of that year at the
monastery of Obeda, Spain.
Clement X beatified John of the Cross less than a century
(1675) following his death. He was canonised in 1726, and two hundred
years later was declared "Doctor of the Church" by Pius XI.
Christian Origins in Spain
There remains another context which merits review before
the historical backdrop of John of the Cross is complete. It is the
religious setting out of which he came, and against which he spent
much of his life in reform.
Little is known of how Christianity arrived in Spain. The ac¬
counts of a missionary journey there by St. Paul and of a mission to
Spain by James (the son of Zebedee) before his death in 43 A. D. are
legendary. However, both Irenaeus1 and Teriullian" speak of
Christians being in Spain before the end of the second century.
Cyprian also sheds some light on the advanced stage of Christianity's
*Irenaeua, Against Heresies; it 10:2. Alexander Roberts and
James Donaldson, editors. The Ante Nleene Fathers (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1899), Vol. I, p. 331.
"Tertullian, An Answer to the Jews, Chap. VII, Roberts and
Donaldson, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 158.
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development in Spain In the middle of the third century by mentioning
the bishops of Leon-Asturla, Merida, and Saragossa, and alluding to
still others. * There is little doubt, then, that Christianity is of
. r.cient origin in Spain.
During the Viaigothic years of rulership over the Iberian
Peninsula (496-714 A. D. ), Christianity suffered nearly a century
(496-537) from a tendency toward Arianism due to the fact that the
early Gothic kings favored the Arian form of Christian doctrine. How¬
ever, by 587 A. D., King Pecared was converted on this matter and
officially adopted the tenets of the Church of Pome to be those of the
monarchy. The seventh century, then, was the age of triumph for
Orthodoxy In Spain, though the nationalistic spirit of the Iberians and
the individualistic spirit of the Visigoths made the Spaniards tra¬
ditionally suspicious of papal authority and supremacy.
Islamic Occupation in Spain
The third period in hispanic Christianity is the Arab occupa¬
tional epoch from 711-1492, during which time the religion of Christ
and that of Mohammed endeavored to co-exist in the southern prov¬
inces of Spain. Doubtless some efforts were made at accommodation
Cyprian, Epistle 67. Roberts and Donaldson, op, cit.,
Vol. V. pp. 369-372.
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of the two theologies* though the only major doctrinal infiltration into
Christianity appears to have been an early propagation of Adoptianism
by Elipandus of Toledo. This heresy, however, appears to have had
no lasting effect on the theological heritage of Spain. There were
also problems of a disciplinary and ecclesiastical nature but these,
too, were resolved gradually during the reconquest of Southern Spain
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Significantly, the eighth to the twelfth centuries produced
scant theological literature in Spain, but during the years of the
Islamic expulsion (1200*1500 A. D.), a greater volume of Christian
writing was forthcoming, though very little of it represents doctrinal
distinctiveness. For the most part, the literature of this period is
polemically directed against the inroads of Judaism and Mohammed¬
anism, and defensive with regard to the doctrine of Mary and the
saints. Some sermonic works of this period are extant, but do not
merit serious consideration for our present purpose due to their
practical, instead of theological, nature. However, the fourteenth
century produced several doctrinal treatises of minor importance by
Carmelite authors1 as well as by writers in the other regular orders
iNotably: Quido Terrena, Francis Baco, Juan Ballester,
Frances Marti, and Felipe Ribot. E. P. Colbert# "Medieval Spain,"
New Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1966), XIII, 496-506.
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existent in Spain. 1
The Inquisition Centuries
The fourth period of Spanish Christianity might be designated
"the Restoration Era" for in it a concerted effort was made to purge
the Church of all infiltrations of heresy stemming from the years
under Moorish influence. These were the years of the Inquisition
(1492-1700), the years of St. Theresa and St. John of the Cross, of
Ignatius Loyola and the beginning of the Jesuits, and the years of
intense enforcement of the Council of Trent. In regard to Lutheranism,
these were centuries of vigilance, suspicion, and defensiveness. In
regard to Judaism, Ialamism, and the vestiges of Visigothic syncre¬
tism, these are epochs of purgation from their influence, effects,
and re-occurrence. With regard to Catholicism itself, it is paradoxi¬
cally the age of revival and ossification.
The reign of Ferdinand and Isabella (1474-1517) saw the
refreshing breeze of the Renaissance as it swept through Spain, and
it endured to see also the first deadening effects of the Inquisition.
The Moors had contributed to the disunity of the Spanish peoples and,
' V * » •"
% *
*E. g., Raymond Lull of the Franciscans, Dominic Guzman
of the Dominicans, Boniface Ferrer of the Carthusians, Bernardo
Oliver of the Augustinians, et al.
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with the Saracens expelled, Ferdinand and Isabella sought to promote
unity in every possible form. One way this could be accomplished
wa3 to tolerate only one form of religion. In practice, this meant
that Mohammediins and Jews were required to accept the Christian
faith, or look elsewhere for a homeland. Thus, thousands left Spain
during the sixteenth century, and still more thousands acquiesced
externally to Christianity in order to remain on the peninsula. The
Inquisition became the instrument by which Church and State joined
hands in ferreting out those who were suspected of promoting disunity
with regard to the unireligious society that the monarchy sought to
enforce. This meant that as Lutheranism began its march across<a>
Europe, its advance in Spain was halted abruptly by the already
efficient and effective government supported Inquisition. No new
counter-reformation needed creation and the monarchy did not require
convincing. No country was ever better prepared to suppress the
"new" theological ideas of the sixteenth century than was Spain.
Wealth poured into the imperial treasury from the African, Asian,
and American colonies and this alleviated the Spanish monarchs from
the need of popular support for its program of theological suppression.
The early years were paradoxical, for, at the very time that
the Inquisition was being firmly established in Spain, the philosophy
of Erasmus was being read and defended in its academic circles.
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Perhaps the central leader in this movement was Cardinal Gisneros,
' 1
who founded the University of Alcala in 1508. 1 This institution became
the most important center of humanism in Spain, and rivaled Salaman¬
ca in its renown as a progressive center of learning. And, it is worth
observing at this point, that in 1571, John of the Cross was named
rector of the Discalced Carmelite College, which wag located in
i
Alcala, quite close to the university. At the university there were
chairs of nominalism, Scotism, Thorn ism, and Erasmus himself was
extended an invitation to teach there by Cisneros. Unfortunately, the
offer was declined by the Dutch philosopher, but its issuance illus¬
trates how closely Spain came to becoming a part of the mainstream
of European thought and culture.
During the reign of Phillip IX, which was contemporary with
the period of the Theresian and Johannine Reform, the back of
Erasmianism was broken in Spain. The predecessor of Phillip,
Charles I (Charles Y of Germany), sought to follow a conciliatory path
between the ideals of Erasmus and the facts of political survival as
J
Interestingly, the first edition of John's works was pub¬
lished in this city in 1613, with strong commendatory paragraphs by
the university authorities.
2
Perhaps Erasmus declined the invitation due to the outspoken
antipathy of Diego Lopez de Zuniga, the Spanish Cafcedratico of Alcala,
who was one of the most vocal opponents of the Erasmian edition of
the New Testament in Latin.
related to Roraaa Cacholiciana's political strength. Perhaps in its
beginning stages this policy had possibilities, but with the deluge of
Protestantism that swept over so much o£ Europe from 1517-1556,
there could be no middle ground. The Council of Trent in its third
stage (1562-63) made this abundantly clear, and, when Phillip took
over tne Spanish government from his father in 1556, he followed the
patn of least resistance by lending imperial support to the Inquisition.
Alonao states that there developed in Spain during this period a
psychosis against the threat of Protestant infiltration which reached
its height under Phillip 11.
Spain became a kind of fortress and paladin state in the
fight against Protestantism. The Inquisition « . . prose¬
cuted anything that indicated connivance with the ideas of
Luther and Erasmus! such as Holy Scripture in the
vernacular, commentaries on Scripture for the laity,
ascetic and mystical writings tainted with iUurainism. 1
j * '■ ' f | • ' \ \ \ 1 ■
In 1559, the king issued an ultimatum prohibiting Spanish
; ■{ i f v: •
students from studying outside the country and, in the same year,
Pope Paul IV sent letters to Spain empowering the Inquisition to act
2
against bishops who might be suspected of heretical tendencies. It
*J. Fernandez-Aionso, "Spain, Modern Era," New Catholic
Encyclopedia, op. cit., XIII, 508 f.
^Heretofore episcopal officers of the church were beyond
Inquisitional jurisdiction.
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was now believed that adequate control was assured against the pos¬
sibility of Protestantism13 coming into Spain via its returning students,
and sufficient powers were in the hands of the inquisitors to completely
discover and suppress Protestant and other threatening ideological
outbreaks within the country. It i3 lamentable indeed* when men can¬
not feel free to express their thoughts, but it is still more regrettable
when this takes place after an awakening experience, such as occurred
in Spain during the fifty years following the expulsion of the Moors.
It is apparent, then, that to understand contextually the wave
of ascetical mysticism which swept Spain in the sixteenth century it
is necessary to bring into proper focus the budding seeds of the
Erasmian and Cisnerian spiritual movement on the one hand, and the
stringent limitations on theological expression imposed by the In¬
quisition on the other. Thus, the light of freedom of thought was seen,
but its expression could only be symbolized. A vital experience with
God was believed possible, but its awareness had to remain mystical.
A cure for the arthritic effects of nominalism was in the mortar, but
its formula could be communicated only in poetic modes.
Ino wonder, then, that the age of the Carmelite reform took
place contemporaneously with reformation movements in other
religious orders, viz the work of Peter of Alcantara (d. 1562) in the
Franciscan reform and, the work of Ignatius of L»oyola (d. 1556) in
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establishing the Society of Jesus. No wonder also that the roll call of
Christian mystics in Spain during the inquisitional sixteenth century
represents the most significant concentration of these spiritual figures
in the history of Christendom. * Free theological expression in this
period was driven into the catacombs of mysticism where it found God
freely revealing Himself as divine wisdom and love.
The lid of free thought was off just long enough during the
reign of Ferdinand and Isabella to let in the fresh air needed for a
quasi reform in Spanish Christianity but during the Inquisition, the
cover wa3 replaced tighter than ever and free thought had to be com¬
municated as the "dark night of the soul" rather than in the blatant
cry: "The just shall live by faith." This suppressive atmosphere was
the theological scenery that surrounded the earlier years of Carmelite
reform in Spain.
The Carmelite Context
The more immediate religious environment of John of the
Cross also calls for brief attention. In the biographical summary it
1Among the Dominicans there was: Luis de Granada (d. 1563);
among Franciscans: Alfonso of Madrid (d. 1545), and Francisco de
Osuna {d. 1540); among Jesuits: Alfonso Rodriguez (d. 1616), Luis de
la Palma (d. 1616), and Luis de la Puente {d. 1624); among the Augus-
tinians: Tomas de Villaneuva (d. 1555), and Luis de Leon {d. 1591);
among the Benedictines: Garcia de Cisneros (d. 1510); et al.
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was noted that John's first formal education was received as a child
in the Children's School of the Doctrine (Colegio de log Ninios de la
Doctrina) in Medina del Campo. This was a literacy and catechism
school run for small children by Augustinian nuns. Later, as an
adolescent, he attended classes at a Jesuit school in Medina while
working part-time as a male nurse. Crisogono states that during the
time that John was a student in this latter institution, it was "in the
full flowering of humanist enthusiasm. "1 Upon completion of this
course of study in 1563, instead of becoming a Jesuit or Augustinian,
as might have been expected, he sought out the Carmelite Monastery
of Santa Ana in Medina del Campo, and asked for the brown habit of
that order. Whether his decision to become a Carmelite was based
on doctrine, on friendships, or on practical matters is not known.
Wrhat is certain is that the conviction was not a profound one, for upon
the termination of his studies at the Univeristy of Salamanca four
years later, John is found considering a transfer to the more ascetical
1 '
*Crisogono, op. cit., p. 15.
2 '
^Crisogono indicates that John was wanted by at least seven
other orders known to be in Medina. No indica**011 *s glv©n» however,
of the basis for this assumption. Ibid., p. 22.
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Carthusians1 In order to "hide himself In God. "2
At this stage In hie vocational development his encounter with
Theresa of Avila convinced him that he should cast his lot with her in
the movement to reform his own Carmelite Order. Apparently he
continued with the Mitigated (or Caleed) Carmelites another year
while completing additional theological studies at Salamanca. On
November 28, 1568, Friar Juan de Santo Mafias made the move that
was the turning point of his life. He took off the Observance habit,
and exchanged it for that of the Reform. Thus, he began to live bare-
footed, as was believed to be the more orthodox dress, and took the
new name. Friar Juan de la Crua.
There is much speculation about why John made this change.
An objective presentation of the factors involved is practically impos¬
sible to ascertain, since the biographies relating his life are either
written through the eyes of his devoted followers in the descalced
lCf. St. Theresa of Jesus, Book of the Foundations; S. A.
Peer» Complete Works of St. Theresa (London; Sheed & Ward, 1957),
Vol. XXI* p. 15; cf. also Jeronimo de San Jos**' listeria de la Vida y
Vlrtudes del Venerable Padre Fray Juan de la Cruz (Madrid; 1641),
p. 66. This was not a difficult transfer, ""since' ail mendicant Friars
were allowed to enter the Carthusian Order "without any preliminary
authorisation from the Holy See. All that was needed was an agree¬
ment between the superiors of both orders. " Fr. Bruno, op. cit.,
p. 54.
^According to Toraas Peres de Molina. Cf. Bruno, op. cit.,
pp. 57 and 398.
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movement# 1 or through the eyes of his devoted adversaries in the
non-reform Carmelites' Order. ^ It is certain that some of the
principal elements in his decision to forsake the observance order
for the Primitive Rule Order were: (1) the dynamic personality of
the foundress herseif-~Sfc. Theresa of Avila; (2) the desire to see
enforced the observance of a more eremitic primitive rule in the
Carmelite Order; ^ (3) the challenge of molding the foundations of a
new movement as weighed against the drudgery of converting some¬
thing already encrusted with deep traditions; (4) the freedom of ex¬
pression afforded by a possible leadership position in the new order;
(5) the intuitive method in Theresa's mystical inclinations which were
more in accord with John's own ideas regarding the mode of faith; and#
i '
E.g., Crisogono, op. cit.# p. 43; and Edith Stein, The
Science of the Cross# trans. Hilda Graef (London: Burns & Gates#
1960), p. 1,
2E. g. # Otger Steggink# O. C.» La Reforrna del Carmelo
Espanol (Roma: Institutum Carmelitanum# 1965), p. 337.
^This rule was originally drawn up by Cardinal Hugo in
1248 A. D. The mitigated rule which was in popular observance among
the Carmelites of Spain at the time of John and Theresa was authorized
by Pope Eugenias IV in 1432. In 1471# John Soreth# Prior General of
the Carmelites from 1451-1571, issued an order allowing those who
wished to live under the Primitive Rule to do so "in specified houses
set aside for them." John had obtained permission to observe the
primitive rule# even while in the non-reform order, but Theresa's
movement gave him opportunity to see its observance made com¬
pulsory for his fellow friars.
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(6) it is even possible that John had aspirations of becoming a mis¬
sionary to the New World with the influential and spiritual backing of
one so capable as Theresa. * It is doubtful, however, that John's
transfer from the original order to the Discalced Order was due to
any basic theological difference in the two groups except, perhaps,
that of epistemology.
What can be said with regard to John's future contributions
to theology is that the smaller, less structured, Discalced Order af¬
forded him the environment to put into practice his ever-developing
concepts of knowing God intuitively and the unitive effects of such
knowledge. While it is true that in later years he was suspected of
"illuminism", this charge was never proven, nor was it seriously in¬
vestigated by the inquisitional authorities. Indeed, history appears to
indicate that while "Illuminism" was the pretended occasion of his
being under suspicion, the real causes were of a more interpersonal
nature, and, in some cases, they were related only to the techni¬
calities of hierarchical protocol and ecclesiastical procedure. To
^hat John requested to be sent to Mexico in later years is a
fact. Cf. Crisogono, op. cit., p. 276. We also know that in 1566, a
Franciscan missionary to the West Indies visited Theresa and told her
of the millions of souls perishing for lack of teaching. "The Santa
Madre prayed about this and received the message from God: 'Wait a
little and thou shalt see great things.Foundations, Peers, Works
of St. Theresa, op. cit., III, p. 3f. A year later she talked to John
about going with her in the new Carmelite movement. It is possible
that this idea was involved in their early conversations.
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John's credit there was never proven any case of Immorality or of
premeditated disobedience to authority. His canonization has had the
effect of vindicating not only his personal and official life, but also of
giving authoritative sanction to his writings and theology.
U. General Introduction to the Writings of
St. John of the Cross
The Nature of His Literary Works
The literary production of John of the Cross when compared
to other doctors of the church at 'Rome is, as Kavanaugh and Rodriguez
point out, not comparable "in volume or in doctrinal variety, but
John's writings denote a depth of human psychology and a quality of
God-consciousness that gives him a place of unequaled Importance in
the history of Christian thought.
Only his three major theological works are of major concern
for the purpose of this present study. They are: The Ascent of Mount
Carmel--Dark Night, ^ The Spiritual Canticle, and The Diving Flame




The Dark Night of the Soul is considered in this study as
a part of The Ascent of Mount Carmel. The basis for this conclusion
is the nature and content of the two works. Even Peers reluctantly
separates them out of respect for a "Venerable tradition," though in
reality this Sanjuanist scholar considers the Dark Night as "a continu¬
ation of the Ascent of Mount Carmel, and fulfills the undertakings
given in it." Peers, op. cit., Vol. X, p. 315. Even as early as
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of Love. Strong unanimity exists regarding the Johannine authorship
of these three treatises, * and there is very little of theological value
in his letters and maxims that is not found expounded in the above
works. This is not completely true of John's poems. By every test,
they are works of inspired art and, where these metrical articulations
best convey the theological teachings of John, they are referred to in
this present study, even though their purpose is primarily adorationai
rather than didactic.
Padre Andres de la Encarnacion, who was given in the 18th century
the task of collecting and editing John's writings, there was the belief
that the five books (the three from the Ascent and two from the Dark
Night) are "integral parts of one whole, since they all treat different
stages of one spiritual path. " Cf. ibid., p. xlii. Dicken adds weight
to this conclusion with the theory that the Ascent was first intended
to consist of four major sections, and that the Dark Night is the fourth
and missing part. Book 1 of the Dark Night thus becomes an intro¬
duction to Book IV of the Ascent according to Dicken's theory. His
conclusion is: "Thus we find no substantial disagreement among
modern critics as to the inherent thematic unity of the Ascent and the
Night, and the latter certainly cannot be rightly interpreted unless it
is regarded as an integral part of the former. " Dicken, op. cit.,
p. 222. Kavanaugh and Rodriguez also prefer the unity of the two
works and propose that the Dark Night should be inserted at the end
of Part 4 (Ascent I, l,ii), op. cit. , p. 57 f. That these two treaties <
(A scent and Dark Night) are one work, there can be little doubt. That
they were written at different times and under different circumstances
also must be acknowledged.
*"The authorship of these major prose works ... no one
has ever attempted to question. . .." Peers, Complete Works of St.
John, op. cit., p. xxvii.
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None of the original writings of John have been preserved
except some of his letters and a collection of seventy-six maxims on
light and love. .Even this latter compilation appears incomplete. How-
aver, an original diagram called the "Mount of Perfection" which John
desired to be placed as a frontispiece for all his doctrinal and de¬
votional treatises, is also still extant.
Most of John's writings, then, have come down to the present
day as copies, and this proposes the usual problems of literary,
textual and historical criticism. However, the scholarly studies of
Padre Silverio de Santa Theresa, C. D., resulted in a completely
revised edition of the works of John of the Cross which was published
in 1931. E. Allison Peers' prophecy that Silverio's edition would
probably be the "standard edition . . . for generations"1 has been
true, but in 1964, a more complete and critical version was completed
by Padre Lucinio Del SS. Sacramento. Improvements in the science
of textual criticism and the current interest in John's theological ap¬
proach have made the publication of Lucinio's definitive edition both
desirable and necessary.
The dates and places of composition for the major treatises
of John of the Cross cannot be detailed in fchi3 study. John was so
xibld., p. viii.
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capable of completely objectifying himself from the historical scene
about him that the time and place of his writings are not of major
Importance. This does not mean that he was a recluae who did not
know or have concern about the course of history and the welfare of
his fellowman. He cared deeply* but he sought the solution to man's
woes in God, rather than through channels of political and social
intervention. As has been indicated, scholars are generally agreed
that the major portion of his literary production was during the last
fourteen years of his life while he was at Calvario, Baeza, and
Granada.
The Ascent and Dark Night of the Soul. The first of John's
works to be considered is an eight stanza poem with a lengthy com¬
mentary divided into five books or sections which deal with the doctrine
of Christian perfection in its progressive stages from the soul's saif-
dependence to its supernatural union with God in faith. The treatise is
best divided into the two approaches that John makes toward the pur¬
gation and perfection of man. The first three bocks (or sections),
traditionally bearing the title of The Ascent of Mount Carmel, deal with
the "active night," or what might be summarized as the active aspects
of self-denial and purification that the soul undertakes in progressing
toward union with God. The last two books (or sections), traditionally
entitled Dark Night of the Soul, develop the pasaive elements of
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purification and growth in holiness toward the same unitlve experience
of God. The five books are complementary to the doctrine and pur»
pose of the Spiritual Canticle.
The Spiritual Canticle. This work is an allegorical poem
similar in character to the canonical book entitled Song of Solomon. *
An extensive commentary by the author accompanies the poem and it
serves to elucidate the theological and practical significance of the
metrical content. The metaphor used to convey the deep emotional
and rational relationship between God and the soul Is that of a Bride
and Bridegroom. It is beautifully and artistically done and, though
the commentary was doubtless written for didactic purposes later, it
is an invaluable aid to an understanding of the doctrinal Ideas involved
in the poetry.
The Living Flame of Love. The briefest of the major treatises
of John of the Cross is entitled Living Flame of Love. It contains only
LThere are two redactions of the Spiritual Canticle which have
come down to us. They differ with regard to the stanza sequence and
number. Also the later redaction of the commentary is more detailed.
John of the Cross is believed to be the author of both editions, but the
second appears to represent a later attempt on Ms part to revise and
expand the previous work. Only Baruzi, among the principal san-
juanists, throws any doubt on the Johannine authorship of the second
redaction. Baruzi also rejects the later revision of the Living Flame
of Love, believed by most authorities to be by the hand of John. Cf.
the discussion of this matter in ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 5 and P. Silverio de
Santa Theresa (ed.) Obras de San Juan de la Cruz (3rd edition), Burgos:
Tipografia de ,"El Monte Carmelo," 1943, p. xxiii.
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four stanzas of verse, but their spiritual and theological quality
represent the most sublime and intense experience of God in John's
soul. Fortunately, he was prevailed upon Co expound the doctrinal
and empirical significance of these poetic verses, and therefore
there exists hi3 prose commentary on each phrase of the stanzas. *
It is difficult to refrain from eulogy of the beauty and eloquence of
this poem in Spanish. Also, the theological scope and content denote
an author who unquestionably writes from a height of spiritual com¬
munion with God that is rare in the history of mankind.
The Minor Works of John. In addition to these major works
of John of the Gross, others of less theological value have been pre¬
served. One is a brief treatise entitled Precautions, and it contains
several practical words of advice regarding the Christian's attitude
2
toward the "world", the Devil, and the "flesh". Another minor work
*As with the Spiritual Canticle, there exist two redactions by
John of the commentary on Living Flame of Love. The differences
between the two commentaries is only slight. This present study
follows the later redaction which appears to be somewhat more de¬
tailed and perhaps represents, to some extent, John's maturesfc
thinking.
2
Contra si vnismo y Sagacidad do Su Sonsualidad-- (Against
one's own self and the sagacity of his sensual nature) translated here
as "flesh," since it is against this depraved aspect of man's nature
that John writes his precautions.
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is his Four Counsels for r'caching Perfection, which appears to be a
lengthy letter to a theological student or lay brother. In it John sum¬
marizes some of his concepts about progressing toward full sancti-
fication. Only one original work of John has survived to our day. It
ia his Maxims of Love and Light, and contains a prayer and seventy-
six sayings supposedly used by John in teaching nuns and friars the
significance of these two elements in the Christian life. Other brief
fragments of didactic materials1 and much of John's personal and
official correspondence have been preserved, but these are of rela¬
tively minor importance for his theological thought.
Of the major publications of John of the Cross, the French
Sanjuanista Jean Vilnet, has the following to say: "These four works
summarize all of the thought of St. John of the Cross and must of
necessity be the basis for any doctrinal, ftlological, or literary study
that might be made of John. They are the basis in this present
analysis of John's empirical approach and his doctrinal contributions
to Christian theology.
t *£. g. • l^u-itos de Arnor, Grades de Per fee c ion, Avisos cue
Tenia la Madre Magdalena, and Otros Avisos. The penultima col¬
lection is incorporated for the most part in the major work: Ascent
of Mount Carroel.
2
Jean Vilnet, L-a Biblla en la Obra de San Juan de la Cms
(Version de P. Marceliano de Lizaso, O. F. M. Cap.) (Buenos Aires:
Ediciones Desoiee, de Brouwer, 1953), p. 38.
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His Principal Literary Sources
No literary works endure which do not have some roots
reaching deep into the tradition that precedes them. This is not to
deny the possibility of inspiration and originality, but it 3pells out one
of the basic factors in genius and creativity. The writings of John of
the Cross reveal a thorough knowledge of the Bible, of Patristic and
Scholastic theology, and of other outstanding thinkers in Christian
history.
The Bible. Luke all Biblical expositors of his day, John did
not employ the modern methods of hermeneutics in his interpretations
of the Scriptures, though he used the Vulgate version extensively to
support his teachings. Jean Vilnet reports that there are over 900
Biblical references in John's major works, * two-thirds of which are
2
from the Old Testament, and one-third from the New Testament. In
the commentaries of John there are Biblical quotations on almost every
page. Peers states that "in the mystical interpretation of Holy
*Including 13 references from Baruch, one from II Maccabeas,
six from Tobias, two from Judith, 29 from Wisdom, and 17 from
Nclesiastico. Ibid., p. 220.
2lbid., p. 42.
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Scripture ... he (John of the Cross) has had few equals even among
his fellow Doctors of the Church Universal.1,1
Of the traditional interpretations of the Bible, I. e., the
literal (or historical), the moral, the allegorical, and the spiritual,
John employs the latter two methods principally. He is certainly no
nominalist, but neither is he given to the abusive extremes of many of
the allegorical interpreters of the medieval period. He seeks the
deeper spiritual truth behind each passage, and his writings clearly
denote the authoritative position that he gives to the Holy Scriptures.
While St. John probably did not study Greek and Hebrew in his theo-
logical training, he does have a good command of Latin, as indicated
by his frequent use of the Vulgate though, at times, the Scriptural
quotations in Spanish appear to be his own translation from the Latin.
This was probably necessary in many instances, since the publication
of the complete Bible in Spanish was on the forbidden list at this time
in Spain. ^ His reverence for the Scriptures and his dependence upon
1
Peers, Complete Works, op. cit., p. xxx.
2 /
Although Crisogono believes he^id study Greek at the Jesuit
School in Medina. Cf. Crisogono de Jesus O. C. D., Vida y Obras de
San Juan de la Cruz, quinta edicion (Madrid; Biblioteca de Autores
Cristianos, 1964), p. 37.
3
In 1551, the publication and reading of the Bible in the common
language was placed on the Catholic Index in Spain. Portions of it
could be translated, however, for academic reasons in the publication
of "acceptable" theological books and treatises. John of the Cross and
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them for knowledge is clearly stated in the Prologue to his principal
work where he says: "Being guided by the Scripture we do not err
since it is the Holy Spirit that speaks to us through it."1
Illustrations of John's devotion to Biblical authority could
abound far beyond the confines of this present study, but the following
selected examples can serve to indicate his utter freedom in the use
of the Bible, and his confidence in the Scriptures as the basis for
doctrine. The scriptural quotations are underlined below to emphasize
their prevalence and dominance in John's writings.
In discussing the transformation which takes place in the soul
due to its union with God, the Mystical Doctor declares that spirit-
ually speaking, there are two kinds of life:
One is beatific, consisting in the dsion of Goa, which
must be attained by natural death, as St. Paul says:
We know that if this our clay house is dissolved, we
have a dwelling place of God in heaven. ^
Professor Luis de Leon of Salamanca included much of the Bible in
Spanish in their lectures and writings. Cf. Vilnet, op. cit., pp. 17 ff.
*




The other is the perfect spiritual life, the possession of
God through union of love. This is acquired through
complete mortification of all the vices and appetites and
of one's own nature. Until this is achieved, one cannot
reach the perfection of the spiritual life of union with
God} as the Apostle also declares in these words: If
you live according to the flesh you shall die; yet if with
the spirit you mortify the deeds of the flesh you shall
IfreJ
The soul is unable to live perfectly in this new life, if
the old man does not die completely. The Apostle warns:
take off the old man and put on the new man who according
to God is created in justice and holiness. ^ In this new
life, which the soul lives when it has arrived at the perfect
union with God, her® being discussed, all the inclinations
and activity of the appetites and faculties, which of their
own were the operation of death and the privation of the
spiritual life, become divine. ^
The soul can well repeat the words of St. Paul: I live,
now not 1, but Christ lives in me. ^ The death of this
soul is changed to the life of God. We can also apply
the words of the Apostle, absov ta est mora in victoria
Cdeath is swallowed up in victory_7^ as well as those
the prophet Osee speaks in the person of God: Q death,
X will be your death. In other words: Since X am life,
being the death of death, death will be absorbed in life.
The soul, then, is absorbed in divine life, withdrawn
from its natural appetites and from all that is secular
and temporal? it is brought into the king's cellars, where
it rejoices in its Beloved, remembering His breasts more
than wine, saying: Although 1 am black, I am beautiful,
daughters of Jerusalem, ' for~my natural black color
was changed into the beauty of the heavenly king.
1 5
Romans 8:13, Flame 2, xxxii. ^Ephesians 4:22-24.
^Flame 2, xxxiii. '^Galatians 2:20.
5I Corinthians 15:54. 6Os. 13:14. 7Ct. 1:3-4.
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In this state of life so perfect, the soul always walks in
festivity, inwardly and outwardly, and it frequently bears
on its spiritual tongue a new song of great jubilation in
God, a song always new, enfolded in a gladness and love
arising from the knowledge the soul has of its happy state.
Sometimes it walks in joy and fruition, expressing in its
spirit those words of Job: My glory will ever be renewed,
and I shall multiply my daysas a palm tree. * This is
equivalent to declaring that God Himself, always remaining
the same, renews all things. As the Wise Man states:
Being ever one in my glory, I will ever renew my glory, 2
that is, I will not let it grow old as it was before. And X
will multiply my days as the palm tree, that is, raise my
merits heavenward as the palm tree lifts its branches.
The merits of a person in this state are usually remarkable
in number and quality, and ordinarily this person also sings
in his spirit all that David proclaims in the Psalm which
begins: ExaXtabo te, Dornane, quoaiam 3uscepisti me, and
especially in the last two lines: Convertiati planctum meum
in gaudlum mihi, etc., conacidisti saccum meum, et
circun-idesdisti me laotitiu, to the end that my glory may
sing to you and I may not regret; my Eord, God, I will
praise You forever. 5
There is no need to be amazed that the soul so frequently
walks amid this joy, jubilance, fruition, and praise of God.
Besides the knowledge it has of the favors received, it feels
in this state that God is 30 solicitous in regaling it with
precious, delicate, and enhancing words, and in extolling
it by various favors, that He has no one else in the world
to favor nor anything else to do, that everything Is for the
soul alone. With this feeling it proclaims like the bride
in the Canticle: Dilectus meus mihi et ego till. ^
JJob 29:20, 18. 2Wis. 7:27.
3Psalm 29:2, 12, 13.
4Song of Solomon 2:16, Flame 2, xxxv-xxxvi.
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The following passage demonstrates John's ability to move
freely from the Old to New Testaments in his presentation of his
theological ideas. In this paragraph, he employs the Scriptures as a
means of supporting the idea that no creature can serve the human
intellect as a proximate means of union with God:"
God cold Moses, who had asked for this clear knowledge,
that no one would be able to see Him: No man shall see
Me and remain alive. St. John exclaims: No man has
ever seen God nor anything like Him. And St. Paul
with Isaiah says: Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor
has it entered into the heart of man. This is why Moses,
as affirmed in the Acta of the Apostles, dared not look at
the bush while God was present, because, in conformity
with his feelings about God, he thought his intellect was
powerless to look fittingly upon Him. "* It is told of our
Father Elias that on the mount he covered his face (blinded
his intellect) in the presence of God. ^ He did this because
he did not dare, in. his lowliness, to gaze on something so
lofty, and he realized that anything he might behold or
understand particularly would be far distant from God
and most unlike Him. '
One other quotation from the Ascent will serve to illustrate
not only John's dependence on the inspired writings, but also denotes
his exegetical teachings so common to his "mystical theology. " He
states that:
*Ascent H, 8, iv. ^'Exodus 33:20.
^John 1:18.
4
I Corinthians 2:9j Isaiah 64:4.
5Acts 7:30-32. 6I Chronicles 19:11-13. 7Ascent II, 8, iv.
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In this mortal life no supernatural knowledge or appre¬
hension can serve as a proximate means for the high
union with God through love. Everything the intellect
can understand, the will experience, and the imagination
picture is most unlike and disproportioned to God, as
we have said.
Isaias brought this out admirably in a noteworthy
passage: To what have you been able to liken God? Or
what image will you fashion like to Him? Will the iroa-
3m 1th by chance be able to cast a statue? Or will the
goldsmith be able to mold Him out of gold, or the silver¬
smith' with plates of silver0 *
The iroasmith signifies the intellect whose work is to
form the concept by removing the iron of sensible species
and phantasms.
The goldsmith symbolizes the will which Is capable of
receiving the figure and form of delight caused by the gold
of love.
The silversmith, who was unable to fashion Him from
plates of silver, typifies both the memory and the imagi¬
nation. The concepts and images which those powers mold
and construct can easily be likened to plates of silver.
It is as if Isaias had said that the intellect will not be
able through its ideas to understand anything like God,
nor the will experience a delight and sweetness resembling
Him, nor the memory place in the phantasy remembrances
and images representing Him.
Manifestly, then, none of these ideas can serve the
intellect as a proximate means leading to God. In order
to draw nearer the divine ray the intellect must advance
by unknowing rather than by the desire to know, and by
blinding itself and remaining in darkness rather than by
opening its eyes. ^
^Isaiah 40{18-19.
^Ascent II, 8, v.
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In concluding this section on John's use and devotion to the
Bible as his chief literary source, it is interesting to note that the
scriptural passage most frequently cited by him is the Pauline expres¬
sion: "Faith cometh by hearing," Romans 10:17. This is the key to
his concept of religious epistemology, and is the foundation stone of
liis entire concept of knowing God out of union, with Him. All roads
begin with Romans 10:17, in John's theological experience.
Patristic Theology. Another source of literary support on
which John relies is selected writings from the patristic period.
These are principally from four authors: Augustine, Pseudo-Augustine,
Gregory the Great, and I: seudo-Dioaysius.
Augustine ia the principal influence in bis theology, though
specific citations are rarely given. He refers to Augustine in only six
?
quotations, and each of these are with the intent of corroborating some
theological point he is making. For instance, when John wants to
emphasize the moral distinction between man's creatureliness and God,
he cites the Soliloquies in support of his view, and then adds: "These
are the words of the Saint. "
XCf. Ascent H. 3, iii; II. 27, ivj III, 31, viii; Canticle 14-15;
XV.
"Four of these are from Pseudo-Augustine and two from
Augustine.
^Ascent I, 5, i.
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Miserable man that 1 am, when will my pusillanimity
and imperfection be able to conform with your righteous"
nesa? You indeed are good, and I, evil? You merciful,
and I, wicked; You are holy, and I, miserable? Yon are
just, and 1 am unjust; Yon are light, and I, blindness;
You are life, and I am death; You are medieine, 1 am
sickness; You are supreme truth, and 1, utter vanity. *
To add weight to his teaching that self-knowledge is a neces¬
sary part of acquiring divine knowledge, the Mystical Doctor quotes
again Augustine as saying: "Let me know myself, Lord, and I will
2
know You." In another context he quotes the Bishop of Hippo as in
agreement with his idea that suffering is a part of love and can be borne
without heaviness. "As St. Augustine says, love makes all burden-
3
some and heavy things nearly nothing. "
The other citations he makes from Augustine have to do with
4 5
God's self-manifestation to the soul, and to other creatures, and of
6
the divine grandeur and excellence that is revealed thereby.
^Pseudo-Augustine, Soliloquiorum animae ad Deum liber onus,
c. 2: PL 40, 866.
^Night 1, 12, v, from Augustine, Soliloquiorum, lib. 2,
c. Is PL 32, 885. *
»
_
Night II, 19, iv; Augustine, Serm. 9, De verbis Domini in
Mt.; PL 38, 444. -
^Canticle 1, vi. Pseudo-Augustine, Soliloquiorum animae ad
Deum liber unus, c. 30s PL 40, 888.
5
Ibid., 4, i; Pseudo-Augustine, Soliloquiorum animae ad
Deum liber unus, c. 31: PL 40, 888.
6Ibtd., 5, i; Pseudo-Augustine, Soliloquiorum animae ad
Deum liber unus, c. 31: PL 40, 888.
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Traces of Augusfcinian theology can be noted behind much of
John's teachings, especially with respect to his trinitarian emphases,
his doctrine of man, and his stress on the three theological virtues.
The above citations represent the only specific quotations which John
attributed to Augustine but in the course of this present study other
sanjuanist passages will be cited which indicate a significant indebted*
ness to the North African's teachings.
There is also an indebtedness to Gregory the Great, though
it is more practical than theological. John cites Gregory's inter¬
pretation of Acts 2:3 on two occasions, * and quotes Gregory in his
contention that "faith is without merit when it has proof from human
2
reason." Also, an allusion to Gregory's commentary on St. John is
3made in the Flame, and in his discussion of supernatural visions,
John refers to St. Benedict's vision of the entire world as empirical
proof of this type of experience in relation to corporal substances. ^
Beyond these definite instances there appears to be no great dependence
*Night lit 20, iv, and Flame 2, iii. Gregory, Homil. in
Evang.: PL 76. 1220.
~'Ascent HI, 31, viii; Gregory, Horn. 26, in Evang. PL 76,
1197. " """
name 3, xxiii; c£. Gregory, Horn. 30 in Evans., PL 69,
1220. —
^Ascent H, 24, is cf. Gregory, Vita S. Benedict!. Dial., lib.
2, c. 35: PL 66, 198.
by John on Gregory's thought, except perhaps in some of his other
Biblical interpretations, and even these would be difficult to trace
and thoroughly substantiate.
There are four specific reference to Dionysius in the works
of John, and interestingly, they are all the same quotation. Thus in
each of his major works--The Ascent of Mount Carmel, The Dark
Night, The Spiritual Canticle, and The Living Flame of Love—he
reiterates the Dlonysian definition of contemplation as being "a. ray of
darkness."1 The significance of this repetition is noteworthy for two
reasons.
In the first place, the idea of contemplation as a ray of
darkness is what John considers one of the most distinctive emphases
in his own theology. He cites Pseudo-Dionysius on this point as a
corroboration of his own viewpoint rather than as his original soiree
for the concept. Basic to an understanding of any of John's theology is
his complete confidence in God to give Himself to man to the degree
that the human agent intellect and affections are darkened. Contem¬
plation is the process by which God sends this blinding ray of darkness
that simultaneously results in His very self-giving to the soul. No
1Ascent U, 8, vi; Night II, 5, ill; Canticle 14-13, xvi;
?larne xlix.
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other phrase more succinctly captures the essence of St. John's idea
of mystical theology than this one of Pseudo-Piony3ius.
But the quotation is significant in the second place, because
it is the only reference to Dionysius in all of John's works. 1 Indeed,
most of his theology represents a calling into question the whole of
Western Mysticism which was so deeply indebted to Dionysian thought
and claims. In fact, John of the Cross actually dedicates entire
chapters of his writings to teach against the popular appeal to super¬
natural visions, locutionary revelations, and esoteric experiences
which found much support in Western theology by reference to the
Pseudo-Dionysian writings. He never formally opposes the Dionysian
doctrine as such, but he emphatically and repeatedly rejects the
popular mysticism of his day which heavily depended on the Pseudo-
Areopagite in its theology and practice.
Thus, on the one hand, John uses the Dionysian phrase to
epitomize his own theology of human passivity and divine activity in
the soul, but at the same time his whole doctrinal system represents
1 The ray of light metaphor in the Ascent might be cited by
some as originating with Pseudo-Dionysius, but in John's case it is
more probable that he is incorporating here a commonly used illus¬
tration from the general mystical tradition current in sixteenth century
Spain. Comp. Peeudo-Dionysius, De Mystica Theoiogia (Chapter one),
and Ascent II, 5, vi.
2Cf. Ascent II, 19, xxxii; III, ?, xiii, et al.
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a move away from dependence on Pseudo-Dionysian thought with all
its emphasis on supernatural manifestations of God rather than the
ontological experience of God alone.
Doubtless there are other theological influences of the
Patristic period which found their way into the thinking of John, but
they are not readily apparent. One of his remarkable gifts was the
ability to incorporate academic and devotional learning into his own
experience to such an extent that it became an integral and productive
part of himself.
Scholastic Theology. John's education at Medina del Garapo
and at Salamanca included courses in scholastic theology and his
/
academic relationship with the University of Alcala while he was
rector of the Carmelite College in that city brought him into close
contact with the Scholastics of that world-renowned institution. While
he does not quote directly from the Schoolmen with great frequency, *
much of his basic theology denotes the characteristically Aristotelian
thought which was so common within Catholic Orthodoxy of that day.
It is to his credit, however, that John's Scholasticism was broader
than just the current Thomism which enjoyed extreme popularity in
Spain during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
AOnly Thomas Aquinas is specifically mentioned.
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John's genius for uniting originality with thorough academic
training is nowhere more forcibly seen than in the use he makes of
his studies in Scholastic theology at Salamanca and elsewhere. The
Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophy was probably enjoying the height
of its grandeur in the universities during the very years that John of
the Cross was a student. It3 influence in hi3 theology is immense,
and its disciplines of thought and massiveness of content were probably
the major factors which prevented his system from becoming simply
another mystical testimony or an irrational treatise on religious
experience.
As is noted above, specific references to the Scholastic theo*
logians are almost negligible in John's writings, but this is partially
explainable by the fact that much of his major works was composed
while he was incarcerated at Granada. Witnesses to his existence
during this period testify that the only book© available to him were the
|
Breviary and the Bible. This fact not only explains the abundance of
Biblical quotations by John, but it also indicates why his references to
scholasticism are usually introduced by some more vague expression,
such as: "the philosophers say," or "philosophy states, " or, simply,
"the philosopher."
*£. g., note the quotation from Fray Juan Evangelista en
Crisogono de Jesus, The Life of St. John of the Cross, op. cit.,
p. 226.
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The most specific reference John makes to St. Thomas's
works is from a treatise entitled De Beatitudine. This was subse¬
quently proven not to be an authentic work of Aquinas, and the content
of the quotation is of relatively minor importance in John's theology. *
The one other definite reference which the Doctor makes to St. Thomas
is a general statement regarding "secret wisdom" which Aquinas states
is "communicated and infused into the soul through love. 1,2 The
Angelic Doctor's interpretation of the source for St. Benedict's world
vision is alluded to by John, but beyond these somewhat minor ac-
3
knowledgments of the Thomisfcic writings, John makes no others.
However, his frequent mention of "good philosophy" and "the
philosophers" is almost always a reference to Aristotelian philosophy
as it was Christianized through Aquinas or some other medieval text
book of his times.
As an illustration of his reliance on Thomistic philosophy,
John's view of God's relation to nature can be cited. In discussing the
effects of divinely infused contemplation on the memory, he teaches a
suspension of the soul's remembering faculties to permit a completely
'Canticle 38, iv.
2Night 11, 17, ii.
Ascent H, 24, i.
passive status for God's activity in the soul. Allaying any doubts about
his own view of the divine role in this discipline* John states that
though some say that "God does not destroy but perfects nature," he
holds the view that in perfecting the memory, God actually allows the
loss of distinct knowledge in order to infill the memory with some¬
thing new and better. " John is here clearly resisting the Thomistic
2
teaching that nothing of nature can be lost but is only perfected.
The influence of St. Thomas in John's theology needs further
attention, however, as possibly the principal theological system
which John sought to correct and improve. This is especially true of
Aquinas' emphasis on man's agent intellect and discursive reason.
His objection to the Thomistic confidence in man's reasoning powers
is twofold. First, John of the Cross not only teaches that a knowledge
of God out of His Being is impossible by the use of discursive reason
and the agent intellect, but he declares that this intellectual activity
and this human faculty can be the very Impediments which prohibit the
self-revelation of God to man. The divine cognition which John so
ardently wants to share with others is not a secondarily derived
iIbid.. Ill, 2, vil.
2C f. Aquinas, Summa Theol. I q 1. 8 ad 2, & q 2. 2 ad 1 and
2.2, q 188. 8.
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knowledge, nor can it be. Its communication rests in the sover¬
eignty of God, since it is the very Being of God that is known. There¬
fore any confidence in man's agent intellect as a means to deduce a
knowledge of God is shear arrogance for the Mystical Doctor.
There is a second important reason why John of the Cross
rejects Thomistic episternology with regard to the agent intellect and
discursive i*easoning. It is that these faculties tend to shape, form,
and qualify whatever enters one's experience through the passive
intellect. They engage in objectifying thought and for John of the Cross,
this leads inevitably to distortion of God's self-revelation. Where the
human reaction to God's presence in the soul should be one of passive
reception and pure adoration, the active intellect invariably elaborates
the experience into structures and patterns of man's own molding. For
this reason, John seeks to correct the Thomistic emphasis on dis¬
cursive reasoning and replace it with his doctrine of passive assent
and reception of what God reveals of Himself in its own objectivity and
untouched purity. Thus God is the Agent in divine knowledge, ac¬
cording to John of the Cross, and man's intellect is only the obedient
receptacle and privileged faculty to experience it. This fundamental
distinction between the Thomistic epistemology and that of John is
probably the most significant relation between the two theologians.
John of the Cross would not allow his experience of God to be poured
into an a priori mold, Aristotelian or otherwise.
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The Aristotelian ideas through St. Thomas and other philo¬
sophical concepts are used by John, however, whenever they confirm
his own a posteriori experience of God. He makes some twenty
general references to"phiiosophy^ "the holy doctors," or "the Philo¬
sopher" throughout his writings. Thus, though he teaches against the
effectiveness of the human intellect as a means for divine knowledge,
he nonetheless is not above using those whose fame is intellectual to
corroborate his own ideas in theology.
in support of his contention that only contemplation can lead
to a knowledge of God, he recalls a "philosophical axiom" which says
that "all means must be proportionate to the end. After this he
cites Baeudo-Dionysius, Barueh, Aristotle, and Paul all in one para¬
graph to sustain his idea that contemplation necessarily involves a
darkening of the intellect as it progresses closer to the loftier ex-
2
perience of God.
Twice he appeals to the "philosophers" for verification of his
3
reference to man's "possible" or "passive1 intellect, and twice also
*Ascent IX, 8, ii.
3ibid,, II. 8, vi.
^Ibid., K, 3Z, iv; and Canticle 14 & 15, xiv.
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he quotes the philosophers as saying: "The doctrine for one thing
serves also for its contrary. " * Numerous other references are made
to philosophy, but there is one very significant quotation which is
basic to his own thinking, and yet it poses serious problems to his
whole theological thought.
In The Dark Night and again in The Living Flame of Love,
John cites "the philosophers" as saying: "whatever is received is
received according to the mode of the receiver. In many respects,
John's incorporation of this axiom into his theology represents a dis¬
parity with much of his previous thought, for if this statement is true,
then the dominance of man's active reason is a greater factor in the
reception of divine revelation than John's theology allows. Indeed, ac¬
cording to him, the mode of the receiver in man's case would not only
be an obstacle to the entrance of God's truth, but it would actively
break down and eliminate everything which transcends or conflicts with
it as a standard of what is reasonable.
John deals with these problems by his doctrine of divine ac¬
commodation on the one hand, and by his teachings regarding man's
1Ascent III, 6, Ij and Flame 1, xxii. Cf. also Night 1, 12, v;
and Canticle 11, xi.
^Night 1, 4, lij and Flame 3, xxxiv.
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transformation on the other. But the weakness being noted at this
present juncture is that he relies on a philosophical source which in
fact tends to contradict the main thrust of his whole theological
emphasis.
The indebtedness of John to Patristic and Scholastic theologians
is greater than can be indicated within the limits of a stud/ which per¬
tains to his theology in general. Some related studies on the Saint's
literary sources seek to prove the supremacy of Thomism in his
writings* 1 while others seek to give a broader literary heritage to
John's theological sources. Frost finds traces of Albert the Great in
John of the Cross* ^ but none of his biographers and commentators
recognize sufficiently his kinship to the thinking of still another of the
great Schoolmen. This is Duns Scotus* and the dual fact that John
studied in schools where there were outstanding chairs of Scotistic
theology and that there are strong epistemological similarities between
Scotus and St. John would indicate that this influence in his doctrine
has been neglected too long by his biographers.
*E. g., Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange, Christian Perfection and
Contemplation (London: Herder, 1937), and Jacques Maritain, The
Degrees of Knowledge (New York: Scribner's Sons, 1938), pp. 382-473.
2 I 1
^Crisogono de Jesus, O. C. D., San Juan de la Cruz, Su Obra
Cientifica y Su Obra Literaria (Avila, 1929).
^Frost, op. cit., pp. 53, 29, 357.
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The principal contribution of the Scotus classes to John's
theology is seen in his most basic doctrine--that of the intuitive
element in divine knowledge and the activity of God in communicating
this knowledge. In his study of Augustinian theology John was taught
that man attains knowledge through divine illumination of his intellect*
whereas in his Thomistic classes, he learned that man receives
knowledge indirectly by an abstractive process through the sense-
experience of universals as these are related to singulars. From the
lectures in Scotistic theology John was given to understand that God
confers upon things an innate intelligibility which can be apprehended
directly, without any mediatory universals. In other words, given
man's rational nature and a basic intelligibility in things themselves,
2Uns Scotus deduced that an intuitive knowledge of things in their very
existence is a possibility.
Hence, in union with the ideas of Scotus, John rejected in his
works both the abstractive epistemology of Thomas Aquinas and the
illumination theory of knowledge of Augustine. The working out of
this Scotistic epistemology in the realm of man's experience of God is
one of John's major contributions to the field of Christian theology.
His debt to Duns Scotus is perhaps greater than to any other of the
Scholastics, and is an element of his system which will subsequently
be examined in more detail in this present study.
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Other Influences. While the Bible# Augustine, and Duns
Scofcus appear to be the chief influences in the basic doctrinal approach
of John of the Cross# there are suggestions of other significant sources
which perhaps exercised a secondary role in the formulation of his
thought. They are worth mentioning, but to trace specific points of
reference is not completely possible or necessary for this introductory
study to his works.
Crisogono, John's official biographer for the 400th Anniversary
of his birth, sees as important the Averristic influence at Salamanca
during the years of the Saint's studies there. In essence this concept
was a Christianized version of the commentaries on Arisfcotellanism
written by the Moorish philosopher, Averroes (1126-1198) of Spain.
His importance in the West would be slight except for his popularity
among the Parisian Scholastics during the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. John Baconthorpe (d. 1346} was the champion of Averroism
/
among his own Carmelite order, and Crisogono notes that his writings
were so popular among his fellow friars that the Carmelite Constitutions
were eventually modified to prescribe that the teachings of Baconthorpe
1
should be "promoted and defended." *
1
Crisogono, Life of St. John, op. cit., pp. 35-36.
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Just how greatly these Averroistic teachings figure in the
theology of John of the Cross is open for question though it is quite
possible that he may have been indebted to Baconthorpe in his concept
of man's dependence upon the Scriptures for his knowledge of God, as
over against the more speculative ens divinum concept of abstract
theology.
In the matter of epistemology, John seems to follow more
directly the lines laid down by Duns Scotus than those of Baconthorpe.
It would appear, also, that Baconthorpe himself owed somewhat of a
debt to his near contemporary, Scotus. * Both men studied in Paris,
and it is not impossible that each of them was influenced by the so-
called "Averroist Principles" taught in the University of Paris during
the fourteenth century. Both of them opposed the anti-voluntarism of
Godfrey of Fontaines, who taught the complete passivity of the will.
They also are at one in their denial of various doctrines propounded by
Henry of Ghent, such as the absolute unity of being in man resulting
from the duality of forms, corporeal and intellectual. And it is known
that following 1302, Scotus was a lecturer in Paris, so it is conceivable
that Baconthorpe could have studied under him or under one of his
immediate disciples.
1Scotus--1265-1308; Baconthorpe, d. 1346.
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Whether John of the Cross received his Scofcus-Baconthorpe
ideas principally in the University of Salamanca classroom or in the
Carmelite College lectures, or in both, is not of great importance for
the present study. The relationship of their teaching and his views
regarding epistemoiogy, the activity of the will, and the anatomy of
being is significant, however, and it is quite probable that John of the
Cross mastered the theological systems of both men.
In addition to Baconthorpe and Scotus, other contributors of
the Catholic tradition can be noted as forming a part of John's basic
doctrine. He mentions specifically such writers as Bonaventure,
Boethius, and John Cassian. Interestingly, he does not quote Theresa
in his writings, and, at first notice, this appears strange. Dickeu
goes to some length to show various distinctions in the theological con¬
cepts of the two contemporaneous Carmelites* and he endeavors to
prove that they did not mutually borrow or collaborate in their writings.
If there were a theological dependency between John and Theresa, it
is more probable that, doctrinally speaking, the Carmelite foundress
was more greatly influenced by John, than vice versa. She even writes
to this effect: "He [ John of the CrossJ was so good a man that I, at
g
least, could have learned much more from him than he from me."
*Dicken, op. cit., pp. 270 it.
^Peera, Works of St. Theresa, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 64.
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There is evidence also that, when John endeavors to relate a
specific Christian doctrine to his experience, he draws more heavily
on general Christian tradition for his interpretation. This can be
noted in much of his theology, especially with relation to his teachings
regarding Christoiogy, the Holy Spirit, and the Trinity. Here can be
seen in the background the Victorine and Augustinian concepts though
they are not so pronounced that specific quotations and ideas are cited.
For the most part, John remains in the orthodox center of tradition
rather than inclining to any one particular theological school for his
doctrines of God and man.
Still other distinctively mystical influences are advocated for
the background of John's theology. Just as Frost claims to find
1 /
doctrinal rootage in Albert the Great, Crisogono sees parallels to
2
Suso and Tauler, Peers builds a case for a relationship to
3 4
Ruysbroeck, and others see traces of various medieval writers.
^rost, op. cit., pp. 53, 29, 357.
2 ' '
Crisogono, op. cit., p. 51. Crisogono's extravagant con¬
clusions are exceeded only by the meagerness of his evidence when he
says: "The history of mysticism knows of no two mystics who re¬
semble one another more closely ZTthan John of the Cross and TaulerJ."
3
Peers, Works of St. John, op. cit., p. xxxiv.
^E. g., A Benedictine of Stanbrook Abbey, Medieval Mystical
Tradition and Saint John of the Cross (London: Burns &■ Oates, 1954),
p. 151.
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While the influence of these earlier mystics cannot be denied cate¬
gorically, neither can it be convincingly proven, for John's mysticism
is more scriptural and empirical in origin, more theological in content,
and more thorough in its presentation than any of them.
John of the Cross is primarily an interpreter of his own
experience of God more than a systematic assessor of the current
theological trends of his day. He is an analyst of his personal
knowledge of God more than, a commentator on the philosophies of
others. He neither copies nor seeks to originate. He only testifies
to his experience of God through the Word. Without a doubt his testi¬
mony, his analyses, and his empirical interpretation is accomplished
in the terminology and on the basis of previous study and before the
backdrop of all his prior learning. But the expression of all this in
his writings had become so much a part of his being that he is hardly
conscious of its origin, and he is much less concerned to systematize
it all. Kis claim to originality, then, is not based so much on the
newness of his ideas as it is founded on the freshness of his approach to
the cognition of God and his complete freedom in expressing it through
Baroque Spanish poetry, coupled with his prose interpretation of it all
through commentaries. To his credit, he could do all this without the
necessity of becoming overly involved in the academics of theology and
philosophy per se. He wrote, not to prove the logic and precision of
previous training, but to share his experience of God with others.
He was appreciated because others believed in his experience and
were confident that theirs could be a similar one if they climbed the
heights of intellectual humility and plumbed the depths of religious
abnegation with John.
PART U
ANALYSIS OF THE THEOLOGICAL APPROACH
OF JOHN OF THE CROSS
1. The Epistemologieal Basis
of John's Theology-
Basic to any theological system is the author's concept of
epistemology and the proportionate means proposed for apprehending
truth and communicating it* How does one who testifies of a knowledge
of God arrive at such knowledge* what is Its nature* and what are the
limitations involved in acquiring it? How can it be validated and com¬
municated? These questions are fundamental to all theologians* but
John of the Cross claims not only to know God out of His very Being*
but also to be bound to Him In a reciprocal union of love that maintains
the immensity and sovereignty of God's Being on the divine side and
the creatureliness and personal dignity of man on the human side.
The Medieval Epistemological Modes
jtA</
Plato-Augaafclnian. To appreciate fully John's contribution at
this point* it is necessary to contextualise his teachings with the
leading eplstemoiogica! concepts of his day. There were three leading
theories of the knowledge process taught in the universities of the
sixteenth century. John of the Cross probably was exposed to all of
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them. One was the Platonic-Augustlnlan Idea which attributed the
activity of understanding to man's reason* and maintained that divine
light resides in every soul and makes illumination of supernatural
truths possible.
Fortunately* Augustine appears to have abandoned in his later
works the Platonic idea of universal natural knowledge in man from a
pre-mundane existence which becomes latent when mind and body are
joined but can be recalled by "reminiscence". In practice* however*
Augustine's own eplsternoiogy is but an Improvement on Plato's theory.^
Accordingly* he teaches a knowledge of eternal truths which is not the
result of a residual deposit left in the soul by some previous existence*
but which is the work of continuous discovery by the mind with the aid
of an intellectual illumination which is always present in it as its means
of contact with the world of intelligible reality* The Bishop of Hippo
even speaks of this divine light in the mind as reason's actual partici-
2
pation in the Word of God and as God's inner presence in the mind.
Thus what Plato called "reminiscence" is elevated to "divine illumi¬
nation" by Augustine* and what Plato defined as formerly possessed
lCf. Plato, De Quant, an. 20:34 (PL. 32 1054-5); and
Augustine, Sol. 11 20:35 {P. L. 32 902-4); and De Trio. XII 15:24
(PJL. 42 1011-12).
ZDe Trln XII 15:24 (P. L. 42 1011-12).
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but presently forgotten knowledge is the notio impressa of blessedness
and wisdom In Augustine. 2 The content of this divine illumination is
both conceptual and directional. It is the knowledge of "inviolable
truth" which man does not otherwise acquire* and it is also the
"pattern which governs our being and activities." This* in briefest
summary* was one of the principal theories of epistemology studied
by John of the Cross during his years of theological training.
Aristotelian-Thor-iistic. A second theory of human under¬
standing which was taught during John's student days was the
Aristotelian-Thomistic concept in which the basic ideas are meta¬
physical. Man's knowledge is a movement from potentiality to
actuality (quidquid moretur ab alio movetua), and every act of under¬
standing becomes a fact within the order of things that are intelligible
(geaere jatelUglbiUum). This concept of epistemology has been called
the Doctrine of Abstraction* since it contends that a thing is appre¬
hended not in itself but through abstraction from its existence* or
through the species abstraction from another thing. It is not with im¬
mediate experience that the Thomistic concept deads* but with ideas
detached from experience and to each other in a logical sequence by use
*Pe Lib. Arb. II 9. 26 (P. L. 32 1 254-3).
2Pe Trin. XX 6. 9 <P. L. 42. 966)j and ibid. * IX 7:12 (P. L.
42:967).
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of human reason. The result of this Aristotelian concept for theology
was to bring about a union of faith and reason and a logical accord
between revealed and natural theology. However, its epistemological
usefulness was somewhat short-lived, for when the arguments of
William of Occam were circulated, the cleavage between faith and
reason tended to recur.
The similarity between the gnosi'ology of Thomas Aquinas and
that of Augustine is seen in the sovereignty they both give to human
intellect as over against other faculties of man's nature, such as the
will, the memory, etc. Each of them stresses the role of human under¬
standing as a necessary preparation for faith, and even as the proper
interpreter and analyst of faith. But the two theologians differ in the
confidence they place in man's intellect as a source of divine truth.
Whereas the Bishop of Hippo resorts to the idea of special illumination
of the mind which comes from within man in his creaturely attachment
to the Creator, the Doctor Angelicus places greater trust in the intel-
lectus agens of man. He can explicitly state that man's soul "reaches
the understanding of truth discursively and by a process of reasoning,
and in opposing the ideas of Plato, he says that human intellectual
activity "is not caused by the sole influence of some higher being,"—
^Summa Theologica, la Ixxix. 4.
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but there exists within man "a spiritual ability- called by Aristotle the
intellectu3 agens. M * Aquinas does not deny the role of divine inspi¬
ration in matters of revelation, but he consistently assigns to man's
reason the responsibility to make what is revealed understandable
and to confirm it by rational logic. This epistemology was another
academic subject taught in the universities where John of the Cross
was a student.
Duns Scotus. The third concept of knowledge acquisition that
gained adherents in the sixteenth century was the intuitive apprehension
idea of Duns Scotus. He expressly rejected the divine illumination
concept of Augustine, and made the abstractive doctrine of Aquinas
secondary in the knowing experience.
For Scotus, then, the primary aspect of human understanding
is intuitive apprehension. Thus, a thing is known in itself as some¬
thing intelligible per se and In accordance with its own rational mode
of being. The intelligibility of an object is not conferred upon it by
some special divine light which moves the Intellect to comprehend it,
as Augustine insisted, but intelligibility is native to its essence or
*lhid.. la Ixxix. 6.
2Ibid.. la Ixviii. 1.
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nature by virtue of the knowledge that God has of it (omnia intelligi-
bilta acta intellectus divini habent esse intelligible). 1 The divine
knowledge of things endues them with a natural intelligibility which
makes it possible for the human intellect to apprehend them directly
and to be able to form rational ideas (abstractive knowledge) from
them.
John of the Cross Related to These Theories. Of these three
methods of cognition it can be said that John of the Cross is more akin
to Duns Scotus. There is an apparent indebtedness in his theology to
the logic of Aquinas and to the basic tenets of the Augustinian doctrines
of man and sin. but. in his epistemology. John inclines more toward
the subtle Doctor from Scotland. Attempts have been made to engraft
2 '
the Carmelite's theology into Thomistic Scholasticism, and Crisogono
finds many fruits of Augustinianism in his works, but John is dis¬
tinctive from both of these systems in that his cognitive modes for the
unitive knowledge of God which he teaches are neither illuminative nor
^uns Scotus, Ordinatio (Oxford Commentary on the Sentences
of Peter Lombard), ed. and trans. Allan Walter, G. F. M. ("The Kelson
Philosophical Texts") (Edinburgh: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd., 1962),
p. 123.




abstractive in nature. There are similarities, however, between
John's ideas of episternology and thos? of Duns Scotua.
The Baaic Role of Intuition in John's Epistemology
Intuitive Cognition of Being. Accordingly, then, there are
two aspects of the Scotus doctrine of knowledge which are especially
relevant for the study of John of the Cross. One is that the object of
human understanding is not the essence or nature of the object ab¬
stracted from Its existence, but is the being or essence in itself. This
is true whether the object of the intellect is material or spiritual,
personal or Impersonal, sensible or supra-sensible. However, this
does not mean that the abstractive processes are unnecessary. They
are indispenslble as the means by which the sensory and mental im¬
pressions of intuitive knowledge are organised and correlated into
complete and orderly conceptions. This Is not because the objects of
our knowledge are imperfect in themselves, but because we, as the
knowers, are limited and incomplete due to the natural imperfections
in the human race.
So, if being is the primary object of human intellect, it
follows that man's knowledge is not limited to that which is grasped
only by the senses, but it is free to apprehend being beyond the
material. Here Scotus treads with caution, due to man's moral and
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spiritual deficiencies and due, in part, to roan'c punishment for
original sin. No proper understanding is possible of the epistemo-
logical emphases of John of the Cross unless It la clearly compre¬
hended that the object of human intellect in his theology is not things,
nor ideas, nor mental images, but it is first and foremost the Divine
Being out of Himself. Thus in describing the cognition of God, John
says:
This sublime knowledge can be received only by a person
who has arrived at union with God, for it is itself that very
union. It consists in a certain touch of the divinity produced
in the soul, and thus it is God Himself who is experienced and
tasted there. Although the touch of knowledge and delight that
penetrates the substance of the soul is not manifest and clear,
as in glory, it is so sublime and lofty that the devil is unable
to meddle, nor produce anything similar (for there is no ex¬
perience similar or comparable to it), nor infuse a savor and
delight like it. This knowledge savors of the divine essence
and of eternal life, and the devil cannot counterfeit anything
so lofty. . . .
A man is incapable of reaching this sublime knowledge
through any comparison or imagining of his own, because
it transcends what is naturally attainable. Thus God effects
in the soul what it is incapable of acquiring. . . .
Since this knowledge is imparted to the soul suddenly,
without exercise of free will, a person does not have to be
concerned about desiring it or not. He should simply remain
humble and resigned about It, for God will do His work at
the time and in the manner He wishes. . . .
. . . God's demands for granting such a grace are humility,
suffering for love of Him, and resignation as to all recompense.
God does not bestow these favors on a possessive soul, since
He gives them out of a very special love for the recipient.
For the individual receiving them is one who loves God with
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great detachment. The Son of God meant this when He stated:
Qui autern diliglt me, dlligetur a Fatre meo, et ego dillgarn
eum, et manifeatabo ei me ipauro (Anyone who loves Me will
he loved by My Father* and X will love him and manifest My¬
self to him). «fJa. M:21_7 This manifestation includes the
knowledge and touches which God imparts to a person who
has reached Him and truly loves Kim.
The theological significance of the above description for the
present purpose ia the emphasis John places on the empirical relation
of the soul with Divine Being. The experience is not one acquired by
discursive reasoning on man's part* nor is it even a cooperative
venture realized by the joint efforts of man and God. The Mystical
Doctor's testimony is that the true knowledge of God out of His Very
Being comes only as the result of the agential work of God ia self-
giving. The "touch of God"in John's theology2 is none other than a
hearing of God who is "Infinite Voice. " Thus* "it is God Himself who
communicates Himself by producing this C infiniteJ voice In the soul.
But He limits Himself in each soul, measuring out the voice of power
according to the soul's capacity. . . . "3
In still another context, John identifies the "touch of God"
with the Logos, or Word of God.
*
A scent G, 26, v, viii, ix.
2John's term "the touch of God" is analysed in greater detail
in this study under the section on "Empirical Verification."
^Canticle 14-15, xi.
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How do You, the Word, the Sou of God, touch mildly and
gently, since You are so awesome and mighty? Oh, happy
is the soul that You, being terrible and strong, gently and
lightly touch! Proclaim this to the world! But You are
unwilling to proclaim this to the world because it does not
know of a mild breos© and will not experience You, for it
can neither receive nor see You. lTJhl. 14:17.7 But they,
O my God and my life, will see and experience Your mild
touch, who withdraw from the world and become mild,
bringing the mild into harmony with the mild, thus enabling
themselves to experience and enjoy You. You touch them
the more gently the more You dwell permanently hidden
within them, for the substance of their soul is now refined,
cleaned, and purified, withdrawn from every creature and
every touch and trace of creature. As a result, You hide
them in the secret of Your face, which is the V. ord, from
the disturbance of men. CP3. 3Q:2lJ
O, then again, repeatedly delicate touch, so much the
stronger and mightier the more You are delicate, since
You detach and withdraw the soul from all the other touches
of created things by the might of Your delicacy, and reserve
it for and unite it to Yourself alone, so mild an effect do
You leave In the sou! that every other touch of ail things
both high and low seems coarse and spurious. It displeases
the soul to look at these things, and to deal with them is
a heavy pain and torment to It.
It should be known that the breadth and capacity of an
object corresponds to its refinement and that the more
diffuse and communicative it is the more it is subtle and
delicate. The Word is immensely subtle and delicate, for
He is the touch which comes into contact with the aoul. The
soul Is the vessel having breadth and capacity because of
its remarkable purity and refinement in this state.
The divine "touches" are also identified by John with the
unction# and annotating activity of the Holy Spirit. ^ But the principal
1 Flame, 2, xvii-xvili-xlx.
2Cf. ibid., 3, xxvi—Ixvii.
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idea in all these passages is the fact that God alone is the Agent in
this revelational activity, and man's apprehension of it is intuitional
in mode and ontologicai in content. Thus John can say of the ex¬
perience:
, . , it is God who . , ♦ is the A^eit, and the soul is the
receiver. The soul conducts itself only as the receiver
and as one in whom something is being done; God is the
Giver and the one Who works in it, by according spiritual
goods in contemplation (which ia knowledge and love to¬
gether, that is, loving knowledge), without the soul'© natural
acts and discursive reflection©, for it can no longer engage
in these acts as before. '
. . . the principal Agent ... is Goa. Who secretly and
quietly inserts in the soul loving wisdom and knowledge,
without specified acts; although sometimes He makes
specific one© in the soul for a certain length of time. Thus
the individual also should proceed only with a loving attention
to God, without making specific acts. He should conduct
himself passively, as we have said, without efforts of his
own, but with the simple, loving awareness, as a person
who opens his eyes with loving attention.
Since God ... as the Giver communes with him through
a simple, loving knowledge, the Individual also, aa the
receiver, communes with God, through a simple and loving
knowledge or attention, so that knowledge is thus joined
with knowledge and love with love. The receiver should act
according to the mode of what is received, and not other¬
wise, in order to receive and keep it in the way it is given.
For as the philosophers say: Whatever is received is
received according to the mode of the receiver. ^
*lbid., 3, 3cc<ii. (Author's underlining.)
2lbid., 3, xxxiii-jocxiv. (Author's underlining. )
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In contemplation the activity of the senses and of dis¬
cursive reflection terminates, and God alone is the
Agent and one Who then speaks secretly to the solitary
and silent soul. *
There is as much difference between what the soul
does itself and what it receives from God as there
is between a human work and a divine work, between
the natural and the supernatural-. In the one, God
works supernaturally in the soul, and in the other,
the soul only works naturally. ^
A person should take note that even though he does
not seem to be making any progress in this quietude
or doing anything, he is advancing much faster than
if he were treading along on foot, for God Is carrying
him. Although he is walking at God's pace, he does
not feel this pace. Even though he does no work with
Ms faculties, he achieves much more than if he did,
for God la the Agent.
A proper understanding of John's epiatemology, which is
extremely basic to his whole theological thought, requires a compre¬
hension of the relationship which John conceives between Creator-God,
the Agent in divine knowledge, and created man, the receiver of this
revelation. For the Carmelite saint, God is present in His own Being
to all of mankind, and He sustains the totality of man's creaturely
existence by this continuous act. But this divine presence is realized
in three different modes or degrees according to John:
'Ibid., 3, xxiv. (Author's underlining. )
%bid., 3, xlv. (Author's underlining.)
•*Ibid., 3, Ixvll. (Author's underlining.)
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The first Is his presence by essence. In this way He is
present not only in the holiest souls* but also in sinners
and in all other creatures. For with this presence He gives
them life and being. Should this essential presence be
lacking to them, they would all be annihilated. Thus this
presence is never wanting to the soul.
The second is His presence by grace* in which He abidee
in the soul* pleased and satisfied with it. Not all have this
presence of God; those who fall into mortal sin lose it. The
soul cannot know naturally if it has this presence.
The third is His presence by spiritual affection* for God
usually grants His spiritual presence to devout souls in many
ways* by which He refreshes* delights* and gladdens them.
Yet* these many kinds of spiritual presence* just as the
others* are all hidden* for in them God does not reveal
Himself as He is* since the conditions of this life will not
allow such a manifestation. . . .
Since it is certain that at least in the first way God is
ever present in the soul* she does not ask Him to be present
in her* but that He so reveal His hidden presence* whether
natural* spiritual* or affective* that she may be able to see
Him in His divine being and beauty. As he gives the soul
natural being through His essential presence* and perfects
her through His presence by grace* she begs Him to glorify
her also with His manifest glory. 1
A significant distinction is in order at this point regarding the
Being of God and the being of man in John's concept of the intuition of
God. He clearly points out that the two are Infinitely different in that
there is no proportion or likeness between them.
It is noteworthy that among all creatures both superior and
inferior none bears a likeness to God's being or unites proximately
^Canticle 11, ill.
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with Him. Though truly, as theologians say* all creatures
carry with them a certain relationship to God and a trace of
Him (greater or less according to the perfection of their
being)* yet God has no relation or essential likeness to them.
Rather the difference which lies between His divine being
and their being is infinite. Consequently* intellectual compre¬
hension of God through heavenly or earthly creatures is
impossible* since there is no proportion of likeness. *
Since this is true* it follows that of his own making, man is
incapable of apprehending God and the necessity for mystical or un-
humanly-acquired knowledge of God ensues. If God is to be known by
man* He must be known through Himself.
In this mortal life no supernatural knowledge or apprehension
can serve as a proximate means for the high union with God
through love. Everything the intellect can understand* the
will experience* and the imagination picture is most unlike
and disproportions*! to God. . . .
. . . none of these ideas Cof the intellect or imaginatlon_7 can
serve ... as a proximate means leading to God. In order to
draw nearer the divine ray the intellect must advance by un¬
knowing rather than by the desire to know, and by blinding
itself and remaining In darkness rather than by opening its
eyes.
Contemplation, consequently, by which the intellect has a
higher knowledge of God, is called mystical theology, meaning
the secret wisdom of God. For this wisdom is secret to the
very intellect that receives it. 2
Intuitive knowledge in John's theology, then* is not some
special sixth sense that man can develop and still less is it some
1Ascent XI, 8, Hi; cf. also ibid, * iv-vi.
%bid. * v and vl.
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special inspiration which he merits or some irrational attribute that
is given him. ft is, instead, the way that God makes Himself known
through Himself by means of the man's intellectual and volitional
intuition which is all a work of divine grace. This is to say, that for
John of the Cross, intuitive knowledge {or any true knowledge of God)
and union with God, fall within a relation of encounter between God the
Creature-Sustainer, and God the Self-Giver in grace. It is the meeting
of God as the "Ground of man's being" with God as Redeemer and
Unction of man's being. Or, once again, it is the fulfilling by God the
"wholly Other" with God the Loving Transformer.
Man knows God, then, not by bringing God down into the
confines of creaturely logic, but by being taken up into a relation of
God to Himself. In other words, God in ail Hie transcendence is at
liberty not only to give man his creaturely being and to sustain and
uphold it from below, but He is also free by His creative presence to
fulfill its relation to Himself and to open up human creaturellness to
Himself in such a way that man is elevated to participate in a knowing
of God by God. This latter experience is possible by the sharing in the
relation between God coming to man as Redeemer, and God as man's
creaturehood Sustains? making effective this greater relation to
Himself. John declares this in the following example:
. . . God works in and communicates Himself to her L the
soulJ? through Himself alone, without the intermediary of
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angels or natural ability* for the exterior and interior
senses, and all creatures, and even the very soul do very
little toward the reception of the remarkable supernatural
favors which God grants in this state. A
Having been made one with God, the soul is somehow God
through participation. Although it is not God as perfectly
as it will be in the next life, it is like the shadow of God.
Being the shadow of God through this substantial trans*
formation* it performs in this measure in God and through
God what He through Himself does in it. For the will of the
two is one will, and thus God's operation and the soul's is
one. Since God gives Himself with a free and gracious will,
so too the soul (possessing a will the more generous and
free the more it is united with God) gives to God, God Him¬
self In God; and this is a true and complete gift of the soul
to God. 2
. . . God always acts in this way—as the soul is able to see-
moving, governing, bestowing being, power, graces, and
gifts upon all creatures, bearing them all in Himself by His
power, presence, and substance. And the soul sees what
God is in Himself and what He is in His creatures in only
one view, just as one who in opening the door of a palace
beholds in one act the eminence of the person who dwells
inside together with what he Is doing.
That which I understand therefore as to how God effects
this awakening and view of the soul (which is in Him sub¬
stantially as is every creature) is that He removes some of
the many veils and curtains hanging in front of it so that it
might see Him as He is. And then that countenance of His,
full of graces, becomes partially and vaguely discernible,
for not all the veils are removed. Because all things are
moving by His power, that which He is doing is evident as
well, so that He seems to move in them and they in Him with
continual movement. Hence it seems to the soul that, in






John of the Cross has many other modes for expressing this
same relation of God to God in man's intuitional experience of Him.
He interprets it in terms of Light to light. Love to love, and Divine
"yea" to human "yes". Respectively, then, he says:
The light of grace which God had previously accorded
this soul (by which He had illumined the eye of the abyss
of its spirit, opened its eye to the divine light, and made
it pleasing to Himself) called to another abyss of grace,
which is this divine transformation of the soul in God. In
this transformation the eye of the soul's feeling is so
illumined and agreeable to God that we can say God's light
and that of the soul are one, since the natural light of the
soul is united with the supernatural light of God, so that
only the supernatural light is shining--just as the light
God created was united to the light of the sun, and now only
the sun shines even though the other light is not lacking.
. . . the soul . . . loves God, not through itself but through
Him. This is a remarkable quality, for it loves through the
Holy Spirit, as the Father and Son love each other, according
to what the Son Himself declares through St. John: That the
love with which You have loved Me be in them and I in them,
£TJn. 17:26J? The second excellence is to love God in God,
for in this union the soul is vehemently absorbed In love of
God, and God in great vehemence surrenders Himself to the
soul. The third excellence of love is to love Him on account
of Who He is. The soul does not love Him only because He
is generous, good, and glorious to It, but with greater fore©
it loves Him because He is all this in Himself essentially. *
. . . when the soul has reached such purity in itself and its
faculties that the will is very pure and purged of other alien
satisfactions and appetites in the inferior and superior parts,




now Qod's will and the soul's are one through their own free
consent* then the soul has attained the possession of God in-
sofar as this is possible by way of the will and grace. And
this means that in the "yes" of the soul* God has given the
true and complete "yes" of His grace. i
Still another significant aspect of John's concept of intuitive
cognition of God deserves brief attention before passing on to the
volitional elements of his epistemology. It is his extreme trinitarian
emphasis throughout each of his major works.
The content of the knowledge John claims as the result of his
unitive experience with God is trinitarian in essence. Far from being
a vague mystical experience with an impersonal "Absolute," John's
system leads to an awareness of God as Father, Son (Word) and Holy
2
Spirit of Love. This trinitarian emphasis of John is extremely im¬
portant, due to its mediatlonal role in his mystical experience, and
due to its relational or interpersonal character in regard to th© nature
of the divine-human union.
'
Ibid., 3, xxiv.
^This personal factor distinguishes orthodox Christian mysti¬
cism from general religious mysticism. Hindu mysticism, for example,
proposes substantial oneness of the soul (Atraan) with the Absolute
(Brahman). John of the Cross propounds a personal union with the triune
God that retains the oncological distinction between God and man rather
than lapsing into the depersonalization of absorptionism or the deifi¬
cation of absolute ontologism. These aspects of John's theology will
be presented in greater detail in the section on "The Ontological
jGiementa of Divine Union."
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The revelation which the Mystical Doctor claims is, thus, not
an immediate confrontation with the Creator in the sense that it is an
encounter which short-circuits the Son and Holy Spirit. Interestingly,
too, the confrontat ion is not the typically Eastern type of mysticism
which tends to circumvent the mediation of the Son. John's unltive ex¬
perience of God is mediated from the hand of the Father through the
touch of the Son by the working of the Spirit. These three persons of
the Godhead respectively give the soul forgiveness, life, and an extreme
awareness of divine love. Accordingly he comments on the second
stanza of the poem Living Flame of Love:
in this stanza the soul proclaims how the three Fersons
of the Most Blessed Trinity, the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost, are they Who effect in it this divine work of
union. Thus the hand, the cautery, and the touch are sub¬
stantially the same. The soul applies these terms to the
Persons of the Trinity because of the effect each of the
Persons produces. The cautery is the Holy Spirit; the
hand is the Father; and the touch is the Son. The soul here
magnifies the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, stressing
the three admirable favors and blessings they produce in it,
having changed its death to life, transforming it in the
Trinity.
The first is the delightful wound. This it attributes to
the Holy Spirit, and hence calls Him a sweet cautery.
The second is the taste of eternal life. This it attributes
to the Son, and thus calls Him a delicate touch.
The third is transformation, a gift by which all debts are
fully paid. This it attributes to the Father, and hence calls
it a gentle hand.
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Although It names the three, according to the properties
of their effects, it speaks only to one, saying, "You
changed death to life," because all of them work together;
John's concept of the Trinity is also noteworthy due to the
nature of the divine union which he claims to experience through, con¬
templation. It is an experience of God in His triune oneness. "The .
. . revelation is the disclosure of secrete and hidden mysteries . . .
which includes the revelation of the mystery of the three Persons la
formed into a flame of love in which the Father, the Son, and the Holy
The Blessed Trinity inhabits the soul by divinely illumining
Its intellect with the wisdom of the Son, delighting its will
in the Holy Spirit, and by absorbing it powerfully and mightily
in the delightful embrace of the -.titer's sweetness.4
But for John the personal experience of God's Triune essence
is more than a static revelation or vision. It is, instead, a partici¬
pation in the very relations and work which inhere within the Persons
of the Trinity itself. John expresses It in the following manner:
This breathing of the air is an ability which the soul
states God will give her there in the communication of
2
one God." In the union, the soul is so close to God that "it is trans-
3
Spirit are communicated to it. "
1Flame 2, i. ^Ascent U, 27, I.
3Flame 1, vi. 4 Ibid., i. xv.
so
the Holy Spirit. By His divine breath-like spiration, the
Holy Spirit elevates the soul sublimely and Informs her
and makes her capable of breathing In God the same spiration
of love that the Father breathes In the Son and the Son in the
father, which Is the Holy Spirit Himself, Who in the Father
and the Son breathes out to her in this transformation in
order to unite her to Himself. There would not be a true
and total transformation if the soul were not transformed
in the three Persons of the M st Holy Trinity in an open
and manifest degree.
And this kind of spiration of the Holy Spirit in the soul,
by which God transforms her into Himself, is so sublime,
delicate and deep a delight that a mortal tongue finds it in¬
describable, nor can the human intellect, as ouch, in any
way grasp it. Even that which comes to pass in the com¬
munication given in this temporal transformation is un¬
speakable, for the soul united and transformed In God
breathes out in God to God the very divine spiration which
Ood--she being transformed in Him—breathes out In Him¬
self to her.
, . . the soul will participate In God Himself by performing
in Him, in company with Him, the work of the Most Blessed
Trinity, as we mentioned, because of the substantial union
between the soul and God. Although this participation 'will
be perfectly accomplished in the ne*;t life, still in this life
when the soul has reached the state of perfection, as has
the soul we are here discussing, she obtains a foretaste and
noticeable trace of it in the way we are describing, although
as we said it is indescribable. 2
The eplstemological significance of this emphasis by John of
the Cross is that the knowledge of God to which he testifies is
knowledge of God in His Triune nature and in His Triune relations with




and the unity of will within the Godhead are all a part of the knowledge
which John describes as a revelation of the mysteries of the Trinity.
No understanding of his concept of union with God is possible apart
from an awareness of his doctrine of God's sustaining immanence in
creation, God's transcendent sovereignty in opening up human
creaturely being to Himself, and the Triune aspects of this relation¬
ship once man is caught up in the revelation of transcendent God and
immanent God as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Volitional Aspects. "Hie other aspect of the Scotus gnoeiology
which is important for the present inquiry is his relation of will to
human understanding. Scotus wisely distinguishes the objects of man's
knowledge into two categories with regard to their potential for com¬
municating themselves to man. There are those "natural" objects
which do not possess a will of their own and which are necessarily
cognised by human intellect through the mode of causality. Then there
are those "voluntary" objects of man's understanding which possess a
will in themselves. A real knowledge of their being is possible only by
their willed activity to make themselves known, and not by any natural
mode of cognition on the part of the knower. This is especially true of
mankind's knowledge of God. Human comprehension of Divinity is
contingent upon the will of God to reveal Himself out of His sovereignty
and grace. Zn other words, the Creator is not an object of man's
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knowledge apart from His intention to reveal Hie Being of Hie own
volition. Thus# no amount of discursive speculation about God on the
part of man can make God known in Himself. Ideas of God derived
from creation are what Scotus called oblique or secondary concepts#
but no ontologlcal knowledge of God is possible apart from His sovereign
willingness to reveal Himself.
The other side of the will-equation is also a part of man's
epistemological process. The will of man# too# must be operative and
predisposed to receive the knowledge of God just as the divine Will
must intend to reveal the Creator-God. Thus John says: "God does
not place His grace and love in the soul except according to its will
and love. Anyone truly loving God must strive not to fail in this love#
for he will thereby induce God. if we may so express it, to further
love him and find delight in his soul."1 John of the Cross recognizes
this mutual relationship between the knower and the Revealor and the
volitionary aspects involved in the intuitive experience of knowing God
in His Word and the Spirit* He clearly ascertains that a true awareness
of God can proceed only from the direct impact or causality of His
divine Being. The effect of this recognition is a refreshing theology
of a dialogical nature as over against the more prevalent theological
*Canticle 13# xii.
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systems of his day, which depended heavily on dialectical and nomi-
nalistic modes of expression.
The epistemological foundation, then, in John's theology is
basically intuitive, and the theological mode that John employs to
ascertain knowledge of God is experiential as such experience takes
place in the context of Biblical revelation and ecclesiastical piety. No
adequate understanding of his theology is possible apart from these
basic factors. The Mystical Doctor is not writing an autobiography or
giving a personal testimony, as his colleague Theresa was so well
known to do. John is writing about man's relationship to God as this
is grounded in the experience of God out of His very Being, that is,
our experience that must be in full accord with the divine and human
natures taught in the Scriptures. This approach of St. John is not
mystical in the sense that it is maintained apart from Christ, or in-
depenc £ from the Bible and church tradition. Far from this, John's
theology leads us to union with God through Christ, by the work of the
Holy Spirit and within the context of the true teachings of the Church
in regard to the Scriptures. He takes the Pauline doctrine of union
with Christ, the Fourth Gospel's emphasis on abiding in Christ, and
the Synoptics' idea of cross-carrying, and systematically teaches them
as the normative way of life for all true Christians. *
J
5The question of the nature of John's "union with God" concept
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XI. Empirical Verification in John* a Theology
That John's theological preparation In Medina del Campo and
in Salamanca included studies in Augustinianlam and Thorn ism has
already been noted. That there were professors in the University of
Salamanca and in Alcala who taught the epistemotogical concepts of
Duns Scotus has also been pointed out. But whether there is an actual
historical connection between the Scotus lectures In these institutions
and John of the Cross is not demonstrable, and, actually, is not
particularly necessary for the present study. What is of significance is
the apparent eplstemological relationship between the Intuitive method
in the religious gnosiology propounded by Duns Scotus and the appli¬
cation of this method in the theology of John of the Cross. To miss
this foundation in John's thought is to miss one of his principal contri¬
butions to theological science, and to lapse into superficial interpre¬
tations of his works, which is common among his interpreters. *
as a normative Christian relationship available for all disciples of
Christ, or a special esoteric experience for only the spiritually elite Is
well presented in the thesis of John J* McMahon, M. S. C., S. T. L. His
conclusion is that the "union" experience should be a state for all Chris¬
tians rather than an occasional spiritual advance for a few. However,
this matter will receive greater attention in subsequent sections of
this present study. Cf. John J. McMahon, The Divine Union In the
Subida del Monte Carmelo and the Noche Oscura of Saint John of the
Cross (Washington, D. C.; The Catholic University of America Press,
1941).
g., P. Martin de Jesu Maria, San Juan de la Cruz al
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The Empirical Mature of John's Theology
The key words far a preliminary understanding of the theology
of John of the Cross are: Holy Scripture, experience, and knowledge. *
The Scriptures are of utmost importance to John because, as he
states, el que en ella habla ea el Espfritu Santo. (He that speaks in
2
the Scriptures la the Holy Spirit.) But the Mystical Doctor's use of
the Scriptures parallels precisely his deep abandonment to the empiri¬
cal method of dealing with theology. John never denies in his works
the necessity of disciplined theological studies. Indeed, his three
years of study at the University of Salamanca and the additional courses
taken simultaneously at the Carmelite College in the same city, plus
his year of post-graduate work in the university prove that he did not
place experience above acquired knowledge in the preparation for
Alcance de Todos (Barcelona: Editorial Balmes, 1943), and Hlldogard
V.' aach, San Juan de la Crua (Madrid: Edicloaes Flalp, S. A,, I960),
eat al.
1St. John of the Cross, Ascent, Prolog©, in Silverlo, Qbras,
op. clt., p. 33. "No me fiare ni de experlencia ni de clencia porque
lo uno y So otro puede faltar y enganars mat, no dejandorae de ayudar
en lo que pudlere de estas dos cosas, aprovecharme he para todo lo
que con ©1 favor divino hubiere de declr, a lo memos para lo mas Im¬
portant© y oscuro de entender, de la Divina Escrltura, por la eual




service to God. But when he expresses in a literary manner his
theological concepts* it is not in the usual scholastic mode of a
systematized presentation of the rational arguments for God's existence*
the reality of Christ's dual nature, the depravity of man, the work of
the Holy Spirit, the eachatological hope of the Church, and the other
pertinent doctrines of the Christian faith. John's theology is not a
systematic treatment of church dogma per so* but it is a progressive
presentation of Christian experience as it fulfills the will and love of
God in arriving at a closer perfection of the soul by union with God.
To denominate John of the Cross as simply "another mystic" i3 to mis¬
understand hi3 method and his purpose. Far from being mystical in
the esoteric sense, John is one of the most practical theologians in
Christian history. In fact, his deep desire to be spiritually and theo¬
logically practical makes his works seem tedious, redundant, and
filled with excessive explanations at times. But this is John's way
of helping even the simplest of persons to come to greater Christ-
likeness, through what he calls "union with God. "
The Practical Bases of John's* Empiricism
The empirical method of John of the Cross Is but the out¬
working of three major aspects of his theology; (1) the nature of his
subject matter, which is an intuitive knowledge of God out of His Being*
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(2) the proximate and proportionate means for such knowledge, which
is faith, and, (3) the experience In God-likeness which results from
this knowledge--namely, union with the Almighty.
Divine Knowledge Out of God'a Bela&. Even a cursory reading
of the Ascent-Dark Night, the Spiritual Canticle, or the Living Alame
i m m«ri mi iwmnmni. mmi ■ 'i>ii»»wmmiIiIUw»»» «i»ijUw.inn nnm 'j—iii ni»n.iMu»iiiiwii'inii,imi'i iKiio tiiii, ii iiiii.i hmn wi«ai>dMfaii»«WMw»»MMii»iiiiiii"i'
reveals an author who writes in an a posteriori manner about God and
His Being. That the theology taught in these pages has been practi¬
cally experienced in the life of the author, there can be no doubt. It
is not, however, the testimony of an emotionally unstable person who
has merely been caught up in an ephemeral religious trauma and then
requires that everyone else pas3 through the same experience in order
to have "a feeling" of divinity. ' Nor is John a mystic in the esoteric
sense, who recommends certain cultlc rites or ascetical practices to
arrive at a knowledge of God that is beyond the capacity of most
Christians' attainment. Since it is a Biblically based experience, he
teaches tliat it can therefore be a reality in the everyday experience of
any disciple of Christ who is willing to fallow full self-denial and live
*It is regrettable that Brunner generalizes too greatly on his
condemnation of mysticism when he says: "la mystical religion . . .
feeling plays the decisive part. The experience of union with the In¬
finite. . . the infusion of the divinity with man is sought in mysticism
precisely in feeling." Emii Brunner, Mart In Revolt {Philadelphia:
V estmlnster Press, 1947), p. 252. Actually John is in agreement
with Brunner on the matter of "religious feeling" but he still advocates
divine union.
H6
'by initio, aioue. A typical example of John's dual method of combining
the Scriptures with practice (I. e., empiricism) ia the following state*
meat which he makes ia one of his major works; "We have established
this principle through the texts cited ana through experience we verify
it every day. We witness ouroble recipients of these experiences
obtain new satisfaction* strength, light, and security. . . ." *
For John of the Cross, the way to Cod ,s not through nature
as its logical First Cause, but it is more direct. Knowledge of God is
not secondarily communicated through effects for the Carmelite saint,
hut it is personalty communicated through the experience of union of
the soul with Cod. thus he says:
Although it is true that the sou* is now able to see that these
things ZTthe beauties of nature, etc.J are distinct from God,
inasmuch as they have a created being, and it sees them in
Him, with their force, root and strength, it knows equally
that Cod, in ids own l>eiag, is all these things, in an infinite
ana pre-eminent way, to such a point that it understands them •
better in His being than in themselves. And this is the great
delight of this awakening: to know the creatures through God
and not God through the creatures; to know the effects through
their cause and not the cause through the effects; for the latter
knowledge is secondary and this other is essential.
*
Ascent, II, 22, xvi.
2Flame, 4, v. Peers, Complete forks of St, John, op. cit.»
p. >S. Peers translates the word trase.-o as ' secondary," which is
superior to Kavanaugh's eisegesis at this point by translating trasero
as a posteriori. Eavaaaugh, op. cit., p. 645. Trasero basically
means "that which follows or is next," or "that which is second."
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Far from beginning with a now concept of God, or a unique
Interpretation of Chrlstology, or a radical doctrine of the Holy Spirit
and the Church, John never deviates from teaching what he haa
personally experienced In his own relationship with God and hia study
of the Scriptures. To him, the experience of God $£ far more than a
p- theistic deduction from nature, or a speculative doctrine from
causal effects or mere intellectual assent to a second-handed creed--
It Is a life of communion; a life of relationship to God in love; it is
a dynamic and reciprocal fellowship with the triune Being of the
Almighty.
John's subject matter is empirically relevant in all ages, then,
due to its Biblical and practical nature. It is experienced theology
which is scripturally based and systematically verbalised as the
author's first-hand knowledge of God in Christ and expressed within
the context of the Church. It is not taught as some extra-rational
knowledge which pertains o ly to the occultly-Inclined but is, Instead,
a concentrated investigation into a most thoroughly personal experience
of God. John's doctrine is a study that is not content with a theo¬
retical knowledge about God and His attributes. Indeed, he wants the
experience of personally knowing God out of Himself and in accordance
with His own self-revelation. The acquisition of this knowledge is not
easy. It calls In question all of one's previous concepts of God, ail of
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his loves, desires and imaginings, and a11 of his religious devotions
and spiritual exercises. It especially negates any ideas of God rooted
in man's self*-image and rules out all the simplistic theories of God
based in naturalism and human reason alone.
The experience of divine union in J hn'a writings also
promises too great a transformation for man, and involves too great
a sharing by God to be simply another discur sive study of divine at¬
tributes and human failings. It is, Instead, the scripturaily and
empirically based testimony of John regarding Ms experience of God
out of God's very Being. But this experience cannot be reduced
completely to a rationalised doctrine for, ultimately, it is the co¬
ordination of knowledge with divine Being, and the result is that the
content of the experience necessarily supercedes and transcends all
attempts to formalize its expression. Thus it is a knowing which can
never be reduced simply to human explanations and rationalizations of
it.
"Although at times a person uses word® h. reference to this
knowledge, he clearly realizes that he haa said nothing of his ex¬
perience, for no terns can give adequate expression to it.1,1
' Ascent H, 26, iv.
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A person is capable of describing it only through
general expressions--expressions caused by the
abundance and delight of these experiences. But he
realizes the impossibility of explaining with these ex¬
pressions what he tasted and felt in this communication.
David after receiving a similar experience spoke in
these unprecise and general terms: Judicia Domini vera,
justificafca in semetipsa. Pesiderabilia super aurum et
lapidem pretiosum multum, et dulciora super mel et
favum (God's judgments—the virtues and attributes we
experience in God--are true, in themselves justified,
more desirable than gold and extremely precious stone,
and sweeter than the honey and the honeycomb). C Ps. 18-10-11
We read that Moses spoke only in general terms of the
lofty knowledge God, while passing by, gave him. And it
happened that when the Lord passed before him in that
knowledge, Moses quickly prostrated himself, crying:
Dornlnator Domine Deua, miserieors et clemens, patiens,
et multae miserationis, ac verax. Qui custodia miseri-
cordlam in millia, etc. (Sovereign Lord God, merciful
and clement, patient, and of great compassion, and true.
You guard the mercy that you promise to thousands).
CEx. 34:6-7J Evidently, since Moses could not express
with one concept what he knew in God, he did so through
an overflow of words. *
This divine knowledge is ontological knowledge of God which
is empirically acquired through man's will and intellect. It is a
knowledge of God's Being that is revealed without the recipient knowing
how it is known, for the knowing process in relation to the divine Being
cannot be reduced to the ordinary relations of knowing and speech. Ac¬
cording to John of the Cross:
^bid., II. 26. iii-iv.
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The divine knowledge of God never deals with particular
things, since its object is the Supreme Principle. Con*
sequeatly one cannot express it in particular terms, unless
a truth about something less than God is seen together with
this knowledge of Him. But in no way can anything be said
of that divine knowledge. *
It is in this sense that John calls his doctrine "mystical the¬
ology*"^ and his comprehension of God "mystical understanding.
They are not mystical in the irrational, or non-rational, or even in an
extra-rational sense, but their mystical nature inheres in their open-
endedness. John's theology (and. Indeed, all true theology) is mysti¬
cal, because it deals with the transcendent Being of God, and there¬
fore can never be fully known or fathomed. It is also mystical in that
the receiver is incapable of describing the Being of God. It is an un¬
knowing knowing that is experienced, rather than deduced, and it
consists of a rational relation to the divine Being who transcends ail
human rational structures.
The soul remains, in consequence, as though ignorant of
all things, since it knows only God without knowing how it knows
Him. For this reason the bride in the Canticle of Canticles,
when she states that she went down to Him, numbers un¬
knowing among the effects this sleep and oblivion produced
in her, saying: Nescivi (I knew not). £*Gt. 6:10-11J
'Ibid., 11, 26, v. 2Cantlcle, Prologue, ill; 27, v; ei al.
%oid., Prologue, i, ii, et al.
^Ascent, 12, 14, xi.
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This extremely personal and ontoiogical element in the the¬
ology of John of the Cross distinguishes his emphasis from that of
Thomas Aquinas. Whereas the latter works more with an intellectual
view of truth following Arlstotle( the former deals primarily with the
truth of being. In other words* John principally conceives of God as
Being and Light* and not simply as Mind and the Fulfillment of Abstract
Truth.
Another aspect of the nature of John's subject matter is its
uniqueness in relation to the other empirical relations of man. It is
something completely new in man's knowledge* and there are no analogies
in man's environment with which he can compare it. In other words*
the knowledge of God out of His Being which John claims to have ex¬
perienced cannot be inferred from what is already known* and cannot
be acquired by mere human logic. This fact is basic in John's re¬
peated insistence upon the ultimate uselessness of discursive reasoning
and natural logic as means to know God. It is not that these modes of
cognition are not valuable* and* indeed* indispensible. It is simply that
they require the known as their epistemological tools, and they are
dependent on the natural for their basic premises. But the really new*
the really unique, the transcendent Being of God* is unattainable through
the idealization of the creaturely, and He remains unknown by the
logical process of abstractions from what is naturally known through
discursive reasoning.
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John's emphasis on the "new" element In our knowledge of
God is one of the most outstanding characteristics of his theology.
The following paragraphs can serve to illustrate his repeated emphasis
on the newness and uniqueness of tills knowledge of God as being an
untrod and untraveled road for man in his ordinary experience.
Another reason the soul not only advances securely
when it walks in darkness but even gains and profits is that
when in a new way it receives some betterment, it usually
does so in a manner it least understands, and thus ordinarily
thinks it is getting lost. Since it has never possessed this
new experience which makes it go out, blinds it, and leads
it astray with respect to its first method of procedure, it
thinks it is getting lost rather than marching on successfully
and profitably; indeed, it is getting lost to what it knew and
tasted, and going by a way in which it neither tastes nor
knows.
To reach a new and unknown land and travel unknown
roads, a man cannot be guided by his own knowledge, rather
he has doubts about his own knowledge and seeks the guidance
of others. Obviously he cannot reach new territory nor
attain this added knowledge if he does not take these new and
unknown roads and abandon those familiar ones. Similarly,
when a person is learning new details about his art or trade,
he must work in darkness and not with what he already knows.
If he refuses to lay aside his former knowledge, he will
never make any further progress. The soul, too, when it
advances, walks in darkness and unknowing.
Since God, as we said, is the master and guide of the soul,
this blind man, it can truly rejoice, now that it has come to
understand as it has here, and say: in darkness, and secure.
*
Night, II, 16, viii. (Author's underlining.)
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This quietude and tranquillity in God is not entirely obscure
to the soul as is a dark night; but it is a tranquillity and
quietude in divine light, in the new knowledge of God, in
which the spirit elevated to the divine light is In quiet.
She very appropriately calls this divine light "the
rising dawn," which means the morning. Just as the rise
of morning dispels the darkness of night and unveils the
light of day, so this spirit, quieted and put to rest in God,
is elevated from the darkness of natural knowledge to the
morning light of the supernatural knowledge of God. This
morning light is not clear, as was said, but dark as night
at the time of the rising dawn. Just as the night at the rise
of dawn Is not entirely night or entirely day, but is, as they
say, at the break of day, so this divine solitude and tran¬
quillity, Informed by the divine light, has some share in
that light, but not its complete clarity.
In this tranquillity the intellect is aware of being elevated,
with strange newness, above all natural understanding to the
divine light, just as a person who after a long sleep opens
his eyes to the unexpected light. 5
In another passage John compares the knowledge of God to
"strange islands." These islands are not known by discursive
reasoning nor by imaginative Inference. They are only known
empirically and heuristlcally, and their "strangeness" is John's way
of emphasizing the newness and uniqueness of the knowledge of God
in His very Being. Thus he says;
Strange islands are surrounded by water and situated across
the sea, far withdrawn and cut off from communication with
other men. Many tilings very different from what we have
here are born and nurtured In these islands; they are of many
^Canticle 14 - 15, xxiii f. (Author's underlining.)
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strange kinds and powers never before seen by men, and
they cause surprise and wonder In anyone who sees them.
Thus, because of the wonderful new things and the strange
knowledge (far removed from common knowledge) which the
soul sees In God, she calls Him "strange Islands."
A man is called strange for either <ot two reasons: He
is withdrawn from people; or, compared with other men,
he is singular and superior in his deeds and works. The
soul calls God "strange" for these two reasons. Not only
is He all the strangeness of islands never seen before, but
also His ways, counsels, and works are very strange and
new and wonderful to man.
It is no wonder that God is strange to men who have not
seen Him, since He is also strange to the holy angels and
to the blessed. For the angels and the blessed are incapable
of seeing Him fully, nor will they ever be capable of doing
so. Until the day of the Last Judgment they will seeso many
new things in Him concerning His deep judgments and His
works of mercy and justice that they will forever be receiving
new surprises and marveling the more. Hence not only men
but also the angels can call Him strange islands. Only to
Himself is He neither strange nor new."*
John says of Christ that this knowledge belongs to the soul
that goes to You by means of strange knowledge of You and by
modes and ways that are foreign to all the senses and to com¬
mon natural knowledge. And thus it is as though, desiring to
oblige Him, £*Chrisfcj, she /"the soulJ were to say: Since I
go to You through a spiritual knowledge strange and foreign to
the senses, let Your communication be so interior and sub¬
lime as to be foreign to all of them.
The role of faith in revealing what man has never experienced
before is one of John's principal themes. Faith illumines what is here¬
tofore undiscovered or unperceivable.
'Ibid., 14-15, viii. (Author's underlining. )
"Ibid., 19, vii. (Author's underlining,brackets.)
9?
For example, if a man were informed that on a certain
island there was an animal whose like or kind he had never
seen, he would then have no more idea or image of that
animal in his mind than previously, no matter how much he
was told.
Another clearer example will shed more light on this
subject: If a man born blind were told about the nature of
the color white or yellow, he would understand absolutely
nothing no matter how much instruction he received. Since
he never saw these colors, nor their like, he would not
have the means to form a judgment about them. Only their
names would be grasped since the names are perceptible
through hearing.'
The problem of communicating this divine knowledge to others
once it is heurlstically attained through auditive faith is not that it is
beyond rationality in its nature, but it is its supernatural uniqueness
that makes it incommunicable. When one desires to share this reve¬
lation of the transcendent Being of God, he discovers a complete lack
of vocabulary and known analogies with which to compare it.
... he finds no adequate means or similitude to signify so
sublime an understanding and delicate a spiritual feeling.
Even if the soul should desire to convey this experience In
words and think up many similitudes, the wisdom would
always remain secret and still to be expressed.
Since this interior wisdom is so simple, general, and
spiritual that in entering the intellect it is not clothed in
any sensory species or image, the imaginative faculty can¬
not form an Idea or picture of it ta order to speak of it;
this wisdom did not enter through these faculties nor did
^Ascent II, 3, 11 f.
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they behold any of its apparel or color. Yet the soul is
clearly aware that it understands and tastes that delightful
and wondrous wisdom. If a man were to behold an object
never before seen in Itself or in its likeness* he would
be unable to describe it or give It a name no matter how
much he tried, even though he does understand and find
satisfaction In it. And if he should encounter such difficulty
in describing what he perceives through the senses, how
much greater difficulty he will have in expressing what does
not enter through the senses. The language of God has this
trait: Since it is very spiritual and intimate to the soul,
transcending everything sensory, it immediately silences
the entire ability and harmonious composite of the exterior
and interior senses.
We have examples of this Ineffability of the divine language
in Sacred Scripture. Jeremias manifested his incapacity to
describe it when, after God had spoken to him, he knew of
nothing more to say than ah, ah, ah. fJer. i:6_7 Moses also
declared before God, present In the burning bush, hia interior
inability (the inability of both his imagination and his exterior
senses). CEx. 4:10J He asserted that he was not only unable
to speak of this converse but that he did net even dare consider
it in his imagination, as is said in the Acts of the Apostles.
CActs 7:32_7 He believed that his imagination was not only
as it were dumb in the matter of forming some image of what
he understood in God, but also incapable of receiving this
knowledge.
Since the wisdom of this contemplation is the language of God
to the soul, of Fure Spirit to the spirit alone, all that la leas
than spirit such as the sensory, fails to perceive it. Con¬
sequently this wisdom is secret to the senses: they have neither
the knowledge nor ability to speak of it, nor do they even desire
to do so because it is beyond words. 1
It would be foolish to think that expressions of love arising from
mystical understanding, like theee stanzas, are fully explainable.
The Spirit of the Lord, who abides in us and aids our weakness,
1Night II, 17, ill f.
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as St. Paul says £Rom. 8 :Z&J, pleads for us with un¬
speakable groanings in order to manifest what we can
neither fully understand nor comprehend.
iVho can describe the understanding He gives to loving
souls in whom He dwells? And who can express the ex¬
perience He imparts to them? Who, finally* can explain
the desires He gives them? Certainly, no one can! Kofc
even they who receive these communications. As a result
these persons let something of their experiences overflow
in figures and similes, and from the abundance of their
spirit pour out secrets and mysteries rather than rational
explanations.
If these similitudes are not read with the simplicity of
the spirit of knowledge and love they contain, they will seem
to be absurdities rather than reasonable utterances, as will
those comparisons of the divine Canticle of Solomon and
other books of Sacred Scripture where the Koiy Spirit, unable
to express the fullness of His meaning in ordinary words,
utters mysteries in strange figures and likenesses. 1
From these passages it is apparent that a wholly distinctive
empirical relation is involved in John's epiatemology. He is not logi¬
cally arguing merely for the existence of God, as scholasticism was
prone to do, but he is testifying to the availability of a personal ex¬
perience of the very Being of God through a mod© of discovery that Is
not dependent on man's discursive reasoning powers, nor on his prior
learning attainments.
This night withdraws the spirit from its customary man¬
ner of experience to bring it to the divine experience which
is foreign to every human way. It seems to tine soul in this
night that it is being carried out of itself by afflictions. At
^Canticle, Prologue, i.
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other times a man wonders if he is not being charmed, and
he goes about with wonderment over ./hat he sees and hears.
Everything seems so very strange even though he is the
same as always. The reason is that he is being made a
stranger to his usual knowledge and experience of things
so that annihilated in this respect he may be informed
with the divine, which belongs more to the next life than
to this. 1
The mode for receiving this "new'1 and strange" knowledge of
led out of His Being involves a two*fold determination in man. On the
active side, heuristic faith is required, and on the passive side a con*
certed exercise in forgetting is essential. In order to know God onto-
logically one must learn to forget intellectually and emotionally. To
know the "new", the old ways of knowing must be forgotten. This is
because, in John's theology, the "new" cannot be known by assimilating,
reducing, or relating it to what is already known through the "old."
For John, there must of necessity take place a radical reconstruction
In what we presently know in order to effect the changes in our thinking
processes for the "new" knowledge to be able to enter. While there is
the least dependence on the old ways of rationalising, the new knowledge
cannot penetrate to the soul. In Biblical language, there must be a
complete intellectual and emotional repentance if there is to be a real*
istic encounter and appreciation of God out of iris Being.
*Night U, 9, v. (Author's underlining.)
2The extensive treatment of "faith" in John's theology requires
a separate consideration of this doctrine in a subsequent section of the
present study.
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This repentance or forgetting includes a breaking away from
all stereotyped modes of thinking and a humility which isolates man
from any dependence oa his active reason as a means to divine
knowledge. As John puts it, there must be a complete lack of con¬
fidence in the operations of man's agent intellect, since the self-
revelation by God is received in the "passive or possible" intellect. 1
This means that for knowing God, there must be an on-knowing of what
is already known.
To reach union with God the intellect must obviously blind
itself to all the paths along which it can travel. Aristotle
teaches that just as the sun is total darkness to the eyes of
a bat, so the brightest light in God is complete darkness to
our intellect. And he teaches in addition that the loftier and
clearer the tilings of God are in themselves, the more un¬
known and obscure they are to us. Qdefcaphys., lib. brevior,
c. 1, sd, Didot, O, i$ij Hie Apoatle also affirms this
teaching: That which is highest in God is least known by
men. CHorn. 11:3317
V/e would never finish if we continued to quote passages
and present arguments as proof that there is no ladder
among all created, knowable things by which the intellect
can reach this high Lord. Lather, it should be known that
if the intellect did desire to use all or any of these objects
as a proximate means to this union, they would not be
merely an encumbrance to it, but also an occasion of many
errors and deceptions in the ascent of this mount. ^
The forgetting exercise through which the soul passes before
receiving the knowledge of God is an attitude of the intellect rather than
*Canticle 14, xiv.
^Ascent ii, 8, vi f.
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an actual eraser of all previously acquired learning. This indispensable
attitude means that the recipient of God's self-revelation first disci¬
plines himself to forget all dependence on his own acquired learning
and to ignore all personal capabilities to rationally convince himself
and others of God's existence and nature. He experiences a keaosis of
the soul which is absolutely essential for union with God. John discusses
this emptying and forgetting attitude and its relation to previously ac¬
quired knowledge in the following manner:
This is a characteristic of God's spirit in soul: He gives
her an immediate inclination toward ignoring and not desiring
knowledge of the affairs of others* especially that which
brings her no benefit. God's spirit is turned toward the
soul to draw her away from external affairs rather than
involve her in them. Thus she remains in an unknowing*
in the manner she was accustomed to.
It should not be thought that because she remains in this
unknowing that she loses there her acquired knowledge of
the sciences; rather these habits are perfected by the more
perfect habit of supernatural knowledge infused in her. Yet
these habits do not reign in such a way that she must use
them in order to know; though at times she may still use
them* as this supernatural knowledge does not impede their
use. For in this union with divine wisdom these habits are
joined to the superior wisdom of God. When a faint light
is mingled with a bright one* the bright light prevails and
is that which illumines. Yet the faint light is not lost* but
rather perfected* even though it is not the light which il¬
lumines principally.
Such* 1 believe* will be the case in heaven. The habits
of the acquired knowledge of the just will not be supplanted*
but they will not be of great benefit either* since the just
will have more knowledge through the divine wisdom than
through these habits.
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Yet particular knowledge, forms of things, Imaginative
acts, and any other apprehensions involving form and
figure are all lost and ignored in that absorption of love.
The divine knowledge received in John's experience of God
is not, therefore, the result of man's mental deductions, nor the
reward of his idealization of the naturally known. Rather it is a
personal experience of God's Being which ultimately defies analysis
ami adequate description. One of the moat interesting expressions in
John's writings illustrates this point. He calls the knowledge of God
/ / 2
"un no se que" (an I-don't-know-what). He expounds upon this phrase
by saying:
. . . there is a certain "I-don't-know-what" which one feels
is yet to be said, something unknown still to be spoken, and
a sublime trace of God, as yet uninvestigated, revealed to
the soul, a lofty understanding of God which cannot be put
into words. Hence she calls this something "I-don't-know-
what.. «
Sometimes God favors advanced souls, through what they
hear, see, or understand—and sometimes independently of
this—with a sublime knowledge by which they receive an
understanding or experience of the height and grandeur of
God. Their experience of God in this favor is so lofty that
they understand clearly that everything remains to be under¬
stood. This understanding and experience that the divinity
is so immense as to surpass complete understanding is in¬
deed a sublime knowledge.
^Canticle 26, xv f£.
^Ibid., 7.
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One of the outstanding favors God grants briefly in this
life is an understanding and experience of Himself so lucid
and lofty as to make one know clearly that He cannot be
completely understood or experienced. This understanding
is somewhat like that of the Blessed in heaven: Those who
understand God more* understand more distinctly the in¬
finitude which remains to be understood; whereas those who
see less of Him do not realize so clearly what remains to be
seen.
I do not think anyone who has not had such experience will
understand this well. But* since the soul experiencing this
is aware that what she has so sublimely experienced remains
beyond her understanding* she calls it "I-don't-know-what."
Since it is not understandable, it is indescribable* although,
as I say, one may know what the experience of it is. *
To summarize this extremely significant aspect of John's
theology, then, it bears repeating that his epistemological basis is
rooted in empirical relations with the divine Being, and not in a priori
conclusions derived from sparks of the divine in man or from man's
own reasoning attainments. John's theological thrust is toward a first¬
hand knowledge of God's Being which Is received through personal ex¬
perience with the infinite essence of God. In this experience, God
elevates the soul unto Himself, ami thus it leaves behind its former
inadequate habits, operations, and particular knowledge which impede
its entrance into God.
... if it E the soulJ would have particular knowledge, it
would not advance. The reason is that God transcends the
intellect and is incomprehensible and inaccessible to it.
3 Loc. cit., 7, tsc f.
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Hence while the intellect is understanding, it is not approaching
God but withdrawing from Him. It must withdraw from
itself and from its knowledge so as to journey to God in
faith, by believing and not understanding. In this way it
reaches perfection, because it is joined to God by faith
and not by any other means, and it reaches God more by
not understanding than by understanding.
Do not be disturbed on this account; if the intellect does
not turn back (which it would do if it were to desire to be
occupied with particular knowledge and other discursive
reflections), but desires to remain in idleness, it advances.
It thereby empties itself of everything comprehensible to it,
because none of that is God; as we have said, God does not
fit in an occupied heart. In this matter of striving for per¬
fection, not to turn back is to go forward, and the intellect
goes forward by establishing Itself more in faith, and thus
advances by darkening itself, for faith is darkness to the
intellect. Since the intellect cannot understand the nature
of God, it must journey in submission to Him rather than
by understanding, and thus it advances by not understanding.
For its own well-being, the Intellect should be doing what
you condemn, that is, it should avoid busying itself with
particular knowledge, for It cannot reach God through this
knowledge, which would rather hinder It in Its advance toward
Him. 1
John's writings fill many pages with his kenotlc emphasis on
the need to empty the intellect, memory, and affections before God's
Being can Infill the soul. As stated above, "God does not fit in an
2.
occupied heart. " In this manner, John grounds his mystical theology
In an openness of the entire soul for God, In the intellect there must
be open concepts, open rational structures and open epistemological
modes. In the memory there must be complete open retention. John
1Flame in. 48. 2Loc. cit. 3E. g., Ascent HI, 2,
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repeatedly warns against the tendency to settle down into a possessive
relation toward previously acquired knowledge and toward all other
things of this world. * He even insists on a complete openness in
relation to one's affectional attachments. This applies to what he
2 3 4
describes as temporal goods, natural goods, sensory goods, moral
goods, 3 supernatural goods, ^ and spiritual goods. 7 In each case the
Saint teaches against any type of exclusive attitude with regard to these
"goods." If one is to experience God, even the emotional attachments
must be absolutely open to Him rather than being closed by degrees of
exclusiveness.
John's epistemological emphasis is not, however, to be con¬
fused with Quietism of the Molinos type. ® Though both monks advocate
*E* S' ' Ascent II, 11. vii f; Night I, 3. I ff.
2A scent III, 17.




7 lb id., HI, 33.
O
Though Juan Falconi (d. 1632) is generally reckoned as the
father of Quietism, his Spanish countryman Miguel de Molinas (d. 1696)
popularized the quietistic tenets in Rome and the official Church.
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passivity, tranquillity, and quietness in their epiatemologlcal modes,
they are poles apart in their purpose, and basic theology. Quietism
sought to know God's will in ethics and morals, through passivity, and it
claimed immediate divine inspiration of the conscience by quieting
the intellect and will. John of the Cross claim© an experience with
God's very Being rather than a revelation of abstract truth. Quietism,
on the other hand, tended to become a via to divine knowledge which
was superior to that of the Scriptures and ecclesiastical piety. John
of the Cross teaches an empirical knowledge of God which is directed
by the Scriptures and approved by the Church. In other words, the
passivity taught by John Is not for an immediate reception of an ethical
revelation, but it is for the activity of God's Being in one's life.
Divine Knowledge by A-posteriori Modes. The method that
John of the Cross employs in his theological presentation is further
indication of his empirical approach. The method Is not the usual
dialectic used by most theologians of his day, nor Is it the customary
preceptive plan followed by others. John's method is inductive or a-
posteriori In that he moves from experience to doctrine, from practice
to precept. This does not mean that the experience is not theologically
and Biblically based. The uniqueness of John is that he goes from the
Scriptures to experience to knowledge, whereas in roost theological
systems the intermediate step is more theorized than actualized and.
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in many systems, the order is reversed completely.
By this method, John requires of his readers the full cruci¬
fixion of all sensory and sentimental attachments aa has been indicated
previously. In addition to these he explains the necessity to put to
death all unworthy religious attachments, such as preconceived ideas
of God, affection for special prayers, crosses, religious places, etc. 1
The depths of self-denial to which John leads his followers seems un¬
believable, but it is all a part of his resolute desire to lead souls to the
heights of "union with God. "
This unitive relationship with God is not merely a goal to be
attained in John's theology, but rather it is a life to be lived in love
and a knowledge of God to use in divine service. Divine union is more
than an occasional ecstasy which only the faithful are permitted to
taste. It is, for John, the only real experience of life itself. It is what
2
is meant by the indwelling presence of Christ in the disciples, *" the
denial of self and taking up of the cross, 2 the putting off of the old man
and putting on of the new, ^ and the crucifixion of self to have Christ
5
live in us. Nothing could be more practical than John's empirical
*E. g., Ascent III, 35 ff.
^Flame, Prologue, 2, following John 14:23.
3Ascent, III, 23, followfag Matthew 16:24.
4Flame, 2, following Ephesians 4:22. ^Ibid., following Gal. 2:20.
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approach to these basic (though unpopular) themes of the Christian
faith. The Carmelite saint probably would have received far greater
acceptance in his day had he simply theorised about the practice of
sanctlfication in the teachings of Christ and the Apostle Paul. But
his permanent place in the history of the church is due to his per¬
sistence in favor of the personal experience of God rather than a priori
doctrines about God. This does not mean that he was unversed or un¬
concerned about the discursive theological systems of his day. He knew
their great value for interpreting experience, but he also recognised
their extreme limitations as a means of producing an intuitive and ex¬
periential knowledge of God out of God's very Being. In the Prologue
to the Spiritual Canticle, he writes to Mother Ann of Jesus, Prioress
of the Discalced Carmelite nuns In Granada, and makes this typical,
but revealing, statement;
I hope that, although some scholastic theology is used here
in reference to the soul's interior converse with God, it will
not prove vain to speak In such a manner to the pure of spirit.
EVen though Your Reverence lacks training In scholastic the¬
ology by which the divine truths are understood, you are not
wanting in mystical theology which is known through love and
by which one not only knows but at the same time experiences. 1
Hie Empirical Use of Scripture. The empirical method of
John of the Cross is also seen in the manner in which he uses the
^Canticle, Prologue, 3.
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Scriptures in his writings. Judged by modern historical, literary, and
form methods of Biblical criticism and exegesis, J hn» of course,
would not be a scientific theologian. He used the literary tools and
hermeneutical systems of his day and his value as a Biblical theologian
lies not only in the quantity of Scripture references found in his
writings, J but, more basically, in the empirical way in which he
employs them. He does not begin with a text and expound its meaning
any more than he begins with a church dogma and dialectically develops
it. John begins with the basic need of mankind for a more personal ex¬
perience of God in their lives. He begins in life, in the practical, in
the slums of personal depravity, and he goes downward step-by-step
into the innermost caverns of the soul to re-examine every phase of
human pride and dependence which is not fully a matter of utter faith.
He then shows through the Scriptures and experience the Divine plan
for bridging the relational and oatoiogtcal gap between man and God.
Almost every major point in St. John's writings is supported with
practical texts from the Scriptures. By practical texts is meant that
the mystical author relies heavily on passages grounded in the spiritual
experiences of Israel in general, of Old Testament saints in particular,
of Christ and the Apostles in the Maw Testament era. In other words,
^in the four major works (Ascent of Mount Carmel, Dark Night,
Spiritual Canticle, Flame of Love) which occupy 7^5 pages in the Stt-
veriano edition, there are over 900 Bible texts quoted. Others are al¬
luded to, and still others are the basis for many of the doctrinal ideas of
John's writings.
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John, sees the Bible as a record of God's self-revelation to men
principally by way of experience rather than precept. He uses the
texts not so much as logical support for his doctrine* but rather an
empirical proof for the spiritual experience with God that he Is
advocating.
This use of Scripture is distinct from that found in Aquinas
and others of Medieval Roman theology. It represents a practical use
of the inspired writings which stands in sharp contrast to the prevailing
methods of John's day when Bible texts were used more in a supportive
way for speculative theological concepts. And* though John's
hermeneutlcs may be somewhat lacking by twentieth century standards*
it was superior to the nominalistic methods of his day and to those of
the present who use nominalism as their interpretive basis for ex¬
pounding the Scriptures. The Mystical Doctor is not so preoccupied
with the interpretation of isolated words of the Bible as he is anxious
to share in the experiences of John the Apostle, Paul the missionary*
ami the Old Testament prophets. They are meaningful in all ages, not
for their speculative ideas of God, but for their real encounter with
God's Being and Love.
The theological method, then, of John of the Cross is always
a posteriori whether it be in the nature of his subject matter or his
method used in presenting the subject matter or the use he makes of
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the Scriptures. His consuming objective for himself and for his
readers is to know God in His very Being, and not merely out of pure
logic or by sensory or imaginary images. John is not content with
anything but an apprehension of God Himself--by real eacouuter--by
personal relationship—and by the abiding union of faith and love. To
have this kind of knowledge of God, he is fully aware of the profound
consequences to personal pride, and to one's existing so-called
"religious knowledge," which is commonly conditioned by selfish de¬
sires and pleasures. To these fundamental obstacles and to others in
man's pathway toward the knowledge of God in His own self-revelation,
John addresses his theology. If at times the result appears to be ex¬
cessively negative, it is all a part of his empirical method which of
necessity first involves the keaosia of every habit, desire, or concept
which does not leave us free from ourselves and our self-centeredness.
In order to know God and His "outgoingaess" called love.
111. The Primacy of Faith in John's Theology
The goal of the Christian life, according to John of the Cross,
is to be united with God in a dynamic oneness of love, and the road to
that goal is faith ; id faith alone. Thus, the doctrine of faith is of
capital importance in his theology, for It is the key to understanding
the nature of "infused contemplation", of "unitive love," and of the
union experience itself. John focuses the whole of his theology
through the lens of faitht and only through faith. No aspect of his
theological teachings finds rootage outside this doctrine and he grounds
the source of faith in the Being of God Himself.
Generally speaking, faith in John's writings is combined with
the three-fold mode of God's dealings with mankind in grace. Faith
deals particularly with the intellectual faculty of the soul* hope relates
to the memory faculty, and love acts in the will, or more particularly
in the affections of the soul. But. in the working out of all this divine
movement. John gives a primacy to the role of faith that makes it funda¬
mental to his entire theological witness. Thus, hope is rooted in faith,
love is grounded in faith, contemplation is infused by faith, and the
union experience is maintained in faith. This divinely given virtue is
related also in his writings to each of the three persons of the Trinity,
to grace, to reason, to divine knowledge, to the Church, to eachatology,
and to every other doctrine in John's experience. He knows of nothing
in the Christian life which is not made possible through the mode of
faith.
The outline for presently analyzing the primacy of faith in
John's theology will take the following form: (1) the function of faith in
relation to divine knowledge, (2) the particular role of faith in relation
to divine knowledge, and, (3) the source and ground of faith.
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The Function of Faith in Relation
to Divine Knowledge
I. ■inmiinMBIiiii.i.
Perhaps the best summary statement of the role which St.
John ascribes to faith is the inclusive declaration in the Canticle where
he says: "Faith gives us God."1 With such a sublime role to fulfill in
man* s experience* it is apparent that faith will have tremendous weight
to carry in John's system. This is especially true where faith is spoken
of as the only means of divine knowledge. It is the key to an under*
standing of the epistemological method in each of his works.
The Qntologlcal Nature of Divine Knowledge. In any study of
John's theology* a clear distinction must be maintained between the
two kinds of religious knowledge involved in man's experience. The
first knowledge is "natural knowledge*" which is derived directly from
the senses or from the relation of sensorialiy received data to ideas
deduced in the Intellect. In any case* it is knowledge about things*
persons, and concepts, and it may result in knowledge about God when
such cognition is speculatively deduced from the facts of creation. This
"particular" knowledge cannot be an empirical knowledge of God out of
His Being simply because it is not divinely revealed. Furthermore,
natural knowledge can become a serious obstacle to man's union with
^Canticle, 12, iv.
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God, since man frequently endeavors to content himself in this
secondary knowledge rather than be confronted with the very presence
of God Himself. Also, this knowledge is harmful in that man desires
to confuse it with the knowledge of faith as an additional means toward
knowing God, but, in actuality, there is no possibility of knowing God
intuitively and directly except by faith and faith alone.
The other kind of religious cognition in John's theology is the
knowledge of direct encounter with the very Being of God, so that the
light which is derived from it is not discursively deduced, but is
intuitively experienced. This distinction is decisive in understanding
John's teachings, for though he is not in opposition to discursive
knowledge as such, he clearly sees the radical difference between
knowledge about God and knowledge out of God--knowledge derived from
the relation of ideas concerning God's nature as deduced from creation,
and knowledge intuitively received by a personal awareness of God in
the Word.
The basic nature of divine knowledge, according to John of the
Cross, is personal and ontological. To be apprehended by it is to be
aware of the very Being of God. It cannot be apprehended by any amount
of dialectical reasoning or any exercise of the imagination. It is
knowledge which is divine In its very essence, and therefore its re¬
ception depends wholly on God's sovereign self-revelation. It is never
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apprehended. It is only received. It is completely supernatural in
origin and character, and thus it is beyond the capability of man through
the active reason, or whatever natural means he employs, to attain.
This theme underlies every page of John's theology because he senses
that mankind prefers to depend on knowledge produced through human
intellectual activity than that which is divinely produced and thereby
sets aside the pride of man. Thus, in speaking about knowing God out
of His being, John makes it clear that:
This knowledge is not produced by the intellect which the
philosophers call the agent intellect, which works upon the
forms, phantasies, and apprehensions of the corporal faculties;
rather it is produced in the possible or passive intellect. This
possible intellect, without the reception of these forms, etc.,
receives passively only substantial knowledge, which is di¬
vested of images and given without any work or active function
of the intellect. 1
The Mystical Doctor occasionally employs different terminology
to denote the distinctions between these two types of knowledge, though
with greater frequency he indicates to which type he is referring by
the context. He designates his own teachings of God as "mystical the¬
ology, "^ because it is the empirical knowledge of God acquired through
faith and love, and not through ordinary (i. e., non-mystical) means.
It is mystical in the sense that it is not naturally apprehended by human
1Ibid., 39. xii.
^Ibid., Prologue, iii, et al.
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reason ana the human will, but is received passively as a gift of the
sovereign grace of God. The mode for receiving this awareness of
God is faith, and the process by which it is communicated is called
"contemplation" in John of the Cross. Both of these aspects of the
apiatemologlcal journey toward divine union will subsequently be dis¬
cussed in this study, but they are mentioned here to indicate the super-
naturalness of divine knowledge in John's theology and the supernatural
nature of the mode in which God Is experienced.
One further element in the nature of divine knowledge requires
attention at this point. Since the nature of God is not only Wisdom,
but Is also Love, the knowledge which is received from Him is loving
in character, in addition to being cognitive. Thus, it is a knowledge
divinely infused by faith to the center of man's affections--the will,
and to the center of man's reason~-the intellect. For this reason John
frequently calls this supornaturally imparted knowledge noticia amorosa
(loving knowledge) since it involves a divine awareness both in the
cognitive order and in the volitional (or affectlonal) order.
Since God communicates this knowledge and understanding in
the love with which He communicates Himself to the soul, it
is very delightful to the intellect, since it is a knowledge be¬
longing to the intellect, and it is delightful to the will since it
is communicated In love, which pertains to the will. *
*Xbid., 27, v.
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The knowledge of God is thus completely "divine" in the
primary and personal sense. It is God in His very Being that is known;
y '
it is God and God alone that gives His ov *XT"X/C. to be known* and, it
is God that establishes faith as the mode whereby He is known.
Faith as the Proportionate Means of Divine Knowledge. Once
it is understood that for John of the Cross, divine knowledge is identical
with God's very Being, it ie clear that the experience of divine knowledge
and divine union are one and the same in his theology. To him there Is
no distinction between knowing God out of Himself and being possessed by
God in grace. The only difference between divine possession and com¬
plete divine union is a matter of degree, though the habitual and spiritual
transformation which takes place between the initial stages of grace and
its ultimate realisation in divine union Is considerable in John's teaching.
How is the infused loving knowledge of God's Being received?
If man's active intellect Is Incapable of producing it, and if man's will
cannot decide it, how is the knowledge of God given to man? What means
are available for man's intellect and will to attain the loving knowledge
of God? The conclusive answer that John gives is that only "by means
of faith . . . does God reveal Himself to the Soul."1 "The more Intense
a man's faith, the closer is his union with God. "Faith is that ad-
mirable means for advancing to God, our goal. Thus the only
^Ascent, II, 9, i. 2Loc. cit. 3Ibid., II, 2, 1.
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"proximate and proportionate means" for attainment of divine
knowledge <i. e., divine union) is faith. *
Emphasis should be given to the fact that in St. John's theology
It is not faith and other means, but it is faith alone that Is the divine
mode of self revelation. Thus it is not faith and discursive reasoning,
or faith and preternatural visions, etc., or faith and some other natural
or supernatural means that makes God known. Divine knowledge cornea
only by "living in faith alone, not a faith that is exclusive of charity,
but a faith that excludes other intellectual knowledge. . . . For faith
does not fail into the province of the senses. The intellect of man.
In order to approach God, must "withdraw from itself and from its
knowledge so as to journey to God in faith by believing. ... In this
way it reaches perfection because it is joined to God by faith and not by
any other means. . . ."
John of the Cross knows of no other road to God than that of
faith alone. He knows of no faculty of man's Intellectual, emotional,
sensory, or psychic nature which can be a means of divine knowledge.
No amount of practical or academic knowledge is a substitute for, or
an aid to, faith in the exercise of knowing God in Himself. That it Is a
xIbid., XL 9, I.
aibld.. I, 2, ill.
3Flame, 3, xl.
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faith which contains hope and is exorcised in love, there can be no
doubt, but to know God intuitively in His Being requires that the means
be this kind of faith and nothing el3e. It is faith alone, or there is no
divine knowledge.
The Primary Relation of Faith to Man's Intellect
In St. John's concept of the soul's nature, he conceives of its
faculties or functions as being divided into three major modes. Thus,
he speaks of (1) the intellect, which has to do with the apprehension of
all types of knowledge, whether sensorial or spiritual, natural or
supernatural; (2} the memory, which is also a cognitive faculty having
to do principally with knowledge of the past ami the future; and (3) the
will, which pertains primarily to the volitional decisions of man, and
to his affections, appetite, passions, desires, etc. 1
This brief analysis of the psychic faculties of man are in¬
dicated here because it is to the Intellect that John relates the function
of faith. Hope works in and through the memory, and love is effective
through the affections and will, but faith operates In the intellect of
the soul.
*A fuller presentation of John's teaching about the soul's
anatomy will be given subsequently in the analysis of the divine union
experience.
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Faith Nullifies Attachment to Intellect-Acquired Knowledge.
To understand more fully the thoroughness of John's method and the
prominence he gives to the role of faith in relation to the intellect, it
is worth noting the functions tliat he attributes to this faculty. To begin
with, he classifies into two major divisions the intellectual appre¬
hensions of the mind: the natural and the supernatural. * Accordingly,
natural knowledge is everything the intellect can comprehend through
the senses or by reflection. Supernatural knowledge includes every¬
thing imparted to the intellect in a manner transcending its natural
ability and capacity. John tueu subdivides the latter knowledge into:
(1) corporal knowledge, which is derived from exterior bodily senses
and from interior bodily senses, such as the imagination, and
(2) spiritual knowledge, which he divides into particular and general.
Particular spiritual knowledge includes those concepts communicated
to the spirit, without the use of bodily senses, such as visions, reve¬
lations, locutions, and spiritual feelings, general spiritual knowledge,
which is another way of expressing John's exercise la devotion and
*John's use of the word sobrenatural (supernatural) appears
too extensive at times. The context indicates in many instances that
a better choice would have been the word preternatural. In this man¬
ner he could have distinguished better between those ideas, visions,
etc., of divine origin, and those of a non-sensorial origin which are
not supernatural in their substance, but beyond the ordinary in their
essence.
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obedience called "contemplation," is that pure apprehension of God
that cornea only by anion with His Being. *
Faith is related by John of the Cross to each of these classifi¬
cations of intellectual apprehensions, and, with the exception of the
general spiritual knowledge, he systematically demonstrates that
utter detachment from these forme of knowledge Is necessary for
divine union to be effected. "The purpose of fatth is to darken all
confidence in the intellect and, if this light is not darkened, the
knowledge of faith is lost. " Faith, then, in John's theology, exercises
the role of a dark night to man, for "by blinding, it £faith_7 illumines
him" in that the more darkness faith brings to the intellect, "the more
light it sheds. This dark detachment from sensory knowledge also
applies to the part of man's nature "which bears relation to God and
spiritual things . . . this ... is the rational or higher part of his
nature. "3
This "rational or higher part" of man's nature Includes the in¬
tellect and all its natural and supernatural concepts about God and His
attributes. These must be set to one side in complete detachment from
1
Ascent, II, 10, il-iv.
^Ibid., II, 3, iv.
3Ibid. , H. 4, ii.
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man's confidence in thera and their content must be absolutely isolated
from any confusion with the self*revelation of God in the Word. Even
real or imagined visions of "persons from the other life (such as saints
and angels}, " and, the hearing oPspeciat words of phrases"1 without
knowing the source, should be un-sought-after, and, when they occur
spontaneously, they should not be esteemed as valid revelations of God.
He who esteems these apprehensions is in serious error
and extreme danger of being deceived. Or at least he
will hinder his spiritual growth because, as we mentioned,
these corporal perceptions bear no proportion to what is
spiritual. These manifestations ought always to be con¬
sidered diabolical more certainly than divine. For the
devil possesses greater leeway in influencing the exterior
and corporal part of man. He can deceive the soul more
readily through this action than through a more interior
and spiritual kind. 2
Tills type of religious knowledge is to be rejected beacuse of
its questionable source and because of its tendency toward developing
religious pride and complacency, and the danger of its being confused
with the true revelation of God, which is greater. To desire more of
it is contrary to humility and to true spiritual progress, even if it is
from God. These visions and other sensory apprehensions cannot
serve as a means for union with God simply because they bear no
ontoiogical proportion to God's being. 3
*
.A scent, n, 11, ii; vl-ix.
2Ascent, n. 10, Hi.
^Ascent. IX. 10. v. vii, and xii,
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Another kind of religious knowledge which must be probed,
questioned, and brought before the scrutiny of faith is that which is
acquired through the two interior bodily senses termed by John as:
imagination and phantasy. The first is discursive in function, and the
latter is the source of mental images and thoughts in man's mind. They
can be acted upon in three ways: (I) by God, in which case the knowl¬
edge is received in a completely passive form, (2) by Satan, in an
active and passive manner, and (3) they can function actively of them¬
selves through meditation. 1 Whatever their origin, John of the Cross
advocates that, if the soul is to reach divine union, it should empty
itself of those mental images because, by nature and origin, they can-
not serve as an adequate, proximate means to God's Being. John is
no iconoclast but he sees the dangers of retaining before the eye or
the mind anything fashioned by the hand or the imagination of man. To
^In John of the Cross the exercise of meditation is distinguished
from the higher communion with God, called "contemplation. " The
former is for beginners while the latter is for proficients. Meditation
is preparatory for contemplation, which is divinely infused. In medi¬
tation the participant is active; in contemplation he is passive. Cf.
Ki&hfc, X. 10, vi; Ascent, II, 13, v, and II, 14, i. (Not® ©specially
Ascent, IX, 13.) Kavanaugh, op. cit., pp. 318, 141, and 142.
2A scent. II, 12. ill; ibid.. p. 137.
3
See Ascent III, 15, 11 for John's brief defense of image
veneration in the Roman Catholic Church. Ibid., p, 236.
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form any degree of attachment to these is to defer spiritual advance*
meat toward the knowledge of God out of Himself in the Word. John's
words are simple but to the point on this matter;
The reason Cthat these images cannot serve as an adequate
proximate means to GodJ is that the imagination cannot
fashion or imagine anything beyond what it has experienced
through the exterior senses* that is* seen with the eyes*
heard with the ears* etc. At the most it can compose
resemblances of these objects that are seen, heard* or
felt. But such resemblances do not reach a greater entity
nor even as much entity as that of other sense objects.
Even though a person may imagine palaces of pearls and
mountains of gold--for he has seen gold and pearls—all of
this imagination will indeed be less than the essence of a
little gold or of a pearl. And this* even though in the
imagination there is a larger quantity and more excellent
structure. Since all created things* as has been said* are
unproportioned to God's being, all imaginings fashioned out
of their similarities are incapable of serving as proximate
means toward union with Him. Rather* as we said* they
serve for much less.
Those who imagine God through some of these figures (as
an Imposing fire or as brightness* or through any other forms)
and think that He is somewhat like them are very far from Him.
These considerations* forms* and methods of meditation are
necessary to beginners that the soul may be enamored and fed
through the senses* as we shall point out later. They are
suitable as the remote means to union with God* which begin*
ners must ordinarily use for the attainment of their goal and
the abode of spiritual repose. Yet these means must not be
so used that a person always employs them and never advances*
for then he would never achieve his goal, which is unlike the
remote means and unproportioned to it**just as none of the
steps on a flight of stairs has any resemblance to the goal at
the top toward which they are the means. If a man in climbing
them does not leave each one behind until there are no more*
or if he should want to stay on one of them, he would never
reach the level and peaceful room at the top.
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Consequently, a man, who wants to arrive at union with
the Supreme Repose and Good in this life, must climb all
the steps, which are considerations, forms, and concepts,
and leave them behind, since they are dissimilar and un-
proportioned to the goal toward which they lead. And this
goal is God. *
The same warning is affirmed by John of the Cross against
Imaginative apprehensions which are represented supernaturally in
the mind. ^ Like all other visions, images and Imaginary repre¬
sentations of God In the mind, they mediate against the divine mode of
3
auditive communication which is that "Faith corneth by hearing." Or,
as the Mystical Doctor states it:
In this high state of union God does not communicate Himself
to the soul--nor is this possible—through the disguise of any
imaginative vision, likeness, or figure, but mouth to mouth:
the pure and naked essence of God (the mouth of God in love)
with the pure and naked essence of the soul (the mouth of the
soul In the love of God). 4
This does not mean that God cannot use other means in pre¬
paring the soul to receive the divine knowledge of His Being. He takes
each soul step by step to the "innermost good. " The symbols and
process that He employs depend on what He "judges expedient for the
soul," and sometimes this requires that He use the "rind of sensible
1
Ascent, II, 12, iv.
3Ibid., H, 16, vl-xv.
^Romans 10:17.
^Ascent, II, 16, lx.
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things. " to prepare the soul Cor union with Himself. Thus, "in the
measure that a man approaches spirit in his dealings with God, he
divests and empties himself of the ways of the senses, and of dis¬
cursive and Imaginative meditation. "1
The goal of John's plea for total detachment from all mental
images and self-conditioned concepts of God is to free the active intel¬
lect and nullify all confidence in it as a means for knowing God. All
prior ideas of God, whether sensible, mental, or imaginary, must be
brought into the complete subjection of pure faith in order that God's
Word about Himself can be heard above them and not confused in any
manner with them. John's purpose is to help the soul free itself of
itself that it might be In full communion with the personal knowledge of
God. In this aspect of his theology John is remarkably similar to the
method of modern empirical science which functions in this objective
manner to arrive at its a posteriori conclusions.
Faith, then, acts as a functioning force to bring about the
necessary spiritual mortification that is necessary in the intellect if
the pure knowledge of God's Being is to be experienced. Hop® performs
this function in the memory and love accomplishes it in man's will. No
*Ibid., II, 17, iv and v.
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true union with God Is possible apart from the operations of these
three spiritual virtues. They function In harmony because each of
them involves a personal Being. They lead the soul to desire God for
His own sake rather than for Intellectual achievement, pride of
memory, or force of will. Together they lead the soul in all its sub¬
stance and faculties into such utter darkness and denudation of self-
trust and self-pride that the full light of God's presence can burst in
upon it. It is to a fuller understanding of this light and the function of
faith in revealing It that the present study now turns.
Faith a® Active am! Passive In Fetation to Divine Knowledge.
winniwinmniiii win— mi. iiw—m hhhmii » nwrni n mi, m nmn, hi ,»»wn«iiin»i'»'i)mi,> .1 iwumiwnn mm himjmhh j< hhjih.xni ,«mm mm ..in i« i iww
Faith, according to John of the Cross, is both active and passive. 1
It ia active in the sense that it is the supernatural light of God which
purges the soul of all that is not directly of God, for God, and from
God. Unlike humanism, faith shows man both his limitations and the
areas of his true abilities, and helps him, by the Light of God's Word,
to darken his dependence on himself and his own abilities, as a means
*The Ascent of Mount Carmel deals with the active aspects of
the theological virtuea j faith, hope, and love. The Dark Night deals
with the passive or infused aspects of these same virtues. Theologically,
then, the treatises must be considered together, for to interpret one
without the other I© to lapse Into a form of pelagianism on the one side,
or to fall into a kind of determinism on the other. The fact that both
works are commentaries on the identical poem requires this unified
interpretation. In John's thinking they were meant to complement each
other theologically and practically. (Cf. Ascent, 1, 1, U.) Trueman
.Dicken calls this active-passive relationship the "indispensable
rallying point of the doctrine in both works." Op. cit., p. 213.
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for knowing God. It points out the sensuality end selfishness in man
which distort his vision of God, and It actively cancels out his own
intellectual faculties as a mode in themselves of experiencing God.
For John, faith In its active role is the utter darkness of complete
obedient purgation that must be realised before fchel^fc of God's Being
can dawn in one's experience.
But faith also has its passive aspect. It is only half under¬
stood when its purgative role is all that is comprehended. For "the
living faith"1 is "inspired wisdom.1,2 "deep contemplation, " ilium i-
A 5
nation of the human intellect," and "a science of love." What is
complete "darkness" in the active night of purgation** is "light and
wisdom? in the passive night of perfection. The active night of faith
is obedient submission to divine purgation. The passive night of faith
is obedient submission to divine infilling.
1Night. 11. 15, i.
'Tbid., 11, 1?, viil.
3lbid., U, 17, i.
*lbld., II, 13, xl.
5Ibid., IX, 18, v.
£
°This is the general theme of the commentary on the Ascent
of Mount Carmei, Books X, II, and III.
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In the activity of "the night" (or period) when the soul ia puri¬
fied for union with God, the mind ia purged of its light# the memory is
divested of its discursive knowledge# and the will is denuded of its af¬
fections. * The purging of the light of the intellect involve® John in a
relationship problem between this light arid the infused supernatural
light of God's Being in the Soul. He# therefore# goes into a lengthy
and valuable discussion of the two kinds of light: the light of natural
reason# and the uncreat ed light of divine reason.
What# then# is the relationship of the greater Light of God to
the lesser light of human reason? Another way to state the theo¬
logical problem with which John is dealing is to ask the question:
What concordance is there between the particular theological knowl-
2
edge of man's reason and the "general loving knowledge of God"
which is passively infused in contemplation?
The working out of this relational problem requires a clear
understanding of John's purpose. He is not a speculative philosopher
describing the difference between discursive knowledge and inspired
knowledge or giving an exposition of the various theological attributes
of God's nature derived from dialectical reasoning. He is, instead#
1Night, H, 8, 11.
2Ascent# II# 14, sell, "noticia amorosa general"
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an empirical theologian describing the pathway to a personal encounter
and union with Qod in His very Being. John would never say that dis¬
cursive reasoning, and, specifically, scholasticism, is not good. In¬
deed, in his Prologue to the Spiritual Canticle he write® to the prioress
of St. Joseph's Convent in Granada and says that:
Although some scholastic theology is used here in reference
to the soul's interior converse with God, it will not prove
vain to speak in such a manner to the pure of spirit. Even
though Your Reverence lacks training in scholastic theology
by which the divine truths are understood, you are not wanting
in mystical theology which is known through love and by which
one not only knows but at the same time experiences.
No one can read the hundreds of pages of religious literature
produced by Jihn of the Cross without sensing his deep Indebtedness to
Scholasticism in particular and to discursive theological knowledge in
general. But his empirical approach to the profound subject of an in¬
tuitional knowledge of God causes him to count all humanly acquired
knowledge as a completely separate and distinct kind of cognition from
that which relates to God's Person. The one is created light in the
intellect and the other is the uncreated Light of God's personal reve¬
lation. The latter completely eclipses the former as a mode of divine
knowledge, but the uncreated Light of God is not known (heard) until
1
Canticle, Prologue, iii. (Author's underlining.)
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man ceases to depend on the created light of discursive reasoning for
the true knowledge of God.
Discursive knowledge is valuable to man in that it informs
him about God and the divine mode of operation in creation, but this
type of apprehension can never affect communion between God and man
because, however perfect it may be, it Is not the mode by which God
gives Himself to man. The distinction that John of the Cross makes in
these two types of knowledge—discursive and ontological, is decisive
in his whole theological system. It is the heart of his doctrine in the
sense that he calls in question every phase of human dependence on
any light in man's experience which is not the uncreated Light of God
Himself. Man, by nature, desires to know God out of his own light—
his own reason and in his own way. But John of the Cross, while not
disparaging reason as a necessary faculty in man's experience,
teaches that its light must be blacked out as a means to knowing God
out of His Being. All of man's wisdom, though valuable in its place,
is of no avail in causing God to give Himself to man in communion.
In fact, it can serve to incapacitate man from receiving the divine
self-revelation.
The effect of the uncreated Light of God through contemplation
upon the light of human reason is to darken it. Thus, according to
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John of the Cross, the brighter and purer the Divine Light of Con¬
templation la, the darker the intellect becomes in self-dependence.
This darkening of the human faculties is not optional, but is an integral
part of the self-giving of God to man in the experience of contemplation.
That the soul with its faculties be divinely tempered and
prepared for the divine union of love, it must first be en¬
gulfed in this divine and dark spiritual light of contemplation,
ami thereby be withdrawn from all creature affections and
apprehensions. The duration of this absorption is pro¬
portionate to the intensity of the contemplation. The more
niraply and purely the divine light strikes the soul, the more
it darkens and empties and annihilates it in its particular
apprehensions and affections concerning both earthly and
heavenly things: and, also, the less simply and purely it
shines, the less it deprives and darkens the aoul.
It seems incredible that the brighter and purer the super¬
natural, divine light is, the darker it is for the soul; and that
the less bright it is, the leas dark it is to the soul. We can
understand this truth clearly if we consider what we proved
above from the teaching of the Philosopher; that the clearer
and more evident supernatural things are in themselves, the
darker they are to our intellects.
To illustrate this matter, John uses the following significant
analogy:
We observe that the more a ray of sunlight shining through
a window is void of dust particles, the less clearly it Is seen,
and that it Is perceived more clearly when there are more
dust particles in the air. The reason is that the light in
itself Is invisible and is rather the means by which the objects
It strikes are seen; but it is also seen when It reflects on
^ight, ii, 8. a.
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them. Were the light not to strike thee© objects, it would
not be seen and neither would they. As a result, if a ray
of sunlight should enter through one window, traverse the
room, and go out through another window without coming
in contact with any object or duat particles on which It
could reflect, the room would have no more light than pre¬
viously, neither would the ray be visible. Instead, upon
close observation one notes that titer© i& more darkness
where the ray Is present, because it takes away and
darkens some of the other light; and this ray Is invisible
as we said because there are no objects on which It can
reflect.
This, precisely then, is what the divine ray of contem¬
plation does. In striking the soul with its divine light, it
surpasses the natural light and thereby darkens and deprives
a man of all the natural affections and apprehensions he
perceives by means of his natural light. It leaves an in¬
dividual's spiritual and natural faculties not only in da ness,
but in emptiness too. heaving the soul thus empty and dark,
the ray purges and Illumines it with divine spiritual light,
while the soul thinks it has no light and that it is in darkness,
as illustrated in the case of the ray of sunlight which Is in¬
visible even in the middle of a room if the room is pure and
void of any object on which the light may reflect. Yet when
this spiritual light finds an object on which to shine, that is,
when something is to be understood spiritually concerning
perfection or imperfection, no matter how slight, or about a
judgment on the truth or falsity of some matter, a man will
understand more clearly than he did before he was in this
darkness. And easily recognising the imperfection which
presents itself, a man grows conscious of the spiritual light
he possesses; for the ray of light la dark and invisible until
a hand or some other thing passes through it, and then both
the object and the ray are recognized.
Since this light is ao simple, so pure, and so general and
is unaffected and unrestricted by any particular intelligible
object, natural or divine, and since the faculties are empty
and annihilated of all these apprehensions, the soul with
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universality and great facility perceives and penetrates
anything earthly or heavenly presented to it, ~
The theological significance of this teaching by John of the
Cross is related to epistemology and faith, for it is not an appended,
or abridged, or amplified version of an already existing doctrine of
God that is communicated In the contemplative experience. It is God
Himself revealing Himself in the darkness of the purified soul as
Pure Love and Pure Light. But even as the Light of lights that makes
>
the light of all other stars appear quenched. God is not known by the -
efforts of man's reason and will. His presence is known only in faith
by the emptiness it gives to all of one's spiritual faculties. The intel¬
lect Is darkened, the memory is oblivious to what it has retained, 2
and the will is detached from its affection for all that is of the created
order. But God in His purity causes His Being to be known in His
Night, IX, 3. lii-v. This analogy of uncreated light is also
discussed in the Ascent, not as a part of the purgation process, but
rather as its result. Its discussion in the Ascent is typical of John's
tendency to anticipate the nature of his goal prior to its logical occur¬
rence in the sequence of the poetry. E. g., Ascent, XX, 14. This is a
fortunate matter, however, for in the case of the Ascent and Park
Night commentaries, neither of them was ever half completed. C£.
also Ascent, 11, 14, ix and x.
2
Dickon modernizes this effect on the memory and interprets
it as the release from worry. Op. cit,, p. 261.
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Word, Jesus Christ, and where there la emptiness of self there is
purity of hearing which, like the pure light that comes through the
room, cannot be seen. But, unlike the light, God in His Word can be
heard. * John cites examples of this from the Old Testament.
The first of these is from the experience of the Children of
Israel at Mount Horeb where the mountain burned with fire and was
surrounded with "darkness, clouds, and thick darkness, And the Lord
spake unto you out of the midst of the fire: ye heard the voice of the
words, but saw no similitude? only ye heard a voice. "2 John inter¬
prets the darkness, clouds, and obscurity to be that 'Vague, dark
knowledge in which the soul is united with God, He then goes on to
quote a subsequent line of Scripture from the same passage: "Ye saw
no manner of similitude on the day that the Lord spake unto you in
Horeb out of the midst of the fire. " (Deuteronomy 4:15) Thus, the
*The relationship of the spiritual presence of Christ as the
mediator of the divine Being and Word is found more dramatically
presented la the Spiritual Canticle ana the poem Living Flame of Love.
However, the idea that God communicates Himself through hearing
rather than by sight is verified in the Ascent and Dark Night by the
Scriptures John uses in support of the pure contemplation versus
"visions" passages. Cf. eap. Ascent, XX, 16, and Night, XX* 9.
^Deuteronomy 4:11-12. Ascent, IX* 16, viii.
*Loc. clt.
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darkness is present and the light Is present, bet the hearing faculty
of the soul is the mode by which God more truly revealed Himself.
.Another Old Testament example Is the occasion when Aaron
and Miriam murmured against the leadership of Moses. God re¬
proves them by declaring that He has placed His highest stamp of ap¬
proval on Moses, not by a vision or a dream that is seen with the
mind's eye, but through the personal communion of dialogue.
Hear now my words: If there be a prophet among you, I
the .Lord will make myself known unto him in a vision, and
will speak unto him in a dream. My servant Moses is not
so, who is faithful in all mine house. With him will I speak
mouth to mouth.
Thus, by his use of Scripture and with the analogy to light,
John shows that the mode of communication for faith is submissive
hearing rather than optical forms. Of course, underlying thfs
epistemological teaching is his soteriological emphasis that the purer
the soul Into which the Light of God's Being shines, the greater will
be the dialogical communion of this most personal of all experiences.
But, it is a communion of hearing God as Love and Wisdom rather
2
than seeing Him Li-form or vision.
Vloc. cit.
^The Spiritual Canticle and its commentary by John illustrate
this communion dialogue.
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Faith end I.easoc i;elated to Divine Knowledge. Another as¬
pect of John's doctrine of faith which requires noting, is its relation
to reason in the attainment of divine knowledge. This problem has
been alluded to many times in the present study, but, to avoid a mis¬
understanding of the relationship between these two modes of acquiring
knowledge in the Mystical Doctor's theology, a review of the salient
factors is pertinent.
The nature of the question is the place {or lack of place) that
John of the Cross gives to reason in hi® theological empiricism. Does
the Mystical Doctor teach an irrational theology, or does he advocate
some type of blind leap of reason to arrive at true union with God ?
The questions are important, for too often Christian mystics have not
been granted sufficient consideration in the mainstr eam of Christian
theology because they were believed to be sub-rational or irrational
in their approach. And, it must be admitted, at times their claims of
intuitive perception of God have circumvented the role of the Word,
and thus plunged them into a pneumatology which is irrational in
content and mode.
In the case of John of the Cross, the question hinges on the
nature of reason, the sources which affect Its development, and the
role of reason with regard to the knowledge of the supernatural which
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John claims to have experienced. If reason is simply thinking co¬
herently and being able to deduce conclusions from known facts, it can
be documented that John used the term in this limited sense. But the
problem is greater than simple definition and the discovery of examples
to prove or disprove adherence to it in John's writings. His purpose
is to lead his followers into an experience with Divine Being, rather
than merely to present them with a well-ordered doctrine of the divine
nature and attributes. How, then, can an ordinary concept of reason
serve to qualify and order personal communion, especially when one
of the persons is greater than all human reason and logic?
Reason in the scholastic sense of John's day was more of a
cognitive process arising from and limited by the rational and con¬
ceptual forms acquired through observation of the natural world. It
was a correlation activity of the mind in which the sensible objects of
the visible and tangible world are transformed Into images, forms,
and precepts. Manifestly# then, it leaned heavily on sense perception
in general, and on optical perception in particular, whereas John of
the Cross is more concerned with intuitive perception in general and
with audition.
In this connection he quotes and interprets Kabakkuk as saying:
1E. g., Ascent, H, I, Hi; 22, be. Silver io, op.cit., pp.32, 180.
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In order to hear God, a person should stand firm and be
detached In his sense life and affections* as the prophet
himself declares: "1 will stand upon my watch (with detached
appetite) and will fix my foot (1 will not mediate with the
sensory faculties) in order to contemplate (understand) what
Pod says to me." (ITb. 2:1)*
In other words# John's emphasis at this point is more Hebraic than
Greek# in that he seeks to lead his readers away from the current
dependence on ocular concepts of form and reality so prominent in
the Hellenistic philosophy that overflowed into the theology of Western
Christianity. To accomplish this# the Mystical Doctor de-emphasized
the need of reason as a mode of acquisition for divine knowledge# but
stresses in its place the superiority of faith as the divinely ordained
mode which God employs in revealing Himself. Reason gives man a
knowledge about God# but faith is superior In that it establishes a
dialogical relationship with God# a "state of listening", which John
calls contemplation. 2
In contemplation God teaches the soul very quietly and
secretly, without its knowing how# without the sound of
words# and without the help of any bodily or spiritual
faculty, in silence and quietude* in darkness to all sensory
and natural things. Some spiritual persons call this con*
templatlon knowing by unknowing. For this knowledge is
*




not produced by the intellect which the philosophers call
the active intellect* which works upon the forms, phantasies,
and apprehensions of the corporal faculties; rather it is
produced in the possible or passive intellect. This possible
intellect* without the reception of these forms* etc. * receives
passively only substantial knowledge, which is divested of
images ami given without any work or active function of the
intellect.
It would be erroneous to conclude* then* that John of the Cross
advocates an experience in which knowledge is mediated either sub-
rationally, irrationally* or extra-rationally. The first of these al¬
ternatives is valueless in that its source would be pure subjectivism,
and therefore incapable of leading to experience with God. Extra-
rationally is the criticism justly leveled at the mysticism which seeks
to separate truth from the reality of the senses and thereby lapses
into a docetic type of truth which is both impractical and actually non¬
existent. Irrational mysticism, on the other hand* is fully aware of
T •... senses and the tangible world, but quite irrationally leaps blindly
from this knowledge into the unreal world of phantasy* visions*
locutions* etc. John of the Cross dedicates scores of pages In his
theology to combating this school of mysticism which to him appears
false and worthless* as Indeed it is for all of theology.
1Canticle* 39, xii.
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Thus* Car from advocating a separation of faith and reason*
John appeals for a faith that is guided by true reason and yet tran¬
scends It. A passage from the Ascent is especially relevant at this
point. John discusses In the Second Book of the Ascent the lack of
necessity to petition God for guidance which is radiated through super¬
natural means (visions* revelations* etc.) and* as evidence that this
is not God's primary mode of revealing His will* he cites the case of
Jethro when he advised his son-in-law to select other judges as helpers
so that the people with legal problems would not have to wait for Moses*
personal consideration. In Exodus 13:13-23 he comments on this in¬
cident by saying:
God approved this advice* but He did not give it* because
human reason and judgment were sufficient means for solving
this problem. Usually God does not manifest such matters
through visions, revelations* and locutions, because He is
ever desirous that man insofar as possible take advantage of
his own reasoning powers. All matters must be regulated by
reason save those of faith, which though not contrary to
reason transcend it, 1
In this same regard, John quotes St. Gregory as saying that
faith Is without merit when it has experienced proof from human reason:
2
"Nee fides habefc meritum cui hamaaa ratio prabet experimentum."
1
Ascent, 11, 22, xiil. Silverio* op. clt. * p. 193. Kavanaugh*
op. cit., p. 134.
2lbid., HI* 31, viii from Gregory: Horn. 26 in Svang. PL 76,
1197,
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The "experienced proof of reason is sensible or discursive verifi¬
cation which simply Is incapable of proving or disproving the reality
of one* s union {or lack of union) with God.
However. John affirms that God honors man's "reason by
drawing near to those who come together to know truth" * and the Holy
Spirit withdraws Himself "from thoughts that are without reason. "2
Also, everything that might be given us as supernatural truth should
be accepted only when it:
... is in harmony with reason and the Gospel law. And
then we should receive this truth, not because it is privately
revealed to us, but because It is reasonable, and we should
brush aside all feeling pertinent to the revelation. We ought,
in fact, to consider and examine the reasonableness of the
truth when It is revealed even more than when it is not, since
the devil in order to delude souls says much that is true,
conformed to reason, ami that will come to pass. *
In addition to these function® of reason, St. John declares
that Divine Union requires the assent of both faith and reason to be
effective4 and one should be "attentive to reason In order to do what
it {reason) says concerning the way to God. ^ Christian conduct also
should be "prompted by reason" rather than by pleasure. ^
*Ascent, II, 22. xi. ^id.. Ill, 6, Hi.
•*lbid., XX, 21, iv. {Author* s underlining.)
4Ibid,, IL 26. xi.
5
Avisos y Sentencing, 41, Silverio, op, cit., p. 747.
6Night. I, 6, vi.
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Beyond these specific teachings regarding reason, John refers
to It In an oblique manner in the sections of the Ascent where he dis¬
cusses the purgation of the will. This is significant since these chapters
deal primarily with the emotions (and not the intellect) aa they relate
to the Divine Union experience. The emotions are called aficciones or
pasiones and are four in number: joy, hope, sorrow, and fear. * Joy
that springs from sensory goods (such as those derived from sight,
hearing, smell, etc.) can Mobscure reason, and "debilitate it,"3
while joy over moral goods (such as the practice of good works) tends
to crowd the judgment of reason. ^ Natural goods (such as beauty,
grace, and other corporal endowments) also cause joy, but this joy
itself can "cloud reason and judgment" and result in their "dullness
and ineffectiveness.Similarly, sensible knowledge should be tested
and ordered by reason for, according to John of the Cross, all that
Adam and Eve say, spoke of, and ate in the garden "served them for
more abundant delight in contemplation, since the sensory part of their
1Ascent, IE. 16, U. 2Xbid., Ill, 25, i.
3lbid., HI, 25, vi.
4 lb id., 111, 29, ii.
5Ibid., Ill, 22, ii.
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souls was truly subjected and ordered to reason. He whose sense Is
purged of sensible objects and ordered to reason from the first move¬
ments procures the delight of savorous contemplation and awareness
of God. »l
To summarize, then, the role of reason in John's theology is
primarily to determine action and thought in ait matters of experience
except those beyond Its capabilities, namely, the self-revelation of
God's Being which is controlled by the sovereign grace of God and
given to man only through the mode of faith. It is not that John degrades
the function of human reason, for his own academic background and his
literary output combine with his explicit statements to disprove this
notion. Vvhen it appears that he is not appreciative of human r ason*
it is only because he thinks in terms of the active and passive intellect,
and does not always specify their distinctive functions. The active
intellect produces ideas and concepts about God which are not neces¬
sarily evil in themselves but which can become a serious obstacle to
God's self revelation if they are relied upon as being the ultimate in
divine knowledge. But it must be remembered that it is precisely to
the intellect (and to the will) that God reveals Himself through faith.
Thus, far from being an irrational or extra-rational or sub-rational
1Xbid., Ill, 26, v.
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revelation which God sends through faith, it is the most rational of
all truths, and therefore can be readily assimilated in man's passive
intellect as reasonable and of inestimable value. The active intellect
is the productive aspect in John's apprehension faculties and the pas¬
sive intellect ha3 an assimilative function. While man produces In the
active intellect his own idea of God, the passive intellect cannot re¬
ceive the divine knowledge through faith. But, once the active intellect
is completely stilled with regard to producing conceptualised ideas and
Images of God, the passive intellect can then "hear," "receive," and
assimilate the Word of God which comes from beyond the productive
processes of man's mind. Faith, then, transcends reason in its
production of an ontoiogical knowledge of God, but it reveals God to
the reason because rationality is of the very nature and essence of
God. Faith and reason are both indispensible aspects of the epistemo-
logical process in John of the Cross, for by them God effects His
divine union with man in love and wisdom. Faith darkens the active
intellect in order to infuse the passive intellect with the uncreated
Light of God's presence and thereby illumines the whole i tellecfc with
the "loving knowledge" of God.
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The Source and Ground of Faith
The origin of faith and its theological basis require brief
analysis, since this doctrine exercises such a foundational function to
all of John's theology. Is faith a human attitude toward God, or is it
a divine virtu© Infused by God? Or, is it a cooperative relationship of
human and divine faith? And how is it grounded? la its basis the
goodness and worth of man, or Is it grounded in God's relationship to
the whole created order? These and other inquiries are relevant to
an understanding of the doctrines of contemplation and divine union
which naturally emerge from St. John's concept of faith.
The Divine Source and Cause of Faith, The epistemologlcat
faith which reveals God intuitively to man proceeds from GodHimself
as the Divine Repository and Causal Agent. Thus, the nature of faith
in the ontologlcal knowledge of God is as distinct from natural faith as
the knowledge itself. Mystical faith is a "divine gift" which "God
grants naturally or supernaturally to whomsoever He wills.1,1
Furthermore, like hope and love, it is infused directly by God without
1 Ascent II. 23, xii. As a Biblical example of a "naturally"
imparted gift, John cites the case of Balaam, and for a supernatural
example he lists the "holy prophets, apostles, and other saints."
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any Intermediate means,1 because God Himself "is the substance and
concept of faith. H (Dloa ea la austancia de la fe y el concepto de ella. f"
Hie lole of the Incarnation in. Significantly, the faith
which John teaches as the proportionate means for man's union with
God is incaraational in character and content. The Mystical Doctor
does not proclaim an abstract kind of faith so common to mysticism
in general, nor is it the Spirit and father-directed faith which Eastern
Tur istlanlty propounds. It is a faith rooted, centered, and fulfilled
in the life and obedience of the Son and related to all of creation
through His incarnation.
. . . now that the faith is established through Christ and
the Gospel law made manifest in this era of grace, there
is no reason for inquiring of Him In this way, or expecting
Him to answer as before. In giving us His Son, His only
7~ ord (for He possesses no other). He spoke everything to
us at once in this 3ole Word--and He has no more to say. 3
This idea is further expressed in John's commentary on the
divine commendation of the Son following His transfiguration ex¬
perience as recorded in Matthew 17.
. . . God could respond as follows; If 1 have already told
you all things in My Word, My Son, and if I have no other
word, what answer or revelation can I now make that would
surpass this? Fasten your eyes on Him alone, because in
!Ibid., III, 32, iv; and Canticle 26, vtU.
2Cantlcle 1, x. 3Aacent II, 22, 111.
1
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Him I have spoken and revealed all, and in Him you shall
discover even more than you ask for and desire. You are
making an appeal for locutions and revelations that are
Incomplete, but if you turn your eyes to Him you will find
them complete. For He Is My entire locution and response,
vision and revelation, which I have already spoken, answered,
manifested, and revealed to you, by giving Him to you as a
brother, companion, master* ransom, and reward. Since
that day when I descended upon Ilim with My Spirit on Mount
Tabor proclaimings Hie est filius aioua dilectua in quo mlhi
bene comglacui, ipaum audita (This is my Beloved Son in
iOm I am well pleased, hear Him) f~Mt. 17:5-7, I have re¬
linquished these methods of answering and teaching, and
presented them to Him. Hear Him because I have no more
faith to reveal nor truths to manifest. If I. spoke before, it
was to promise Christ; if they questioned Me, their Inquiries
were related to their petitions and longlng3 for Christ in
Whom they were to obtain every good (as is evidenced in
all the doctrine of the Evangelists and Apostles). But now
anyone asking Me in that way and desiring that X speak and
reveal faith, yet he would be failing in faith, because Christ
has already been given. Accordingly, he would offend My
Beloved Son deeply, because he would not merely be lacking
faith in Kim, but obliging Him to become incarnate and under¬
go His life and death again. You shall not find anything to ask
or desire through revelations and visions; behold Him well,
for in Him you will uncover all these revelations already made,
and many more. '
Thus faith is both established and fulfilled in the Son. There
is no experience or knowledge of Cod which supercedes or exeells the
revelation of Cod in Christ, for in it are heard and seen the Infinite
Voice and Eternal Light, which became the Incarnate Word and Truth
at Bethlehem.
*Ibid., II, 22, v. (Author's underlining.)
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for, since He COodJ has finished revealing the faith through
Christ, there is no more faith to reveal, nor will there ever
be. Anyone wanting to get something in a supernatural way,
as we stated, would as It were be accusing Cod of not having
given us In His Son all that is required. Although in such en¬
deavors one presupposes the faith and believes in it, still,
one's curiosity displays a lack of faith. Hence there is no
reason to hope for doctrine or anything els® through super¬
natural means. *
The Incarnation Is also the content of faith in the Divine-
human union, for in addressing the sou! regarding the conduct which
leads to the discovery of Christ, John says:
. . . seek Him in faith and love, without desire for the satis¬
faction, taste, or understanding of any other thing than what
you ought to know, faith and love are like the blind man* s
guides. They will lead you along a path unknown to you, to
the place where Cod is hidden. Faith, the secret we mentioned,
is comparable to the feet by which one journeys to God, and
love is like one's guide. In dealing with these mysteries and
secrets of faith, the soul will merit through love the discovery
of the content of faith, that is, the Bridegroom Whom she
desires to possess in this life through the special grace of
divine union with God, as we said, and in the next through
the essential glory, by which she will rejoice in Him not in
a hidden way, but faco to face. ^
The ontological experience of God through faith is an aware¬
ness of the Incarnate and glorified Logos In John's theology. Thus he
speaks of the Son of God as the v ord that reaches him in the "divine
touches" and union.
lIbid., XX, 22, vli. (Author's underlining.)
^Canticle, I, xi. (Author's underlining. )
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O You, then . . . the Word, the Son of God, through the
delicacy of Your divine being, You subtly penetrate the
substance of my soul and, lightly touching it alt, absorb
it entirely in Yourself in divine modes of delights and
sweetnesses . . . O gentle breeze, since You are a delicate
and mild breeze, tell us: How do You, the Word, the Son
of God, touch mildly and gently, since You are so awesome
and mighty? *
The Word is immensely subtle and delicate, for He is the
touch which comes into contact with the soul. The soul
is the vessel having breadth and capacity because of its
remarkable purity and refinement in this state.
O, then, delicate touch, the more abundantly You pervade
my soul, the more substantial You are and the purer is my
soul!
It should also be known that the more subtle and delicate
the touch, and the more delight and gratification it com*
raunicates there where it touches, the less volume and bulk
it has. This divine touch has no bulk or volume, because
the Word, who grants it is alien to every mode and manner,
and free from all the volume of form, figure, and accident
which usually encircles and imposes boundaries or limits
to the substance. This touch we are discussing is inde*
scribable insofar as it is substantial, that is from the divine
substance. Finally, then, O W ord, indescribably delicate
touch, produced in the soul only by Your most simple being,
which, since it is infinite, is infinitely delicate and hence
touches so subtly, lovingly, eminently, and delicately!
Faith in the Incarnation and love for the Incarnation are both
taught by John as integral elements in the e$istemological relation
which God effects in the soul through uniting it with Himself.
* Flame 2, xvii. (Author's underlining.)
2Ibid., 2, xix. (Author's underlining.)
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This ... is produced in the soul by knowledge of the In¬
carnation of the Word and of the mysteries of faith. Since
these are more remarkable works of God, embodying in
themselves a greater love than that shown forth in creatures,
they produce in the soul a more Intense love. . . . Speaking
of this . . . the Bridegroom says: You have wounded my
heart, my sister, with one of your eyes and with one hair
oif your "neck." "Z"Ct." 4:9J The eye refers to faith in the
Incarnation of the Bridegroom, and the hair signifies love
for this very Incarnation. 1
The whole of Creation is also related to the Logos in John's
theology and this hidden relationship is revealed through faith as a
part of the mysteries of eternity. In explaining this, John says:
God created all things with remarkable ease and brevity,
and in them He left some trace of Who He is, not only in
giving all things being from nothing# but even by endowing
them with innumerable graces and qualities, making them
beautiful in a wonderful order and unfailing dependence on
one another. All of this He did through His own Wisdom,
the Word, His only begotten Son by Whom He created them.
. . . Creatures are the lesser work® of God, because He
made them as though in passing. The greater works, in
which He manifested Himself more and to which He gave
greater attention, were those of the Incarnation of the V ord
and the mysteries of the Christian faith. Compared to
these, all the others were done as though in passing and
with haste. . . .
St. Paul says: The Son of God is the Splendor of His
glory and the Image of His substance. Oieb. 1:3J/ It"~
should be known that only with this figure, His Son, did
God look at all things, that is. He communicated to them
their natural being and many natural graces and gifts.
*Canticle 7, ill.
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arid made them complete and perfect, as is said in Genesis:
God looked at all things that He mad®, and they were very
good. CGn. l:31J7 To look and behold that they were very
good was to make them very good in the V ord, His Son.
Hot only by looking at them did He communicate natural
being and graces, as we said, but also with this image of
His Son alone. He clothed them in beauty by imparting to
them supernatural being. This He did when He became man
and elevated human nature in the beauty of God and con¬
sequently all creatures, since in human nature He was united
with them all. Accordingly, the Son of God proclaimed: If
1 be lifted up from the earth, 1 wilt elevate all things to Me.
£7Jn. 12:32J And in this elevation of all things through the
Incarnation of His Son and through the glory of His resur¬
rection according to the flesh, the Father did not merely
beautify creatures partially, but rather we can say, clothed
them wholly in beauty and dignity.
. . . God will undoubtedly give you what He also promises
further on through Isaias: 1 shall give you hidden treasures
and reveal to you the substance and mysteries of secrets.
'Clar'iSii'J" iW"substance of the secrets is God Himself,
for God Is the substance and concept of faith, and faith is
the secret and the mystery. And when that which faith covers
and hides from us is revealed--that perfect vision of God
spoken of by St. Paul Cl Cor. 13:10_7--then the substance
and mysteries of the secrets will be uncovered to the soul.
From these examples, it can be noted that the faith of which
John speaks in his empirical knowledge of God out of His being is a
Christocentric faith which in no way circumvents the scriptural
emphasis on the Incarnate Son as its Object and Content. This
*lbid., 5, I, lii, & Iv.
2Ibid., 1, x.
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knowledge la realised both presently and eschatologically, and thus
can be known perfectly only in the life to come. To illustrate both the
hidden and revealed aspects of faith through the Incarnate Christ,
John cites again the experience of Moses when God hid him In the
cleft of the rock and passed by without permitting him to see Mis face.
However much the soul hides herself, she will never in this
mortal life attain to so perfect a knowledge of these mysteries
as she will possess in the next. Nevertheless, if like Moses
she hides herself In the cleft of the rock (in real imitation of
the perfect life of the Son of God, her Bridegroom), she vill
merit that, while God protects her with His right hand, He
will show her Mis shoulders ZTEx. 33: EE- 23J7, that is, He will
bring her to the high perfection of union with the Son of God,
her Spouse, and transformation in Him through love. *
When Moses asked God to reveal His glory, God told Moses
that he would be unable to receive such a revelation in this
life, but that he would be shown all good, that is all the good
revealable In this life. So God put Moses in the cavern of
the rock, which is Christ, as we said, and showed His back
to him, which was to impart knowledge of the mysteries of
the humanity of Christ. *"
Thus the revelation of God in Christ through empirical faith
in the present is immediate and superior to all other knowledge, but
in comparison to the perfect revelation which will be realized in the
beatific life, it Is only a foretaste. But whether in the present or In




Himself is Incarnational in content* trinitarlan in its reveiational mode*
and grounded in the sovereign grace of Divine Love.
Faith as Grounded in Divine Sovereign Grace. * The "truths
of faith" which manifest the grace of God in Christ find their provo-
cation in the wisdom and merciful love of God called "grace. "
Historically this grace was demonstrated in the Incarnation3 and in
the cross* 4 but, as the perfecting presence of God in His children*
grace "grows, "s "superabounds,"® and augments in stages according
to the "soul's pace"' la "desire and love. "®
*John's doctrine of grace is not entirely free from his
Scholasticism environment. Thus he can speak almost quantitatively
of grace when referring to the sacraments (cf. Might* I* 6, v; and
Canticle 23, vi) and the word is found in the plural form without a clear
distinction between "divine grace" and the "graces of Christ" in the
dialogue between the bride and bridegroom (e. g. * Canticle ?, v, and
vilj 22, iii). However, this influence Is not extremely detrimental to
his theology primarily because in hi® personal arid unitive epistemology
the place of authority shifts from the human interpreter of truth
(whether individual or corporate) to God, the Source of Truth. Grace
thus becomes more an ontological part of God's nature and therefore
sovereignly ordered by His own wisdom and love, rather than being
simply an impersonal power of God which can be controlled or dis¬
pensed by men, even if they are divinely chosen ministers.
'"Canticle, 7, vii. 3Loc. cit.
4Ibid. . 23, iii and vi. f'lbjd., 33, vi-vii.
6Ibid., 38, Hi. 7lbid., 23, vl.
8Ibid., 13, xii.
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But there la not the slightest hint of pelagtanism in John's
doctrine o£ grace* for it Is what might be called the "reflective" or
"circular" movement of God's essence in the soul in order to fit It for
participation in His incarnate divinity. 1 Thus* in Christ, God looks
upon the soul In grace, and, by doing so, imparts grace to It.
By infusing His grace in the soul, God makes it worthy
and capable of His love. This verse, then, is like saying:
Because You have infused Your grace into me, which was
a worthy token of Your love, You loved me ardently, that
is, You gave me more grace on this account. St. John makes
the same affirmation: "He gives grace for the grace He has
giverf (Jn. 1:16), which Is to give more. Without His grace
one cannot merit His grace.
The grace of God infused out of the very Being (love) of God
is the only basis, then, for the faith and love which the soul gives
back to God. By giving Himself In ontological grace, God makes the
soul reflect and absorb His own likeness and establishes the incar-
national cycle of "grace for grace" in the soul. Accordingly, as "God
beholds the soul made more attractive through grace. He Is impelled
to grant her more grace, for He dwells within her and is well pleased






ugliness of its fault and the inferiority of its nature," * how much more
will It be a recipient of His grace now that He lifts "arrayed it in Hie
2
grace and clothed it in Hie beauty" which is Christ.
Also, the operations or works of the soul acquire effective¬
ness and meaningful value because through the Son they are "elevated"
and "adorned la the grace of God. "3 In this sense, and only in this
sense, can the soul "perform works worthy of His £God* aJ grace and
love," for otherwise sue! works would "wither £lihe flowersJ and
become valueless in God's sight, even though they be perfect from a
human standpoint. 4
Thus, in summary, Grace, as God's eternal "yes" to the
soul, enables it to respond with its infused "yea" of faith, which is
the means by which the spiritual espousal is effected between the Soul
and the Incarnate Word. * Faith, then, is grounded in God's sover-
eignty and is accordingly ordered by His wisdom, mercy, and love.
These three ontological elements la God's nature which ultimately
cause the divine union experience are combined in St. John's theology
to be God's redeeming and perfective grace.
1lbid., 33. iii. 2Loc. cit,
3lbid., 32, vlii, 4Ibid., 30, viii.
5 Flame, 3, xsciv.
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As faith is worked out in human experience it has no greater
proportionate mode of expression than the worship of God. Thus* in
its daily habitual operation John calls it "infused contemplation" and*
in the effect that it causes in the aoul* the result is spiritual sanctifi-
cation and perfection. It is to this contemplative worship of God in
faith and its perfective effects in the soul that the present study now
turns.
PAP T III
THE DOCTPINE OF EMPIPICAL CONTEMPLATION
Dona Cuthbert Butler in his study o£ Western (i. e., Poman
Catholic) mysticism states that John of the Cross "is coming more
and more to be accepted by all schools as the great exponent of the
realms of prayer contemplation and mystical theology.1,1 and Butler's
own reliance on John's doctrine of contemplation proves Ms personal
esteem for the Carmelite's teachings on this subject. No one can read
John of the Cross without concluding two things: (I) that the singular
purpose of hie writing is to lead souls into the experience of per¬
fection and union with God. and (2) that the method he proposes for
effecting this ontologlcal perfection is the practice of empirical con¬
templation. * la John's theology, the journey by which the ascent of
Mount Carmel is made is contemplation. The dark night of the soul
is the night of contemplation. The spiritual canticle is basically the
?Dom Cuthbert Butler, Western Mysticism (London: Arrow-
Books), p. 12.
2The term "empirical contemplation" is used to relate John's
contemplative method to his whole theological method in general, and,
to contrast his concept of contemplation with the rationalistic and ir-
rationalistic presentations of this doctrine.
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bride and bridegroom's song of dialogical contemplation. The living
flame of love in the book by that title, is the purifying flame of the
Holy Spirit who transforms contemplation into the sublime experience
of union with God. It behooves any study of St. John of the Cross to
thoroughly master this integral aspect of his theology.
I. The Nature and Context of Empirical Contemplation
Definitions of Contemplation
There is no lack of material in John of the Gross concerning
the meaning he gives to contemplation, for he defines it in all his
major works. In the Ascent he calls it ♦ . the general knowledge
in which the spiritual faculties--memory, intellect, and wlll--are
actuated and united in . . . passive, prepared knowledge. "1 In the
Dark Night his definition gives greater prominence to the divine
element of contemplation, tor he states that It ia "nothing else than
a secret and peaceful and loving inflow of God, which, if not hampered,
fires the soul in the spirit of love. "2 This spirit of love in contem¬
plation Is also called the "science of love" that is an infused loving
knowledge, which both illumines and enamors the soul, elevating it
*Ascent, H, 14, vi. 2Kight, I, 10. vl.
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stop by step unto God, its Creator. " * In the Spiritual Canticle he adds
that contemplation is "also termed mystical theology, meaning the
secret or hidden knowledge of God." Such supernatural knowledge
received in contemplation is not produced by the "agent intellect,"
which works upon the forms, phantasies, and apprehensions of the
corporal faculties, but it is produced in the "passive intellect" which,
without the reception of these forms, etc., "receives passively only
substantial knowledge, which is divested of images and given without
any work or active function of the intellect. "•*
The .Living Flame is John's briefest major work, and in it he
gives his most succinct explanation of contemplation. It is simply;
"receiving what God communicates. Gathering these definitions to¬
gether and noting their principle ideas, contemplation in John's
writing is; (a) supernatural knowledge, (b) God and love, (c) intel¬
lectual passivity, and (d) the reception of divine communication. The
conclusion is apparent, then, that John has not told us so much about
the nature of contemplation as he has described its effects. There is
a practical reason for this which will be noted subsequently.
hbid., H. 18, v.
^Canticle, 39, xii. ^Loc, cit.
' Flame, 3, xxxvi.
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The Meditations! Context of Contemplation
The nature of contemplation in John's theology is best under¬
stood not by definition but in its various levels of exercise, including
the preparatory or pre-contemplative stage which he calls "discursive
meditation." His idea of contemplation is purely theoretical if it is not
seen In the context of disciplined meditation on the beginning end and
the unitive experience with God on the other. The "acts of purgation,"
the "self denying habit, " and the "discursive reflection" of those begin¬
ning the journey toward union with God are the foundation stones on
which the "ladder" of contemplation rests. Of these beginners John
says:
A person in this state should be given matter for medi¬
tation and discursive reflection, and he should by himself
make interior acts and profit in spiritual things from the
delight and satisfaction of the senses. £*or by being fed
with the relish of spiritual things, the appetite is torn away
from sensual things and weakened in regard to the things
of the world,
But when the appetite has been fed somewhat, and has
become in a certain fashion accustomed to spiritual things,
and has acquired some fortitude and constancy, God begins
to wean the soul, as they say, and place it in the state of
contemplation. This occurs In some persons after a very
short time, especially with religious, for in denying the
things of the world more quickly, they accommodate their
senses and appetites to God and, in their activity, pass on
to the spirit which God works in them. This happens when
the soul's discursive acts and meditations cease, as well
as its initial sensible satisfaction and fervor, and it is
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unable to practice discursive meditation as before, or
find any support for the senses. The sensory part is
left in dryness because its riches are transferred to
the spirit, which does not pertain to the senses. 1
The meditative period, then, is the indispenslble and pre¬
paratory discipline which precedes the more passive period called
contemplation. The beginner "acquires some knowledge and love of
God"^ and learna to control the senses, the appetites, and the other
faculties of his being, both physical and spiritual, having to do with
the senses. It is a time of discipline, purgation, and of bringing into
subjection everything sensory that would inhibit the unlimited working
of God's Spirit in the soul. This discipline, purgation, and submission
include even those objects related to religion that might be held in the
affection or stand in any type of competition to God's spiritual nature.
'ibid., 3, xxxii. John of the Cross makes a clear distinction
between "beginners" and "proficients, " which has not always been
noted in the studies about his theology. In beginning the study of the
Dark Night, he says: "Souls begin to enter this dark night when God,
gradually drawing them out of the state of beginners (those who
practice meditation on the spiritual road), begins to place them in
the state of proficients (those who are already contemplativea) so
that by passing through this state they might reach that of the perfect,
which is the divine union of the soul with God. " Ni^ht, I, 1, i.
2
Ascent. II, 14, ii.
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John spells out: all this to mean images* palpable or imaginary,
visions, and any desire lor special revelations or supernatural
locutions, it also means a critical self-examination about motives,
affections, modes of thought, preconceptions, and all aspects of one's
daily lite and the deepest operations of the soul. Contemplation
toward divine union cannot begin without this type of meditation as its
basis. It is a meditation of interior prayer and periods of personal
introspection into one's entire moral and religious experience.
John designates this meditative state as a "night," but he ex¬
plains that it is the early part of the night, for it deals primarily with
the sensory aspects of one's physical and spiritual natures. The
darker parts of the night, the midnight period, is the night of the con¬
templation when the inner person is purified in preparation for union
with God. it is only for "proficients, xhile the earlier part of the
disciplinary night is *hat John calls: "the lot of beginners. " In it
"God commences to introduce them (the beginners) into the state of
contemplation."
In the introductory period of meditation it is permissible and
fitting for beginners:
'
ibid., U I, lit*
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to find some sensible gratification and satisfaction in the
use of images* oratories* and other visible objects of
devotion so that with this pleasure they may renounce
worldly things from whose taste they are not yet weaned
or detached. . . .
But in order to advance* the spiritual person should
likewise divest himself of all these satisfactions and
appetites* for the pure spirit is bound to none of these
objects* but turns only to interior recollection and mental
communion with God. Although he derives profit from
images and oratories* this is very transitory* for his
spirit is immediately elevated to God in forgetfulness of
all sensory objects. *
The same forgetfulness applies to the interior bodily senses*
or what John calls "the imagination and the phantasy." He says:
Meditation is the work of these two faculties* since it
is a discursive act built upon forms* figures, and images*
imagined and fashioned by these senses. For example:
the imagining of Christ crucified* or at the column, or in
some other scene; or of God seated upon a throne with
resplendent majesty; or the imagining and considering of
glory as a beautiful light, etc.; or the picturing of any
other human or divine object imaginable.
The soul will have to empty itself of these images and
leave this sense in darkness if it is to reach divine union.
For these images* just like the corporal objects of the ex¬
terior senses* cannot be an adequate* proximate mean to
God. 2
This activity of calling into question all of one's imaginary
and conceptual forms of God is basically the key to understanding
*Ibid.. Ill* 39, i.
^btd. * II* 12, ill.
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John's doctrine of meditation. It is not a meditative period centered
in Scripture study only, nor is it simply a time of "reflection upon the
mysteries of the Faith," as Bede Frost contends. It is a meditation
exercise in self-denial and in the crucifixion of sensual and fleshly
desires that In any way Inhibit the indwelling presence of God in the
soul. It is a mortification of the spiritual appetites such as the hunger
for supernatural visions of saints, of angels, of light, of heaven's
splendors, etc., the thirst for special revelations, divine locutions,
angelic sounds, and the craving for delightful "feelings" during the
fulfillment of religious rites. In other words, what John of the Cross
seeks to do by advocating discursive meditation for the "beginners" on
the journey to divine union is to vacate the soul of all sinful dependence
on preconceived images and ideas of God. The joys of these persons
are found in penances which to them are "pleasures,* fortheir fasts,
instead of being a hardship, are happinesses," and the sacraments are
their "consolations."2
Beginners, in these stages prior to actual contemplation,
suffer from the usual imperfections of human nature called the "seven
capital vices," namely, pride, avarice, lust, anger, gluttony, envy
1Frost, op. cit., p. 60.
2Night, 1, I, iii.
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and sloth. 4 Meditation means ferreting out of the soul every remnant
of these degrading sin®, but in reality it is God who, in the final
analysis* does this work of spiritual purification.
No matter how much an individual does through his own
efforts* he cannot actively purify himself enough to be dis¬
posed in the least degree for the divine union of the perfection
of love. God must take over and purge him in that fire that
is dark for him. ^
Meditation* then, represents the dual activity of "the soul's
own efforts to empty itself insofar as it can, and the work of God
based on an attitude of submissive faith. The Holy Spirit does not
purge and purify the soul apart from the introspection, confession,
and abandonment of sin that is necessary on the part of these who are
experiencing the "dark night of faith," but aa these essential changes
in attitude (repentance) become habituaiixed, God effects the purgation
and purification (sanctificatlon) that is indispensable for His subsequent
union with the soul.
The Transition to the Divine Mode of Thought
The transition from the meditative period of spiritual prepa¬
ration to the contemplative stage is as definite in the thinking of John
1JbWL. I. 2-7. ^Ibid., 1, 3, lii.
^Ascent, 11, 4, ii.
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of the Cross as the two periods themselves. The advance from simple
meditation to contemplation begins when "everything seems to be
functioning in reverse," that is, when the soul is in greatest darkness
and dryness and when it feels the weakest;
Since the conduct of these beginners in the way of God is
lowly and not too distant from love of pleasure and of self,
as was explained, God desires to withdraw them from this
base manner of loving and lead them on to a higher degree
of divine love. And He desires to liberate them from the
lowly exercise of the senses and of discursive meditation,
by which they go in search of Him so inadequately and with
so many difficulties, and lead them into the exercise of
spirit, in which they become capable of a communion with
God that is more abundant and freer of imperfections. God
does this after beginners have exercised themselves for a
time in the way of virtue and have persevered in meditation
and prayer. For it is through the delight and satisfaction
they experience in prayer that they have become detached
from worldly things and have gained some spiritual strength
in God. This strength has helped them somewhat to re¬
strain their appetites for creatures, and through it they
will be able to suffer a little oppression and dryness without
turning back. Consequently, it is at the time they are going
about their spiritual exercises with delight and satisfaction,
when in their opinion the sun of divine favor is shining most
brightly on them, that God darkens all this light and closes
the door and spring of the sweet spiritual water they were
tasting as often and as long as they desired. For since they
were weak and tender, no door was closed to them, as St.
John says in the Apocalypse. £~Ap. 3:8 J
God now leaves them in such darkness that they do not
know what way to turn in their discursive imaginings; they
cannot advance a step in meditation, as they used to, now
that the interior sensory faculties are engulfed in this night.
He leaves them in such dryness that they not only fail to
receive satisfaction and pleasure from their spiritual
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exercises and works* as they formerly did, but also find
these exercises distasteful and bitter. -As I said, when
God sees that they have grown a little, He weans them
from the sweet breast so thai; they might be strengthened,
lays aside their swaddling bands, and puts them down from
His arms that they r ay grow accustomed to walking by
themselves. This change is a surprise to them because
everything seems to be functioning in reverse.
John of the Cross dedicates numerous pages of instructions
about how to ascertain the appropriate level in one's spiritual develop¬
ment when the transition from discursive meditation to empirical con¬
templation should be effected. Basically the three qualifying signs2
which simultaneously must accompany entrance into the contemplation
stage are; (a) a powerlessness to continue discursive meditation due
to the complete dryness and barrenness apparent in the soul and due
to the habitual practice of meditation now formed in the soul's
faculties, (b) an awareness of a disinclination to focus the imagination
1Night, I, 8, ill.
The "signs" listed are from the / acent, and pertain speci¬
fically to "beginners" advancing from meditation to contemplation.
There are three other "signs" discussed in the Park Night which dis¬
tinguish the aridity felt In the soul after fee work of purgation from
fee aridity experienced due to wilful sin and imperfections. Though
there is a similarity in these two sets of "signs*" they are given for
different purposes and should not be confused as McMahon, op. clt.,
Frost, op. clt., (Comp.; Ascent, XI, 8 and 9, and Night 111, 9, xx. i).
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or sense media upon particular exterior or interior objects* and*
(c) a strong desire to find solitude in the "loving awareness of God"
without the usual discursive activity and exercises of the intellect*
memory* and will. 1 These three signs* then* must be noticeable
simultaneously before advancement into contemplation can be under*
taken.
John does leave room, however, for an overlap in the tran¬
sition from discursive meditation to passive contemplation. In reply
to the question as to whether proficients whom God begins to place
in this supernatural knowledge of contemplation" should ever again
practice discursive meditation, the saint says that for a brief time
it might be necessary to both meditate and contemplate, though the
need for meditation as an exercise will become less and less, as the
habit of meditation becomes more and more a way of life. He also
recognizes that simple fulfillment of the spiritual requirements for
beginners is not a guarantee that all of them will be granted the
privilege of contemplation, for
God does not bring to contemplation all those who pur¬
posely exercise themselves in the way of the spirit* nor
even half. Why? He best knows. As a result He never
1Ascent, XI, 13 and 14.
2Ibid. * U* 13.
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completely weans their senses from the breasts of con¬
siderations and discursive meditation, except for some
short periods and at certain seasons.
In general, however, for those who do experience the "ex¬
change" (trueque/ from the "life of the senses" to the "life of the
spirit" the pathway of
. . . meditation is now useless for them, because God is
conducting them along another road, which is contemplation
and which ia very different from the first. For the one
road belongs to discursive meditation and the other is
beyond the range of the imagination and discursive reflection. ^
The poetic hinge on which John turns his theological converse
from meditation to contemplation is the refrain at the end of the first
stanza of the Ascent-Dark Night poem:
My house being now all stilled
(Dstando ya mi caaa sosegada. )
Ail the sensory faculties of the soul must be "stilled" before
the preparation for the greater work, the infused work of God. has
i
Night I. 9, ix. John also makes room for yet another cate¬
gory of persona: "Thus God purges some individuals who are not
destined to ascend to so lofty a degree of love as are others. He brings
them Into this night of contemplation and spiritual purgation at intervals,
frequently causing the night to come and then the dawn so that David's
affirmation might be fulfilled: He sends His crystal (contemplation)
like morsels. CPs. 147:17J7 These morsels of dark contemplation,
though, are never as intense as is that frightful night of contemplation."
Night II. 2, i.
%bid., X, 10, ii. (Author's underlining.)
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been fulfilled. But the task of the journey to union has only begun, for
. . . the purgation of the principal part, that of the spirit,
is lacking, and without It the sensory purgation, however
strong it may have been, is incomplete because of a com¬
munication existing between the two parts of the soul which
form only one supposltum. *
The purgation of the spirit is extremely significant in that it
Involves the proficient In the indispenalble transition from the
creafcurely mode of meditation to the mode of thought that is in ac¬
cordance with the nature of God. It is a difficult and exacting discipline,
since it bridges the extremities of man's agent intellect and God's in¬
fused self-revelation. What is to be received by man in the unitive ex¬
perience with God is none other than God Himself, and thus the con¬
ditioning of man's spirit for this encounter ie of utmost importance.
Discursive meditation will no longer suffice, simply because it represents
the efforts of man's agent intellect and docs not accord with the divine
essence of God which is to be experienced.
In support of this reality, John cites Aristotle in saying:
"Whatever is received is received according to the mode of the re¬
ceiver. "2 This basic idea which John Incorporates in hia own basic
theology, is the key to understanding the extensive emphasis he gives
12bid., II, I, i.
^Flame 3, acsoeiv.
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to divinely iniusea contemplation ae the necessary discipline lor ar¬
riving at onion with Clod. Since Gou Himself is the content of what is
received* it necessarily follows that man must be changed in some man¬
ner if he is to be capable of knowing God empirically. The creaturely
mode in itself is simply not capacitated to receive God in His own
Being without a transformation first taking place in the recipient. Man
must be lifted out of his old concepts and his previous ways of thinking
and loving to a higher and completely unique mode of thought and love.
The supernatural simply will not fit into the natural. John explains It
in the following manner:
It is obvious tnafc if a person does not lay aside his
natural active manner# he will not receive that good
except in a natural manner# and thus he will not receive
it but will remain only with his natural act* For the super¬
natural does not fit into the natural# nor does if have any¬
thing to do with it. If a person should, then# desire to act
on his own through an attitude different from the passive
loving attention we mentioned# in which he would remain
very passive and tranquil without making any act, unless
God would unite Himself with him in some act# he would
utterly hinder the goods God communicates supernaturally
to him in the loving knowledge. This loving knowledge is
communicated in the beginning through the exercise of in¬
terior purgation, in which the individual suffers, as we
said# and afterwards in the delight of love.
If as I say--and it is true—tais loving Knowledge is re¬
ceived passively in the soul according to the supernatural
mode of God* and not according to the natural mode of the
soul, a person# if he wants to receive it# should be very
annihilated in his natural operations# unhampered# idle*
quiet# peaceful, and serene, according to the mode of
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God. The more the air Is cleansed of vapors, and the
quieter and more simple it is, the more the sun illumines
and warms It. A person should not bear attachment to
anything, neither to the practice of meditation, nor to any
savor, whether sensory or spiritual, nor to any other ap¬
prehensions. He should be very free and annihilated re¬
garding all things, because any thought or discursive re¬
flection or satisfaction upon which he may want to lean
would impede and disquiet him, and make noise in the
profound silence of his senses and his spirit, which he
possesses for the sake of this deep and delicate listening. 1
... as Rabacuc declared he was obliged to do in order to
hear what God spoke to him: I will stand on my watch and
fix my foot upon, my fortress, and I will contemplate what
is said to roe. £~Hb. 2:1 J/ This is like saying: I will raise
my mind above all activity and knowledge belonging to my
senses and what they can retain, leaving all below, and will
fix the foot of the fortress (my faculties), not allowing these
faculties to advance a step as regards their own operation
that they may receive through contemplation what God com¬
municates to me; for we have already asserted that pure
contemplation lies in receiving. ^
The actual work of transformation is a work of God's Spirit
who anhoints the soul, fills it with graces, and prepares it for re¬
ceiving the divine self-giving.
. . . the blessings this silent communication and contemplation
impresses on the soul, without its then experiencing them, are,
as X say, inestimable. For they are most hidden unctions of
the Holy Spirit and hence most delicate, and they secretly fill
the soul with spiritual riches, gifts, and graces; since it is
ho grants them, He does so in no other manner than as
*J.oc. cit. 2lbid., 3, xxxvi.
3Ibld., 3, xi f.
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Thus it U through God's work in transforming the receiver
that the giving of Himself in union with man is made possible. He ac¬
complishes this by changing man's mode of thought from discursive
meditation to divinely infused contemplation, or what has previously
been described in this study as the transition from confidence in the
human agent intellect to faith in God as the Sovereign Agent Intellect.
It is the disengagement from man's ordinary epistexnological processes
to the He-knowing mode of learning as the means for receiving the
presence of God in one's experience. This latter discipline is what
John of the Cross terras infused" or "pure" contemplation.
The Infused Aspect of Contemplation
In any discussion of the nature of contemplation in John of the
Cross, the controversial subject of its "acquired" or "infused"
character needs brief consideration. *
"Infused"versus "Acquired" Contemplation. In none of his
writing does John imply that the experience he calls "contemplation"
lCf., Pare Poulain, The Gracea of Interior Prayer, trans.,
Leonora L. York© Smith (London: Routledge & Kegan Pual Limited),
is emphatic in his espousal of two of the kinds of prayer or contem¬
plation. In his supportive list of mystical writers who teach berth kinds
of contemplation, he includes St. Theresa and rightly omits John of
the Cross, pp. 635 ff.
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is anything but an infused gift of God's love in the soul. ~ By the same
token, the expression "infused meditation" is not found in any of his
treatises, though there can be no doubt that the spiritual purgation
which results from discursive meditation in John's theology is princi-
pally a work of God. There is also no denying that John recognizes
both the practical and spiritual values to be "acquired" through
The one passage that is cited in defense of the "acquired
contemplation" theory regarding John's theology is taken from the
Ascent, where the expression adqulrlr el habito is used. (Ascent U,
15, i) The context and John's other teachings are decisive in this
instance. The Ascent deals with the active night of the senses in
which "what the soul was periodically acquiring through the labor
of meditation on particular ideas has now been converted into the
habitual and substantial, general and loving knowledge. " (Ascent, 11,
14, ii). The effectuation of the transformation that takes place from
acquired meditation to infused contemplation involves, on the human
side, the laws of habit; but, on God's side it involves only the
sovereignty of His grace. The meditatioaal stage in John's journey
to union with God is as necessary as the contemplative, but during
the transition from the lower stage to the higher, there is an over¬
lap where both are operative to greater or lesser degrees. The
massive weight of all of John's subsequent teachings, once the tran¬
sition is effected, is that the superior converse called contemplation
results in full passivity on the part of man's "labor of meditation" and
In the solitary activity by God's Spirit in accordance with the degrees
of purification and other factors (divine and human) involved.
2Cf. Night, 1, 3, ill. (Previously quoted in this present
work.)
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meditative reflection (but not "acquired" through contemplation). 1
He lists these as: (1) The value of the "substantial and habitual spirit
of meditation" and# (2) "The spiritual good" which ie derived from it
as a preparation for contemplation. In further explanation the Saint
says;
It should be known that the purpose of discursive meditation
on divine subjects is the acquisition of some knowledge and
love of God. Each time a person through meditation procures
some of this knowledge and love he does so by an act. Many
acts, in no matter what area, will engender a habit. Similarly,
the repetition of many particular acts of this loving knowledge
becomes so continuous that a habit is formed in the soul. God,
too, effects this habit in many souls, without the precedence
of at least many of these acts as means, by placing them at
once in contemplation.
What the soul, therefore,was periodically acquiring through
the labor of meditation on particular ideas has now, as we said,
been converted into the habitual and substantial, general and
loving knowledge. This knowledge is neither distinct nor par¬
ticular, as the previous. Accordingly the moment prayer
begins, the soul, as one with a store of water, drinks peaceably,
without the labor and the need of fetching the water through
the channels of past considerations, forms# and figures. At
the moment it recollects itself in the presence of God, It enters
upon an act of general, loving, peaceful, and tranquil knowledge,
drinking wisdom and love and delight. 2
xMcMahon confuses the "acquired" effects of discursive medi¬
tation in John with their functional relation to infused contemplation,
and wrongly concludes that the Mystical Doctor teaches two kinds of
contemplation. McMahon, op, eit., p. 73 f. This idea would have been
tantamount to pelagianism for John of the Cross.
2Aacent, n, 14, U.
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Whether contemplation is ultimately "acquired" or "infused"
will have to be left to empirical experience, but of John's teaching in
the matter there Is no room for debate. The Mystical Doctor reserves
the term contemplation for the infused experience of the soul's pur¬
gation and the spiritual infilling that can only proceed from God. * in
the preparatory stages prior to full contemplation he would admit the
roles of discipline, submissiveness, and habit as well as the work of
God In the make-up of discursive meditation. But, regarding contem¬
plation per se, John uses the adjective infused with it no less than
twenty-five times, and the passive idea of infusion is the context in
many others. The reason for the term is due to {a) the divine origin
^Garrigou-Lagrange states that "certain authors maintained
that the Saint CJohn of the Cross7 had /7originally_7 treated only of
acquired contemplation." The implication in Garrigou-Lagrange is
that this position was taken in order to defend John against charges of
illuminisrn. The authors who took this position are not cited, however.
Cf. Garrigou-Lagrange, Christian Perfection and Contemplation, trans,
by Sister M. Tlmofchea Doyle, O. P. (London: B Herder Book Co.),
p. 225.
2
The word infusa is never associated with Lie noun contem-
placioa in the Ascent, and only twice in the Canticle. However, it is
freely used in the Dark Night and Living Flame. The explanation of
its absence from the Ascent is probably that John does not want to con¬
fuse the activity of the night of the senses (the Ascent theme) with the
passivity involved in this concept of contemplation. The whole idea of
contemplation is only obliquely discussed in Book One of the Ascent.
Its principal use comes in Book Two of the Ascent and in the Dark
Night and in the Living Flame, where John's major emphasis is on
divine activity and human passivity.
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of contemplation in the union experience* and (b) its supernatural
nature as the following passages indicate:
In the contemplation we are discussing (by which God infuses
Himself into the soul)* particular knowledge as well as acts
made by the soul are unnecessary* because God in one act
is communicating light and love together* which is loving
supernatural knowledge. We can assert that this knowledge
is like light which transmits heat* for that light also en¬
kindles love. This knowledge is general and dark to the
intellect because it Is contemplative knowledge. '
Contemplative knowledge includes the revelation of God Him¬
self in that it is the "high place where God in this life begins
to communicate and show Himself to the soul* but not com¬
pletely. Hence He does not say that He is fully in sight, but
that He is in sight. However sublime may be the knowledge
God gives the soul In this life, it is but like a glimpse of Him
from a great distance. ^
Infused Contemplation Related to Discursive Meditation. Con¬
templation* then, cannot be experienced without the prior activity of
God and the soul in the exercise of discursive meditation. This ex¬
perience of meditation prepares the soul for contemplation by lulling
to sleep all the sensory-based appetites, motives* and imaginations.
In this manner, they are purified and purged for the sublime "loving
knowledge" about God which He infuses by His Spirit. It is the primary
function of contemplation to receive what God wills to give the soul,
and not to act or exercise its spiritual or sensory faculties. ' What
*




God gives is two-edged by nature. It is the living Game of love which
purges and purifies on the one hand, and infuses love, joy, peace, and
the very presence of God on the other. * Thus,contemplation is more
than the passive inflow of discursive knowledge. It is the beginning
stages of the encounter with God Himself. It is an empirically known
encounter in which God elects to be both its source and content.
To summarize, contemplation cannot be reduced to mere
definition for it is not primarily the activity of man but the work and
presence of the Spirit of God in the soul. It is no wonder that the
nature of contemplation is described by it* effects. To define the being
of another person la impossible for being cannot be reduced to
language. To describe the effect that a person has in one's own life
is quite common. This is basically what John of the Cro®3 is doing In
hla major works when he speaks of God's activity in the soul. He
calls this ontological effect contemplacion.
II. The Purpose and Accessibility
of Empirical Contemplation
P. hat is the purpose of the spiritual experience which occupies




• 9 3, xlix.
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a worship exercise, an ecstasy, or the oht&inment of some additional
revelation beyond the Scriptures? Why endure the rigors and dryness
of self-denial and purgation for the gift of infused contemplation? And,
who can participate in this experience--only the theologically oriented
or the morally elite? The purpose of contemplation must be profound
to merit the proportional degree of spiritual mortification involved in
its preparation and the accessibility of this experience must be dif¬
ficult since so few people claim to have experienced it. It is in answer
to these questions that the present study is now directed.
The Purpose of Empirical Contemplation
The reasons for the minute purgations that are required of the
soul prior to the experience of infused contemplation are summed up
In the words of John when he describes the departure of the soul in
search of God:
It departs in the dark night from itself and from all creatures,
fired with love's urgent longings, and advances by the secret
ladder of contemplation to perfect union with God who is its
beloved salvation.
Is it really possible in this present creaturciy existence of
mankind that one can personally experience the very essence of the
^Night, II# 21, x.mwi ih.i.ii.
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Almighty? John teaches that this is not only possible, but he goes
further to describe it as more than an encounter. It is the operational
and essential union of the soul with God's very Being.
Sanjuanist scholars are unanimous in describing the Spiritual
Canticle as John's personal poetic testimony of infused contemplation
In his life, and of the union of his sou! with Cod. The same is true
of the poem Living ITiame of Love, and of the longer poena, 1 Entered
Into Unknowing, which deals primarily with the nature and results of
a high (harta) contemplation experience of John of the Cross, * The
Mystical Doctor and hundreds of others like him, claim this type of
transcendent encounter with God. John gave the best years of his life
to mentally organizing the stages of these extraordinary spiritual ex¬
periences and reducing them, as far as possible, to literary form.
The purpose of it all is "perfect union with God" which, for John, is
the moat sublime experience available or possible to man.
The Accessibility of Empirical Contemplation
The accessibility or availability of the experience of contem¬
plation (and ultimate union with God) is inclusive, practical, and thec¬
centric in John of the Cross, for it leaves open the possibility of divine
*Both the English and Spanish versions of this eight stanza
poem are reproduced in Kavanaugh, op. cifc., pp. 718, ££.
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union for anyone who desires to seek the knowledge that comes from
this personal relationship with God through discursive meditation and
contemplation. The incluslveness is that John never gives the least
implication that the experience of divine union ia available only to the
theologically expert or to those who ascribe to a particular doctrinal
formula. Of course, his general restrictions weigh heavily in the back¬
ground of his writings. He takes for granted that he is dealing with:
(a) baptised persons of the Roman Catholic faith, (b) dedicated persons
within that faith who desire a closer relationship with God, and,
<e) ascetically and mystically minded persons who are inclined to at¬
tempt the physical and spiritual privations necessary to prepare them
l
for the "marriage" experience with God through the Holy Spirit. No
one is excluded from the divine "marriage altar," but those who desire
the experience must go through the "dark night" of the preparatioual
and betrothal stages. To ail of these the "secret ladder" of contem¬
plation is available.
st of John's writing was produced at the request of the pro¬
fessionally religious, and he addresses the Ascent particularly to the
"persons of our holy Order of the Primitive Observance of Mount
Carmel, both friars and nuns, whom God favors by putting them on the
path leading up this mount, since they are the ones who asked me to
write this work. Because they are already detached to a great extent
from the temporal things of this world, they will more easily grasp
this doctrine on the nakedness of spirit." Ascent, Prologue, ix. These
persons were not, however, highly trained in theology and other related
subjects, as Is customary today.
John is realistic with regard to the universal attainment of
the unitive goal in that he recognises that not all {"not even half'} of
those who begin the journey toward divine union will persevere. Those
who fall by the wayside have not fallen from their "state of grace* H
they have only chosen the lesser road. In fact, they may have inad¬
vertently chosen to postpone their purgations until the purifying fire
of purgatory.
This suffering /fof purgation J. resembles that of purgatory.
Just as the spirits suffer purgation there so as to be able
to see God through clear vision in the next life* souls in
their own way suffer purgation here on earth so as to be
able to be transformed in Him through love in this life.
For this purgation is that which would have to be under¬
gone there /fin purgatory,7. The soul that endures it here
an earth either does not enter purgatory, or is detained
there for only a short while. It gains more in one hour ^
here on earth by this purgation than it would in many there.
But John is theoeentrlc in his teachings regarding the acces¬
sibility of union with God. He realizes that it is not merely a matter
of "faith" on man's part as If faith were voluntary decision and
human perseverance in accepting and fulfilling the requirements of
purgation. The first and final initiative In the unitive experience is
left with God, for ultimately, it is Himself that God is communicating,
and it is His own eternal purposes that are involved.
1
Flame, !, xxiv. ^Night, H, 6, vl.
ids
. . . only those whom Cod wishes to elevate to the highest
degree of union. For He prepares each on© by a purifi¬
cation more or less severe in accordance with the degree
to which He wishes to raise him* and also according to
that person's impurity and imperfection.
Accordingly then* all persons can begin the journey toward
high contemplation but many will not endure its rigorous self-denial
requirements. In the final analysis, it is only those with whom God
wills to communicate Himself who reach fulfillment in the rewarding
experience of union with omnipotent love.
HI. The Stages of Empirical Contemplation
There is but one kind of contemplation in the theology of John
of the Cross, though he uses various adjectives to describe the dis¬
tinctive functions of the contemplative purpose. For example, he calls
it "dark and secret contemplation," "infused contemplation,"loving
contemplation, "4 "purgative contemplation, "® "unitive contemplation#"^
"clear contemplation, "serene contemplation,and even "beatific
contemplation." These are all descriptive of contemplation*s function
* Flame, X, xxlv. "Kiaht, i, 10, vi.
»T,oe. cit. 4lbid.. ii. I, i.
5lb id.. II, 6. I. feibid., IX, 23, xiv.
^Canticle, 39, xiii. 8hoc, cit. ^Lpc. cit.
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and effect# but they are ia no wise to be considered as representing
various species or classes of contemplation in the writings of the
Mystical Doctor.
There are, however, distinctive levels or stages that are at¬
tained during the perfecting experience. The two major divisions of
the perfecting process are: meditation and contemplation. The former
is the "active night" of the sensory purgation and, therefore, is found
primarily treated in the Ascent. * It is the inferior mode o£ preparation
for the uaitive experience, but it is as necessary as contemplation
itself:
... in regard to discursive meditation, in which an in¬
dividual begins his quest for God, it is true that he must
not turn away from the breast of the soaaec for his nourish¬
ment until he arrives at the time and season suitable for so
doing--that is, when God brings the soul to a more spiritual
converse, to contemplation. ... *
Discursive meditation, as has been previously noted, is an
activity of purgation and spiritual communication which is carried on
« I
iThe word rneditacion is used frequently ia the first book of
the Night, but only in a transitional sense: from the activism of the
Ascent to the passivity required for the "nights of faith and the spirit."
It is found in the flame, but in a retrospective manner, or as a topic
of admonition relating to 'spiritual directors" who give unwise counsel.
Neve* is it employed ia the Night, Canticle, or Tiame as an aspect of
"contemplation."
^Ascent II, 17, vii.
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by God in cooperation with the mystical "beginner," but John of the
Cross reserves the term "contemplation" strictly for the "more
spiritual converse" which is effected entirely by God in the "proficients"
Thus, discursive meditation is not a degree or stage of contemplation.
It It yjj.y the iniispe, sihle preparation for it, and la John's theology,
that which is "God used" should never be confused with that which is
"God-infused."
In John's use of the terms "beginners" and "proficients" in re¬
lation to the divine union process, it should be indicated that the dis¬
tinction between these two classes of persons in the Saint's thinking
has to do not only with the progressive element in one's self-emptying
and spiritual discipline, but it also pertains to the activity of God in
relation to the soul's capacity. God sovereignly limits Himself in the
work of divine infusion to the soul's capability for receiving Him.
John emphasises this restriction In his discussion of God as Infinite
Voice which seeks to infill the soul.
... it should be known that God is an Infinite voice, and by
communicating Himself to the soul in this way He produces
the effect of an Immense voice.
St. John heard this voice and says in the Apocalypse that
the voice he heard from heaven orat tamquam vocem aquarum
et tamquam vocem tonitrui magm (was like the voice of many
waters and like the voice of a great thunder). C Ap. 14:2_7
That It might not be thought that because this voice was so
great it was harsh and painful, ha immediately adds that it
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was so gentle it sounded sicut eithareodorum citharizantium in
citharis suis (like many harpers laying on their harps). £"Ap.
14:2_7 And Esechtel says that this sound as of many waters was
quasi sonum aublimis Dei (like the sound of the most high God),
that is, this infinite voice was communicated in a most lofty
and gentle way. For as we said, it is God Himself who com¬
municates Himself by producing this voice in the soul. But
He limits Himself in each soul, measuring out the voice of
power according to the soul's capacity, and this voice produces
great delight and grandeur. *
The effect of God's activity in the soul is to gradually wean it
away from its own natural desires and its ordinary intellectual patterns
that are rooted in the agent intellect. This weaning away tends to draw
the soul from self-confidence in human reasoning and its own moral
capabilities. It even leads man away from his powers of imaginative
constructions and phantasms and directs him toward the divine nature
and modes. The soul is thus enlarged and elevated spiritually with the
result that it reaches a higher plane of existence where the discursive
(active) reason cannot follow. But here the receptive (passive) reason
begins to function as it is molded in accordance with the nature of what
it receives from God.
In this process, the light of God is so excessive for the begin¬
ner and it so necessarily blinds him that his own natural light is
seemingly blanked out. John explains that faith is the "obscure habit
1
Canticle 14-15, x f.
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of the soul" which makes possible this work of God in man's intellect.
It is an obscure habit because it brings us to believe divinely
revealed truths which transcend every natural light and in¬
finitely exceed all human understanding. As a result the ex¬
cessive light of faith bestowed on man is darkness for him,
because a brighter light will eclipse and suppress a dimmer
one. The sun so obscures all other lights that they do not
seem to be lights at all when it is shining, and instead of af¬
fording vision to the eyes it overwhelms, blinds, and deprives
them of vision, since its tight is excessive and unproportioned
to the visual faculty. Similarly the light of faith in its abun¬
dance suppresses and overwhelms that of the intellect. For
the intellect, by its own power, comprehends only natural
knowledge, though it has the potency to be raised to a super¬
natural act whenever our Lord wishes. '
It is this supernatural act which includes both the weaning and
enlarging activity of God in the soul. The brighter the divine Light
shines, the less the minor lights of natural reason are seen. The less
the minor lights of natural reason function, the greater the soul's
capacity for God becomes. "Beginners," then, are those who are com¬
mencing to experience darkness in the agent intellect, and "proficients"
are those whose capacity for the Being of God has been elevated and en¬
larged. This latter process of elevating and enlarging the soul's
capacity for God is the experience that John calls "contemplacion" and
to understand it better, certain"stages" can be noted in its development.
*Ascent II, 3, i.
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However, to divide the contemplation period of John's mystical
experience Into separate stages is a somewhat arbitrary task, since
the saint does not specifically denote clearly marked levels of progress
in contemplation though it can be affirmed positively that in expounding
this lengthy doctrine, he includes the progressive nature of the ex-
perience in the exposition. 1 It is, of course, not a progression which
can be measured by categorical distinctions, but in John's thinking,
the movement of the soul from the purifying effects of discursive
meditation to the transforming realization of divine union is an extended
spiritual advance that lends itself for demarcation into general stages
or degrees. 2
The following broad distinctions can serve as an aid to the
study of John's teachings on contemplation, which otherwise would be
^The progressive element in the concept of the three "nights
is indicative of the idea of "stages" In John's thinking. However, the
"active night of the senses" does not involve the effect of contem-
plation. The nocturnal allegory of the saint should not, therefore, be
used to indicate degrees in contemplation. Cf. also Night, H, 18,
Hi & v.
2Nq definite time limits are given for the duration of the con¬
templation period, but at least in one place John says that the soul
"usually spends many years exercising itself in the state of pro¬
ficients. " Night, II, I, i.
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so extensive that the total picture would be obscured by the ponderous
frame in which it hangs. The simplest division, then, of the progres¬
sive nature of the Mystical Doctor's views are: (1) the transitional and
preparatory stage of contemplation, (2) the intensive and purer stage,
(3) the perfected and realized stage and, (4) the beatific and eschata-
logical stage. It is readily recognized that on the beginning end of
this experience there Is a blending out of the discursive meditation
period of preparation, and on the perfective end there is a shading
Into the union experience itself. But we are dealing with personal
factors, and not with precise mathematics, so even the overlap
phases must be understood as integral parts of contemplative awareness.
The Preparational Stage of Contemplation
The transitional or preparatory stage of contemplation begins
during the overlap period of the active and passive nights, or to say it
another way, it begins in the overlay of Books II and III of the .Ascent
with Books I and II of the Dark Night. To be more specific, the initial
stages of contemplation commence when the purification process in
the "night of purgation" reaches a point where discursive meditation is
incapable of rendering any effective progress of its own accord. * John
*This does not mean that discursive meditation is excluded at
this point. Although it does not render progress by its own efforts, it
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begins this journey into the contemplative aspects of the soul*a purifi¬
cation in the Ascent when he arrives at the place where detachment
from the soul's spiritual faculties becomes necessary to further
personal perfection. Even as early as the sixth chapter of Book 11 he
says: "Remember that I am now addressing those especially who have
begun to enter the state of contemplation; with regard to beginners
this journey should be discussed somewhat more completely. "1 The
"state of contemplation" was entered this early in John's writing
because in attempting to describe the denudation procedure which is
necessary for complete purification of the intellect, the saint had re¬
course to a supernatural source. Only God in His grace can effect
the absolute purgation that is indispensible in the intellect, if the
progress toward union with God is to be realized. Simple discursive
meditation will not suffice. God has used if to accomplish much in
the beginning period, but it leaves the soul In such aridity and solitude
that even by "emptying itself through Its own efforts insofar as it
can, the soul is incapable of completely devoiding the Intellect, the
memory, and the will. Many persons are not willing to go this deep
helps to make possible the progress of contemplation in this over¬
lapping stage.
'Ascent, 11, 6, vii. scent, 11, 4, ii.
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into self-denial, for ultimately they are enemies of the cross of
Christ.
They are of the opinion that any kind of withdrawal from
the world or reformation of life suffices. Some are content
with a certain degree of virtue, perseverance in prayer, and
mortification, but never achieve the nakedness, poverty, self¬
lessness, or spiritual purity (which are all the same) that the
Lord counsels us here. For they still feed and clothe their
natural selves with spiritual feelings and consolations rather
than divesting and denying themselves of these for God's sake.
They think a denial of self in worldly matters is sufficient
without an annihilation and purification of spiritual possessions.
It happens that, when some of this solid, perfect food (the
annihilation of ail sweetness in God--the pure spiritual cross
and nakedness of Christ's poverty oil' spirit) is offered them
in dryness, distaste, and trial, they run from it as from
death and wander about In search only of sweetness and
delightful communications from God. Such an attitude is
not the hallmark of self-denial and nakedness of spirit, but
the indication of a "spiritual sweet tooth."
Through this kind of conduct they become, spiritually speaking,
enemies of the cross of Christ. *
The initial stage of contemplation, then, is the preparational
period2 when the intellect begins the devastating yet enlightening
1IMd1, II, 7, v.
2It is probable that it is this "stage" of contemplation that
John refers to as being "these morsels of dark contemplation." (Night,
II, 1, i.) The mass of his teaching indicates that once a person begins
the "pure contemplation" stag© (meaning that It is not practiced in
conjunction with any other spiritual exercise) h© Is given a "fear and
dread of turning back" which apparently results in the process being
fulfilled through the divine union experience. (Night, I, 13, iv.)
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journey of passive purgation by the narrow path of ' obscure contem¬
plation* " for* as John says:
L,«6 us address the intellect of the spiritual man* particularly
of him whom God has favored with the state of contemplation*
for. as 1 asserted* 1 am now speaking especially to these in¬
dividuals. V.'e shall discuss the direction of self to God through
faith* and the purification of what is contrary to faith so thai
the soul by "straitening" itself may enter upon the narrow path
of obscure contemplation. '
Almost in the same context John states that contemplation*
by which the intellect has a higher knowledge of God* is called mystical
theology* meaning the secret wisdom of God. "* Thus even in this
transitional stage* contemplation is spoken of as having both a purifying
effect and an illuminating one in the intellect. The stilling of the Intel¬
lect is one of the principal subjects of all of John's major works* so it
is no wonder that he begins the contemplation experience with this
higher faculty of the soul. Thus, the transitional stage of contem¬
plation functions in conjunction with the processes of discursive medi¬
tation while the active purgation of the senses is still in progress and
the purgation of the intellect begins. When the sensory purification
*Ascent, 11* 7, xii.
2lbid1, XI. 8, vi.
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la complete and the "state of contemplation" becor, a t1 roughly
established in the mind and affections, it follows that a more intense
degree of contemplation i3 attained.
The Intensification Stage of Contemplation
The intensive or purer stage of contemplation is that period,
prior to the final experience of union with God, when discursive medi¬
tation is terminated completely and the purgation and illumination
processes are fulfilled in the soul by the Infused power and virtues of
the Holy Spirit. The mode of arriving at this stage is two fold In the
thinking of John of the Cross: (a) It rests on the foundation of spirit¬
ually uplifting habits formed during the practice of discursive medi¬
tation, and (b) it is a result of the sovereign activity of God. 1 Dis¬
cursive meditation has to be diminished since it basically represents
the collaboration of man with God in the purifying process. But there
comes a point In the development of Christian perfection when the
soul has received "all the spiritual good obtainable through discur-
2
sive meditation," and, though its spiritualizing effects remain, its
further practice is of no avail.
?'Cf. Ascent, II, 14. li.
2Ascent, II, 14, I.
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Fortunately, with the gradual Infusion of the divine species
of contemplation, a wealth of spirituality Is progressively accumu¬
lated and thereby the purgation and perfecting process advances. The
need for discursive meditation disappears and with it diminishes the
ability to realise further spiritual growth in it and the joy that once
came by the exercise of this inferior form of self-denial is gone also.
The void that otherwise would have occurred in the soul is filled with
the superior degree of advancement toward perfection. This begins
the second, and more intense stage of contemplation.
The intermediate level of contemplation finds the sensory
and spiritual faculties of the proficient who has persevered this far,
In a state of repose. The active results of discursive meditation have
stilled the appetities of the sensory faculties, and the passive effects
of the initial stages of contemplation have quieted the desires of the
spiritual faculties. If this peculiar status were to continue, a person
would have Hno activity whatsoever relative to God. For a person can
neither conceive nor receive knowledge already prepared for htm save
through either the sensitive or spiritual faculties. M1 But while these
perceptual faculties of man are inactive, the Holy Spirit is not, for it
is through the very process of contemplation that He actuates and unites
lXbld., II, 14, vi.
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the Intellect, the memory, and the will to the infused knowledge of
God. * Intensive and pure contemplation is thus an absolute necessity
"in order to leave the way of discursive meditation"^ and to advance
in the journey toward union with God.
The first degrees of this stage of contemplation are at times
... so recondite and delicate (especially when purer,
simpler, and more perfect), spiritual, and interior that
the soul does not perceive or feel it, even though employed
with it . . . the purer, simpler, and more perfect the
general knowledge is, the darker It seems to be and the
less the intellect perceives.
God's Spirit is at work in the soul while the sensory and
spiritual faculties lie at rest. To the degree that the Spirit's purging
labors are "received" by the passive subject, to that degree the con¬
templation process is intensified and advanced on Its way toward the
union experience itself. The means employed by the Spirit in ef¬
fecting further "disencumberment, voiding, and deprivation"4 are the
three "theological virtues" of faith, hope and love. It is faith that
dethrones the intellect, it is hope that pre-empts the memory, and it
*Loc. cifc. 2ibid,, n, 14, vii.
%bid., II, 14, viii. It is interesting that a possible sign of this
stage of spiritual advance which John suggests is forgetfulness In regard
to time, location, and the passage of events. Cf. /scent, II, 14, x-xii.
The significance of tills is discussed subsequently under "The Eschato-
iogical Elements" of contemplation.
4Ascent, XII, 2. ii.
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is love that over-rules the will. Though stated here in the space of a
few words, this period of purgation arid illumination tn preparation for
the unitlve experience with Clod is the most strenuous, the darkest, and
the most devastating of the three stages, and therefore requires an in¬
tensity and purity of contemplation that heretofore has not been ex¬
perienced. It continues through the active night of the 3plrit and
through the passive nights of the senses and of the spirit. It is a period
of patience and of prayer, and a time of quietness and absolute receptivity
toward God. Those in this stage should allow the soul
... to remain in rest and quietude, even though It may
seem very obvious to them that thoy are doing nothing and
wasting time, and even though they think this disinclination
to think about anything Is due to their laxity. Through
patience and perseverance in prayer, they will be doing a
great deal without activity on their part. All that is re¬
quired of them here is freedom of soul, that they liberate
themselves from the impediment and fatigue of ideas and
thoughts and care not about thinking and meditating. They
must be content simply with a loving and peaceful attentive-
ness to God, and live without the concern, without the
effort, and without the desire to taste or feel Him. All
these desires disquiet the soul and distract it from the
peaceful quiet and sweet idleness the contemplation
which is being communicated to it.
Thus the intensification stage of contemplation is a time filled
with nothingness so far as the world and man's agent intellect are con¬
cerned. If the subject should desire to do something with his interior
1NiSht, I, 10, Iv.
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faculties, the result would be to "hinder and lose the goods which God
engraves upon his soul through peace and idleness" of the contemplation
experience. To exercise one's own faculties during this sublime period
would he like a model who moves while sitting for a portrait; "the
artist would be unable to finish, and his work would be disturbed.
This complete passivity on the part of the subject seeking union with
God should be his natural desire at this stage, and he
. . . ought to desire rather that this be done quickly so
that he may be no obstacle to the operation of the infused
contemplation which God Is bestowing, that he may receive
it with more peaceful plenitude and make room in his spirit
for the enkindling and burning of the love that this dark and
secret contemplation bears and communicates to his soul.
For contemplation is nothing else than a secret and peaceful
and loving inflow of God, which, if not hampered, fires the
soul in the spirit of love. 2
Its Distinctive "ole in ^elation to Divine Union. During this
stage of pure contemplation there is being produced such a deep
solitude and "concern In the soul" that the divine love is already begin*
3ning to be "enkindled" In the spirit. In addition to this, on© of the
"chief benefits" of this level of contemplation is the knowledge of one's
self and the miseries which result from such awareness. In other
*Ibid., I, 10, v.
2Night, I, 10, vt.
3Ibid., I, 11, 11.
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words. knowledge of soli aad of God is the principal purpose of the
intensification stage of contemplation. "God cannot be known without
acton knowing himself' and, to illustrate this, John cites the instance
in the desert when God commanded the children of Israel to take off
their ornaments.
This is like saying: -anee the clothing you -near, being
of festivity and mirth, is an occasion for your not feeling
as lowly as you in fact are, put it aeiue, so that seeing
the foulness of your dress you may know yourself and your
deserts. *
. . . the state of perfection, which consists in perfect
love of God and contempt of self, cannot exist without
knowledge of God and of self, the soul necessarily must
first be exercised in both. 3
Such self-knowledge, according to John, leads to tue deeper
humility that is required for the initiative experience with God and
through this humility "the person is purged of all those imperfections
of the vice of pride into which he fell in the time of his prosperity.
"Besides these benefits, innumerable others flow from this
e
dry contemplation. "3 Some of these are: "spiritual sweetness," "the
Gxodus 33:5. "Gight. X, 12, ii.
3lbid., U. 18, iv.
4Ibid., U 12. vii.
~ Ibid., X, 13, x.
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twelve fruits of the Holy Spirit," * and "a habitual remembrance of God
accompanied by a fear and dread of turning back on the spiritual
2
road. " But simultaneous with these blessings, God leaves the intellect
in "darkness,M the will in "aridity," the memory in "emptiness," and
the affections in "supreme affliction, bitterness, and anguish" by de¬
priving the soul of "the feeling and satisfaction it previously obtained
from spiritual blessings." The Lord accomplishes all of this by means
of a "pure and dark contemplation"3 which Is "nakedness and poverty
of spirit. "* In other words, the two principal effects in the soul of
this intense and purely infused contemplation are: "it prepares the soul
for the union with God through love by both purging and illumining it."
It can be noted, then, that this stage of contemplation in John
of the Cross is not synonymous with the second stage of the traditional
mystical formula of (1) the purgative way, (2) the illuminative way, and
(3) the unitive way. The Carmelite prefers to carry both the purgative
lIbid., I, 13, xi. ^Ibid.. U 13, iv.
3Ibid., XI, 3, iit. 4lbid., H, 4, I.
5Ibid., II, 5. I.
^Clement of Alexandria appears to have been the first to employ
this division. Cf. Clement, Ante-Nicene Fathers, Vol. II, 1885. Trans.,
Potter. He is followed by many others in the history of Christian
mysticism.
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and illuminative ways simultaneously through the entire contemplative
process. To him they are not two consecutive stages in spiritual
advancement toward union with God, but are two correlative sides of
the same work of the Holy Spirit. It is the illuminating effect of the
divine contemplation that causes the purgative results in the soul. To
John, purgation does not induce the light of Illumination. On the con¬
trary, the infused and sovereign Light of God in the soul is the cause
of the purging and purifying effects, * which bring further darkness
rather than "Illumination to the soul." John illustrates this beautifully
on various occasions, 2 and it is the theme of the Ascent-Dark Night
volume.
In relating contemplation to this unique aspect of his mysti¬
cism, he says:
Before transforming the soul, it purges It of all contrary
qualities. It produces blackness and darkness and brings
to the fore the soul's ugliness; thus the soul seems worse
than before and unsightly and abominable. This divine
purge stirs up all the foul and vicious humors of which the
soul was never before aware; never did It realise there
was so much evil In itself, since these humors were so
deeply rooted. And now that they may be expelled and
annihilated they are brought to light and seen clearly through
the illumination of this dark light of divine contemplation.
Although the soul is no worse than before, neither in itself
1Night, II, 12, II; and II. 13. x.
2E. g., ibid., XI, 8, iv, and Ascent, II, 5, vl.
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nor in its relationship with God. it feel® undoubted!/ so
bad a® to be not only unworthy that God should see It but
deserving of His abhorrence; in fact* it feels that God now
does abhor it. *
But the effects of this intense and pure contemplation on the
soul are painful to experience. As the contemplation becomes more
and more intense and as the darkness becomes proportionately more
obscure, the presence of God's Being is nearer than ever. A sense
of "serenity*" and "inebriation of love*" and a communication of
"mystical knowledge" are experienced in the soul. This is all the
beginning of the new clothing that God desires to place upon the soul:
for He "makes the soul die to all that He is not. so that when it is
stripped and flayed of Its old skin. He may clothe it anew. The
beginning stages of the perfective level of contemplation come pre*
cisely when the soul is so stripped of its old self that it awaits in utter
nakedness for the grace and love of God to clothe it.
There is yet another aspect of the intensive or rnaturative
stage of John's contemplation that requires consideration. It is the
phenomena called the "divine touches" (los toques de Dlos?. and his
detailed emphasis given to this doctrine is one of the unique aspects
of the mystical theology he propounds.
1
Night. XX. 10, II.
hbid.. IX. 13. xi.
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The supernatural "toques," which figure so prirainently In
the love passages of the Spiritual Canticle and the Living Flame are a
vital part of John's contemplation experience. 1 They are not mentioned
at all In the first book of the Ascent, which Indicates that they are not
a part of the "active night" of sensory purgation. These toques
(touches) are flashes of God's mercy and cleansing in the passive and
unltive stages of contemplation, but they are difficult to place in any
schematic treatment of John's theology, since they vary greatly In
their nature, purpose, and effect. They are dealt with in this present
context (the intensive stage of contemplation) not because they belong
only to this phase of the contemplative exercise, but because they belong
to both the progression side of the perfection goal and to the realization#
or unitive, side. They are, in a sense, a part of the perfection proces*
and they are a part of the perfect union experience itself, and they are
also a foretaste of the beatific stage itself. Their consideration at this
point in the study of J hn's doctrine of contemplation serves as a bridge
into the penultimate stage which, according to John, is the supreme ex¬
perience that man can attain while tn the body-union with God.
JIt is difficult to understand why Garrigou-Lagrange fails to
include the Spiritual Canticle in his study of the "divine touches" of
John of the Cross. Cf. op, cit., p. 454.
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The place to begin the review of John's "divine touches" con¬
cept is to clarify at the onset that in his system there are varying
modes of these delightful contacts with God. Though all of them are
related substantially to the Divine Son as the Logos# this emphasis
does not gain prominence in the treatises until the Mystical Doctor
progresses from the active night of the senses and is well into the
complete purgation of the spirit. 1 Thus# in the purgative process#
while emptying the intellect# John speaks of these experiences as
"touches of knowledge#" 2 and, in divesting the will# he uses the phrase
"touch of burning. In the former case# the touch is to supplant the
ordinary knowledge of the intellect, and in the latter the touch has as
its purpose the purifying of the soul's volition. The essence and in¬
tensity of the "touches" increase throughout the contemplative process
until they become foretastes of the union experience here in this life
and brief awarenesses of the immediacy of God in the next life.
The purpose of the toques de Dios is threefold: (I) to con¬
dition the soul for receiving permanently the divine union# 4 (2) to
activate in the soul the divinely infused virtues," and, (3) to raise the
lCf. Flame, 2, xvii ff. 2Ascent# II, 26, v, and Night, XI# 13# iii.
^Night# H. 13, ii. 4Ib|d. # XX# 24, III.
5Canticle, 17# v.
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soul out of itself and into the sphere where divine union can be affected. *
It can be seen* then* that these touches that God causes in the soul have
the effect of further purging it* infusing it* and conditioning its sub¬
stance for the necessary conformity which divine Love and Wisdom
require.
The touches are "felt," "tasted," or otherwise spiritually
2 «
sensed in the soul, and the awareness of them is usually "sudden, "
or takes place "subtly"4 in extreme "tranquillity, but always they
represent God's direct contact in the soul* without any intermediate
agent. ^ In this manner, the Creator "penetrates the whole soul"7 or
3
deals separately with on© aspect of the soul, such as the will, the
9 10
intellect, or with the very "substance" of the soul itself. The
touches occur when "least expected,"1* and the recipient does not
necessarily have to be occupied in "spiritual matters" at the moment
12 * 13
of the immediate awareness of God. Their duration varies, but
4bid., i, xx. 2Ascent, II* 24, ivj II, 25, v.
3Ibid., n, 26, vi; Flame, 1, vili.
^Canticle, 25, v. ^Ascent, II, 26, viii.
^Nlght, II, 23, xi-xil. 7 Tiarae, 2, xvili-xx. 3Ascent, IX, 32, iii.
%bid., II, 26, v. *®Loe. cit.; Flame, 2, vi«vU.
nA»eent, U, 26, viii; Ibid., II, 32, it f.
12A scent, IX, 32, ii. I3Loc. cit.
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usually they last for only short periods of time, because "if it /Tithe
touch_7 were /prolongedj/ the soul would be loosed from the body" due
to the overpowering love and delight of the experience. 1 The intensity
z
of these supernatural contacts is also variable, since one's capacity
for God depends on the "degree of the soul's perfection. " The fre¬
quency with which these "touches occur depends, of course, on the
Divine Sovereign Will, but striving to remember God as Creator helps
to recall the effect of the divine touches. * Though it would be regres¬
sion to "desire" these experiences for the delight that accompanies
them, just one of them "is worth more to the soul than numberless
ft
other thoughts and ideas about God's creatures and works."
As infused contemplation becomes more perfected and more
intensified, the divine toques are also more intense and more of the
very essence of God's love. They are realised to be "substantial
touches of divine union between God and the soul."
*
Canticle, 7, iv.
^Some are "weak and other are forceful." Ascent XI, 26, ix.
3Canticle 25, vl.
^Ascent, XXX, 24, li.
5 Ibid. , IX. 26, ix.
6Niaht, IX, 23, xi, and 24, lii.
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With these touches the soul is purified, quieted, strengthened,
and made stable that It may be able to receive permanently
this divine union, which Is the divine espousal between the
soul and the Son of God. *
This espousal is more than a relationship of encounter, for
it is now revealed that the toque at this stage is:
... a touch of substances, that is, of the substance of bod
in the substance of the soul. Many saints have attained to
this substantial touch during their lives on earth. The
ileUcatauesa of delight felt in this contact Is inexpressible.
I would desire not to apeak of it so a© to avoid giving the
impression that it is no more than what I describe. There
is no way to catch in words the sublime things of God which
happen in these souls. The appropriate language for the
person receiving these favors is that he understands them,
experience them within himself, enjoy them, and be silent. ^
The "touches" actually go beyond this present age in their
esehatologieal significance. John of the Cross interprets the more in-
tense toques as "flashes of glory and love . . . which are unable to fit
into £the door of entry into the soulj because of the narrowness of
man*s earthly house, but upon being fully aware of this touch by the
1HoidU , II, 24, iii. 2Flame, 2, xxl.
%bid., i, xxvili, cf. also Ascent, II, 26, v: "Although the
touch of knowledge and delight that penetrates the substance of the soul
is not manifest and clear, as in glory, it is so sublime and lofty that
the devil is unable to meddle, nor produce anything similar (for there
Is no experience similar or comparable to it), nor infuse a savor and
delight like it. This knowledge savors of the divine essence and of
eternal life, and the devil cannot counterfeit anything so lofty."
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Y,'ord (Verbo) the soul can say "truthfully" that: "it tastes of eternal
life."1
Although one does not have perfect fruition in this life
as in glory* this touch* nevertheless* since it is a touch*
tastes of eternal life. As a result the soul taste3 here all
the things of God* since God communicates to it fortitude*
wisdom* love* beauty, grace, and goodness* etc. Be¬
cause God is all these things* a person enjoys them in
only one touch of God, and the soul rejoices within its
faculties and within its substance. **
Thus for John of the Cross the "divine touches" represent an
important epistemological phase of his empirical contemplation. They
are not only foretastes of the unitive experience itself, but they are
intuitively acquired cognitions which are indispensable for the journey
toward realization of complete union. They serve well therefor© to
lead the present study into the Mystical Doctor's third stage of contem¬
plation.
The Perfected Stage of Contemplation
The final and highest level of contemplation attainable here on
earth, according to John of the Cross* i& the perfected or realized




In the flesh, and thus It is the contemplation that continues with still
greater intensity but it is a part of the union experience itself.
For his presentation of this stage of contemplation John em¬
ploys an entirely different framework with which to convey the
empirical concepts. Previously the backdrop he has used was that of
a Journey into darkest darkness "toward God, " and, while this picture
is not abandoned, the spiritual marriage figure is the one best suited
for his teachings relative to God's union with the soul. All contem¬
plation in this present life is "dark" according to John, * so the idea
of obscurity prevails through this third stage and all of life, for that
matter. However, the whole tenor of the presentation changes in this
level since the author is here dealing with the love experience of union,
and not with the tedious discursive steps leading up to it. This per¬
fected or realized contemplation is compared to the "time of rising
dawn" 2 when it is not yet fully day, and yet it Is not utter darkness.
The light is dawning, but it is still not seen in all its fullness and
clarity. Thus, the soul is like a solitary sparrow in this stage, for it
has the traits of a free bird. In an abridged form these are:
1Canticle 14 and 15, xvi. (John repeatedly cites Dionysius on
this point: "/"contemplationJ/ is a ray of darkness." (Fseudo-
Dionyatus Areppagita, De Myatlca Theologia, c. 1: PQ 3, 999.)
2Xbid., 14 & 15, xxiii.
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First, the sparrow ordinarily perches on the highest
thing. And so the spirit at this stage is placed in the
highest contemplation.
Second, it always turns its beak toward the wind. Thus
the spirit ever turns the beak of its affection toward the
Spirit of Love, Who is God.
Third, it la usually alone and allows no other bird close
to it, for when another perches nearby it flies away. Thus
the spirit in this contemplation I® alone In regard to all
things, stripped of them all, nor doss it allow within itself
anything other than solitude in God.
The fourth trait is that It sings very sweetly. And so
does the spirit sing sweetly to God at this time, for the
praises it render® Him are of the most delightful love,
pleasant to the soul and precious In God's eyes.
The fifth is that it possesses no definite color. So
neither does the perfect spirit, In this excess, have any
color of sensible affection or self-loves it does not even
have any particular consideration In either its lower or
higher part, nor will it be able to describe the mode or
manner of this excess, for what It possesses is an abyss
of the knowledge of God. 1
In addition to these new symbols for the unltive level of the
divine union experience, John also introduces new adjectives to d®~
2
scribe perfective contemplation. Some of those are: "sublime,"
"highest, "•* "Vmttlve, "4 and the source of that "loving super-natural
*Ibid., 14 8r 15, xxiv.
2tbid., 13, ii, and 34, vl.
3Ibid.. 14 fr 15, xxiv.
^Night U, 23, xlv.
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knowledge" which ultimately results in the divine-human union. * The
God-given "touches" occur with such great intensity and frequency in
this stage that finally the Bridegroom completely transforms the soul
into Himself, and makes her ready for complete Christ-likeness through
the Word. There remains only one level of contemplation which sur¬
passes this perfected or realised state, and it must be held off until
the time of "glory,"* for, "however sublime may be the knowledge God
gives the soul in this life, it is but a glimpse of Him from a distance. "3
It is in connection with the perfective and unitive stage of con¬
templation, that John's teaching regarding the relation between self-
detachment and divine attachment needs to be brought into clearer focus.
A cursory reading of John's writings might lead to the erroneous con¬
clusion that the process of complete self-detachment was a necesaary
pre-requlstte before the process of attachment to God could begin.
This impression is received from the manner in which the Mystical
Doctor presents his subject matter due to the practical necessity laid







In reality, however, the two aspects of the process toward
union with God are simultaneously experienced, rather than con¬
secutively or distinctly. Indeed, they are mutually related, for they
are basically two aspects of the same activity of God in the soul. In
other words, detachment from self is not a human activity, and at¬
tachment to God a divine work, and, the entrance of God into the ex¬
perience of man is not based upon a prior condition of absolute sanctifi-
cation, but upon the degree of eanctlflcation which man desires.
As has been noted previously, John repeatedly teaches that
contemplation Is an infused work of God in which the Initiative and
activity reside wholly In His sovereignty. Man cannot accomplish his
own self-purgation any more than he can elevate himself into the divine
Being. Both are the work of God. Thus, under the Impact of the
"touches" of the Word, the soul becomes weakened in those attachments
and habits which tend to pull it downward. But simultaneously it be¬
comes freer and enlarged for the higher level and for more openness
of communication with God,
The Beatific Stage of Contemplation
The "supreme contemplation" ' which John of the Cross
'Ibid., 13, ii, John is following St. Thomas in projecting the
concept of supreme happiness out into the future to "the beatific vision"
realisation. Cf. St. Thomas, I, Q XII, 6.
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discusses in his theology is the extension of the soul's divine worship
into the future beyond its present bodily existence. This cannot be
realised now because it is an experience in the perpetually "pure and
clear contemplation of the divine essence"1 and "a total transformation
In the immense love of God. For this reason, the bride {the soul)
in the .Spiritual Canticle speaks of the fruition and complete sense of
fulfillment that would be hers if she could enjoy "the serene vision of
God in heaven"' by means of "beatific arid clear contemplation. "4 This
is the sole remaining aspiration of one who has already reached divine
5
union and perfection in this life. But to experience the eschatological
level of contemplation while still in the body would ultimately result in
the separation of the soul from its embodied state. Thus when Christ
revealed to the soul some "rays of His grandeur and divinity" she was
carried "out of herself in rapture and ecstasy but the result was that
the revelation had to cease immediately to prevent death itself. ^ While
in the ecstasy, however, the soul experienced momentarily the
^Canticle 39, II. \,oc. cit.




trinitarian love of the Godhead * and it lives on in the promised hope
that when it leaves the body permanently at death* "the night of con*
temptation will have changed into day and light No higher level of
contemplation could be possible* and no greater light could be revealed.
XV. The Theological Elements of Contemplation
To gather together the major theological bases and signifi¬
cance underlying the central doctrine of contemplation as taught by
John of the Cross* the following topics can best serve as polarising
guides: the practical elements* the perfectionistic elements* the
eschatological elements* and the relation of contemplation to natural
theology. The relation of contemplation to the divine union experience
could also be included here* but* due to its extensiveness, will come
later in the chapter which deals specifically with that topic.
Practical Elements of Contemplation
There are many practical aspects of John's doctrine of contem¬
plation which underglrd the whole concept. These can only be summa¬
rised at this point* since they are not of paramount importance to his
theology as such.
lIbid. * 13. xl. 2Ibid., 39, xiil.
One element that stands out in the writings of John is that he
is careful to define his audience. He is not teaching this doctrine to
persons who are not of the Christian faith and* in general* he is writing
for the nuns and friars of his day who really desire to "pay the price"
of Christian perfection. With this in mind, John does not endeavor to
teach the fundamental dogmas of the faith* but he limits his works pri¬
marily to the one subject of union with God and the extreme ascetical
sacrifices required for it.
The Mystical Doctor also takes for granted the disciplining
effects of good habits. This is done both through discursive meditation
and the early stages of contemplation. The habit of prayer* of
adoration* of the Scriptures* of self control* and many other contem¬
plative practices are so habitual that their effects become a part of
the very way of life for those following John's plan of contemplation.
It is in the reality of these wholesome spiritual habits that John's
emphasis on complete passivity must be understood. These habits
also underlie his use of the term "idleness" and other expressions that
might be interpreted by some to mean complete inactivity during the
months or years that the soul engages in contemplation. Prayer* for
example* is such an integral part of faith and daily living to John of
the Cross that he would classify a person as being inactive even when
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the soul was in the act of intensive prayer. Like breathing, these
contemplative habits are so ordinary that John does not include thera
in the category of religious works or volitional acts.
Still another practical element in the exercise of contem¬
plation is John's insistence on the reception of God's loving contem¬
plation "according to man's own mode. "1 This teaching in John's
system has profound theological implications, but it stems primarily
from two polar distinctions: (1) the nature of the divine knowledge
which is attained through contemplation, and, (2) the problem of com¬
municating this knowledge to the soul while its faculties of sensory
perception are of no effectual value. John of the Cross perceives
clearly that the sole appropriate means for this type of apprehension
is an obedient receiving from man's side and God's sovereign wisdom
and love on the other. The Mystical Doctor Is practical on this issue
in that he never lapses into any form of naturalism, moralism, or even
the popular, speculative theology of his day. Ko hints of pelaglanism
can be found in this concept of contemplation, and neither is there the
slightest suggestion of antinomianism. These dangers are avoided be¬
cause of John's practical and thaocentric epistemology with regard to
faith as the only "mode" at man's disposal for knowing God ontologically*
1Night, II, 12, lv.
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Perfectionistic Elements of Contemplation
Basically* the Mystical Doctor's teaching on contemplation is
the Christian doctrine of sanctificatlon and perfection if it is understood
that man's psychic* as well as his physical* faculties are included.
Many other theological ideas are involved In this experience* but
sanctific&tion and perfection of the intellect* memory* and will are the
principal concepts that John elucidates. In reality they are one doctrine*
for personal sanctificatlon has as its goal Christian perfection* and for
its fulfillment* Christian perfection has no means in itself other than
the divine activity of sanctific&tion.
F elated to the Doctrine of Sin. For a proper understanding of
the perfectionistic elements in John's theology* it is necessary to
delineate the imperfectionistic basis from which he endeavors to move
the soul. This entails a brief study of the doctrine of sin as the Mystical
Doctor teaches concerning it. At the outset it should be noted that no*
where in his writings does John give a systematic treatment of hamartl-
ology as such* but at the same time no one can read his commentaries
without an awareness of his intense sense of sin and the extent to which
this doctrine qualifies and shapes all of his theology.
The speculative problem of the origin of evil does not concern
John* but his Biblical studies led him to definite belief in the reality of
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Satan as the personal source o£ evil in the world and to the human
spirit as the immediate root of evil within man's experience. These
two basic elements in John's concept of sin require further note.
Avoiding any hint of an equal dualism* John clearly describes the
power and work of Satan as existing under the permissive control of
God, and he cites the cosmic dialogue between God and Satan as
partially explaining the need of the existing unequal dualism in the
cosmos in order to allow man liberty in choosing between God and the
Devil. * Were Satan permitted no powers, and were he forbidden to
deceive man in any way, he could then claim that man's allegiance to
God was due to the disparity of power and realm of activity accorded
Satan by the Creator. ". . . this is why God permits the devil to deal
with the soul in the same measure and mode in which He conducts and
deals with it Himself."**
There is, however, a massive difference between man's
relationship to God and his relationship to the devil. With the Creator*
man is inescapably bound, due to the fact that the presence of God
abides In the substance of the soul. 3 Satan can maneuver man's
lCf. ibid., in, 43, III, and Night II. 23, vi-vii (Job 1:9-11
and 2:4-5.
2Loc. cit. 3Ascent XI, 16, iv, et al.
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faculties, * he can counterfeit divine locutions, ^ dreams, 3 Images, ~
5
and feelings, he can even delude man by revealing to htm reasonable
ideas, ^ but he cannot take God's place in the substance of the soul, for
". . , the Master who teaches the soul d elle within it substantially
where neither the devil, the natural senses, nor the intellect can
7
reach." Thus the power which John attributes to Satan is so super¬
natural that "el demonio" can practially duplicate anything which God
produces in the intellect, memory, and will. Indeed, he can even
transform himself into an angel of tight, 8 and disguise himself as a
particular saint, 9 or produce extraordinary phenomena through the
accepted images of the church.
Satan's influence is circumscribed, however, to man's senses
and to his psychic faculties. Thus, when the spiritual senses, and the
iIbid1, HI, 4, I. 2lbid,, 13, 11, viii-ix.
3lbid., II, 16, iii et al. 4Ibid., H, 16, iv.
5Ibid., H, 18, till Night 11, 2, ill,
6Ascent H, 21, iv-viU,
7Night II, 17, ii.
8Ascent II, 11, vii; 111, 10, i, et al.
9Ibid., IK, 37, I.
i0Loc. clt.
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intellect, memory, and will o£ the believer are absolutely stilled, the
devil has no mode of contact1 except by arousing one or all of these
2
faculties out of their passivity. But once the soul is united with God
in the embrace of His love, it is then beyond the reach of Satan's craft
and wiles. ^
According to John, the roots of the devil's influence lie deep
in man's nature, due to original sin. This disobedient act resulted not
only in the captivity of the soul "in its mortal body, subject to passions
and natural appetites, but also in its being surrounded by moral and
spiritual "barriers between it and God. Sin now affects all of man's
faculties, corrupting his reasoning powers, his memory, and his will.
These belong, in John's thinking, to the "natural" elements of man's
nature and nothing of man's natural essence can help him find God. In
point of fact, they alienate man further from the Creator, due to the
spiritual estrangement of the soul from Him and because of their ten¬
dency toward self-pride and self-dependence. ^
1
Night 111, 23, ii.
2Canticle 16, lis 20-21, ix; Night HI, 23, i-vili.
^Canticle 40, ill; Flame 4, xiv-scvi.
"Ascent 11, 15, i.
5Canticle 23. ii.
6Ascent III, 10, i-iiij Night h 2, if., otal.
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Thus, in John' a theology, man is continually involved in the
struggle with sin and imperfection. His problem is more than just a
conquering of the rational structures of knowledge, for, regardless of
the attainments he rescues in natural knowledge, hie own nature
separatee him from God.
Although it is true that the disordered soul possesses in
its natural being the perfection that God bestowed when
creaeing it, nevertheless in its rational being it is ugly,
abominable, dirty, dark, and full of all the evils here
described, and many more besides. 1
The root of man's problem is located by John in the spirit, and
any attempt to improve man's moral and spiritual status must reach
deep into tne essence of nia being.
The difference between the two purgations is like the dif¬
ference between pulling up roots and cutting off a branch, or
rubbing out a fresh stain and an old, deeply embedded one.
As we said, the purgation of the senses Is only the gale to
and beginning of the contemplation which leads to the purgation
of spirit. This sensitive purgation, as we also explained,
serves more for the accommodation of the senses to the spirit
than for the union of the spirit with God. The stains of the
old man still linger in the spirit, although this may not be
apparent or perceptible. If these are not wiped away by the
use of the soap and strong lye of this purgative night, the spirit
will be unable to reach the purity of divine union. *
The real purgation of the senses begins with the spirit. Hence
the night of the senses we explained should be called a certain
^Ascent 1, 9, ill.
2Night H, 2, i.
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reformation and bridling of the appetite rather than a purgation.
The reason is that ail the imperfections and disorders of the
sensory part are rooted in the spirit ana from it receive tneir
strength. All good and evil habits reside in the spirit and
until these habit* are purged, the senses cannot be completely
purified of their rebellions and vIccj.
Moral purity through divine sanctification (contemplation) is a
prerequisite for the liberation of the spirit for the pure reception of
truth in the mode of what is received from God. But the means for ar«
riving at this purity Is grounded in the Incarnation and death of Christ,
ami is made possible through the divine infusion of spiritual goods to
the soul. ^
After God places these three last kinds of good in the soul.
He no longer remembers her former ugliness and sin, a& He
declares through Essechiel £TEs. 18:22.7, for on account of
these goods she is very agreeaoie to Him. And once He has
blotted out this sin and ugliness. He no longer reproaches her
for it, nor fails to impart more favors, since He never judges
a thing twice.
Yet even though God forgets evil and sin once it is pardoned,
the soul should not become oblivious of her former sens. As
the Wise Man says: Be not without fear for sin forgiven.
CiSccius. 5:5J
There are three reasons why she should not forget her sins:
first, so as always to have a motive against presumption!




second, to have cause for rendering thanks; third, to incite
herself to greater confidence, for if while in sin the soul
received so much good from God, how many more remarkable
favors will she be able to hope for now that God has placed
her in His love, outside of sin? -
John's doctrine of sin conforms to the usual Roman Church's
classifications of mortal and venial sins, but the theologically signifi¬
cant aspect of his teachings is that he does not give the major emphasis
of his teachings to these outward manifestations of sin, but rather he
stresses the inner rootage of sin in the spirit with its predilection
for self-attainment, self-confidence and self-salvation. The doctrine
of contemplation is the practical means whereby he teaches God's work
in dealing with the sin problem in man's spirit.
Related to God in .-lis Triune feature. John of the Cross anchors
his teaching on saactification in the sovereignty, holiness, and love of
God. These acre appropriate bases for sauctification, since man's basic
problem is ultimately the moral and ontological difference between what
God is in regard to perfection and what man is in this respect. Further¬
more, the Mystical Doctor maintains throughout the process of sanctifl-
caicon that the only holiness available to man is the divine essence kind
which God alone can share with man. Thus, the initiative is always
with the divine side, and man's role can only be that of obedient
^oc. cit.
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passivity while the work of God's grace is accomplished in his soul.
This is pointed out by Father Lucas in his brief work on John of the
Gross where he says that the secret of sanctification is "submissive
obedience." * Any other effort or attitude on the part of man is sheer
futility.
The heart* however, of John's doctrine of sanctification is in
the positive role which God sovereignly assumes In communicating
Himself to man through the "divine touches" in contemplation. To view
these supernatural contacts as a peripheral aspect of John's theology
is to miss the whole point of his experiential mode of knowing God.
The context of these toques is basic to an understanding of
their place In John's thinking. They are not mystical in the sense that
they represent a knowledge of God or a relationship to Him apart from
Christ, or the Scriptures, or the Church. John of the Cross is most
adamant In his total rejection of all claims of revelations* locutions,
and visions which in any way imply the least circumvention of the divine
order of self*communication.
The "touches of God," then, were never Intended to represent
flashes of direct mystical communication from a transcendent and far*
removed God. Also, they are not "sparks in the soul" of a divine being
1Father Lucas of Saint Joseph, O. C. D., The Secret of Sanctity
of John of the Cross, trans. Sister Mary Alberto, C. S. J. (Milwaukee:
The Bruce Pubiishilng Company, 1962), p. 74,
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who dwells immanently in the creature or in his created environment.
In more Biblical terminology, John of the Cross is not advocating the
crashing in upon the soul of the Creator-God any more than he is
teaching a direct revelation by the indwelling Holy Spirit.
These "touches of God" are experienced in the context of the
Scriptures and the Church, and they are mediated through the Logos
(Verbo) by the Spirit. This means that the knowledge received through
them is intuitively acquired and that it is the Son as the WORD of God,
who not only is the Divine Communicator of the sanctifying knowledge,
but, as the Incarnate Truth, He is also the content of it. This is the
reason John exclaims: "O delicate touch, the more abundantly You per¬
vade my soul, the more substantial You are, the purer is my soul.
A further verification that John identifies the sanctifying
"touches of God" with the Son is his affirmation that the taste in these
toques has the "savor of eternal life." In using this expression he is
emphasising the substantial identification of the loving knowledge com¬
municated in sanctification with the One who is eternal life. Christian
perfection (or sancfclfication) in John's thinking is made effective by
implanting the divine Life of the Son in the place of the old life that is
*
Flame, Z, ix. (Author's underlining.)
2Ibid., 2, xxi.
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purged away by Truth. The "touches," then, are the two-edged sword
that is the "Word of Truth" on one aide which cuts away all false and
impure concepts from the soul, and, the "Word of Life" on the other
side v/hich replaces the purged-away elements with engrafted divine
Life in the soul. The actual divine agent of this Logos-mediated sancti-
fication is the Holy Spirit, and sometimes His unctions in the soul
"overflow into the body" with the result being that deep "feelings of
delight and glory" are felt "in the outermost joints of the hands and
feet. " *
This, then represents a doctrine of Christian perfection which
is theocentric in source, content, and method. It originates with God
out of Himself. It is the incarnate holiness of God in Christ that is
infused. It is the dynamic unction of the Holy Spirit who effects it in
the soul. Viewed, then, from man's side it is the dynamic of onto-
logical sanctification. Viewed from God's side it is pleasing because
2
it is growth in the likeness of the Son in whom He is well pleased.
'Ibid., 2, xxii.
p
This interesting idea is found in one of John's lesser-known,
poems. The verses which touch on this present point are:
And when something pleases Me
I love that thing in You;
He who resembles You most
Satisfies Me moat,
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This is Christian perfection in its Biblical and only effective form.
gechatological Elements of Contemplation
A third aspect of John's doctrine of contemplation which re¬
quires brief analysis at this point is its eschatological content. Like
Aquinas# John of the Cross extends the positive functions and practice
of contemplation beyond the present existence and into the age of the
beatific vision. * The significance of this is probably best seen in the
context of the three theological virtues# since John relates each of them
to man and to God. Faith is thus related to man primarily in the intel¬
lect as the proximate and proportionate means for the attainment of
And he who is like You in nothing
Will find nothing in Me.
1 am pleased with You alone
O life of My life!
You are the light of My light#
You are My wisdom#
The image of My substance
In Whom I am well pleased. Cf. Silverio, op. cit., p. 811.
"Thomas Aquinas# Summa Theologies# 1# Q# xil.
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God's wisdom. Love is related to man's affections as they are centered
in the will and through which man is able to realise God's Being, which
is LOVE. Hope is related to man's memory, but its correlative in God
goes beyond the union experience itself in that it la the proximate and
proportionate means to "behold" God's glory. The theological impli¬
cations of these relationships cannot be noted in the present section,
but the eschatological association of memory, hope, and glory belong
to this phase of highest contemplation.
John of the Cross follows In the Augustinian tradition, rather
than that of Thomlsm, by including a third faculty in the soul along with
the Intellect and will. * He explicitly states that his doctrine of the
soul's functional powers is not to "tear down" their effectiveness, but
it is to free them (the intellect, memory, and will) from their "natural
operations" In order to make room for the "Inflow and illumination of
the supernatural. "2 In the case of the intellect, the process of contem¬
plation releases it for the infilling of Divine Wisdom. In the case of
*
Augustine, De Trinitate, XII, 4 & 7. G£. John Burnaby, ad,
Augustine; Later Works (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1940),
pp. 91 ff. This tricotomy of the soul In John of the Cross is distinct,
however, in on© aspect from the Augustinlan. The decisive factor for
the Augustlnian division was the trinitarian nature of God whereas in
John it is the inter-relations of the three theological virtues.
^Ascent, 111, 2, ii.
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the will, it is released of its affection for self and the things of self
that it might be filled wtfch the divine agape. The memory is released
from its former ideas and images and is correspondingly infused with
the divine glory.
The glory of God, then, is the eschaiological tension held in
place in John's theology by the contingencies of the present age. Faith
finds fulfillment by "hearing" the Lojgos in the "substantial locutions,"
in the divine toques, and in the unitxve experience (auditive knowledge).
Love finds fulfillment in the actual and substantial infusement of the
Divine Being as Dove into the very substance of the soul. Both faith
and love are not permanently fulfilled in the union experience, because,
in fact, its ontological elements unions are transient during the time
that the soul remains in the body.
But hope is still unfulfilled to a greater degree since it relates
to sight, and, prior to this stage, the contemplative consciousness has
experienced only hearing for faith ami affection for love. No "beatific
vision" is seen in the present state of the soul, unless, in some
J
ecstatic moment, God slightly lifts the veil of His Glory at times,
but were He to fully raise the curtain shielding man from the divine
Essence, the whole of man's being would be obliterated. Only in the
1 These are what John calls "flashes of glory." Cf. Flame, 1,
xxviii.
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next life can, hope "see" its fulfillment. This Is the meaning of John's
discussion of the beatific vision following the spiritual marriage. 1
The soul longs to see the glory of the Bridegroom and "lives in this
hope" because the tension of a certain "emptiness" is still felt in the
soul. But, "however intimate may be a man's union with God, he will
never have satisfaction and rest until God's glory appears. For
this reason even in the union experience God has to cover the soul's
memory with His hand as He did for Moses, ^ to protect it from "seeing1
the divine glory and thereby be annihilated.
But, according to John of the Cross, all will be changed in the
age to come. What was once hoped for will be seen, when man's body
and soul are transformed. This takes place when he is elevated from
the lower room of "hope" to the higher room of the "marvelous jewels"
{admirable pedrerfa) of God's glory. 4 Memory will be resurrected
into Glory, Intellect will be converted into ontological Truth, and the




*"In principio erat Verbum," Silverio, op. clt., p. 812.
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needed, for it is fulfilled by perfect sight. Faith will not be needed,
for it is fulfilled by perfect hearing. * Only love abides, but it will
eternally see and hear the Beloved.
There are still other aspects of John's eschatological emphasis
which also deserve brief attention. To develop all of the theological
implications involved in a complete analysis of them would require the
space of an entire study in itself. Unfortunately, they can be alluded
to only in a general manner in the present context.
It should be noted at the outset that John's eschatology is both
realized and future. It is presently experienced through "touches" of
the divine Yrord, and it is to be fully experienced in the age to come
when the veil of the flesh is broken and the beatific vision of God Is
complete.
Infused contemplation is the means whereby John of the Cross
makes eschatoiogy partially realized in man's fleshly present existence.
Thus, by fulfilling the disciplines prescribed and thereby allowing God
to infuse the soul with His very own essence, the believer Is able to
penetrate beyond the existential involvement of the reason, memory,
and will in the temporal situations of man's temporal life. Under the
impact of divine infusion, the intellect actually functions only
? Ascent 11, 9, iil.
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passively, the memory forgets routine and current matters, and the
will finds joy only "directing the fullness of its volitional strength
\
toward God." But this penetration has its positive effect in that a
"cognitive union" is established with "Eternal Season. " John's emphasis
on detachment and union in the knowing experience is not altogether un¬
like that described by Paul Tillich when he emphasises the necessity
for "cognitive distance" before there can be "cognitive union. This
"distance" for John is discussed as darkness, but the effect is a breaking
through the existential "now" to an encounter with the Essential and
Eternal. It is a release of man's intellect from the involvement in
fcranecient and temporal situations and a penetration into that which is
both everlasting and real.
In this superior state, the mind is able to think purely and
truly because it ia wholly suffused with the Eternal Light. It is like
the sunlit window described by John which is not the light but which ap-
5
pears to be the light because it is so completely filled with the light.
*lbid., II, 32, tv. 2Ibld., IIL 2. viii.
3Ibid., HI, 16, U.
4Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, Vol. I (Chicago: Uni¬
versity of Chicago Press, 1951), pp. 94 ff., and p. 156.
3A scent II, 5, vi.
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The cleaner the window the more the light can transverse It and the
more participation there can be between that which Is glass and that
which is light.
To J 'hn of the Cross, the soul can never fully and perpetually
penetrate through its existential ties with the contingencies of this life.
It is always confined to the limitations of its fleshly prison house. To
be liberated from the body is to be free to experience completely the
beatific vision which, to John, is the pure hearing of God in His es¬
sential Being as Infinite Voice and Sternal Word.
But the point of the Mystical Doctor's entire theology is that,
to a limited degree, this very experience is possible while the soul
still inhabits the body. The cognitive union of man's mind with Es¬
sential Mind is possible now. In other words, the faithful contem¬
plative can taste in the here and now the powers of the age to come.
Eschatologically this means that the hereafter can be partially and
personally experienced in the present. This is not a general "realised
esehatology" whereby the kingdom is expanded on earth and righteous¬
ness is extended in a universal sense. It is a personal union with God's
Being in the present which cannot as yet be perfected fully, and which
is still overlaid with the silver-plate of faith.
Faith, . . . gives us God, but covered with the silver
of faith. Yet it does not for this reason fail to give Him
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to us truly. "V. ere someone to give us a gold vase plated
with silver* he would not fail to give a gold vase merely
because it Is silver-plated. When the bride of the Canticle
wanted this possession of God* He promised to make her*
insofar as possible in this life* gold earrings* plated with
silver. ZTCt. 1:10.7 He thereby promised to give Himself
to her, but hidden in faith.
Thus the eschatological reach of faith is great even for man's
present existence. "The knowledge of fait-, is not perfect knowledge,"
"9
but it is a foretaste of the rnind of God. ' It is like the light of Gideon's
militia when they held the lamps in their hands. The light was not
clearly seen because the dame was hidden in darkness within the
earthenware jars, but when the clay was broken, the light was clear ly
seen by all. John's explanation of this incident as it applies to the out¬
reach of faith is significant:
Faith* typified by those clay jars, contains the divine light.
When faith has reached its end and is shattered by the ending
and breaking of this mortal life, the glory ana light of the
divinity* the content of faith, will at once begin to shine.
Manifestly* then* union with God in this life* and direct
communication with Him. demands that one be united with
the darkness in which, as Solomon said ZT3 Kings 8:12.7,
God promised to dwell, and that one approach the dark air
In which God was pleased to reveal His secrete to Job. A
*
Canticle 12* iv.
3lbid. * 12, vi.
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man must take ia darkness the earthenware jars of Gedean
and hold in his hands (the works of his will) the lamp (the
union of love, though in the darkness of faith), so that when
the clay jar of this life, which is all that impedes the light
of faith, is broken, he may see God face to face in glory. '
Thus faith* by means of divinely infused sanctification, ele¬
vates the believer into cognitive union with God during the contingencies
of the present, but it makes this union with the Light a permanent and
perfected way of life in man's heavenly existence. It is an eachato-
logical faith in the sense that it makes the eternal actualized and per¬
sonal isei in the now, and it prepares the -way for the beatific life in
the hereafter.
The "eternal" that is presently realised is not some abstract
ox* impersonal aspect of the kingdom, nor is it only an ecstatic ex¬
perience of visions, revelations, and inferior feelings. If is, instead,
an encounter with the Son of God Himself.
In that illumination of truths the Holy Spirit indeed com¬
municates some tight to the soul, yet the light given in faith--
in which the re is no clear understanding- - is qualitatively as
different from the other as is the purest gold from the basest
metal, and quantitatively as ia the sea from a drop of water.
In the first kind of illumination, wisdom concerning one, two,
or three truths, etc,, is communicated; and in the second, all
God's wisdom is communicated in general, that is, the Son
of God, Who is imparted to the soul in faith.
1
Ascent H, 9, iii f.
%bid„, 11, 29, vi.
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Thie is 3een also in the identification of the Word with the
divine touches of infused contemplation. They are nothing less than
personal encounters with the Eternal Logos. * The hope of faith, then,
is not just a hope for beatific vision in the future, but it is the assurance
of a real union with the Exalted Word now.
This leads the present discussion to another related theological
element in John's eaehatology which merits attention. It is the relation
of word to being in his thinking.
One of the principal emphases in John's theology is the con¬
cept of auditive experience with God. His most frequently repeated
Scripture is the Paulino phrase: "Faith cometh by hearing, " and he
dedicates entire sections of The Ascent and The Canticle to the dis¬
cussion of spiritual voices, supernatural locutions, and divine reve¬
lations. His analysis of these phenomena is both critical and con¬
structive, and it reveals a relation between the Being of God and God
as infinite Voice which is theologically significant.
The subject of supernatural locutions Is divided by John into
three distinct modes of communication: successive locutions, formal
locutions, and substantial locutions. ^ The first of these refers to
*Flame 2, xix.
WAacent U, 23, ii.
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words or conclusions that one's spirit forms while in a state of active
meditation. The second pertains to words or paruses which the spirit
receives from someone also. The third location is the production of
words or phrases in one's spirit which cause in the substance of the
soul the very power and essence of what they signify, la other words,
tins substantial locution is dynamic in its effect for it has the power to
impress its meaning and action upon the soul. It is also distinct from
the others in that it is received in complete passivity, for there is
nothing that the mind or human spirit can do in order to bring about
this experience.
The successive and formal locutions can be harmful to one's
spiritual progress, according to John of the Cross, and he urges his
readers not to desire them as an end in themselves. They are to
transcend them for the purer and superior substantial communication
from God. The successive locution is inferior because it contains an
admixture of human reason with the divine words, and therefore is
not fully divine.
The formal locution is also not the highest communication, be¬
cause it involves the instrumentality of another person who may have
received the communication either from God or the devil. The dif¬
ficulty in discerning the source of this locution renders it subject to
23*
suspicion, and not to be desired.
But the divine communication waich is spoken directly to
the intellect without any admixture of human reason and apart from
the necessity of an/ questionable intermediary* is the locution that
brings joy. To this Voice the believer can only reply in happy submis¬
sion: "Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening. "' The Voice in
this auditive union of God with man is described by John as "infinite
3
Voice" {Vox lafinitaj, tor it is like the spiritual voice bestowed in¬
teriorly on the Apostles at Pentecost which was exteriorly heard as a
rushing mighty wind in Jerusalem. Thus the external sound denoted
symbolically what the Apostles received interiorly: "a fullness of
power and strength.
Another scriptural example of this interior voice communi¬
cating power and strength is cited by John from the Fourth Gospel. It
is the occasion when Jesus received a divinely uttered message during
3
His anguish just prior to the crucifixion events. The exterior sound
hbid., II* 29 h 30.
^Ibid.. U. 30, ii (I Kings 3:10).




cit., (John 12:27 £.).
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that accompanied this deeply interior experience made the Jews think
that it had thundered? and others thought an angel had spoken to Him.
la reality, however, the Infinite Voice of God was communicating
fortitude and might to the Christ in His humanity.
The significance of these divine communications for the
present purpose is seen in their relation to God's >?ord and God's Being,
for the Mystical Doctor leaves no doubt about their source and essence.
According to him, "it it: God Himself who communicates Himself by
producing this voice in the aoul, " * and in a subsequent paragraph he
describes what is felt in the soul when the "Infinite Voice" is heard as
"knowledge and a feeling of delight" (intellgencla y scntimento de
doieite). ^ This insight by John Is not unlike the emphasis of Aaselm
IS
when he distinguishes between dicere and Istelllgere in God, and
actually teaches that there is a locutio apud summam substantiam. 4
16 is this Loeutio or Voice in God that man must be brought to hear
with his own spirit if he is really to be raised above the physical and
XIbid., 14-15, xL
2Ibid., 14-15, xilt.
3St. Anselm, Monologlon, Cap. 60-63. S. Anselml, Qpera
Omnia, Vol. 1 (Edinburgh; Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1946}, pp. 13-37.
'-ibid., cap. 10-11.
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sensible voices to the truth of God. The supernatural Locution of the
Infinite Being must be spiritually perceived if man is to transcend the
preternatural words, sounds, and utterances that occur to hlrn in. times
of recollection and discursive meditation. Divine Word, Divine
Locution, and Divine Voice for John of the Cross are not simply meta¬
phorical terms to describe God's revelations and neither are they just
exalted supernatural sayings received ecstatically or otherwise. * They
are ontological expressions of God's very nature, and therefore are com¬
munications of His deity and essence.
It is for this reason that John of the Cross can identify so
completely the "Touch of God" and the "Word of God." "The Word
(Vc-rbo) ... is the Touch (Toque) which comes into contact with the
?
soul," and in a similar context, he says: "the Touch (Toque) is the
Son, " and, "this is a touch of substances, that is, of the Substance of
God in the substance of the soul. The prayer John makes to Christ
in the Living Flame of L ove explicitly Identifies Touch, V ord, Son of
God, and God's Being and T 'fe.
* Ascent IX, 29, xxii.
^.Flame 2, xix £.
%bid., 2, i and xxi.
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"O You, delicate Touch, the 'Yard, the ban of God, through .
. . Your Divine Being, You subtly penetrate the substance of my soul
and . . . absorb it entirely in Yourself."1
Itill later he says: "This Touch ... is indescribable insofar
as it is substantial, that is from the Divine avbstarwe. . . . The soul
affirms this because in the taste of Tier.- 1 .blfo which it here enjoys,
it feels the reward for trials. . .
This identification of Touch and V ord with the "Substance" of
God denotes John's ontologlcal interpretation of these encounters with
God. The "Infinite Voice" in God reaches out as e ternal Word to "touch"
man and lift htm up into participation with the Triune God. Esch&to*
logically this is again both a present foretaste and glorious "savor" of
life in the eternal sphere, hut it is also a hope to be fulfilled and a goal
to be attained In the future. It is in this sense that John speaks of the
two kinds of life:
One is beatific, consisting in the vision of God, which must
be attained by natural death . . . The other is the perfect
spiritual life, the possession of God through union of love.
This is acquired through complete mortification of all the
vices and appetites and of one's own nature.
"Ibid., 2, xvii.
p
*tbid., Z, rxi and xxlil.
^Ibid., 2, xxxii.
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In this latter life the Word and Touch are heard and felt respectively,
but in the future life they are seen and enjoyed. John calls the present
experience of the Voice of God an "awakening" which is "the com-
muaication of God's excellence to the substance of the soul" and one is
made aware of this divine presence by an "immense and powerful voicd'*
that sounds in it, though in practice the voice is felt as a "soft and
gentle touch. " In this way "God shows Himself gently" to the tran¬
scended soul and the V ord becomes engrafted into the believer's life.
The P elation to Natural Theology. The doctrine of contem¬
plation as propounded by John of the Cross is where his complete dis¬
trust in natural theology and his absolute confidence in the divine in¬
itiative as a means for bringing man and God together is brought into
sharp focus.
?or John, the problem with natural theology is both practical
and theological. In his own experience the study of the natural aspects
of the created order by discursive reasoning and abstractive logic did
not elevate the intellect above the ere&turely. Indeed, according to John,
it could not, for even when the mind engages in supernatural re/elafcioaa
*lbid., 4, x.
^bid., 2, xvii f.
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and other types of preternatural experiences* the natural images
ami their creaturely content remain to distort* objectify* and otherwise
remold whatever knowledge is received. The following paragraphs
illustrate his views on this latter point:
... if the soul would then want to work* its activity would
necessarily be no more than natural. On its own it can do
no more* since a soul does not move itself to a supernatural
work* nor can it* but God moves it and places it in this
supernatural activity. If then a person were to desire to
make use of his own efforts* he would necessarily impede
by his activity the passive communication of God, which la
the spirit. He would be engaging in his own work* which
is of another and lower kind than that which God is com¬
municating to him. The work of God is passive and super*
natural, that of man active and natural. This natural activity
of man is what would extinguish the spirit. *
Though in that communication or illumination itself there
is actually no deception of the intellect* yet there can be and
frequently is deception in the formal words and propositions
the intellect deduces from It. That light is often so delicate
and spiritual that the intellect does not succeed in being
completely informed by it; and it Is the intellect that of its
own power, as we stated* forms the propositions. Con*
sequently the statements are often false* or only apparent*
or defective. Since the intellect afterwards joins its own
lowly capacity and awkwardness to the thread of truth it had
already begun to grasp* it easily happens that it changes the
truth in accordance with this lowly capacity; and all as though
another person were speaking to it. ^
We mentioned the two reasons why* although God's visions
and locutions are true and certain in themselves, they are not
1 Ascent HI. 13, lit
%bid., II. 29. ill.
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always so for us* The first reason Is because of our
defective manner of understanding them* and the second
because their ba ic causes are sometimes variable. We
shall give proof for both, with scriptural texts.
Clearly, In regard to the first, not all revelations turn
out according to the literal meaning. The cause is that,
since God Is immense and profound. He usually embodies In
His prophecies, locutions, and revelations other ways, con¬
cepts, and ideas remarkably different from the meaning we
generally find in them. And the surer and more truthful they
are, the less they seem so to us.
We behold this frequently in Scripture. With a number
of the ancients, many of God's prophecies and locutions did
not turn out as they had expected, because they Interpreted
them with their own different and extremely literal method.
This Is apparent in the following texts. *
The commentary on this subject continues for numerous pages
in which John cites passage after passage from the Bible where God
gave a special revelation and it was distorted, twisted, or completely
misunderstood due to the tendency of man's intellect to naturalise the
divine communication by literalism or some other form of nomlnaUstic
interpretation. Only one example of these illustrations from Holy
Scripture can be included here, due to the limitation of space, but it
will suffice to denote John's distrust in man's ability to interpret cor¬
rectly a direct revelation from God. In the Saint's thinking, when super¬
natural knowledge is received by man, he is completely incapable of a
Ho id., II. 19, i.
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correct interpretation of it through purely natural means.
Because many of the children of Israel took the words of
the prophets literally and because these prophecies did not
come true as expected, they began to disregard and distrust
them. Hence a saying was born, becoming almost a proverb
among them, by which they scoffed at the prophets. Isaias
complains of this in the following passage: Whom will God
instruct? Aral to whom will He explain His word and prophecy?
Only to those who are weaned and fresh from their mother* s
breast. For everyone is saying--concerning the prophets--
promise and promise again, wait and wait some more, a word
with you here, a word with you there. For with words from
His lips, but in another tongue. He will speak to this people.
£ls. 28:9-11J
In this passage Xsatas clearly demonstrates the mockery
these people made of the prophets and the derision repeated
in the proverb, "wait and wait some more." He indicates
that the prophecies were never fulfilled because the people
were bound to the letter (the milk of infants) and to the senses
(the breasts), which run contrary to spiritual knowledge. Be¬
cause of this he says: "To whom shall He teach the wisdom
of His prophecies? And to whom shall He explain His doctrine,
If not to those who are already weaned from the milk of the
letter and the breasts of the senses? And because these people
are not so weaned, they understand only according to the milk
of the rind and letter, or to the breasts of the senses, for they
exclaim: "promise and promise again, wait and wait some
more, etc." God must speak doctrine to them from His mouth,
and not theirs, and in a tongue other than theirs. *
The solution to this hermeneutical problem in John's experience
is a complete abandonment of natural theology with its naturalistic
hermeneutlcs as a means to understand God and His Word. John teaches
hhid., II, 19, vi.
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that all natural means for knowing God should be stilled absolutely to
allow the pure, pristine presence of God to be experienced without
the admixture of human wisdom and accomplishment. In practice, this
requires a lifting of man out of his usual ways of thinking, remembering,
and willing. Thus, since he is Incapable of lifting himself up, a work
of God is required to accomplish this miracle if man is to know the
Creator. The lifting process is what John calls "divinely infused con¬
templation, " and it represents his treatise against all forms of natural
theology, and even a critique against humanly interpreted supernatural
theology. The Mystical Doctor simply will not settle for an experience
of God which is sifted or sieved down through creaturely strainers.
In addition, he sees no hope in ascending to an ontological knowledge of
God the Creator by means of the intellectual tools available to man, the
creature. His hermeneutical mode, then, is pure passivity, and his
theology is pure faith. The combination of these two epistemological
elements is his doctrine of contemplation and sanctificatioa.
PART IV
THE EXPERIENCE OF DIVINE UNION
Introduction
The Theological Significance of the L -ctrine. The doctrinal
significance and relevance of this present juncture in the study- of John
of the Cross is extremely important for two reasons. First, the
teaching of divine union is the heart, purpose and goal of all of John's
writings. It is the passion of his life, and all roads lead to it in his
poetry, commentaries, and maxims. H© will tolerate no short-cuts to
realizing it, and once at the summit, he wants no cheap, sentimental
substitute for the genuine experience of real "union with God," which he
calls "the highest state attainable in this life.1,1 No aspect of John's
theology, and much less the total, can be comprehended apart from a
thorough understanding of the purpose and content he gives to the term
"divine union."
The second reason for a most thorough theological analysis
possible of this doctrine is its soteriologlcal significance because In
the unitive experience that John of the Cross proclaims, the very soul
*Canticle 1, xij 12, viii, and 22, ill.
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of man is actually and substantially united with God while still in its
present bodily existence. What greater hope could he hold out to man?
What thought could be more re-creative for man's being and actions?
What transformation could be more revolutionary for his worship, his
knowledge, his affections, and his ethics? And yet this very type of
ontologies! renovation with its mora! and religious consequences is
precisely that which is taught by John of the Cross as a potential reality
for those who reach divine union.
The Dual Perspective of the Doctrine. It is noteworthy, too,
at this point, that the vantage point from which one views the divine
union experience has much to do with the manner in which It is reported
by those who have experienced it. This Is equally true of those third
persons who purport to analyse the experience through only a study of
the literary sources available. John of the Cross views the unitive ex¬
perience from within it in the Spiritual Canticle and the Living Flame.
These writings are necessarily, then, filled with more emotion,
charged with more the dramatic, and expressed in more poetic termi¬
nology. On the other hand, the Mystical Doctor recognizes that this
viewpoint is not sufficiently didactic for those who desire a pedantic
outline of how he arrived at such a transcendental experience. For
these^beginners" who aspire to becoming "proficient®," John wrote the
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■Ascent-Dark Night volumes. Of course, the actual demarcation In the
nature of these distinct classes of writing is not so precise, for there
are didactic sections In the "Interior writings," and there are deeply
subjective paragraphs in the "exterior writings," and vice versa. But
without a recognition of the different psychological viewing points from
which John recounts the divine-human union, it is impossible to under¬
stand it properly.
The same principle applies In any hermeaeutical exposition of
the theological aspects involved in this doctrine. To properly evaluate
John's teaching in respect to union with God, the interpreter Is forced
to include all of his writings, and to stand in John's involvement per¬
spective at the time of composition to understand his expressional
mode. 1 In other words, the Mystical Doctor's works do not lend
themselves to the same principles of interpretation that apply to the
more speculative theology of his day from which an evaluation could be
adduced solely on the basis of logical precision and traditional ortho¬
doxy. In the divine-union teaching of John of the Gross one is dealing
*This is the weakness of works which present the uaitiva ex¬
perience from only one segment of John's writings rather than the
whole. McMahon bases his study on the Ascent - Night and thereby
neglects the trinitarian and reciprocal aspects of the union, which
are principal elements in the doctrine. (Cf. McMahon, op. cit.}
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more than in any place else in his theology with a kind of knowledge
that was intuitively acquired and empirically assimilated. Neither th®
Aristotelian nor th© Platonic molds will contain such knowledge, and,
fortunately, it is not conformable to all the aprioristic patterns that
have been eisegetically elaborated since John's death. The doctrine
of divine union can be studied, but such study can never be finalized.
Union with God ultimately is beyond complete analysis. It can only be
contemplated, and therefore all examinations of its nature must be
left open on the divine end for awe and reverence because eventually
that union extends into the very Being of God and the eschaton itself.
Human language o£ necessity breaks off into canticles of adoration on
the Godward extreme of this doctrine, but the "amen" cannot be uttered
until the veil of divine glory is lifted, and then, of course, the eachato-
Xogical praise just begins.
Directional orientation. It is helpful also, to define the
direction that the present study will take in clarifying the principal
elements in John's experience and testimony relating to divine union.
First, the basic underlying theological assumptions which the mystic
himself enumerates as indispensable elements in the experience will
be noted. They will serve as the practical bases for an objective in¬
terpretation of hie teachings. After this, the doctrine of the divine-
human union will be studied in the following topical order: (1) the
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nature of the union, (2) the effective on cane of the union, arid {3} the
relative perroaavacy and developmental aspects of the union.
X. Basic Theological Assumptions Relative
to Divine Union
In producing this literary account of the divine-human ex¬
perience of union John is careful to not© various theological assumptions
which underlie the journey of contemplation and its destination called
divine union. A brief understanding of these is necessary before pro¬
ceeding to the analysis of the union itself.
The Distinctive Modes of Divine Union
The first of these basic assumptions is a clarification of the
different modes of union with God. Fortunately for his readers* John
dedicates an entire chapter to distinguishing between the two types of
i
union which God has established with man. The first of these he calls
I
Stein and Frost* notwithstanding the clear teaching of John of
the Cross* impose three modes of divine union into his theology. This
results in making the third mode not only distinctive in decree from the
mode of grace* but also distinctive in kind. The idea in Stein can be
discounted* however, for she issorts to St. Teresa for her authority in
the matter* and it is even doubtful that Theresa teaches a species of
union with God which is beyond that of perfection in grace. Frost's in¬
terpretation can also be disregarded as decisive in the matter since he
admits his eisegesis on this subject: "Here something must be added
to St. John. ..." Frost* op. cit., p. 242. (Cf. Theresa, Castle of
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the "essential or substantial union," by which ho means the general
indwelling presence of God in every soul, even though it be that of the
greatest sinner (del mayor pccador) in the world. This, of course
refers to God's immanence in creation, and by it he "conserves" man's
being so that if the "substantial union" should ever end, mankind would
y
be "annihilated and cease to exist." John of the Cross clarifies that
this ever-existent mode of divine union will not be the principal theme
of his treatises, though, m wilt bo noted subsequently, it does serve as
a basis for the ontologicsl and volitional union which he stresses with
great emphasis.
This latter union John calls "the union of likeness. It differs
from the substantial union in that it does not exist universally in man¬
kind} it is "supernatural"^ (whereas the other is "natural"); and, it
exists only "when Hod's will and the soul's are in conformity. In both
the Soul, V.) Edith Stein, The Science of the Cross (London; Burns fr
Dates). 1960, pp. 125 ff.
scent, II, 5, III.
2 %
Loc. cit. JLoc. clt,
^The word sobrenaturn.i (supernatural) carries a heavy weight
of distinctive meanings in John of the Cross. In this context it means
that the union of likeness is a religious matter involving faith, whereas
the substantial union is natural, i. e., where no faith is included.
5Loc. cit., volitional conformity is not a part of the sub¬
stantial union.
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unions God is "ever present in the soul," but He does not always com¬
municate His supernatural Being to it. He shares Himself in this man¬
ner "only through love and grace and those who possess the Being of
God do not have it" in the same degree.
The ontological basis, then, of this extraordinary experience
of God about which John writes is the permanent presence of God in the
substance of all souls through His work in creation. This divine in¬
dwelling is Trinitarian is essence, for, in John's words: "It should be
known that the Yford, the Son of God, together with the Father and the
Holy Ghost, is hidden by His essence and His presence In the Innermost
being of the soul.1,1 Thus, the creative presence of the triune God in
man is more than a general pantheistic relation to nature, but it is a
special relation of divine preservation of man's creaturely existence.
John calls this substantial union of God and man the "divine presence
2
by divine essence."
In this way He COodJ is present not only In the holiest
souls, but also in sinners.. . . For with this presence He
glvea them life and being. Should this essential presence
be lacking to them, they would all be annihilated. Thus this





This substantia! or essentia! Indwelling of God is "hidden" or
"secret,"* and the "good contemplative must seek Him with love" by-
deepest recollection and "regard all things (toda a las cocas) as though
they were nonexistent. The recollection is not an introspective
meditation on the inner goodness of man, but it is a seeking after God
through His creative presence in the soul. It is the practice of em¬
pirical contemplation instead of an exercise in discursive reasoning
or an existential leap into logical abstractions. It seeks to experience
the fact of God's creative and dynamic presence In man rather than
speculate about a rational theory for His existence.
The effect of empirical contemplation 1® to bring about gradually
the union of God and man which John describes as an experience in the
living flame of divine love, it is the ultimate in God's grace during
man's earthly existence, and It represents what the Mystical Doctor
calls "Hie presence by spiritual affection. "3 It Is superior to all other
stages of man's awareness of God and the highest analogy which John





based on God's espousal to man which was fulfilled in the death and
resurrection of Christ. Thus, in explaining the gradual progress that
the soul makes toward the "spiritual affection" presence of God, John
says:
The espousal made on the cross is not the one we now speak
of. For that espousal is accomplished immediately when God
gives the first grace, which is bestowed on each one at baptism.
The espousal of which we speak bears reference to perfection
and is not achieved save gradually and by stages. For though
it is all one espousal, there is difference in that one is attained
at the soul's pace, and thus little by little, and the other at
God's pace, and thus Immediately.
The transitional process from the substantial or creation union
of God and man to the habitual or adoptive union begins with the grace
of baptism, but the spiritual progress beyond this initial stage Is the
entire content of John's writings. It involves a radical transformation
of the human intellect, memory, and will into a stage of complete con¬
formity and likeness to the divine will through the supernatural operation
of God's grace. The relation of the natural or creationat relationship
of God to man's creaturely union with Him and tine supernatural or af-
fectional relationship of God to man is illustrated by the following
representative paragraphs from John's writings:
It is true that God is ever present in the soul, as we
said, and thereby bestows and preserves its natural being
1Ibid., 23, vi.
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by His sustaining presence. Yet He does not always com-
municate supernatural being to it. He communicates super¬
natural being only through love and grace* which not all souls
possess. And those who do* do not have it in the same degrees.
God communicates Himself more to the soul more advanced in
love* that is* more conformed to His will. A person who has
reached complete conformity and likeness of will has attained
total supernatural union and transformation in God.
Manifestly* then* the more a person through attachment and
habit is clothed with his own abilities and with creatures* the
less disposed he is for this union. For he does not afford God
full opportunity to transform his soul into the supernatural.
As a result* a man has nothing more to do than strip his soul
of these natural contrarieties and dissimilarities so that God
who is naturally communicating Himself to it through nature
may do so supernaturally through grace. *
The limitations and extent of this spiritual transformation
which God effects in the soul through grace will subsequently be noted
in greater detail* but the present context requires that the supernatural
nature of the transition from the substantial union of God and man to
the intense love union where there is uniformity of mind and will be
pointed out. It is a work of God whereby He transforms and lifts the
soul up into participation with Himself* which results in a sharing by
man in the very light* Ufa, and love of God through the initiative of
divine grace and the infusing work of the Divine Spirit.
This distinction which John makes between man's substantial
union and his transformative union with God is extremely significant as
* .Ascent IX, 5, iv. (Author's underlining.)
a basic assumption £01* unders. -nding his doctrine of divine union, since
it denotes the ontological foundation and the progressive nature of the
unitive experience. aaicaily it is a union of grace that is both the
outgrowth and goal of the substantial union. Far from teaching a third
type of union which is superior to that communicated through "love and
grace, ' * John's whole theological system stems from the deepest tap
roots of incarnationai grace and love, and he knows nothing of a divine
virtue that exceeds it in power and glory. The only hint of a distinctive
union experience In John's theology which is different from that of
substance and grace is the union which is effected as a part of the age
to come and even this is but the eschatologlcal extension of the union
in grace begun in man's present time and space existence and ultimately
rooted in God's creation presence in him by substantial union.
The Meaning Given to the Term "Habit"
Another relevant factor involved in the union of grace which Is
an integral part of the sub-structure and superstructure of John's
^Stein calls the third mode of divine indwelling the union of
"mystical election." Theologically her misunderstanding of John appears
to stem from a misconception of the relation of divine grace and election
as separable aspects of divine operations. Cf. op. cit., pp. 132 ff.
Kavanaugh and F.odrigues also give the idea of "two kinds of union" by
their unfortunate translation of "estas dos maneras de union" (these two
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realization of divine union ia ih-.. place and meaning he gives to habit
in his theology. He repeatedly teaches that the lack of conformity with
God's will is not only a matter of overt acts, but Is a matter of one's
incorrect habits as well. "Not only must actual voluntary imperfections
cease* but habitual Imperfections must be annihilated* too."1 An
understanding of what John signifies by the term "habitual imper¬
fections" is indispensable for a full appreciation of what he teaches in
the nature of union with God.
In the modern mode* John is saying that to grow in the divine
perfection which ultimately results in total union with God, one must
systematically purify his thinking of all a priori concepts of God, and
of all dependence on self-attainment. One must also be detached from
all sensible objects whether real or imagined, religious or non-religious,
and anything in his daily existential involvement which competes for
his total devotion to God. Finally, he must accustom the mind (intellect
kinds of union) in the .Flame 1, xvi. Gf. Kavanaugh and Rodriguez, op.
cit., p. 585. John is speaking in this passage of two modes (maneras)
of union within the one union of love, as the context and terms indicate.
The distinction is one of degree, not of kind. Misinterpretations have
also occurred at the point of John's differentiation between "the posses¬
sion of God through grace in itself, and the possession of Him through
union. " (Flame 3, xxiv). Here again both relations are rooted in the
Trinitarian union of love where, in fact, such distinctions are only
gradational.
1Ascent, XI, 5, iv.
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and memory) and heart (the affections and will) to meditate on God in
such a manner that devotional habits are established which the Holy
Spirit can us© to effect in the soul the infused work of God called divine
contemplation.
John is more concerned about the impediments caused to
divine union by the inward habits of concept, precept and sentiment
than h© la by those of external action. Manifestly he deals with roots
far more than with fruits which are, for him, the exteriorizing of man's
corrupted spirit. Habits in the Mystical Doctor's theology, then, are
the basic concepts, thoughts, motivations, and desires of the mind and
heart which, in the final analysis, determine the degree of communion
that God is able to have with each individual. It is in this perspective
that one can more fully understand the following explanation by the
saint:
. . . the more a person through attachment and habit is
clothed with his own abilities and with creatures, the less
disposed he is for this ZTfcotal supernatural^? union, for he
does not afford God full opportunity to transform his soul
into the supernatural. As a result, man has nothing more
to do than strip his soul of these natural contrarieties and
dissimilarities so that God who is naturally communicating





By way >f summary, then, John of the Cross teaches only one
union experience available to man in which Qod's very supernaturality
or Being ie communicated to him. It is the one union of love and grace
which in actuality has three developmental stages: the initial union
through the regenerative power of grace in baptism, the perfecting
union through the sanctifying work of grace in contemplation, and the
total union through the loving transformation of grace in spiritual mar¬
riage. These stages correspond roughly to the progressive aspects of
biological growth: birth, development, maturity. In the developmental
or sanctifying stage, which John calls "the dark night," radical changes
of one's habits must occur if maturity is to be attained. These "habits"
go deeper than just one's acts--they are the innermost modes of
thought, desire, and memory in man. No complete union with Qod is
possible until these are brought fully into conformity with His will and
this status of the soul is called "habitual union" by John. *
Psychological Framework
One other basic assumption of John's theology which requires
preliminary presentation is what Trueinan Dickon aptly terms "the
2
anatomy of the soul. " With the mystic Carmelite, divine union takes
*E. g. Canticle 36, iv.
^Dickon, op. cit., p. 327.
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place in the soul, and it is the soul In all its senses, faculties, and
substance that must be sanctified by purgation and infuaement to
properly prepare it for transformation into God's likeness. The termi¬
nology employed by John to express the various psychic elements in
man's nature are those of hi® sixteenth century culture, and, con¬
sequently, they differ in signification and in extent from the psycho¬
logical nomenclature in vogue today.
For instance, in peeling off all the outer rind of the soul to
get to its inner substance, John speaks of the intellect ae apprehending
supernatural knowledge through two sources: the corpora! and the
spiritual. The corporal via of knowledge is sub-divided Into that which
originates through the exterior bodily senses and that received from the
"interior bodily senses," (Iob sentidos corporal.es interiores) which in¬
cludes everything the imagination can apprehend (comprender), feign
(fingir), and fabricate (fabrlcar). In other words the role given by John
to such powers of the soul as the imagination, the memory, the will,
the intellect, and the soul's very substance Is apt to confuse one who
does not relate these terms to present-day concepts.
An entire book could be written on the soul's anatomy and
functions in John's theology, but it appears to follow more closely the
lines of the Platonic and Augustinian thought than that of Aristotle and
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the Scholastics. Only the general divisions in the Mystical Doctor's
psychosomatic concept can be indicated in this present study, but
where further details and clarifications are required in the study of
the divine union experience, they will be noted in the context or briefly
outlined in a footnote. 1
Broadly speaking, it can be said that John of the Cross tenches
2
that man Is fundamentally an unequable dichotomy of body and soul.
The structure and nature of the body do not concern John's writings,
for to his way of thinking, the body Is but the exterior mechanism in
which the soul is housed and by which the soul executes its will, and
receives and gives information about the created world. His doctrine
on this point is not an opposing dichotomy la the Platonic sense, but
a disparate dichotomy in which the soul is the superior element with the
body subservient to it, though both are substantially a single entity
united in the will.
^The chapter on this subject in Dicken's study is brief but
complete enough to give a good preparation for understanding John's
theology. Fortunately, Dicken's guide in this instance is the Mysti¬
cal Doctor, rather than St. Theresa, who is less technical and
therefore less explicit than John of the Cross. CC. ibid., pp. 327-351.
^Sometimes the word spirit is used for soul, e. g., Flame,
1, x.
Within the soul itself there are two major divisions, according
to the Mystical Doctor. One is the inferior or more animal element,
and the other is the higher or rational part, or, what John frequently
calls "the spirit" (el espiritu). ' The distinction between these two as¬
pects of the soul's make-up is not as great as these terms might in¬
dicate for, ontologically and volitionally, they are a psychic unity and
function in continuity to form "only one suppositum. The "night of
the senses" In the first book of the Ascent corresponds to the purging
of the animal or lower aspects of man's soul. In like manner, the
"night of the spirit" is the purgation period directly related to the
rational or higher strata of man's soul. Since this aspect of the human
psychological anatomy ia far more complex in John'® thinking than that
of the parte inferior, it Is not surprising that he dedicates far greater
attention and detail to its purification for the divine union.
1
The spirit aspect of the soul should not foe confused, however*
with the trichotlc idea of body, soul and spirit. With John the term is
used to contrast the higher part (la parte superior) of the soul from the
more mundane elements related to the senses (la parte sensitiva).
This ontological unity applies more to the dichotid aspects
of the soul than to soul and body union as Dlcken deduces. Comp.
Night II, 1, i, and Dicken, op. cit., p. 329,
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The faculties of the lower part of the soul are sub-divided by
John Into two groups: (1) the exterior corporal senses (sight, hearing#
taste# smell, and touch) and (2) the interior corporal senses (the imagi¬
nation# etc.). The first of these faculties receives its perception
through the five bodily organs ordained to correspond to the soul's
"sensible" needs and desires. The interior corporal sense is the seat
of man's imagination# and in John's system it represents another
source of perceptual knowledge, though it is limited In this respect to
what can be conceptualized from sensory images.
The potencias, or faculties, of the soul's superior part (the
apirtt) are also spelled out by John of the Cross as: the Intellect, the
memory, and the will (El entendimiento, la memoria, y la voluntad).
The first of these, the intellect, is primarily the receiver, correlator,
and ^valuator of acquired, deduced, and imagined knowledge in man's
soul. * The memory is man's mental file cabinet where he retains con¬
cepts such as prejudices, dislikes, pre-conception®, and other forms
of pseudo knowledge as well as positive information on which to base
^Peers translates entendimiento as "understanding," and though
it is a legitimate synonym, the word "intellect" is more frequent in the
present study, due to its use in the Kavanaugh-Rodriguez translation.
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relevant decisions. The will is man's decision-making apparatus
whereby he controls and exercises his loves, affections, passions, and
other capabilities, including, to some extent, the activities of the intel¬
lect and memory. These three, then --the Intellect, memory, and will-
though faculties of the .soul, are called the spiritual part of the soul, or.
simply, "the spirit." Thus the purgation of the spirit in his theology is
not something separate from the soul, but is the celf-dcnying habits and
the cleansing of God's Spirit in the rational or upper part of the soul
itself. The Mystical Doctor gives greater attention In The Ascent-Dark
Might to the purgation of the intellect than he does to the memory and
will. This is because of the intellect's fundamental relation to the
other faculties, and of St. John's awareness of the opistemologlcal dif¬
ficulties involved in purifying the intellect of distorted, prejudiced, and
a priori concepts. His systematic treatment and his psychological and
spiritual insights in this purgation process are literary classics for
mystical theology.
These, then, are the basic divisions In the Saint's concept of
the soul's spiritual structure. He goes on in his writing to further
classify the various powers (potenciaa) of each of these faculties. It
would be a gross error, however, to conclude that John compart¬
mentalizes to this degree all of his discussion about the soul. The
above divisions are basic assumptions, but in presenting the
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sanctifying find Infusing work of G«*d in each of theee aspects of the soul*
the saint is realistic and leaves ample room for the reciprocal inter-
eperntloas among the x*ariou8 psychological faculties. The semantic
framework on which the mystical theology ie hung is of the sixteenth
century mode, but the abiding psycho-religious truths behind it are still
of value in man's experience of God. John's solution to man's basic
aeed is union with God. It is to this subject that the study can now be
directed.
II. The Nature of Divine Union
There are principally three conceptual modes for viewing the
doctrine of divine union as taught by John of the Cross, vie., the theo¬
logical, the metaphysical, and, the practical or psychological. These
three modes are Inseparable, of course, since the unitlve experience
of which John testifies is simultaneously theological, metaphysical,
and psychological in Its nature, operation®, effects, and significance.
However, in the analysis which follows, though It will be noted that all
three modes form the backdrop for understanding John's doctrine,
primary attention will be given to the theological aspects of the ex¬
perience.
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Perhaps the most significant phrase that John of the Jross uses
in referring to the divine union is the expression: "the union and trans*
formation of the soul in God" tla union y transfermac ion del alma con
Ptosi. * To expound the meaning of this expression John goes to
great lengths not only to delineate the limitations and degree of the
soul*a transformation in God, but he also makes abundantly clear the
nature of this change which takes place in man's inner being.
The Empirical Leceaalty of the Transformation. Fundamental
to an understanding of divine union in the Mystical Doctor's theology-
are the following three concepts: (1) the creatlonal or substantial
presence of God in the soul, (2) the Fall of man and the resultant cor¬
ruption of his nature coupled with the necessity for divine purgation of
the soul, and, (3) the indispenaability of uniformity between the divine
Ascent U, 5, iii. The Spanish word con in this and similar
passages is translated by Peers as with. Lexicographically Peers is
correct, but the Kavanaugh translation (inj coincides theologically with
the rest of John's unUive teachings, and is an accepted synonym for
con. John himself uses en Dioa {in God) at the close of the same para¬
graph, and, in fact, both words appear purposely chosen, since the
union is a transformation in God's love, and it is a reciprocal trans¬
formation with God. It is not a transformation info God, which would
have been a possible interpretation had he consistently used only the
word en.
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will and tlie human will if re-union of God and man is to be effected.
The first two of these concepts have already been touched on in the
present study* but the third one has not boon examined sufficiently as
yet.
According to John of the Grose* the original state of man in
the Garden of Eden was one of continual union with- God in which he
lived in such a loving communion with the Creator that fruit from the
tree of knowledge was not a necessity for him. The sensory and
spiritual parts of his soul were ordered and pacified in such a way that
his knowledge of created things was intuitively acquired through God
and not vice versa. * Furthermore, there originally existed a uni¬
formity of the divine and human wills uutil the day that Adam chose to
vitiate this harmony by deliberately selecting the path of secondarily
acquired knowledge to that of direct intuitlvity with God.
This same disruption of volitional uniformity between God and
man has been the history of human existence through the centuries, and,
until this basic union of the wills is restored, the affections! re-union of
man and God cannot be realized. Or, to state it another way, until man
is "willingto sublimate his own knowledge and intellectual powers and
return to direct dependence on God for intuitive guidance and wisdom,
*Nijiht II, 24, ii.
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the marriage union of roan and God is impossible. These two theo¬
logical concepts lie behind the fact that a large portion of J -hn's
teaching about the purgative via in the Ascent and Night Is taken up with
discussing the intellect and faith and scores of pages in the Canticle
and -Tame are dedicated to the transformation needed in the will and
affections.
The Agent and T-afcent of the Transformation. The divine Agent
of this progressive transformation of man's intellect and affections Is
the Holy Spirit, whose work John describes under- the symbol of fire as
"living flame of love. " Thus, he says:
This flame of love is the Spirit of its Bridegroom, which
is the Holy Spirit. Tine soul feels Him within itself not
only as a fire which has consumed and transformed it,
but as a fire that burns and flares within it, in glory and
zefreshes it with the <|uality of divine life. Such is the
activity of the Holy Spirit in the soul transformed in love:
the interior acts Tie produces shoot up flames for they
are acts of inflamed love, in which the will of the soul
united with that flame, made one with it, loves most
sublimely. A
The Spirit's work in man's transformation is not done apart
from the soul's volitional assent, for the transforming action Is not
produced by the Holy Spirit alone, but Is "the work of both the soul and
Him. To Illustrate this, John again uses the idea of a fire as It
consumes a piece of wood.
1
Flame 1. III. 2Ibid., 3, x.
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Xt is like the air within the flame* enkindled and trans¬
formed in the flame* for the flame is nothing but en¬
kindled air. The movements ami splendors of the flame
are not from the air alone, nor from the fire of which the
flame is composed* but from both the air and the fire.
And the fire causes the air, which it has enkindled, to
produce these same movements and splendors.
We can consequently understand how the soul with the
faculties is illumined within the splendors of God. The
movements of these divine flames, which are the flickering
and flaring up we have mentioned, are not alone produced
by the soul that is transformed in the flames of the Holy
Spirit, nor does the Holy Spirit produce them alone, but
they are the work of both the soul and Him, since He moves
it in the manner that fire moves the enkindled air. Thus
these movements of both God and the soul are^not only
splendors, but also glorifications of the soul.
The arrival at this sublime stage of the psychic transformation
is preceded by a progression of developmental stages in which God
raises the believer "degree by degree until he reaches divine union.
The Spirit first proves and elevates the soul by first
bestowing graces that are exterior, lowly, and proportioned
to the small capacity of sense. If the person reacts well by
taking these first morsels with moderation for his own
strength and nourishment, God will bestow a more abundant
and higher quality of food. If the individual is victorious
over the devil in the first degree, he will pass on to the
second; and if so in the second, he will go to the third;
and likewise through all the seven mansions (the seven
4b id., 3. ix f.
^Cf. Ascent XI, 11, ix f.
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degrees of love) until the Spouse puts him in the wine
cellar of perfect charity. Cct. 2:4 7*
In the transformation experience a complete change is ef¬
fected in the natural appetites and in all the various faculties*
operations* and dispositions of the soul. No aspect of the sensitive
and spiritual elements in man's nature is left untouched by this reno¬
vation in God-Ukeness which results in the union with Christ.
The intellect* which before this union understood naturally
by the vigor of its natural light* by means of the natural
senses* is now moved and informed by another higher prin¬
ciple of super-natural divine light* and the senses are by¬
passed. Accordingly* the intellect becomes divine* because
through its union with God's intellect both become one.
And the will, which previously loved in a base and death¬
like fashion* only with its natural affections* is now changed
into the life of divine love* for it loves in a lofty way* with
divine affection* moved by the strength of the Holy Spirit*
in which it now lives the life of love. By means of this union*
God's will and the soul's will are now one.
And the memory, which by itself perceived only the figures
and phantasms of creatures* is changed through this union so
as to have in its mind the eternal years mentioned by David.
£>s. 76:6J
And the natural appetite, which only had the ability and
strength to relish creatures (which causes death), is changed
Loc. cit. Hie reference to the "seven mansions" in this pas¬
sage is the only one in John's writings and may represent one of the
few allusions to Theresian terminology.
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now so that its taste and savor is divine* and it is moved and
satisfied by another principle: the delight of God* in which
it is more alive. And because it is united with Him, it is
no longer anything else than the appetite of God.
Finally all the movements, operations, and inclinations
the soul had previously from the principle and strength of
its natural life are now in this union dead to what they formerly
were, changed into divine movements, and alive to God.
In practice, this transformation is both an act and a habitual
state. It first occurs as a "daybreak"2 and becomes a habitual "state
of love"^ that occasionally bursts out into intense "acts" of love with
God, 4 and can be realized plenarily only in the next life. ® In the unitlve
experience, then, God continues "communicating Himself with admirable
glory"*' to the soul thus transformed. It is therefore a "state of per¬
fection"^ in which there are varying degrees of intensity, qualitative
affection, and awareness of the divine self-giving.
The faculty principally affected by the transforming work of
the Spirit is the will, since John thinks of man's will as being the door
* Flame 2, xxxiv.
2ibid., II. 16, xv.
^
Flame I, ill and iv.
4Ibid.. 1, iii.
5Canticle 38, iii.
6Ibid., 26, iv. 1Ascent, Theme.
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to the passive intellect and the seat of the affections. Thus, before the
light of God can enter the mind, and before the love of God can be ex¬
perienced fully in the heart, the will of man must be transformed into
full conformity with God's will. "Whenthe soul completely rids itself
of what is repugnant and unconformed to the divine will, it rests trans¬
formed in God through love. "1
... a man must atrip himself of all creatures and of his
actions and abilities (of his understanding, taste, and feeling)
so that when everything unlike and unconformed to God is
cast out, his soul may receive the likeness of God, since
nothing contrary to the will of God will be left in him, and
thus he will be transformed in God. ... A person who has
reached complete conformity and likeness of will has at¬
tained total supernatural union and transformation in God.
The immediate experience of this volitional transformation in
man is an extraordinary awareness of God's life, love, and light,
which are supernatural manifestations of His very Being. Thus John
says that in the Spirit's work of transformation, God so communicates
"His supernatural being to it £the soulJ7 that it appears to be God Him¬
self and possesses all that God Himself has. "3 "The very loving light
hbid., 11. 5, Hi.
%bid., 11, 5, iv; (author's underlining); cf. Flame 1, xxvli.
3lbid., II, % vii.
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and wisdom into which the soul is transformed is that which in the
beginning purges and prepares it just as fire which transforms the wood
by incorporating it into itself is that which first prepared it for this
transformation."1
The awareness of God's love in the transformation which takes
place in divine union is more than the experience of the Father's care*
but it is a participation in God's Being and in the very love relations
which exist within His triune nature. John summarizes this empirical
concept in the following manner.
. . . the soul here loves God, not through itself but through
Him. This is a remarkable quality* for it loves through the
Holy Spirit* as the Father and Son love each other according
to what the Son Himself declares through St. John: That the
love with which You have loved Me be in them and 1 in them.
£TJn. 17:26.7The second excellence is to love God in God,
for in this union the soul is vehemently absorbed in love of
God, and God in great vehemence surrenders Himself to the
soul. The third excellence of love is to love Him on account
of Who He is. The soul does not love Him only because He
is generous* good* and glorious to it, but with greater force
It loves Him because He is all this in Himself essentially.
It should be noted that in John's experience there is no perma¬
nent possession of this sublime experience while the soul is yet fulfilling
its bodily existence here on earth, but a permanent union with God in
*NiKht II* 10* Ul.
^Fiame 3, Ixxxii.
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the present can be maintained on the habitual level through faith. In
other words, there must always remain Cor man some degree of
cognitive distance between him and perfect cognitive union with God
while he is yet held within the limitations of the flesh. He may ex¬
perience many present anticipations of the full sharing in God's
relations which is reserved for the future life of beatific existence,
but for now these foretastes of glory can be referred to only as
"touches" or "flames" that penetrate the innermost depths of the
believer's being. John identifies the "touches" with Christ as the
Word (Verbo), which can in no way be circumvented or superceded by
preternatural visions or other types of supernatural locutions, reve-
2
lations, or dreams. The "flames" he identifies with the Holy Spirit
in His cautery and illuminative functions as He simultaneously burns
and gives off light through the transformed soul. ^
The complete transformation for which the soul longs is
clearly a part of John's eschatological teachings. Accordingly, union
of the divine and human wills and intellects is possible in this life, but
eternal union by a permanent and actual ontological oneness is a part
llbid., 2, i.
2Ascent U, 22, ill.
3Flame 1, II.
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of the future hope. The transformation necessary for continual com¬
munion is possible in man's present earthly existence, but the absolute
transformation for permanent union with God awaits the liberation of
the soul from its bodily prison at death. 1
Limitations of the Transformation. To avoid misconceptions
that might lead to an interpretation of his teachings as a form of
abeorptionism or deification. John of the Cross clarifies the limitations
of the transformation in each of his books. For example, in The Ascent«
Night he writes: . . it /"the soul.7 is God by participation. Yet
truly, its being (even though transformed) la naturally aa distinct from
God's as it was before. . . . Toward the end of the Spiritual Canticle
while expounding the sublimities of the transformation of the soul into
God by love, he says:
The bread of love joins and binds God and the soul so strongly
that it unites and transforms them. So great is this union
that even though they differ in substance,, in glory, and appear¬
ance, the soul seems to be God and God seems to be the soul. ^
hbld., 3, bcxvlii f.
^Ascent II, 5, v|i and viii (author's underlining). The problem
of deification is dealt with in greater detail in the ontological elements
of divine union.
^Canticle 31, i (author's underlining).
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Again, in The Living Flame, where he reaches his most
transcendent doctrine concerning the advanced degrees of the union
experience in love, John sums up the totality of the unitive process with
these words:
Accordingly, the intellect of this soul is God's intellect; its
will is God's will; its memory is the memory of God; and
its delight is God's delight} and although the substance of
this soul is not the substance of God, since it cannot undergo
a substantial conversion into Him, it has become God through
participation in God, being united to and absorbed in Him as
it is in this state. 1
To clarify further the ontologica! aspects of this union, John
adds two illustrations to show the difference between union by likeness
and loss of identity by absorption, deification, or ontologism. The first
of these speaks of a ray of sunlight shining through a clean window in
which* to all appearances, the glass is transformed and made identical
with the sunlight, but in reality the window is distinct in its nature and
essence from the sun's rays. 2 The second illustration is similar and
also relevant for avoiding possible misinterpretations of his theology.
He compares the aoul to a star or candle which retain their light at mid*
day, and, though neither the star nor the candle leaca its subetaaec or
changes its identity, It is only their purpose and function that are
*
Flame 2, xxxiv (author's underlining).
^Ascent II, 5, vi.
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absorbed into the greater light of the sun. * Thus "the union wrought
between the two natures and the communication of the divine to the
human in this state £7or transformationJ is such that even though
neither change their being, both appear to be God.
Summarily, then, the dissimilarity between God and man in
the transformation experience of which John speaks, is that of man's
creaturellncas and God's aseity, and thefl!lkeftess" iu what he calls the
"union of likenesefis a volitional and operational similarity &o well as
man's participation in the Divine Nature through his adoptive relation¬
ship with God. The development of these teachings by Johu is the sub¬
ject of the sections which follow.
The Moral and Volitional Elements of Divine Union
Divine Dove Pelated to the Will. The basic element in the
nature of the divine union is the transformation of the soul in God's
love. The principal illustration that John uses to teach this fact is the
unifying process of spiritual courtship, betrothal, marriage, ami af¬
fections! intensity in the marital state. This love must be based on a
*
Canticle 22, ill (author's underlining).
%bid., 22, iv (author's underlining).
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conformity of the two wills involved and, to the degree that such a
union of the wills is realized, the other aspects of divine union are
effected. *
Man's problem, however, iu that he docs not love unselfishly,
and, what is worse, his will is already filled with affection for things
other than God. But God loves perfectly, and, as was noted previously,
He infuses the "willing" cml with "divine contemplation" which, for
man's volitional faculties, signifies a purgation of the affections and
an infilling of God's love. It is not so simple, however, because the
"willing" soul proves its affirmative disposition by enduring the pri¬
vations, sufferings, detachments, and "spiritual dryness" that are a
part of the purgative elements of divine contemplation. But once the
stage is attained in the sanctifying process, when there is emptiness
of self, complete conformity to God's will, and an elevation of the
3
soul above all tie sensory and rational parts of nature, the trans¬
formation of the soul la God takes place.
Divine Love: The Ontological and Moral Content of Union.
The purgation of the substance and faculties of the soul which is the
basis of this extensive transformation is grounded in the sovereignty
1 2
Flame 1, xsvii. Ascent XX, 5, Iv,
3lbid., H, 4, li.
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and love of God, so that, though the union is not actually one of sub¬
stances, it is one which involves the very essence of God's nature—
namely His love. God communicates His own Being to the purified
soul in such a way that the Divine Love envelops it, transforms it,
and, without the soul losing its creaturely nature, it becomes through
participation what God Is. It is in the light of this transcendent con¬
cept that passages in John of the Cross which apparently teach divine
human oneness must be understood. Thus in expounding on the nature
of divine union he says:
This renovation is: an illumination of the human intellect
with super-natural light so that it becomes divine, united
with the divine; and Informing of the will with love of God
so that it is no longer less than divine and loves in no other
way than divinely, united and made one with the divine will
and love; and also a divine conversion and change of the
memory, the affection®, and the appetites according to
God, And thus this soul will be a soul of heaven, heavenly
and more divine than human.
St. John's language is still more explicit when he discusses
the trinltarian elements of the divine communication in the union
transformation, where the soul breathes In God as the Son and Fhther
reciprocally breathe the Holy Spirit. He states that:
One should not think it impossible that the soul be capable
of so sublime an activity as this breathing in God, through
^
Night, XI, 13, xi.
> i
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participation as God breathes in her. For, granted that
God favors her by union with the Most Blessed Trinity, in
which she becomes deiform and God through participation,
how could it be incredible that sue also understand, know,
and iove--or better that this be done in her-~ln the Trinity,
together with it, as does the Trinity itself! Yet God ac¬
complishes this in the soul through communication and
participation. This is transformation in the three Persons
in power and wisdom and love, and thus the soul is like
God through this transformation. He created her in His
image and likeness that she might attain such resemblance. 1
The terms "deifarm" and "God" In this passage refer directly
to the extent to which the transformation into God-likeness is effected.
Extreme caution must be exercised in noting these words out of their
more lengthy contexts for John's purpose at this point is only to stress
the effect of the actual communication of Divine Love in the union
relationship and not to teach human deification or absorptionism.
These complex stages of the transformative experience in John's the¬
ology require further elucidation since they represent the depths and
heights of the Divine Union.
The theological presentation which John makes of the progress
in affectional oneness that takes place between God and the human soul
can be summarised in the following seven phases:
1. In communicating His Trinitarian Being to the soul as
Love, sovereignly subjects Himself, in a manner, to the
^Canticle, 34, ill.
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person with whom He unites Himself. In other words, the
soul actually possesses the Love and is actually possessed
by the Love that la God's Being, or else the union would
only be a relational, one-aided experience which, In reality,
would be no union at all.
2. In reciprocating the divine love, the soul and God thus
mutually possess each other in a transforming interchange
which John calls participation. (particIpacion). By this term
he means that the soul and God partake of each other in the
union experience and thereby the soul is made to share in
God's very Being insofar as it is possible in this life. {El
> /
alma esta heeha divlna y Dios por partlclpacion cuanto se
puede en esta vida. J1 "So great is this union that even though
they differ in substance, in glory and appearance the soul
seems to be God and God seems to be the soul.
3, The transformation which the union in divine love effects
*lbid., 22, iii. The Kavaaaugh translation of this passage is
regrettable, since the authors do not clearly show the distinction in
Spanish between the verbs ser and estar. If John were saying that the
soul is deified, he would have said "es hecha divine, y Pios," but
Spanish readers of his writings would know that his use of estar hecha
ie less ontologies! in meaning and carries more the idea of man'a
sharing in God's deity rather than becoming it.
2Ibid. , 31, i.
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also results in a mutual indwelling of the soul in God and
of God in the soul. This is possible because:
... in the union and transformation of love each gives
possession of self to the other* and each leaves and ex¬
changes self for the other. Thus each one lives In the
other and is the other* and both are one in the trans¬
formation of love. *
4. Such reciprocal indwelling has ontological and Christo-
logical significance in that it is identical with the Pauline
2
experience when the Apostle says: "Christ lives in me. "
In commenting on this* John of the Cross states:
In saying. I live, now not I, he Cthe Apostle PaulJ/
meant that, even though he had life it was not his,
because he was transformed in Christ, and it was
divine more than human. He consequently asserts
that he does not live, but that Christ lives in him.
In accord with this likeness and transformation, we
can say that his life and Christ's were one life through
union of love. 3
5. The life of Christ in the soul Is the operation of the Holy
Spirit in which he capacitates it for breathing the very
splratlon of love that the Father breathes in the Son and the





Holy Spirit Himself, "who in the Father and the Son breathes
to her /"the soul_7 in this transformation In order to unite
her to Himself."* Such is the fulfillment of Christ's high
priestly prayer when he said:
Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which
shall believe on me through their word; That they all
may be one; as thou. Father, art in me, and I in thee,
that they also may be one in us: that the world may
believe that thou hast sent me. And the glory which
thou gavest me 1 have given them; that they may be
one, even as we are one: I in them, and thou in me,
that they may be made perfect in one; and that the
world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved
them, as thou hast loved me. 2
The Father loves them by communicating to them the
same love He communicates to the Son, though not
naturally as to the Son, but, as we said, through union
and transformation of love. It should not be thought
that the Son desires here to ask the Father that the
saints be one with Him essentially and naturally as
the Son is with the Father, but that they may be so
through the union of love, just as the Father and the
Son are one in essential purity of love. 3
6. Not only does the union experience become the very life of
Christ in the soul through its mutual participation with God in
the spiration of Love, but it also means that, to a degree
limited by the soul's present embodiment, it is given to possess
!Ibid., 39, Hi. 2John 17:20-23.
^Canticle, 39, v.
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the same goods by this participation that the Son possesses
by nature. 1 "As a result they £fcho souls in such possessionJ
are truly god® by participation, equals, and companions of
God. "2
7. The total perfection of the transforming experience into
union with God awaits the "tearing of the third veil" which
is the soul's translation into the next life of beatific vision
and ontological fulfillment in God. Accordingly, the reciprocity
*The same goods: esos mlsroos bienes {Canticle 39, vi).
Peers translates bicnea as "blessings." The word is difficult to
synonymies in this context because of its general nature in Spanish and
because it is frequently associated with material things such as real
estate, securities, etc. John probably chose the word selectively in
this case to leave the idea general rather than specific. Fr. Luis de
San Jose gives grounds for avoiding any definition of these "goods" by
classifying the passage with the bienes celestlales (heavenly goods).
Coacordancias de las Obras y Escritoa del Doctor de la Iglsaia San
Juan de la Cruz (Burgos: Tipografia de "El Mont© Carmeio, " 1948),
p. 153. Actually the context does clarify the matter to a degree, since
the "goods" are those which can correspond only to the divine nature
and which capacitate the soul to co-labor with God in the execution of
the "work of the Most Blessed Trinity. " (Canticle, 39, vi). A paren¬
thetical explanation in the Flame also leaves the matter in the vagueness
of God's nature. "A reciprocal love is thus actually formed between
God and the soul, like the marriage union and surrender, in which the
goods of both (the divine essence which each possesses freely by reason
of the voluntary surrender between them) are possessed by both to¬
gether. " (Flame, 3, Ixxixjb
2Cantlcle. 39, vi.
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of "divine love, " * "divine spiration, and "divine goods"3
between God and the soul is but a "foretaste and noticeable
trace"4 of the future heavenly union while yet in this life,
but "in the neat life this will continue unintermittently in perfect
fruition.
The Cognitive Elements of Divine Union
Still another significant aspect involved in the nature of the
unitive experience Is the loving knowledge which God communicates in
the divine-human participation in each other. The will of man is
divinely transformed into complete conformity with the will of God, ami
thus the volitional union of the soul and God is effected. But what of
the intellect? Is It left purged and set aside in emptiness, or is there
an epistemologlcal phase of divine union which is a part of the essence
of the experience?
The Mode of Cognitive Infusion. To answer these questions,
an analysis of John's teaching regarding God's method of communicating





His kind of knowledge into the human experience will denote the role
of the intellect, the Word, and the Spirit, and the relation of divine
knowledge to the substance of the experience Itself.
The manner In which God communicates Himself to the con¬
templative has been discussed previously as a part of the contemplation
process toward divine union. The term that John consistently uses to
refer to this loving communication by God is toques, or "divine touches."
These supernatural awarenesses of God are not "felt" or "tasted"
directly through the intellect, and much less are they apprehended
through the corporal or spiritual sensorial faculties. * They are not
visions or lights, or phantasies In the imagination, but are experiences
of "supreme knowledge of God" which "are not applied immediately to the
intellect but to the will" and "the substance of the soul. "® In other
words, the nature of the knowledge determines the mode of its reception,
and since these toques are received passively in the soul, it follows that
God sovereignly communicates the knowledge of Himself to the intellect
by way of the will, because the will is man's faculty of volitional love,
and it is precisely Himself as Divine Love and Light which God
^Canticle 7, iv. Dicken significantly relates this mode of
knowledge reception to intuition. Dicken, op. cit., p. 371.
scent H. 32, ill.
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communicates. "This sublime knowledge can be received only by a
person who has arrived at union with God, for it is itself that loving
union."1
This supernatural infusion of divine knowledge is not to be
confused with the light of natural reason, but it is, Instead, a sovereign
work of God whereby He "illumines the soul with the ray of His divine
light. "2 The means whereby He effects this illumination of the human
intellect is faith, which John of the Cross defines as "a certain and
obscure habit of the soul" because it brings man to believe "divinely
revealed truths which transcend every natural light and infinitely ex¬
ceed all human understanding. "3 By means of this faith, the believer
is able to "penetrate into the deep things of God"4 and "remove every¬
thing in the intellect and the senses" which is of human attainment. 3
The less a soul works In its own abilities, the more securely it pro¬
ceeds toward cognitive union with God because its progress in faith is
greater. ^ Accordingly, then, the light of man's natural knowledge does
not and cannot show him the object of faith, aince God la unproportioned
hbid., H, 26, v. 2lbld., H, 2, I.
3Ascent II, 3, I. 4Ibid., H, 1, I,
5Xbid., XX, X, U. 6Ibid., n, t, iii.
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to natural reason and the ordinary senses. ' The light of faith "nul¬
lifies, "2 "suppresses,"overwhelms,"4 "darkens,"5 and "eclipses"^
the light of natural reason, and "if this light is not darkened, the
knowledge of faith is lost. "7 "Si aon credlderitis, non intelligetis. "8
From these passages, it is clear that John of the Cross regards
faith as the only means of man's cognitive union with God. They in*
dicafce, too, the utter impossibility of confusing divinely infused
knowledge with any typo of knowledge acquired through the natural
light of reason. A radical transformation in man's entire mode of
thinking is required for God's "loving knowledge" to enter the Intellect
and this transformation "is something that falls beyond the reach of
the senses and of human capability," for it is "above nature" in its
effects and content. 9 However, whenever God gives His supernatural
communications by means of a cognitive union with man, the recipient
must live "as though denuded of them and in darkness. Like a blixad
man, he must lean on dark faith, accept it for his guide and light, and
*Ibid., n, 3, ill. 2Ibtd., H, 3, iv.
2Ibid., H, 3, i. 4hoc, cit.
5 lb id., IX, I, i. 6lbid., H, 3, i.
7Ibid., H, 3, iv. 8hoc. cit. (Isaiah 7:9).
9Ibid., U, 4, 11.
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rest on nothing of what he understands* tastes* feels* or imagines*"1
for* however impressive one's knowledge or feeling of God may he*
j
"it will have no resemblance to God," since the most that man can
experience of God in this life is "infinitely distant from God and the
pure possession of Him. 1,3 The sign that assures the believer that the
soul is ready to be occupied with God's "loving knowledge" is when the
intellect is "abstracted from any particular* temporal or spiritual
knowledge" and is "unwilling to think of either* "4 The experience of
this supernatural knowledge in the soui is the awareness of a light which
C
is both loving and purging in its effects.
The Nature and ■ Effects of Cognitive Union. At the heart of this
knowledge is the dynamic of God's transforming love, for "it consists
in a certain touch of the divinity produced in the until* and thus it is God
Himself who is experienced and tasted there. John further clarifies
the matter by naming the Word, (Logos) the Son of God, as the Com¬
municator and Content of the knowledge that comes through union with
*Loc. cit, 2Ibid. * B* 4, ill.
3Ibid. * IX* 4, lv. 4Ibjd. * IX, 14* xiv.
sFlame 2, ii. & Ascent U* 26, v, and Canticle 3C,vU.
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God. * The Sen reveals to the sou! "sweet mysteries of His Incarnation
and of the ways of the Redemption of mankind, which is one of the
loftiest of His works, and thus more delightful to the sou!. "2 He also
shares the sublime and deep mysteries of:
. . . God's wisdom In Christ, in the hypostatic union of
the human nature with the divine Word, and in the cor¬
responding union of men with God, and the mystery of
the harmony between God's justice and mercy with respect
to the manifestations of His judgments in the salvation of
the human race. 3
Thus the content of the knowledge that the Son i nparts la none
other than Himself." It is the "wisdom and beauty" of Christlikeness
which is begun in the transformation of the soul in this life, and which
is brought to complete fruition in the next life to such an extent that
the beauty of the Son will be possessed by the soul, and the Son, too,
will be able to see His own beauty in the soul and b© glorified in it. 3
But,
. . . however much the soul hides herself, she will never
in this mortal life attain to so perfect a knowledge of these







if like Moaee she hides herself in the cleft of the rock
On real imitation of the perfect life of the Son of God,
her Bridegroom), she will merit that, while God protects
her with Hie right hand, He will show her Hie shoulders
(Ex, 33:22-23), that is, He will bring her to the high
perfection of union with the Son of God, her Spouse, and
transformation in Him through love. *
It is here in the context of the cognitive union between God
and man that John of the Cross places such great stress upon the divine
communication to the intellect as the soul's participation in the supra-
rational (but not extra-rational) Light of eternal wisdom. One of the
most dominant symbols in his theology is the figure of Light as both
the content and effect of union with God. Thus he emphasizes the
purging effect of the light from above as it strikes the soul, and he also
points out the illuminating content that is felt. "The light is never
lacking in the soul, " due to man's natural relation with God, but be¬
cause of "creaturely forms and veils weighing upon it and covering
it, "3 the light is never comprehended. If the impediments and veils
are eliminated through contemplation, and, if the soul lives in "pure
nakedness and poverty of spirit," it will then be transformed immediately
into the simple and pure 7/iadorn the Son of God. Thus, as confidence
hbid., 1, x.
2A scent H, 15, iv.
3Loc. cit.
2S4
la natural reason la substituted by faith in God, and as all previously
acquired ideas and concepts of God are rendered dormant and impotent,
the divine communications of God "are naturally and supernaturally
Infused, since there can be no void in nature." *
As la noted above, this cognitive infusion produces two princi¬
pal effects in the 30ui: "it prepares the soul for the union with God
through love by: (1) purging it and (2) illumining it."2 This is John's
"dark night of the soul, " and though the expression appeai-s paradoxical,
it ia his manner of teaching both the transcendence of divine wisdom
which exceeds the capacity of the soul to contain it, and the baseness
and impurity of the soul to receive it. Here he quotes Aristotle as
saying; i!. . . the clearer and more obvious divine things are in them¬
selves, the darker and more hidden they are to the soul naturally."3
Thus, the more one looks at the sun, the more he U blinded by the ex¬
tremes of light, and at the same time, it gives man his energized life.
. . . even though this happy night darkens the spirit, it does
so only to impart light concerning all things# and even though
it humbles a person and reveals his miseries, it does so otfy
to exalt him; and even though it impoverishes and empties him
*Loc. cit.
2Niffht li, 5. i.
3ibid., II, 5, ill.
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of all possessions and natural affection* it does so only
that he may reach out divinely to the enjoyment of all
earthly and heavenly thing®, ./ith a general freedom of
spirit in them all.
The radical nature of the divine light* a effect in the soul Is d©»
scribed by John as a "renovation" which divinizes the intellect, will,
and memory. 2 He summarizes this as a work of God on earth which is
like the "loving wisdom that purges and illumine® the blessed spirits"
in the life to come. 3
One of the distinctive elements in John's concept of mystical
revelation is the unity he sees in God's light and God's love. These two
elements are inseparable in his concept of divine union, and thus he is
forced to speak continually of "the Science of love." "the loving wisdom."
or "the wisdom of love" rather than using nature mysticism's more
sterile phraseology. In this sense. God's communications to the soul
both "illumine and enamour" it as they elevate man's thinking "step by
4
step unto God." This give® a more ontological nature to John's con¬
cept of light, for his three principal symbols for God are Life, Light,
1Ibid.. B, 9, i.
2lbid., XL 13. xi.
3Ibid., n, 5. i.
4lbid., II, 17 and 18.
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and Love, the latter of which is the very essence of the Trinity. God
is love, and He manifests Himself in life-giving love and light, for by
infused contemplation "God In one act is communicating light and love
together, which is loving supernatural knowledge. " * "Love is present
in the will In the manner that knowledge i$ present in the intellect.
Divine union is thus a cognitive and volitional union of the human soul
•with the Logos.
!. iiiiiiMm hi
In the cognitive union man's knowledge which he rationally ac¬
quired through his knowledge of sciences In not destroyed, but is brought
to perfection even though In comparison to the "loving wisdom of God"
this natural know!ege is ignorance. "The natural sciences themselves
and even the works of God, when set beside what it is to know God, are
like ignorance for where God is unknown, nothing Is known. " The
supernatural Infusion of divine light causes an unknowing in the Intellect
with regard to naturally acquired knowledge, but this does not mean that
because the soul remains in this state that It loses all former knowledge
received seasorlly or discursively.
These latter "habits are perfected by the more perfect
habit of supernatural knowledge infused in her. Yet these




habits do not reign in such a way that the soul must use
them in order to know; though at ti <ee it may still use
them, as this supernatural knowledge does not impede
their use. For in this union with divine wisdom these
habits are joined to the superior wisdom of God. When
a faint light is mingled with a bright one* the bright one
prevails and is that which illumines. Yet the faint light
is not lost* but rather perfected* even though it is not
the light which illumines principally.
Such* 1 believe* will be the case in heaven. The habits
of the acquired knowledge of the just will not be supplanted,
but they will not be of great benefit either* since the just
will have more knowledge through the divine wisdom than
through these habits. i
The pathway to cognitive union with God* then* is faith and
faith alone* for "the intellect cannot understand the nature of God*"
and "must journey in submission to Him (faith) rather than by under¬
standing, and thus it advances by not understanding. " In daily practice*
this means that the mind should "avoid busying itself with particular
2
knowledge" since it cannot reach God through this means.
But union with God is more than intellectual union* and more
than volitional union. It is the very substance of God touching the sub¬
stance of the soul* and the ontological aspects of the divine light and
love in man's soul require a separate consideration.




The Qatological Elements of Divine Union
As a final step in the consideration of the nature of the unitivo
experience as taught by John of the Cross* the ontologicai elements of
this union require thorough consideration. The moral and volitional
aspects have been noted above* and the cognitive and operational ele¬
ments have also received attention* but the extent to which the union is
a union of God's Being with man's being is theologically significant also.
The dangers for John of the Cross at this juncture are serious*
for on the one hand his theology is easily suspect of deifying human
nature* and on the other hand he can also be accused of losing human
nature by divine absorption. That John teaches a kind of deification of
man cannot be denied* and that he frequently employs the term
absorption when referring to man's soul is equally factual. No analysis
of his works can be complete without a critical assessment of his
teachings in this regard.
The Mystical Doctor appears to be conscious of the serious
dangers involved, and actually inserts statements in his writings to
protect himself from the charge of deificationism and absorptionism.
Some of these precautionary statements have been alluded to previously
in this study where the analysis was made of the limitations relative to
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the supernatural transformation that takes place in man as a part of
the divine union experience. But the problem extends over the whole
gamut of John's theology, due to his persistent emphasis on the ex¬
perience of God out of His very Being. The Saint knows of no knowledge
or awareness of God which is not fully ontoiogical in content and fully
divine in essence. His experience of the Light of God (cognitive union)
and the Love of God (moral and volitional union) is an experience of the
very Life and Being of God (i. e., ontoiogical union). Thus the danger
of deification and divine absorption is an ever-present factor in John's
elucidation of divine-human union.
References Felating to Deification and Absorption. Hie passages
In John's writings which refer to deification and absorption may be
divided into two general classifications!—those which explicitly teach a
kind of soul divinissation and absorption, and those which John specifi¬
cally includes to refute the heresy of any substantial loss in man's
creatorely nature. Since the Saint clearly teaches against the idea of a
union of substances between God and man# these references will be noted
first, and others will be analysed subsequently In the light of these.
Passages in which John emphasises the irrevocable distinction
between God's essence and man's are too numerous to all be Included at
this point, but representative statements by John will be noted and their
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context indicated. For exampie, in the early part of The Ascent the
Carmelite Saint states that although the soul becomes God by partici¬
pation* "yet truly* its being (su ser) even though transformed Is
naturally distinct from God* a Bein#. . . . "* The practical illustration
which John uses to illucidate this idea is the analogy of the ray of sun*
light which passes through a window. Thus* just as the glass appears
to be transformed into a shaft of sunlight* and indeed it is this by
participation* it nonetheless "has an existence distinct from the ray.
Actually* this simple and mundane comparison is frequently
referred to by John as illustrative of the substantial interpenetration
which takes place in divine union. For him* the sunlight absorbs all of
the glass that is clean* and the glass is wholly transformed into an
object of great light to the degree that it becomes fully suffused with the
sun's rays. The light participates in the nature of the window* and the
window* in a sense* participates in the substance of the light. But the
point that John is emphasizing here is that the glass never becomes sun*
light* and the sunlight never reverts to glass in their essences* although
in fact they appear to be in perfect union.
1Ascent U* 5, vli {author's underlining).
2Loc. cit. (author's underlining).
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In the spiritual marriage analogy John again stresses that
the union of the soul and Christ is so great that "even though they differ
in substance, in glory and appearance the soul oaoma to bo God and God
seems to be the soul."J Thus the inner faculties of the soul, the intel¬
lect. the memory, the will, the affections, the appetites, etc., are,
to ail appearances, deified in their purpose and operations, but the
inner substancea of God and the soul remain distinct, for one is the
Sternal Creator and the other is the creature. The Bridegroom is
always the Bridegroom by nature, and the bride is always the bride by
her nature. They do not exchange natures, nor does one absorb the
other. They do share a reciprocal love, and their cognitive union, and
volitional union Is a reality but they do not cease to be what they sure
and who they are.
In one of the most significant explanatory passages where John
of the Cross elucidates his concept of the soul becoming divine, he in¬
serts the usual precaution against any tendency to interpret hie teaching
as a substantial deification of man in the divine union experience. Thus
in commenting on Jesus' prayer in St. John's Gospel^ he says;
It should not be thought that the Son desires here to ask the
Father that the saints be one with Him essentially and
*Canticle 31, I (author's underlining).
2Joha 17. Cf. Canticle 39. v.
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naturally as the Son is with the Father, but that they may
be so through the union of love just as fee Father and the
Son are one in essential unity of love. '
The importance of this precaution by John is seen in the dis¬
tinction it reveals in his own thinking between Christ's natural deity
and man's participatory deity. The deity of the Son is natural in that
He is eternally begotten by the Father, and His essence is therefore
identical with that of the Father in that both are God. But with man's
divine sonship, the matter is different, for he receives his divine
nature not naturally but supernaturally by spiritual participation in the
deity of the Trinity. He participates in the very Substance of God by
means of the elevafcive and penetrative work of the Spirit, but, tike fee
Son who retained His deity white becoming Son of Man, man does not
lose his humanity while being made a son of God. John admits feat
"no knowledge or power can describe how this happens, unless by ex¬
plaining how the Son of God attained and merited such a high state for
us, the power to he sons of God, as St. John says. CJohn 1:12J,
The final precautionary reference which can be included here,
though there are many more, is one from the almost ecstatic vocabulary
*Loe. clt. (author's underlining).
^Canticle 39, v (author's underlining).
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of the Living Flame where John seems to be writing while in the very
experience of union with God's Being. Accordingly he says:
. . . the intellect of this oul is God's intellect; its will
is God's wilt; its memory is the memory of God; and its
delight is God's delight; and although the substance of this
soul is not the substance of God, sines? it cannot undergo
a substantial conversion into Him, it has become God
through participation in God, being united to and absorbed
in Him* as it is in this state. *
Here again the language of John is emphatic and absolute.
Man's soul "cannot undergo a substantial conversion" in God, but the
deification or divine sonship which actually is effected in man is made
possible through "participation," "union," and "absorption" in God and
not by any divinization of man's humanity whereby his creatureliness
is lost in the sea of God's deity or whereby his human nature is over¬
powered and replaced by the divine.
The Scripture passage which John cites in support of this con¬
cept is St. Paul's statement: "i live, now not 1, but Christ lives in
me. The Apostle is not teaching deification in the sense of loss of
identity as the soul participates in Christ's life and Christ participates
in his, but he is testifying to a union with God which is dynamically
*
Flame 2, axxiv (author's underlining).
^Galafcians 2:20, cf. Flame 2, xxxiv.
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experienced riser© than being just a forensic or platonic relationship.
It is an infused deification modeled after the likeness of the Son* but
without destroying any of the uniqueness and distinctiveness which is
man's by his creaturely nature.
Other details of John's doctrine of deification will be noted
subsequently, but it now is important that the very references in his
writings which teach this idea be ex&mirsed and analysed carefully to
ascertain whether or not John does indeed lapse into a form of deifl-
cationism which is sub-Christian or even anti-Christian.
The passages in John's writings which explicitly refer to the
divinization of the soul and to the absorption of it la the Godhead are
many, and, in order to ascertain the ontologlcul extent of divine union
according to John, it is necessary to note and exeget© the principal
usages he makes of these terms. The references are found almost
wholly in The Canticle and The Livin„ Flame, since these two works
deal more with the unitive experience itself, whereas The Ascent and
Dark Nigld are restricted primarily to a discussion of the prioi* pur¬
gations and contemplation which are necessary for experiencing union
with God.
In noting the culmiaative results of the divine cleansing and
curing that God effects in the soul during contemplation it is worthwhile
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to observe again the radical change which John says takes place:
Tills renovation is: an. illumination oi the human intellect
with supernatural light so that it becomes divine* united with
the divine; an informing of the will with love of God so that
it is no longer less than divine and loves in no other way than
divinely* united and made one with the divine will and love;
and also a divine conversion and change of the memory* the
affections, and the appetites according to God. And thus this
soul will be a soul of heaven, heavenly and more divine than
human.
As an isolated statement which, on the surface, appears to
teach deification of the soul, this passage is illustrative since the
language John uses is clear and the terms unambiguous. The statement
does not, however, make any reference to the substance of the soul as
such, but, instead, the deifying elements are applied only to man's
psychic and sensory faculties: the intellect, the will, the memory, the
affections, and the appetites. This is at least psychologically significant,
since it will be remembered that John of the Crocs makoo a distinction
in his writings between the inner essence or substance of the soul and
its outer faculties. God dwells substantially in all souls, but it is
clearly apparent that sensory and psychic faculties of man are not
controlled by this creation presence of God, However, once the divine
process of infused contemplation is begun in the soul, the divine exercise
of the faculties is also commenced.
*Night H, 13, xi.
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Another of the most striking passages where John appears to
teach deification is the single instance when he uses the word detform
to describe the soul's union with God in His triune nature. The exten¬
sive context which precedes and follows this reference is basic for an
understanding of what John means by the soul becoming God.
Xn the transformation which the soul possesses in this
life* the same spiration passes from God to the soul and
from the soul to God with notable frequency and blissful
love# although not in the open and manifest degree proper
to the next life. Such I believe was St. Paul's meaning
when he said: Since you are sons of God# God sent the
Spirit of His Son into your hearts# calling to the Father.
'ifGal. 4:0 This is true of the Blessed in the next life
and of the perfect in this life according to the ways de¬
scribed.
One should not think it impossible that the soul be capable
of so sublime an activity as this breathing in God, through
participation as God breathes in her. For# granted that God
favors her by union with the Most Blessed Trinity, in which
she becomes deiform /7se hace deiformej and God through
participation# how could it be incredible that she also under¬
stand, know# and love—or better than this be done in her—in
the Trinity, together with it, as does the Trinity itself! Yet
God accomplishes this in the soul through communication and
participation. This is transformation in the three Persons in
power and wisdom and love# and thus the soul is like God
through this transformation. He created her in His image and
likeness that she might attain such resemblance.
No knowledge or power can describe how this happens,
unless by explaining how the Son of God attained and merited
such a high state for us, the power to be sons of God, as
St. John says. fJa. 1: iZj Thus the Son asked of the Father
in St. John's Gospel: Father, X desire that where X am those
You have given Me may also be with Me, that they may see
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the clarity You have given Me, £"jn. 17:24J, that is, that
they may perform in us by participation in the same work
that I do by nature, that is, breathe the Holy Spirit. And He
adds: 1 do not ask. Father, only for these present, but for
those also who will believe in Me through their doctrine; that
all of them may be one as You, Father, in Me and I in You,
that thus they be on® as We are one, 1 in them and You in Me;
that they may be perfect in one; that the world may know that
You have sent Me and loved them as You have loved Mel ZTJn.
17:20-23^7 The Father' loves them by communicating1 to them
the same love He communicates to the Son, though not
naturally as to the Son, but, as we said, through union and
transformation of love. It should not be thought that the Son
desires here to ask the Father that the saints be one with
Him essentially and naturally as the Son is with the Father,
but that they may be so through the union of love, just as the
Father and the Son are one in essential unity of love.
Accordingly, souls possess the same goods by participation
that the Son possesses by nature. As a result they are truly
gods by participation, equals and companions of God. Where¬
fore St. Peter said: May grace and peace be accomplished and
perfect in you in the knowledge of God and of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, as all things of His divine power which pertain to life
and piety are given us through the knowledge of Him who called
us with His own glory and power, by Whom He has given us
very great and precious promises that by these we may be
made partakers of the divine nature. £2 Pt. 'l:2-5J7These
are words of St. Peter in which he clearly indicates that the
soul will participate in God Himself by performing in Him,
in company with Him, the work of the Most Blessed Trinity,
as we mentioned, because of the substantial union between the
soul and God. Although this participation will be perfectly
accomplished in the next life, still in this life when the soul
has reached the state of perfection, as has the soul we are here
discussing, ah© obtains a foretaste and noticeable trace of It




The language In these paragraphs sounds almost irreverent*
for to speak of human souls as being gods and to call them equals of
God is to press linguistic propriety beyond its reasonable limits. But
this is exactly what John wants to do. He wants to show that the onto®
logical experience of God goes beyond the expectations and logic of
reason* and it reveals to the "proficient" an optimum degree of theo¬
logical and empirical reality that is nascent in the Scriptures.
The pivotal word in the passage just cited is the term
"participation." Thus it is not through deification or absorption that
the soul becomes "deiform and God*" but it is through participation in
the deity of Christ as this is breathed in the soul by the Holy Spirit.
John's Spanish translation of St. Paul's statement in Galatians is ample
proof of this, 1 for by it he teaches that God's creaturely children (sons
of God) share in the Spirit of Christ and thus possess the degree of
divinity to call God "Father," as the only begotten Son does naturally.
John further verifies this idea of deification through unitive
participation by citing the high-priestly prayer of Christ in the Fourth
Gospel, where the natural Son intercedes to His Father in behalf of the
participatory sons, that they may have Christ in them and be loved of
*Galatians 4:6. See the Spanish to English translation on
Canticle 39, iv.
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the Father like the Son is loved of the Father. 1 In other words,
through the union oI love, the sons of God receive by transformation
and infusement the "goods" and love of God which the eternally generated
Son of God receives naturally. To repeat John1 s phrase from H Peter,
the sons of God are made "partakers of the divine nature" by sharing
in the "great and precious promises," and in this sense they are
"doiforme and God."
This participation in the divinity (i. e., Being} of God is both
present and future, realized and beatific as John indicates in the fol¬
lowing Juiviag Flame passages:
Having been made one with God, the soul is somehow God
through participation. Although it is not God as perfectly
as it will be in the next life, it is like the shadow of God.
Being the shadow of God through this substantial trans¬
formation, it performs in this measure in God and through
God what He through Himself does in it.
A reciprocal love is thus actually formed between God
and the soul, like the marriage union and surrender, in
which the goods of both (the divine essence which each
possesses freely by reason of the voluntary surrender
between them) are possessed by both together. They say
to each other what the Son of God spoke to the Father
through St. John: Omnia mea tua sunt et tua mea aunt et
clarification sum in eia (All my goods are yours and yours
*John 17:20-23. See the Spanish to English translation on
Canticle 39, v.
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are mine, and I am glorified in them). ZTJn. 17:1Q_7 In
the next life this will continue unintermittentiy in perfect
fruition, but in this state of union it occurs, although not
as perfectly as in the next, wh|n God produces in the soul
this act of the transformation.
The eschatological reciprocity is thus an eternal sharing or
participation in each other without ever ceasing to become what man
and God presently are in essence. God, in love, can give His deity to I
\
man without ceasing to be divine in Himself, and man, in reciprocal
divine love, can give back this deity to God without losing his creature*
hood. John is not teaching a deification of man whereby he gradually
leaves or otherwise disposes of his humanity. Instead he is teaching
the type of participatory deification which is involved in such Biblical
phrases as "sons of God, " "jomt-heirs with Christ, " "born of the
Spirit," "Christ liveth in me," and others.
The same idea is contained in John's use of the expression:
"the soul is absorbed in love and the divine life. By the term "ab¬
sorption" John is not teaching dissolution and loss of identity, but he
is emphasizing the degree of self-giving which God exercises in divine
union. He shares His Life and Love so freely and completely with man
*Flame 3, lxxviii f.
>
Ibid., 2, xxxv; 1, xxxv; Canticle 26, xiv, xvii, et al.
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that the soul is totally immersed or absorbed in Kim, but without losing
any of its creaturely nature. John uses absorption in the sense of a
cup of water that is absorbed by cotton or some other absorbent
material. The water does not lose its natural components and become
cotton, but it is surrounded and interpenetrated by the cotton and with¬
drawn from the cup. "The soul, then, is absorbed in divine life, with¬
drawn from its natural appetites and from all that is secular and
temporal. " * Furthermore, the terms absorption and immersion are
used interchangeably by John, for he can say that "... the divine sub¬
stance . . . absorbs the soul in itself with its divine flame. And in
that immersion of the soul in wisdom the Holy Spirit sets in motion the
glorious flickerings of His flame."2 Never does the Mystical Doctor
use the word absorber in tho oenoe of diuaolutlon, diffusion, or dispersal,
but always the term is found in the context of God's abundant love and
self-giving.
The Theological Basis for Ontologlcal Union. The above analy¬
sis, though brief, has been sufficient to indicate that John of the Cross
does indeed teach a doctrine of deification and absorption, but it is a
divinization activity of God which both establishes man a3 a son of God
* Flame 2, xxxv.
2lbid., 1, xvii.
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and yet maintains him as a creature of God. How are these two ap¬
parently antithetical ideas brought together by John without losing
man's identity and humanity on the one hand or without leaving him
3oXely in his creatoreliness on the other? The answer is found in
John's doctrine of ontological adoption which he calls "participation in
God," and which in fact is the essence of the divine union experience
itself.
The three principal theological bases for ontological adoption
as taught by John are: (i) the unitive and ontological relations main¬
tained within the Godhead; (2) the permanent nature of Christ's hypo¬
static union with humanity; and (3) the sovereign and graded o inclusion
of man in the divine nature. A complete exposition of these concepts
would be a study occupying several volumes, so, of necessity, only
summary statements can be made in the present context in order to get
at the heart of John's teaching on the nature of divino union with man.
In the first place it should be noted that the Mystical Doctor
builds his whole theological superstructure on the substructure of the
Holy Trinity. His Divine union idea would be only an exercise in human
psychology were this not so, or, just another treatise on pantheistic
absorptionism and essential deification. But John is careful to
recognize the substantial union which always exists between the Father
and the Son and which is eternally perfected in the procession of the
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Spirit. * Thus the three Fersons--Father, Son, and Holy Spirlt--
naturally share in each other's essence by their common possession
of the fullness of Deity and this intra-divin® union of the three Persons
of the Godhead forms the foundational step in John's ladder of divine-
2
human union through man's participation in the Trinity.
John also gives a significant place in his writings to the hypo¬
static union of Christ with human nature in the Incarnation. This union
forms the theological and ontological bridge in his doctrine between the
union of the three Persons in the Godhead and the union of These with
man. Thus he can speak of the ultimate mystery of Christ "in hypo¬
static union of the human nature with the divine Word, and in the cor-
%
responding union of men with God. . . . And he can describe both
these unions as an elevation of humanity into the Godhead without a loss
of essence on the man's side. Another aspect of the hypostatic union of
Christ which is indispensible for man's union with God is its permanence.
Thus, not only did the Divine Word take on mankind's nature as a part
Cf. Ascent II, 13, xi; 39, iii f.; 40, vii; Canticle 39, iii f.;
Flame 2, i; 3, ii; 3, lxxxii.
2




of His own nature, but even through death, resurrection, and ascension
He has remained both human and divine inseparably and unconfusedly.
It is in this sense that John speaks about man's glorious life in Christ
as it is experienced by the "touches" during contemplation and divine
union, for it is the permanently glorified humanity of Christ which is
experienced in these encounters, and not some manifestation of Christ
which is now lacking human nature.
The third basic unitive relationship which John expounds is
rooted in the other two. It is the adoptive or participatory union which
God effects in man in order to bring about his incorporation into the
humanity and deity of Christ without any dissolution of man's personal
identity. * The nature and effects of this adoptive union as John teaches
it merit separate consideration.
The Nature of Ontological Adoption. The noun "adoption" is
used here because it is a Biblical and theological term, and because it
is one of the words that John of the Cross uses in relation to man's
participation in God through Divine Union. The adjective "ontological"
is used to distinguish the idea from its forensic background, and to
denote the dynamic and vital aspects of adoption as it proceeds from
lcf- Canticle 38, 1} 37, iii f.; 14, x; 5, iii f.; 7, iii b vii,
et al.
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God's Being for the purpose of imparting divine sonship to man. In
John's doctrines of sonship and adoption, the inner substance of his
concept of divine union is to be found.
That man is made a son of God through being united to Christ
in faith is one of the principal teachings of St. Paul, the Apostle John,
and John of the Cross. But what does this mean ontologically and
empirically, particularly in the writings of the Mystical Doctor? How
is man made a son of God and in what sense does this make Mm divine,
and how is his sonship related to the eternal filiation of Christ? Putting
these questions to John of the Cross reveals a doctrine of adoption which
is the heart of his divine union experience.
In the first place, it is John's explicit teaching that the son-
ship which man receives from God consists of an impartation of God
Himself rather than merely an exalted title or filial position conferred
on him. The soul "is conscious that God is indeed its own and that it
possesses Him ... as His adopted son, through the grace of His gift
of Himself.1,1 Sonship, then, is not an.external, legal, or "logical"
deduction, but it is a supernatural rebirth and new life in which God
brings about an ontological change and process in man that makes him
'Flame 3, lxxviii.
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become progressively more like the eternally generated Son in essence.
Thus divine union in John's theology is the actual possession of deity
by the soul due to God's sheer grace in giving His very Being to man.
It is an ontological union of God with man, and it is a sharing (partici-
pacion) by man in the very Life of the glorified Christ, with the result
that everything which the Son possesses naturally is also possessed by
the adopted sons through union with Him.
But John does not teach that the sons of God through divine
union are so essentially divinized that they become additional persons
of the Godhead, even though there are references in John's works to
the soul's deification and absorption in God. His emphasis is also upon
the uniqueness and distinctiveness of Christ's Sonship and His relation
to the Father and Holy Spirit, and to man. Christ alone is the Son by
nature. He alone is the Son by essential union with the Godhead. But
he also is the Son of Man through hypostatic union with mankind, and
the union with God which is available to man is a "union of likeness, "
in that it is modeled after the similtude of the hypostatic union. *
Thus in referring to the perfect union of love between God and the soul,
John says:
^Canticle 39, v £.; 37, iii; Ascent II, 5, iii.
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This is the adoption of the sons of God, who will indeed
declare to God what the very Son said to the Eternal Father
through St. John: All my things are yours, and yours mine.
ZTJn. 17:10J He says this by essence, since Hs is the
natural Son of God, and we say it by participation, since
we are adopted sons. He declared this not only for Himself,
the Head, but for His whole mystical body, the Church,
which on the day of her triumph, when she sees God face
to face, will participate in the very beauty of the Bridegroom. *
When John wants to distinguish between the substantial union
of the soul with God through His Creative Activity and the adoptive
union whereby man becomes a son of God through re-creation, he uses
t
the expression "union of likeness. " (union de sernejanaa). Also, the
Scriptures he uses to explain this union and his exegesis of them denote
the ontological nature which John sees in the divine union experience.
He quotes John 1:17 and says:
This is what Ft. John meant when, he said: Qui non ex
sanguinibus, neque ex voluntate carnis, neque ex voluntate
viri, sed ex Deo nati sunt £~Jn. 1:13.7, which can be inter¬
preted: He gives power for becoming the children of God
(for being transformed in God) only to those who are born
not of blood (not of natural complexion and humors), nor
of the will of the flesh (the free will included in the natural
aptitude and capacity), nor even less of the will of man
(which includes every mode and manner by which the intel¬
lect judges and understands). To none of these has He
conferred the power of becoming the children of God: only
to those who are born of God (those who, in their rebirth
through grace and death to everything of the old man, rise
^Canticle 36, v.
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above themselves to the supernatural and receive from God
this rebirth and sonship which transcends everything
imaginable).
St. John affirms elsewhere: Nisi quia renatus fuerit ex
aqua et spiritu Sancto non potest vldere regnum Dei (He
who is not reborn in the Holy Spirit will be unable to see
the kingdom of God, which is the state of perfection). CJn»
3:3^7 To be reborn in the Holy Spirit during this life is to
become most like God in purity, without any mixture of
imperfection. Accordingly, pure transformation, can be
effected--although not essentially--through the participation
of union. *
The meaning of this for divine union is that by sharing (partici-
t
pacion) in the Son's natural and hypostatic sonship as Son of God and
.Son of Man, the soul can become a. son of God by supernatural trans¬
formation. This is a real sharing in the Life of the Eternal Son, and
it begins with an actual re-birth of man by the same Spirit which was
effective in the hypostatic union of Christ with human flesh, and it
continues as a spiritual growth whereby man receives greater com¬
munication of divine love. Thuo Joout* in the passage previously quoted,
can pray for the disciples' oneness with each other and with Him in
the work of God.
Father, 1 desire that where I am those You have given Me
may also be with Me, that they may see the clarity You
have given Me £~Jn. 17:24J7» that is, that they may perform
1 Ascent II, 5, v.
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in us fay participation the same work that I do by nature,
that is, breathe the Holy Spirit. And He adds: 1 do not
ask. Father, only for these present, but for those also who
will believe in Me through their doctrine; that all of_them
may be one as You, Father, in Me and 1 in You, that thus
they be one as We are one, 1 in them and You la Me; that
they may be perfect in one; that the world may know that
You have_s_ent Me and loved them as You have loved Me.
C 17:23-23J7 The Father loves them by communicating
to them the same love He communicates to the Son, though
not naturally as to the Son, but, as we said, through union
and transformation of love. It should not be thought that
the Son desires here to ask the Father that the saints be
one with Him essentially and naturally as the Son is with
the Father, but that they may be so through the union of
love, just as the Father and the Son are one in essential
unity of love.
Accordingly, souls possess the same goods by partici¬
pation that the Son possesses by nature. 1
The clear distinction is drawn by John between the "natural"
communication of love to the Eternal Son and the necessity for a super¬
natural communication of this same divine love to the sons by adoption.
What the only begotten. Son possesses by nature of His Eternal Union
with the father, the many adopted sons receive by a sharing in the
life of their Elder Brother through the Spirit. Since they are actually
sons by ontological adoption, they can truly cry "Abba, Father," for
2
"God sent the Spirit of His Son into their hearts" to make them sons.
^Canticle 3^, v f.
^Galatians 4:6. Cf. Canticle 39, iv.
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"He created he? [^the soul_7 in His image and likeness that she might
attain such a resemblance" as that which the Son has through Hypo¬
static Union and the three Persons of the Godhead have in their triune
relations. * The new adoptive union with God is one of spiritual gener¬
ation, and thus it is superior to the creation substantial union which
refers back to man's being "made" in the divine image, rather than
2
being partaker of the divine nature. In other words, the divine union
between God and man which John teaches is of an entirely different
order from that which exists because of man's creation relation with
God. Divine union for him is the real communication of Christ's son-
ship which results in an actual sharing in the union of love within the
Holy Trinity.
It is in this sense, then, that J-hn of the Gross speaks of man
as being deified. It is a union of the divine and human natures within
man's creatureiy existence which in no way de-humanizes man or takes
away his individuality. It is a union in the similitude or likeness of
Christ's hypostatic union with man, but man's union with God is only
modeled after Christ's union. It is an adoptive union whereby man,
through infused faith, is taken up into the divine nature and given
*Lc-c. cit.
2II Peter 1:2-5. Cf. Canticle 39, vi.
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sonship through an actual participation in Christ's life. This elevation
into the divine nature is possible only because of the adoptive union of
man with Christ and the hypostatic union of the Son's human nature
with His divine essence which He shares naturally with the Godhead.
In this way, John speaks of man as becoming God--by being united
with God by God and thereby becoming a son of God and actually
sharing in what God is. But the Mystical Doctor is also careful to
distinguish that though divine union gives man the divine nature, it
does not make him who God is, for the bride is to be eternally the
adoring bride, and the Bridegroom is eternally the natural Son. Never
does John imply that there is any loss of identity between the Bride
and Bridegroom. Thus, even though "the intellect of the soul is
God's intellect; its will is God's will; its memory is the memory of
God; and its delight is God's delight, the substance of this soul "is
not the substance of God since it cannot undergo a substantial con¬
version into Him.
The Effects of Ontological Union. John expounds the effects
of the ontological aspects of divine union in such great detail that they
cannot all be analyzed in this study, but two of them require special
attention.
1Flame 2, xxxiv. ^Loc. cit.
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One of these has already been alluded to, but Us significance
demands brief consideration again. It is the effect of God's Being
upon man's faculties and operations. Oatologica! union not only makes
man a "new creature in Christ Jesus," but, according to John of the
Cross, it revolutionizes his thinking {the intellect), his affections and
joys (the will), and his concept of time (the memory). It gives him
the divine nature, and the consequences of this are the dynamic
changes which result in all the "movements, operations, and incli¬
nations of the soul.1,1
But one of these changes requires particular note, for it is
frequently not understood, or is neglected by John's interpreters. It
is the effect of divine union upon man's memory. What the Mystical
Doctor is teaching in this respect is not the gift of amnesia but the
gift to transcend the restrictive elements of created time and to ex¬
perience something of the divine timelessnesa. ". . . the memory,
which by itself perceived only the figures and phantasms of creatures,
is changed through this union so as to have in its mind the eternal
years mentioned by David. £Ps. 76:6 In other words, the im-




Cross experienced it, made possible a piercing of the mind through
time into eternity, the mode of God* e existence. Thus when John
speaks of forgetfulness in regard to the unitive experience he does not
mean that the soul's memory becomes blank, but that it transiently
transcends (as do the intellect and will, also) its creaturely limitations
and thereby is not conscious of time and the pressures of its ir¬
revocable nature. With his memory thus transformed, John does not
forget his name, the multiplication table, or the Carmelite rule, but
he seemingly forgets them, for his memory is elevated by God's
nature and transcends the mundane, the trivia, and the successive
routine of man's present ©Jcictcnce as It is imprisoned and compressed
in time. But, upon sharing in the divine Essence, Man is privileged
to share also in God's eternity and, as Jihn describes it, the reality
of this is felt in the soul's memory faculty, *
Man's intellect experiences blinding Light as the divine nature
is Imparted. His will delights In overwhelming Love. And his
memory tastes Eternity. The effects, then, of ontological adoption
are eschatological in nature, and though they are "realized" transiently
in man's present existence, their fulfillment and perfection awaits the
2
soul's departure from the body.
Ascent III, 14, i ff. 2Canticle 39, vi.
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The other effect of God's iropartation of Himself through union
with man is the corporate result of this ontological adoption. John's
interpretation of the Christ's High-Priestly prayer is significant here:
This is the adoption of the sons of God* who will indeed
declare to God what the very Son said to the Eternal Father
through St. John: All my things are yours and yours mine.
£TJn. 17:10J He says this by essence# since He is the natural
Son of God, and we say it by participation# since we are
adopted sons. He declared this not only for Himself# the
Head, but for His whole mystical body# the Church. 1
In this summary statement, John indicates the ontological
basis for the church as the Body of Christ. All that is Christ's is
possessed by the Church collectively, just as it is possessed in¬
dividually by each soul. By this John means that the divine union
experience is not an isolated encounter of a soul with God, but it is
a corporate experience which results in deification of the Church as
Christ's body. In fact, the marriage terminology in his writing© can
be interpreted corporately to mean that the bride is the Church with
Christ as the Head.
Of course the same precautions regarding misinterpretations
of John's concept of deification must be applied to his ecclesiology at
this point, for he is never de-humanizing the Church. He only super-
naturalizes it with the fact of the communication of God's nature to it.
*Ibid., 36, v.
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It is thus the "Body of Christ" in the real and ontological sense,
rather than being just a metaphor or symbol of this reality. In this
manner the teaching of John regarding man's incorporation or
adoption into Christ is analogous to the Church's participation and
operations in the Son as his Bride and Body, Also, the unity within
the Church for which Christ prays in John 17 is not baaed on organi¬
sational conformity nor even on operational union, but it is grounded
in the unity the Father has with the Son and the corporate participation
of the Church in the divine Love, Light, and Life which is available to
all members from Him who is their Head.
Thus the effects of God's self-unpartation to the soul are
personal and corporate, ontological, and operational, presently fore¬
tasted and eschatologic&Uy perfected. They are this way because the
adoptive union is a work of God.
Ill* The Means of Divine Union
The means for effecting divine union are adequately clear in
the theology of John of the Cross. He reiterates them in each of his
major works in order that any of his readers not possessing the
complete theological tsrilogy would nevertheless know the proximate
and proportionate means for realizing the divine-human union.
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Basically the modal formula for experiencing the trans¬
formation into God's love which John teaches includes the following
elements: (1) active and passive purgation and illumination of the
sensitive and spiritual faculties of the soul, (2) the habit of infused
contemplation in the soul's passive receptivity, (3) the dynamic effects
of faith, hope, and love, and (4) God's sovereign grace. In each of
these God is the Agent and man is the receiver. The purgation
processes are essentially taken for granted by John when he reaches
the unitive stage in his theology. The various aspects of his doctrine
of contemplation have previously been noted in this study, and will
not be presented again in the present context. But the interrelation
and particular functions of the so-called "theological virtues,
faith, hope, and love, have not been sufficiently analyzed thus far in
their role as proximate means for effecting the transformation of the
soul's union with God. Also, the immediate activity of God in the
union experience requires further elucidation in order to place in
proper perspective the self-communiuating love of God and His
sovereignty in gr. < s.
The Inter-Relation of the Theological Virtues
To study any one of the modal virtues In John's theology in
isolation from the others is to see only a portion of its significance
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and function in the unitive process. The triple virtues of faith, hope,
and love must be mutually overlaid to see them in their proper san-
juanist perspective, for to John they are essentially the three sides of
the same operational and essential grace of God. Accordingly, then,
though they deal primarily with distinctive faculties of the soul, they
nonetheless are a unity in their divine-human relations. Their dis¬
tinctiveness Is apparent in the process toward union, but their unity
is seen in their convergence at the union experience where they con¬
summate it and maintain it appositively.
Operational Inter-Relation. There are a multitude of pas¬
sages in John of the Cross to denote the operational unity and
functional distinctions of the three virtues. Faith is related to the
intellect, hope to the memory, and love to the will in the process of
purging these faculties of everything inhibiting union with God.
Simultaneously they effect the neceooary purification and divine infilling
which results in the union experience itself. Thus,
... in order to journey to God the intellect must be
perfected in i a darkness of faith, the memory in the
emptiness o£ hope, and the will in the nakedness and
absence of e\ory affection.
As a result, the necessity of the soul's journey
through this dark night with the support of these three
virtues will be manifest. They darken and empty it
of all things that its advancement along this spiritual
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road may be more secure. As we said, the soul is not
united with God in this life through understanding, nor
through enjoyment, nor through imagination, nor through
any other sense; but only faith, hope and charity (ac¬
cording to the intellect, memory, and will) can unite the
soul with God in this life.
These virtues, as we said, void the faculties: Faith
causes darkness and a void of understanding in the intel¬
lect, hope begets an emptiness of possessions In the
memory, and charity produces the nakedness and
emptiness of affection and joy in all that is not God. 1
The relation between the operations of faith and love is parti¬
cularly well illustrated by John in an analogy he makes of guides
leading the blind:
Faith and love are like the blind man's guides. They
will lead you along a path unknown to you, to the place
where God is hidden. Faith, the secret we mentioned,
is comparable to the feet by which one journeys to God,
and love is like one's guide. ^
By faith, then, one follows the way to union with God, and by
love one experiences it. Faith helps man to see himself, but love
helps him to forget self. In faith man "sees" God by hearing, where¬
as in love he becomes one with God by surrender. Faith and love
operate side by side in John's doctrine, just as the intellect and will
function correlatively in the soul. Without faith there can be no love,
*Ascent, II, 6, i, ii.
"Canticle, 1, xi.
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and, consequently* no divine union. Likewise without love, mountain-
removing faith is of no avail. Tailh, ho^e and love are all indispensable
means for divine union.
Substantial Inter »Relations. But the interrelations of the
theological virtues goes deeper than the operational unity they effect.
They are each divinely given gifts, and their intensity increases in
exact proportion to the purity of the soul and the sovereign grace of
God. Thus "the more one desires darkness and annihilation of himself
. . . the greater will be the infusion of faith and consequently of love
and hope, since these three theological virtues increase together. " *
Joan employs a metaphor from daily life to illustrate the
substantial interrelations of the three unifying virtues. He portrays
the soul as a bride coming toward Christ, the Spouse, dressed in
clothing which both signifies its affection for Christ and its defense
against adversaries. Accordingly, the soul appears clothed in a
white inner tunic, and green coat of mail, and a red toga. These
colors correspond respectively to: parity of faith, life of hope, and
the beauty of love. Aim, then, is the inner virtue that envelops and
clothes the soul with divine knowledge, while love is the outer garment
*Ascent, II, 24, viii.
%ight, U. 21, i-xii.
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of divine affection which makes the sou! attractive before the Lotos
a
Son. Between them is the livery of hope which is directed to God,
since it is like a 'Visor" on. the soul that allows vision only toward
heavenly things. John's conclusion is that the substantial covering
given the soul by all three of these virtues is indispensable if one
desires to arrive at perfect union with God, for
Without walking sincerely in the garb of these three
virtues it is impossible to reach perfect union with
God through love. This garb and disguise worn by
the soul was very necessary that it reach its goal,
•which was this loving and delightful union with its
Beloved. It was a great grace that the soul put on
this vesture and persevered in it until attaining its
end or goal.
Hope in John's theology is related more to the cachatological
elements of union, while faith and love are shown to be integral means
wheruuy divine union is effected and maintained. This is because the
Myeucal Doctor relates the faculty of memory to the epiphanal glory
of Christ in the next life, whereas faith and love are correlatives
respectively of the intellect and will. These latter faculties are the
principal psychic elements transformed in the unitlve experience with
God. Thus John s^ys that faith sketches (dibujar) its imperfect concept
of Christ over the intellect, and, over faith's sketch is drawn on the
*lbid., II, 21, xii.
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will the sketch of love. Hence "the truths infused in the soul through
faith are as though sketched, and when tbey are clearly visible £"in
the next lifeJ7 they will be like a perfect and finished painting in the
soul. " But "when there is union of love, the image of the Beloved is
so sketched in the will and drawn so intimately and vividly, that it is
true to say that the Beloved lives in the lover and the lover in the
Beloved. "1
Faith, then, begins what love consummates, and they both
make possible the realization of hope's content, namely the ultimate
vision of God. The beatific convergence of the three theological
virtues awaits the eschaton, but their most complete focal point in
in this life is the union of God with man in the transformation and
reciprocal participation of love.
The Distinctive Pole of Faith as a Means of
Divine Unto:
John of the Cross could well be given the title of "Doctor of
Faith and Dove," for these are the two principal modal themes in his
theology, and he continually reminds his readers that "without faith it
is impossible to please God," the aummuin bonum of man's existence*
^Canticle, 12, vi and vil.
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The distinctive function of faith with regard to the realisation of
complete divine-human union in this life is foundational for all the
other phases and operations leading up to and including the union
itself.
Faith and the Intellect. "Faith, " says John of the Cross,
"affirms what cannot be understood by the Intellect. With these
words he sets his course and proceeds to define the function of faith
as the means by which the soul receives the supernatural knowledge
necessary to guide it toward divine union. ^ The "secret ladder" of
descent and ascent into God is none other than the rungs of faith on
which the soul must depend if oneness with God is ever attained.
Faith works primarily with the intellect because it is man's
intellect that prevents him from truly knowing God in His Being when
if is i •' 'darkened" and "emptied. " The two kinds of knowledge--di3 -
cursive and mystica.l--make it necessary to have two distinctive modes
for apprehending them# namely, reasoning and faith. The problem,
however, is deeper. In the acquisition of knowledge, which can. only
be empirically received, there is no possibility for a mutual dependence
on both faith and human reasoning. On the contrary, faith requires the
^Ascent, IX, 6, ii.
"Log. cit.
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complete annihilation of trust in the intellect in order to see the light
of supernatural knowledge. This does not mean that all human reason
is annihilated, but it does signify- that if divine union is attained, it
does not come by discursive knowledge, but by infused truth. Like a
blind man, one must "lean on dark faith, accept it for his guide and
light, and rest on nothing of what he understands, tastes, feels, or
imagines." *
Fortunately, faith allows no vacuum to occur in the intellect,
for as it is emptied of self-dependence, God infills it with "loving
knowledge" in the form of "infused truth." In other words, John of
the Cross does not teach another distinctive faculty of the soul which
receives the knowledge of faith. The "light" of faith is infused into the
intellect itself in the proportion that it becomes emptied of all a priori
concepto of God. Faith also elevates the intellect's capacity for being
united with God in cognitive and affectional union.
Since God communicates this knowledge and under¬
standing In the love with which He communicates Himself
to the soul, it is very delightful to the intellect, since it
is a knowledge belonging to the intellect, and it is delightful
to the will since it is communicated in love, which pertains
to the will. 3
1Ibid1, II, 4, ii. 2Canticle, 12, v.
3lbid., 27, v.
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Faith, then, adds a new dimension to the intellect, for
although its natural function is to understand, in the journey toward
empirical union with God, its role is only to receive. While it is en¬
deavoring to fulfill its natural function of reasoning, it is not ap¬
proaching God but withdrawing from Him. But to know God in His
Being, the intellect must
. . . withdraw from itself and from its knowledge so
as to journey to God in faith, by believing and not under¬
standing. In this way it reaches perfection, because it
is joined to God by faith and not by any other means, and
it reaches God more by not understanding than by under¬
standing. '
This "withdrawal of the intellect from itself," which is so
necessary in the theology of John of the Cross, is a process which in¬
volves the most rigorous intellectual discipline on man's part, and
the most personal divine infusement on God's part. Man is required
to withdraw completely from all use of and all dependence in his agent
intellect as a means for knowing God. His former ideas, images, and
concepts of God are to be abandoned, and the absolute passivity of the
active intellect must be achieved in order to avoid the tendency to dis¬
tort, qualify, or otherwise objectify God's aelf-revelation. These
rational structures pertaining to the divine nature and man's discursive
*Flame 3, ii.
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reasoning powers are not of faith, and are, therefore, serious impedi¬
ments in the process of man's union with God. The rational structures
in human consciousness are not of faith, since they are developed
within and from the world of observable objects and, though they might
be used discursively to point to God's existence, they are impotent as
modes for effecting the actual experience of God in His Being. The
active reason, then, must not only be stilled, but transcended if man
is to get beyond himself and his natural habits of knowing. Faith is
the only means at man's disposal whereby he can be thus lifted up and
brought into cognitive union with God.
Faith and the Unitive Experience. "I will espouse you to me
in faith." * With these words of Hosea, John of the Cross unequivocally
names faith as the means whereby the divine union is effected. It is
faith that is clothed in hope and love, and it is faith that is divinely
infused, but there "is no other means by which one reaches true union
with God."2
The specific function of faith in the actual union experience
has to do with the Spirit's communication of divine gifts, such as love,




The purer and more refined a soul is in faith* the
more infused charity it possesses* and the more charity
it has, the more the Holy Spirit illumines it and com¬
municates His gifts. ... 1
The principal gift that is communicated in the union experience is
God Himself, since He is at once the Source, the Object, and the
Content of Faith. Thus God infuses into the soul the divine union kind
of faith. He is the "substance and concept of faith," and, He is the
?hidden goal of faith. But is it not God in the vague immanental or
pantheistic sense, nor is it God in the transcendental "wholly other"
sense. It is God in Christ, the Bridegroom, the Word, who is in ail
aspects of faith's content and function. John illustrates this by de¬
scribing faith a3 a silver-coated dove3 which is made of purest gold
in its essence and thereby incorporates the ontological qualities of
Christ. Accordingly he says that "faith gives us God but coverod with
the silver of faith . . . for Z7Christ_7 promised to give Himself to
her /Tthe soulJ but hidden in faith. " 4
It is Christ, then, who is the source and content of the faith
that results in the dynamic union with Himself. It is His faith and it
*Ascent, IX, 29, vi.
~Ibid., H, 3, iil-iv, and Canticle, 1, x.
3Psalms 68:13 (Psalm 67:14, Vulg.).
^Canticle, 12, iv.
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is His Person through the Holy Spirit who effects the union of the soul
with Him. It is in this context that audition, as the mode of faith's
reception, can be comprehended. The content of faith is God in Christ
as the Word (Verbo), so it ia logical that John of the Cross should
place considerable emphasis on the fact that faith as the means of tho
unltive experience is received by obedient hearing. This does not
mean that it is derived per se from the auditory senses, but it is the
"assent of the soul to what enters through hearing" as God communi¬
cates the Word to it. ' The Mystical Doctor verifies this truth by
citing the Scriptures which pertain to the resurrection appearances.
In these, Christ was not recognized by sight, but by the "faith He
inflamed in hearts" when they heard His voice. "The hearing of the
soul, " says John of the Cross, "is the vision of the intellect. "
Faith Only. Faith in the union with God experience cannot be
realized with any admixture of human effort. The intellect must
"abide in faith alone, because it is only in the "darkness of faith
alone"® that divine love and its unitive effect can take place. John's
Ascent, II, 3, iii-iv. ^bid., HI, 31, viii.
^Canticle, 14-15, xv.
4Ascent, n, 9, i.
5Ibid., H, 16, xv.
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insistence that faith and faith alone is the only possible means whereby
one can hope for union with God is quite understandable in the light of
his constant emphasis on the fact that the experience of oneness with
God is not "proportioned to any of the senses. " Also, the marriage
metaphor, which figures so prominently in his writings, aptly illus¬
trates his doctrinal basis in this respect. In love, one does not
analyze dialcctically or depend on intermediaries for knowledge. Love
desires personal and direct apprehension, and with God the mode of
this immediate apprehension is faith, and faith by itself. Thus, the
purer the faith, the purer the love experience that results. In John's
theology, his whole purpose is to lead persons to an empirical first¬
hand knowledge of God, through the practical experience of oneness
with Him in Hie love. The only "proximate and proportionate means"
for this la faith, and "the more intense a man's faith, the closer io his
union with God. " X
The Distinctive Role of Hope as a Means of Divine Union
: 1 >
The second theological virtue--hope--figures less promi¬
nently than faith and love in St. John's writings, for apparently two
xIbid., II, 9, i.
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reasons. In the first place, John views hope as a correlative of the
divine glory, and therefore it has more of an. eschatological function
in his theology than the perfectionistic roles of faith and love. This
is not to deny the place that John gives to hope in this present life
but in any comparison of his emphasis on faith and love, it is clear
that hope receives less than a third of the attention which John gives
to either one of the other two virtues. The Mystical Doctor alludes
to the future life many times in his theology, and ho notes the doctrine
of hope in these contexts, but his theological purpose does not lead
him into eschatology, but rather to the realization of God's presence
in one's life for the here and now.
The second possible explanation for the comparative paucity
of references to hope is that J hn of the Cross relates this virtue on
the human side to the memory faculty of the soul. Apparently he
finds far greater problems with man's intellect, which is darkened
by faith, and with his will, which is darkened by love, th*n he does
with the memory, which is to be overshadowed by hope. Nevertheless,
he teaches that this latter faculty of the soul must be brought into sub-
jection too, before God can unite Himself with the willing subject. In
this sense, then, hope is as indispensable as a means toward divine
union as the other two theological virtues.
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Hope and the Memory. As has been previously noted, John
of the Cross divides the faculties of the soul into three: the intellect,
the memory, and the will. The memory also requires spiritual purifi¬
cation if God is to inhabit the soul in all its totality. The divinely
infused virtue bestowed to effect the emptiness in the memory is
hope.
Memory can be filled with earthly and heavenly objects that
are formed from the five senses and with other conceptual forms that
originate from sensible knowledge. Thus, "the annihilation of the
memory in regard to all forma is an absolute requirement for union
with God. This union cannot be wrought without a complete sepa¬
ration of the memory from all forms tliat are not God." *
As is the case with the intellect and the will, it is not the
memory per ae that is annihilated, nor is it that the memory must be
emptied of all its content leaving the aspirant for union with God in a
state of amnesia. The principle with memory is the same as that
with the other faculties: God cannot be contained in any form, con¬
ceptualized or imagined, and thus all distinct knowledge about God
must be negated as a possible via toward knowledge in God. So
*Ascent, IE, 2, iv.
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complete is the effect of hope as it functions to purify the memory
that apparent forgetfulness results at times, but even this, ultimately,
redounds for the supreme good. *
The function of hope in preparing the memory for occupancy
by God is to empty and sweep the phantasy of all forms and knowledge
2
from it and to elevate it toward the supernatural. Every possession,
whether in the hand or in the mind, is against hope, and thus to de¬
prive one of conceptual possessions in the memory, hope works in a
purgative manner to release the soul from the hold of these pos-
3
sessions. It also works positively to inspire total expectation only
in God. In this context John affirms that:
In the measure that the memory becomes dispossessed
of things, in that measure it will have hope, and the more
hope it has the greater will be its union with God; for In
relation to God, the more a soul hopes the more it attains.
And when, precisely, it is more dispossessed of things, it
hopes more; and when it has reached perfect dispossession,
it will remain with the perfect possession of God in divine
union. But there are many who do not want to go without
the sweetness and delight of this knowledge in the memory,
and therefore they do not reach supreme possession and
complete sweetness. For whoever does not renounce all
his possessions cannot be Christ's disciple.
iIbidL , III, 2, iv. 2Loc. cit.
3Ibid., in, 7, li.
4Loc. cit.
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Hope and the Unitive Experience. Hope, like faith and love
is infused by God, * and therefore its effects reach deep into the unitive
experience. Faith is correlative to wisdom in God's nature, and love
is correlative to His affection and essence. Accordingly, hope in
Joiin's theology, though related primarily to the glory of God is also
associated with the eternal life aspects of Christian experience. Its
symbolic color is green, and John explains that
This greenness of living hope in God imparts such
courage and valor and bo elevates the soul to the things
of eternal life that in comparison with these heavenly
hopes all earthly things seem, as they truly are, dry,
withered, dead, and worthless. A person is thus divested
of all worldly garments and does not set his heart on any¬
thing of what there is, or will be, in the world; he lives
clothed only in the hope of eternal life.
The idea of eternal life is more eschatoiogical than soterio-
logical in John of the Cross, but in his teachings on the unitive relation¬
ship it is apparent that the divine life which penetrates the soul is of
the same qualitative nature as that of the eschaton. The Mystical
Doctor has a predilection for reserving the durational aspect of
eternal life for the eternal age, though the essence of the life is
hbid., n, 24, viii.
2Night, 12, 21, vi. Cf. also Ascent III, 27. iv.
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identical with that which is experienced in the divine union. 1 In the
Spiritual Canticle he states that:
In the transformation which the soul possesses in
this life, the same spiration passes from God to the
soul and from the soul to God with notable frequency
and blissful love, although not in the open and manifest
degree proper to the next life. Such I believe was St.
Paul's meaning when he said: "Since you are sons of
God, God sent the Spirit of His Son into your hearts,
calling to the Father.*" (Gal. 4:6). This is true of the
Blessed in the next life and of the perfect in this life
according to the ways described.
Hope, then, is a vital part of the unitive experience in that
it empties the memory of sensory forms and replaces them with a
sure expectation in God, and is thereby a firm hope for life of the
eternal age kind which can presently be realized by union with God.
But the function of hope Is yet more dynamic and Christological in
John's theology as the Spiritual Canticle indicates.
The Canticle portrays two persons deeply in love, and ulti¬
mately united in spiritual marriage. In one of the scenes the bride,
who is the soul, begins searching for her Love, who is Christ. He is
found not in nature, nor in the heavens, but within the soul itself.
Thus the prose of happiness is sung to the soul:
'Compare Canticle, 26, ivj 36, ii; 37, i; 38, 1; 39, ivj et at,
^Canticle, 39, iv.
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Oh, then, soul, most beautiful among all the creatures,
so anxious to know the dwelling place of your Beloved that
you may go in quest of Him and be united with Him, now we
are telling you that you yourself are His dwelling and His
secret chamber and hiding place. This is something of
immense gladness for you, to see that all your good and
hope is so close to you as to be within you, or better, that
you cannot be without Him. 1
The significance of this passage in the study of hope is that
hope is identified here with the Beloved, who is Christ. Accordingly,
then* the eternal life of divine union is none other than the life of the
Son who gives Himself to live in the soul to sustain its spiritual
vitality. Hope is not only a virtue that purges and purifies the
memory, but it is Christ Himself in His dynamic presence giving
eternal life to the whole of the soul.
The Distinctive Role of Love as a Means
of Divine Union
The uses of prepositional distinctions is extremely limited
when describing the nature and function of words, but, though there
is much overlapping in the following differences between the theo¬
logical virtues, it can be said that union with God is r®a^z®^Jby faith
in hope through love. Accordingly, then, faith is the proportional
*ibid., 1, vii.
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means by which the oneness is possible. Hope is the spherical means
in which it takes place. Love, as God's essence, is the ontologlcal
means through which the transformation actually is realised. Of the
three virtues, John of the Cross is more explicit and more extensive
in his presentation of the distinctive role of love as a means of divine
union.
Love and the Will. To understand John's doctrine regarding
the relation of love to the purgation of the will, a brief analysis is
necessary of his anatomy of the will. The Mystical Doctor teaches
that the will is free and thus capable of free acts without the imposition
of external forces. However, within the will are the affections, ap¬
petites, emotions, and desires as faculties or functions of it. 1 Since
they were corrupted in man's Fall, these affections and appetites in¬
fluence the freedom of the will toward enslavement to sin, but when
they are divinely purged, they become so impassioned with God's love
that the will is controlled by the divine will.
lCf. .Ascent, III, 16. The four emotions of the will are: joy,
hope, sorrow, and fear. The inclusion of two Christian virtues (joy
and hope) in this list is confusing to moderns, but John, of course, is
not referring here to the theological virtue of hope, nor to the joy which
is the fruit of the Spirit. Rather, his meaning is the inordinate joy and
hope which finds satisfaction and gratification in temporal, sensual,
and even spiritual objects that are not of God.
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As faith, then, causes darkness to the Intellect, and hope be¬
gets an emptiness toward possessions in the memory, so also love
works in the will to "produce nakedness of affection and joy in all that
is not of God. "1 To arrive at union with God it is indispensable that
one "withdraw his affection from everything, in order to center it
wholy upon God. " This withdrawal of affection from everything ex¬
cept God is systematically and extensively treated in John's theology,
because the will is such a basic element in man's movement toward,
or away from, union with God. Love moves in the will to purge it of
all attachments to things, persons, and concepts that might in any way
compete for one's total affection being directed toward God. The pre¬
supposed principle by which John judges all joys, emotions, and de¬
sires is forthrightly expressed:
The will should rejoice only in what is for the honor and
glory of God, and the greatest honor we can give Him is
to serve Him according to evangelical perfection; any¬
thing unincluded in such service is without value to man.
^Ascent, II, 6, ii. In Spanish, the same duality exists be¬
tween the words charity (caridad) and love (amor) that exists in
English. A study of John's use of these two words denotes that,
for the most part, they are employed inter-changeably when the
context is primarily theological. The word caridad is also fre¬
quently associated with deeds of mercy when found in the context
of religious works and attitudes.
2Ascent, II, 6, iv. 3Ibid., in. 17, ii.
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V Lth this "staff" in hand, the Mystical Doctor proceeds to
pare out of the soul all inordinate joy derived from the six kinds of
"objects or goods": temporal, natural, sensory, moral, super¬
natural, arid spiritual. The need for purging the first three of these
is readily apparent, but the joy which proceeds from moral, super¬
natural, and spiritual goods requires 3ome clarifications.
Moral goods can be summarized as the exercise of Christian
works of mercy, the observance of divine law, and good manners in
general. Supernatural goods are the "gifts and graces of God that
exceed our natural faculties and powers" such as the gift of wisdom,
tongues, discernment of spirits, and so forth. * Spiritual goods are
"all those £objectsJ7 are an aa<* motivating force in turning
the soul to divine things. "2 Some of the spiritual goods are delightful
(religious statues, oratories, etc.) and some are painful (afflictions,
trials, etc.) but both classes are a danger in regard to divine union
if they are not held in proper subjection.
John of the Cross is not iconoclastic in his dealing with these
religious gifts and practices, but he displays a profound understanding
of human psychology in noting the harms and dangers related to joy
ilbid., 111, 30, i; gratiae gratis datae.
2Ibid., m, 33, ii.
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which is derived from each of them. He sees the problems relating
to pride, to misguided attachments and affections, and to pseudo-
spirituality that arise from even the most religious of one's concepts
and practices. Through it all, he pleads for a singleness of affection
toward God in His Being rather than toward God and the "things" re¬
lated to Him, no matter how supernatural or spiritual their function
may be. While there is the least sense of pride, or an iota of joy, or
the smallest grain of affection for these "gifts" from God, they serve
in themselves to rob the will of love and affection that only belongs to
God. As the apostle of oneness-with-God, John of the Cross thoroughly
discusses these competitive "joys" and warns that unless they are
annihilated, the complete union with God cannot be effected. Fortu¬
nately, the soul is not left alone to do this difficult purgation of the
will by its own active efforts. The love of God is graciously infused
into the will as the soul "strives not to fail" in fully loving God for thus
one can . . . "Induce God, if we may so express it, to further love
him and find delight in his soul. The nature of this divinely infused




The Nature of Infused Love. The measure of validity in the
union experience with God as taught in the theology of John of the
) ;• i • •
Cross is found in his doctrine of unitive love. Writing centuries
before Nygren, Kittel, and scores of other scholarly works on the
meaning of agape, John was able in the midst of the sixteenth century
to describe love on a far different level than was witnessed in daily
life. That John was united with the very Being of God in some type of
empirical relationship, there can be no doubt, for his insights re¬
garding the true nature of love proceed from a source higher than dis¬
cursive reasoning or second-hand testimony.
But a note of caution needs to accompany any study of the
doctrine of divine love in St. John's theology. To isolate this doctrine
from the context of the other two unitive virtues and from the theo¬
logical and empirical base that they provide for John's idea of amor is
to do violence to the very essence of his teaching, and to separate the
potential of love from its possibility in the oneness relation with God.
This, of course, would be the exact opposite of John's purpose.
Far from beginning with man's will and affections, John's
point of departure is in the intellect and the darkening effects of faith
upon it. In other words, the empirical order of the theological virtues
is as significant for divine union as their content and effects. Faith
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in God only and faith alone is the indispensable foundation for the
realisation of hope and agape love, it would he utter futility to attempt
an annihilation of the affections without first a faith directed to-vara,
destruction of confidence in the agent intellect and discursive
reasoning as proportionate means for knowing God. To attempt an
emulation of John's experience in divine love without first being rooted
in divine faith is to lapse into sheer religious seatimentalism or into
the peeudo»spiritual experiences against which John warns hie reader#
so consistently. The will can have knowledge cpurt from the intellect,
but the soul can never know divine love apart from infused faith and
hope. * Love is the greatest of the three divinely imparted virtues,
according to bt. Paul* but its greatness is not in its independence or
isolation from faith and hope, hut, contrarily, its essential relevance
Is experienced only through and because of the others.
hove, then, in the theology of J - ha of the Cross, is grounded
in the darkness of submissive faith and experienced in the sphere of
unposceasing hope. In this foundational context, John testifies that he
met God as hove, he learned God as hove, and he surrendered his
whole being to God as Love. The degree of his surrender denotes the
*Cf. Spiritual Canticle, 26, vili.
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depths of his empirical knowledge of the nature, content, and unitive
effects of such Love.
In laboring to describe his intimate experience of Love and
in Love, John is beset with the problem of a variety of kinds and
degrees of affection to which the term love applies. Por example, he
can speak of "base love," "natural lovo," "feeble love," "authentic
love, " impatient love, ""sickness love, " esteeming love, " "unitive
Jove, " "sublime love, " "perfect love, " "Inflaming love, " and other
descriptive modes or degrees of love. * A complete survey of his
entire doctrine of love is not passible in the present study, but his
teachings regarding the nature of infused love as it relates to the
divine union experience must be noted. However, by the very nature
of the subject, thorough analysis would be impossible for, ultimately,
human language breaks off and reverts to adorational and poetic ex¬
pression to describe the experience of divine Love. And, even then,
such language falters into complete inadequacy, according to John of
the Cross, and absolute reliance must be placed on the "Spirit of the
Lord, who abides In us and aids our weakness, ao St. Paul says, and
Respectively: Canticle, 32, II; Ascent, XI, 29, al; Night, IX,
Canticle, 6, Iv; ibid., 7, iv; ibid., 11, xiii; Night, 12, 13, vj
Canticle, 16, xi; Ibid., 1, xxij ibid., 33, v; Flame, 1, xvi.
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pleads for ua with unspeakable groaning** in order to manifest what
.ve car. neither folly understand nor comprehend."* The Carmelite
Saint appears to nave lived with the frustration of attempting to ex¬
press the ineffable in logical terms for the understanding of others.
He acknowledges this problem In the prologue of his first literary
production, the Spiritual Canticle:
\ ho can describe the understanding He gives to loving
souls in whom He dwells? And who can express the ex¬
perience He Imparts to them? vVho, finally, can explain
the desires He gives them? Certainly, no one can! Not
even they who receive these communications. As a result
these persons let something of their experiences overflow
in figures and similes, and from the abundance of their
spirit pour out secrets and mysteries rather than rational
explanations.
If these slmiltudes are not read with the simplicity of
the spirit of knowledge and love they contain, they will
seem to be absurdities rather than reasonable utterances.
• • •
The definition which John gives to love in the active night of
"spiritual" purgation^ is: "to labor to divest and deprive oneself for
God of all that is not God. This general guideline for indicating the
*Canticle, Prologue, i. (Romans 3:2-6)
7
"Spiritual" in the sense of the non-sensory aspects of the
soul, i. e., the intellect, memory, and will.
4
Ascent, n, 5, vli.
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nature and purpose of love is subsequently expanded in his writings to
include the passive characteristics as well as the extrinsic expressions
of love in the unitlve experience.
The passive traits of love are outlined in detail by John of
the Cross in his works and are briefly summarized below for this
present study. The relevance of these intrinsic elements of love is
that their reciprocal activity results in and becomes the divine-human
union. ' By nature* then, authentic Christian love is:
(1) Selfless and Self-Effacing* for one's love is "not for him¬
self, but for what he loves,1,2 and it is the property of this love "to be
unwilling to take anything for self, ncr does it attribute anything to
self, but all to the Beloved. "3
(2) Disposed to Solitary Communion With the Beloved, since
another "property of lovers that they like to enjoy one another's
companionship alone, apart from every creature and all company. . . .
The reason they desire to commune with each other alone is that love
is a union between two alone.
* For John's exposition of the traits of love, see Night, U, 13,
and Canticle, 2 and 3.
2Canticle, 9, v. 3lbid., 32, 11.
4lbid., 36. I.
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(5) Desire Cor Mutual Equality ami JLikaaegg# "for the proper*
ty of love is to make the lover equal to the object loved" . . . "love
causes equality and likeness*"... "it is the nature of love to seek
to be . . . equaled to the loved object." *
(4) Weariness in Activities Unrelated to the Beloved, for "a
characteristic of the desires of love is that all deeds and words un»
conformed with what the will loves, weary, tire, annoy, and displease
the soul."2
(3) Fortitude and Courage, because it is the "property of
perfect love to cast out all fear." (X John 4:IS)3
(6) To Give and Not Receive in Return, "since it is "the
property Cot loveJ to give and not to receive, whereas the property
of the intellect lies in receiving and not giving. . . .
(?) Maintain Interest in Everything Pertaining to the Beloved,
for "this is love's trait: to examine all the goods of the Beloved. "5
The following active characteristics of uaitive love have been
derived from John's writings and appear to be the exteriorization of
^Respectively: ibid., 28, i; Ascent, l» 4, iv; Night, XX, 13, ix.
2Canticle, 10, v. 3Ibid., 24, vlli.
4Xbid,, 38, v. 5Flame, 2, iv.
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the above intrinsic ones. A similar listing of them will serve as an
aid to understanding the radical terminology which John uses to de¬
scribe the extent of the divine union relationship. Accordingly, love;
(1) Endures all nature of afflictions for the beloved. "True
love receives all things that come from the Beloved—property, ad¬
versity, even chastisement—with the same evenness of soul."1
(2) Possesses Completely the Object t^ored, since
The heart cannot have peace and rest while not pos¬
sessing, and when it is truly in love it no longer has
possession of self or of any other thing. And if it does
not possess completely what it loves, it cannot help
being weary, in proportion to its lose, until it possesses
the loved object and is satisfied. Until this possession,
the soul is like an empty vessel waiting to be filled, or
like a hungry man craving for food, or like a sick person
moaning for health, or like one suspended in the air with
nothing to lean on. ^
(3) Surrenders Itself to the Object of its Love. "Aware that
she /7the soul77 has been set among so many delights, she makes a
3
complete surrender of herself."
(4) Unites and Joins the Lover Ivith the Object, because "it
is the nature of love to seek to be united £and_7 joined to the loved
object in order to be perfected in the good of love.
^Canticle, 11, x. %bid., 9, vt.
3lbid., 27. U. 4Night, O, 13, ix.
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(5) Mutually Assimilates the Lovere Operational!y, for It is
"characteristic of love to assimilate lovers to one another in their
spiritual faculties."1
(6) Exercises Feelproeity of Possessions Between the Lovers,
as in the case of "the reciprocal love ... of the marriage union and
surrender* in which the goods of both are possessed by both together."*
(?) Transform a and Perfects its Object, "for love to be per¬
fect it must have these two properties: It must consummate and trans¬
form the soul "to consummate means to bring to com¬
pletion of perfection.1,3
In summary, then, John's concept of love is his doctrine of
God. He has no higher knowledge of God than that which he received
In the supernatural infusion of the Essence of Love. The substance of
love la his theology its accordingly closely related to God in Hlu triune
nature and in all of His self communicating relations with man.
Love as Essentially Purging and Illuminating "Fire." The
purgation in the will of all affections, appetites, emotions, and
desires not immediately centered in God ieavee this faculty of the soul




prepared Cor the infilling of divine affection (or Love). Since God1 a
loving affection is Eis very Being, and is inseparable from His divine
essence, the infilling of the soul's will and affections with the love of
God is the realization of the unitive experience itself. The process by
which this takes place is illustrated by John of the Cross in an analogy
of wood and fire. It is referred to frequently in his writings and is
best reproduced verbatim:
The soul Is purged and prepared for union with the divine
light just as the wood is prepared for transformation into
the fire. Fire, when applied to wood, first dehumidifies
it, dispelling all moisture and making it give off any water
it contains. Then it gradually turns the wood black, makes
it dark ami ugly, and even causes it to emit a bad odor. By
drying out the wood, the fire brings to light and expels all
those ugly and dark accidents which are contrary to fire.
Finally, by heating and enkindling it from without, the fire
transforms the wood into itself and makes it as beautiful
as it is itself. Once transformed the wood no longer has
any activity or passivity of its own, except for its weight
and its quantity which is denser than the fire. For it
possesses the properties and performs the actions of fire:
it is dry and it dries; it is hot and it gives off heat; it is
brilliant and It illumines; and it is also light, much lighter
than before. It is the fire that produces all these properties
in the wood. *
The significance of this analogy for the present context is
that John uses fire throughout his theology as a dual symbol of the Holy
Spirit and of Love. The poem and commentary Living Flame of Love
1Night, Q, 10, I
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is based on the analogous relation that John sees between fire and love.
Fire purges and illumines. These two functions of fire describe per¬
fectly for the Carmelite saint the dual movement of infused love.
Thus:
The very loving light and wisdom into which the soul will
be transformed is that which in the beginning purges and
prepares it, just as the fire which transforms the wood by
incorporating it into itself Is that which was first preparing
it for this transformation. 1
The crucial transformation In St. John's theology that changes
the soul from emptiness into the "fire of divine love" occurs by an
"enkindling of love" in the superior part of the soul (more particularly
in the will) and through it, the whole soul begins to feel vividly that it
Is being "wounded by a strong divine love" and is aware of a certain
"feeling and foretaste of God." There 3s no understanding of this ex¬
perience at the time since the reasoning powers have been stilled to
receive the presence of God. The following paragraph summarises
well the transition in John's system from purgative contemplation to
union with God through love. Hie word love has been underlined to
emphasize the neutrality of this third theological virtue in the ex¬
perience.
hbid., II. 10. ili,
^Ibid., IX. 11. i.
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The spirit herein experiences an impassioned and
intense love, because this spiritual inflaming engenders
the passion of love. Since this love is infused, it is
more passive than active and thus generates in the soul
a strong passion of love. This love is now beginning to
possess something of union with God and thereby shares
to a certain extent in its properties. Theae properties
are actions of God more than of the soul and they reside
in it passively, although the soul does give its consent.
But only the love of Ood which is being united to the soul
imparts the heat, strength, temper, and passion of love,
or fire, as the soul terms it here. This love finds that
the soul is equipped to receive the wound and union in the
measure that all its appetites are brought into subjection,
alienated, incapacitated, and unable to be satisfied by
any heavenly or earthly thing. *
Jfc would be erroneous to conceive of the unitive experience in
love as a single act or even a aeries of acts by themselves. As John
describes the matter it is a progressive process in which are included
special acts of infused loving-knowledge that he calls "touches of
divinity." These "delightful flashes" of sovereign grace have been
discussed previously as a part of contemplation, but their function in
the unitive process is illustrated by sparks and flames of the fire
analogy. In practice, however, the soul does not continually "feel"
the touches, nor is it always aware of the inflaming and urgent longing
of love," but as the "heat" becomes more intense due to the effects of
contemplation, the soul ardently experiences "the burning warmth of
love."
* lb id., 12, 11, li. Author's underlining for the word "love."
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At one stage in the process of love*3 burning in the soul
there occurs a significant outbreak of Itr extent. Besides inflaming
the will and affections, the fire of love spreads to the intellect which
at last is sufficiently purged and passive to receive it. Thus the will
Is Impassioned with divine love and the Intellect is illumined with
divine knowledge and, to a degree, a volitional and cognitive union
with God is experienced.
An important distinction should be noted at this point with
regard to the freedom of man's will and the passive nature of the
divinely Infused love. It will be subsequently pointed out that the soul
loves God with the same love (th*» divinely infused love) that It receives
from Him and the question of the value of this reciprocal love might be
raised, since It seemingly does not proceed from man's free choice.
John anticipates this problem and replies to it with his doctrine of
"passion love. This concept Involves the dichetlc nature of the will
which has been noted previously. The will is free and is therefore
capable of loving or not loving, but within it, the affections, appetites,
emotions, and desires of man also reside. Thus, infusion of divine
love is not effected directly upon the will, because It is free, but it Is
!Cf. ibid., H, 13, Ui.
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Imparted to the affections alone. The result is that a "passion of love"
is enkindled in the affections which causes the will to become captive
to this great influx of love and thus It loses its freedom in the matter
of the affections, appetites, emotions, and desix-es.
The theological significance of this function of unltlve love in
the will is the stress it places on divine sovereignty and grace, for the
divine love which God reciprocally receives from man is not left to
human initiative but is ultimately the decision and function of the divine
will itself. No taint of pelaglanism finds its way Into John's theology
even though he recognizes the freedom of man's will in all matters
except those relative to God's love and grace.
The "burning ' of divine love continues to purge the soul and
to infuse it with greater "esteeming love" along with an intense hunger
and thirst for "perfection of love."1 These are not clear demarcations
in the soul's journey into union, but they do represent certain degrees
of progress in ita oneness relationship with God. John of the Cross
later provides his readers with a very general classification of the
ascending degrees of love. He usee the figure of a ladder, and discusses
each of the ten steps "by which the soul ascends to God. " They are
given in resume form as follows:2
'ibid., U, 13, v.
2Cf. Night, 11, 19-20, In the active night of purgation the
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1. Disgust for the old life of sin.
2. Perseverance in searching for God.
3. Zealous in the performance of deeds of love.
4. Spiritual suffering for God.
5. Ardent longing for God.
6. Increased love through "divine touches."
7. Daring boldness in Prayer.
3. Life in union with Christ. *
9. Perfection in the experience of union.
10. Beatific assimilation of the soul in God.
The last of these stages of love is beyond realization in this
life, and so awaits fulfillment in the life to come. None of them is a
different kind of love in John's theology, but each represents a stag©
of advancement In the quality and intensity of love. Furthermore,
"secret ladder" of ascent is represented as faith (Ascent, II, 1, i),
whereas in the passive night, John calls it the "mystical ladder of
divine love." (Night, U, 19, t.) This apparent duplication is but
another indication of how John sees the theological virtues as a
unity in grace, but with distinctive functions.
Regarding this stage, John, with a note of realism, says:
"Although the soul satisfies its desire on this step of union, it does
not do so continually. Some manage to get to it, but soon turn hack
and leave it. If one were to remain on this step, a certain glory would
be possessed in this life; and so the soul rests on it for only short
periods of time." Night, II, 20, ill.
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except for the last three stages* it would be difficult to classify the
soul's progress at any particular level* though the "divine touches"
usually result in a special awareness of God's love in the soul. There
is, however* a rapid progression in the quality and intensity of the
love once the unitive and perfective stages are reached. The unitive
level falls into two ascending degrees: the espousal and the marriage.
Beyond these* there is still further maturative advancement in the
perfective stage of divine union love. The two levels of unitive love
in the espousal and marriage periods require noting at this present
time.
Unitive Love: Communion Degree. As would be expected*
the intensity and quality of love in the espousal stage of advancement
toward oneness with God is more of a communion than full union.
John portrays this concept under the figure of a supper which "refreshes
and deepens love* " and which affords a time of dialogicai unity and
communication between Christ and the soul. * It is also a period of
further purification "from all the imperfections* rebellions* and im¬
perfect habits of the lower part" of the soul in preparation for spiritual
marriage* the highest state of spiritual attainment possible In this life.''
1Canticle, 15, xxviii ff.
2Xbid., 22, ill.
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The matter of "divine communications" during this "union of
espousal" relates to John's doctrine of love and to his epistemological
concept of intuitive knowledge. These deserve more than passing at¬
tention. lie states that during this "communion and exchange of love*"
the "most that God communicates to the soul at any time" is ex¬
perienced during it.
Yet it must not be thought that He communicates to all
those who reach this state everything declared in these
two stanzas* or that He does so in the same manner and
measure of knowledge and feeling. To some souls He
gives more and to others less, to some in one way and
to others in another, although all alike may be in this
same state of spiritual espousal. But the greatest pos¬
sible communication is recorded here because it includes
everything else.
The nature of this divine communication is loving knowledge
of the attributes of God and of the i rmony existing between Him and
creation presented to the soul in a i'; a&ig of delight" which confirms
it in love. Thus the intellect receives wisdom and the will ex-
periencos a profound intensity of divine affection. The communi-
cation of this knowledge is effected in the framework of faith, and
the mode for its reception is audition, for it Is "experienced in its







. . . which enters by hearing . . . ordinarily amounts to a
manifestation of these naked truths to the intellect* or a
revelation of the secrets of God* . . . Thus what is called
the communication of God through hearing is very certain
and loft.
Accordingly* St. Paul in order to declare the height of
his revelation did not say ... he heard secret words which
men are not permitted to utter (2 Cor. 12:4) . . .
Since faith, as St. Paul also raya (Bom. 10:17)* comes
through hearing* so too that which faith tells us* the under*
stood substance* comes through spiritual hearing. The
prophet Job indicates this clearly in speaking with God Who
revealed Himself; . . . W ith the hearing of the ear I heard
You and now my eye sees You. {Jb. 42:5) This passage
points out clearly that to hear Him with the hearing of the
soul is to see Him with the eye of the passive intellect.
The theological significance of these ideas in John's theology
is seen in the nature of the union that is realised between epistemology
and ontology. Thus the hearing mode of the soul is the "passive
intellect" by which intuitive kno # is received and the content of
this communication is not only "the understood substance" of God
which is love* but it is also knowledge of His "divinity" and "secrets."
In the "loving communion" (diaiogical relation) between the soul and
God* the nature of the intuitively acquired knowledge which proceeds
from God is not secondary wisdom about God* but it is* in stead,
1Ibid.* 14-15* xv.
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ontoiogical in nature, for it is the very "substance" of the One who is
Love* In other words, in John* s theology, there is no distinction
between attributal knowledge of God and onfcoiogical knowledge of God.
The divine attributes are the divine love, divinity, and glory, and
consequently God has no greater communication to share than Himself
in these modes. Accordingly, then, the soul cries to God, "Let your
divinity shine on my intellect by giving it divine knowledge, and on my
will by Imparting to It the divine love, and on my memory with the
divine possession of glory."1
Unitive Love; Total Transformation Degree. The difference
in degree between spiritual espousal love and that of spiritual marriage
(union) can be expressed only In the distinction between the terms
"partial" and "total." In Biblical language it might be expressed as
the difference between possessic * of the Spirit and fullness of the
Spirit, or. In the modern mode: the distinction between "togetherness*
and "oneness. " For John of the Cross, it is the difference between
?
courtship visits and a dally life of no separations.
The degree of love In the consummation of the union is the




previous dialogical relation of communion fellowship. In the trans¬
forming experience, both God and the soul surrender "the entire
possession of self to the other," with the result being that the "union
of love" la effected. 1 As this love is reciprocally experienced in God
and the soul, the operational distinctions between the two dissolve into
each other to such an extent that the soul appears to be like God Him¬
self. ^ Thus the function ©£ divine love is fulfilled, for, though the
divine and human natures remain distinct, there is a complete union
of spirit, love, and purpose. The human intellect is elevated to divine
understanding, the will is controlled by divine love, and the memory
is filled with divine knowledge. In this high state of union, God alone
guides the soul and works in it without the use o£ means. This is one
of the fundamental elements In John's concept of full divine union:
<God works in and communicates Himself to her /jfche soul .J
through Himself alone, without the intermediary of angels
Canticle, 22, iii. Conformity of the will appears to be the
decisive factor in the transformation, apart from divine sovereignty.
Thus in the Asce.vt John can say: "A person who hna reached complete
conformity and likeness of will has attained total supernatural union
and transformation in God. " (Ascent, II, 5, iv). Such significance Is
probably given to the will due to its place in the causal order of the theo¬
logical virtues and also because the will is the faculty most closely
identified with the entry of the transforming love of God into the soul.
^Canticle, 22, iii and iv
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or natural ability, lor the exterior and interior senses, and
all creatures, and even the very soul do very little toward
the reception of the remarkable supernatural favors which
God grants in this state. They do not fall within the province
of the soul's natural ability, or work, or diligence, but God
alone grants them to her. *
This work of God in the soul is the highest stage of unitive
love possible while one is still In the body. The love itself will con¬
tinue to mature in quality and at times there will be deep "substantial
touches" when the soul appears inflamed with God, but the "union of
love" effected in the total transformation experience can be no greater
until the "beatific union" is realised in the hereafter. The reason that
this stage of unitive love is so ultimate is seen in the nature of the
transformation union which takes place between God and the soul* Thus
a level of union is established through it which results in a mutual
interpenetration of substances between God and the soul, with the
result that the soul metaphysically experiences the very nature of God
Himself in its substance. This means that the soul is capacitated to
love God substantially with His own divine love and can thereby give
Him what is greater than itself. In this sense the soul becomes equal
with God, for its will is His Will, and its love is His love. Habitually
the soul is now totally transformed into this highest level of union,
lIbid., 35, vi.
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though actually the experience is transient due to the soul's embodi¬
ment In its present existence. But John of the Cross sees in this
stage of unltive love not only a higher degree, but also a significant
metaphysical advance in the union itself. 1 It is the transition from
the moat intimate of communion to the earliest stages of complete
union with God.
The maturation and Intensification of the unitive love within
the union experience itself also require brief attention.
Unitive Love: Maturing and Inflaming Degree. No presen¬
tation of John's doctrine of unifying love would be complete without
noting the extensive emphasis which he gives to the "inflaming" ex¬
periences in this "union of love" and the maturational elements which
seemingly come only by making it a way of life for many years.
To illustrate this, he relates degrees of love to degrees of
spiritual health. Thus a soul without "a single degree of love is dead,"
but when it possesses some "degrees of the love of God," it is then
hn this aspect he apparently differs from his colleague
St. Theresa, who teaches only a relational distinction between
spiritual betrothal and spiritual marriage. However, the difference
ia more in terminology than in the nature of their mystic experiences,
as Dicken correctly indicates. Op. clt., pp. 463 ff.
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aliva and "in the measure that love increases* souiJ7 will be
healthier and when love is perfect she will have full health." * John
is careful to point out* however* that this state of love never reaches
the state of perfection until the lover3 are "so alike that one Is trans¬
figured in the other and only then is the love in full health.
But for these spiritually healthy persons there are the "new
wine" and the "old wine" degrees of love. ^ The new wine stage is the
love of beginners when the maturing processes of fermentation have
not yet been accomplished. The old wine degree is the love of those
who "are exercised and tried in the service of the Bridegroom." These
more mature lovers hardly ever fall God in anything* "for they now
stand above all that would make them fail Him." The basis of this
advanced strength is that their love is not only fermented and purged
of the lees, but it is even spiced "with the perfect virtues £fof the
SpiritJ which do not let it go bad.
Unifying love is also compared to a wins cellar with seven




'"Ibid,, 25, x and xi.
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and burning wine, but it represents the wine of union, the wine of
perfect "God-fearing love.1,1
The above gradations of love are experienced on the habitual
level of divine union to greater or lesser degrees of maturity, but
when Ft. John testifies of his experiences in the "living flame of love, "
he is speaking not of habitual union but of something far more sublime.
The distinction is made by comparing the fire of logs to the flames
which leap from the ftre. The habitual experience of unitive love is
the constant experience of the heat of God's presence and divine af¬
fection. But occasionally there occurs the contact with the searing
flame of God's love. This is not an experience of divine love that is
different in kind from that of union with God, but it is of r'a deeper
quality and is more perfect. Thus the more degrees of this love the
soul has "the more deeply it enters Into God and centers itself in
John of the Cross clearly teaches, then, that the ever-
splraling experience of knowing God in Himself and of becoming united





life, except those limitations imposed by man's bodily existence. In
the words of St. Paui it is a life of apprehending but never fully ap¬
prehending what is the height and depth and breadth of the love of God
in Christ Jesus. John goes so far as to aay there are two distinctive
ways of being united with God through love. The one grows out of the
other. The first of these is the "union of love alone" which i3 basic
and foundational to the other. The second is the "union with an inflaming
love" which is the perfected degree of the former. The first "signifies
the Church Militant in, which love is not enkindled to an extreme,"
while the inflaming love union "signifies . . . the Church Triumphant
where this fire is like a furnace biasing in the perfection of love."1
Like the flames of a fire, however, this penetration of the
soul into the Church Triumphant is transient and momentary in this
fllgaffll '■ xvi- 11 '• difficult to understand why Kavanaugh
and Rodriguez translate titei das maneras de union as: "these two
kinds of union." Such a distinction is not necessary linguistically, nor
is it feasible theologically. Certainly there are not two "kinds" of
love in God, so how could there be two "kinds" of union hi_ this one love?
John of the Cross is always explicit to define unitive love as an In¬
fusion from and of God Himself, so the "two unions" in this love are
but degrees of experiencing the one and the same love In varying
degrees of unitive intensity. Also, the word maaeras in John's
writings is used far more in the context of mode and degree than as
a difference in clase, especia, or genero. Kavanaugh and Podrlguez,
op. cit., p. 585.
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life. It is the beatific decree of love that will be experienced
permanently when the "veil" is torn between this life and the next,
bat for now the veil can be lifted only briefly to allow ' touches" and
"foretastes" of the glory that is revealed in its fullness solely in the
©sehaton.
So now abideth still-*"faith, hope, and love, "--but the greatest
of these three God-given virtues is love, because it is His very
essence!
IV. The T?eiative Permanency and Intensification
of Divine Union
Two related questions In the doctrine of divine union in St.
John's theology which remain to be answered are: (1) the matter of
its relative permanency, and {Z) the developmental aspects that are
involved in it. Is the uaitive experience a permanent way of life for
those who reach it, or is it a profound spiritual experience which
occurs only occasionally? Are the developments and maturative ele¬
ments in divine union realizable in the present, or, must these await
fulfillment aschafcologicaliy? These are practical questions and
relevant to the theme at hand, for John's purpose in writing is not
primarily to expound theology but to lead his readers into the daily
practice and experience of union with God.
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The R elative Permanency of the
rresent Experience
The answer to the question of whether or not the unitive ex¬
perience is permanent requires reply at two levels: the present ex¬
perience of it. and. the eschatological hope of it. John of the Cross
teaches both. The matter requires division into its distinctive parts
in order to be adequately analyzed. Accordingly the relative perma¬
nency of the unitive experience will be presented under the following
aspects of the issue: (1) the permanent elements of divine union*
(2) transient elements of divine union* and, (3) awareness of the union.
Permanent Elements of Divine Union. The divine union ex¬
perience is metaphorically portrayed in John of the Cross by the
spiritual marriage analogy and in regard to its being a permanent union
or a transient one, a modern reply can be given by stating that the
Mystical Doctor knows of no reasons or possibility for divorce. By
its very nature the union is a superlative way of life rather than an oc¬
casional experience in Christian perfection. P&ther than being a su¬
perior relationship between God and the soul, it is a dynamic trans¬
formation which radically changes all the operations of the soul.
Tlius the term "union" as employed by John, is more than a
new relational experience with God, and it is more than just an
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operational cooperation between. God and the soul. It is .nora personal
in nature than just a dialogical or communion awareness of God. It is
a permanent and dynamic change which the Holy Spirit effects in the
soul through repentance to cause the will to habitually love God and
Hia will only, the intellect to habitually think God and His thoughts
only, and the memory to habitually remember only the knowledge that
God gives it. The basic elements in this change, then, arc repentance,
the work and sovereignty of the Holy Spirit, habit, and the operations
of thy soul.
To describe John's doctrine of purgation and contemplation
in more common terminology—it is a turning away from everything in
one's soul that is not God, and a complete openness to receive the
Life, Light, and Love of God in His Being. This is repentance in the
form taught by Christ and the Apostles, and it is indispensable for
Christian growth and perfection. John of the Cross teaches that it can
b® practiced to such a degree that repentance becomes a way of life in
which its necessity almost disappears because its effects become
habitual in the soul.
Nevertheless, the principal element in the doctrine of divine
union is not repentance. It ie the person, work and sovereignty of God
the Holy Spirit. This is what gives the union experience its permanent
nature, because it is only by the Spirit's operation in the soul that
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repentance and the dynamic transformation is effected. The pro¬
portionate means which the Holy Spirit employs to reali.ee the soul's
sanctification and perfection are the divinely infused powers called
faith, hope, and love. These elements of divine grace eventually
exercise complete control over the intellect, memory, and will of
man, respectively, and thus maintain the permanency of the "habitual
union" between God and man.
Habit is another significant element in the union experience
which adds to its permanency. John of the Cross calls it "the habitual
union" * because a practical description of its nature would necessarily
include the causal effects of habit in the soul's faculties as the
processes of repentance and sanctlficatton intensify. The power of
habit is recognised in John's theology as an integral part of meditation
and contemplation, which are vital to realisation of divine union.
Each time a person through meditation procures some
of this knowledge and love he does so by an act. Many
acts, in no matter what area, will engender a habit.
Similarly, the repetition of many particular act® of this
loving knowledge becomes so continuous that a habit Is
formed in the soul. God, too, effects this habit in many
souls, without the precedence of at lea®* many of these acts
a® a mean®, by placing them at once in contemplation.
1Ascent. III, 2, viii. Ci. also Ibid., II, 5, ii-»"the obscure
habit of union. "
2Ibid.. H, 14, ii.
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John also compares habit to the increasing heat of fire as it
consumes wood. Flames, like acts, leap from the fire, but soon the
flames become a part of the fire's very heat. * So it is with the begin*
aing "acts" leading toward divine union. It is a part of the method God
uses in making a person spiritual:
He begins by communicating spirituality, in accord with
the person's littleness and small capacity, through elements
that are exterior, palpable, and accommodated to sense.
He does this «• that by means of the rind of those sensible
things, in themselves good, the spirit making progress in
particular acts and receiving morsels of spiritual com¬
munication may form a habit in spiritual things and reach
the actual substance of spirit. ...
The other element in the unitive experience which requires
attention is la the make-up of the soul itself: the intellect, memory,
and will. These dynamic and functional faculties are the sphere of
the operational union of God and man but their oneness with the
Creator is only part of the unitive experience. While the union with
God is more dynamic than the term "operational" implies, ie is none¬
theless applicable in distinguishing this aspect of union from the sub¬
stantial, or creatlonal, one. John's emphasis is that man's operative
faculties are so given over to and absorbed by God that man becomes
Christ-like to an extraordinary degree in all his understanding,
^Flame, 1, iti. Ascent, XX, 17, v«
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knowledge, disposition, and actions. This likeness to Christ is
rooted in John's doctrine of man's adoptive anion with God through
participation ir the divine nature. Accordingly, then, when God
infuses His nature into the substance of man's soul, He also controls
the operations of the soul and thus the whole life. This divine in¬
fusion makes possible two significant operations for man: (1) he can
return to God an an act of worship that which is greater than himself,
namely God's own love and divinity, and (Z) he can function in the
world in precisely the manner that Christ functioned in the flesh.
Thus, through the union experience, man can become divine
in his operations both toward God and toward the world, and in sub¬
stance, though he is still fully human, he actually can partake of the
divine nature. This divinfration of the human faculties, and conse¬
quently of the human operations, is, according to John of the Cross,
a work of God in the soul which effects a permanent state of habitual
union with Himself, and therefore in the habitual sense it is a perma¬
nent and enduring union.
The Transient Elements of Divine Union. There are aspects
of the unltlve experience with God which are not permanent, and these
need to be indicated also.
In explaining the nature of the sublime union which he teaches,
John of the Cross states that while he is presently speaking "of the
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obscure habit of union," he will ''explain later how a permanent actual
union of the faculties in this life is impossible; £tovJ such a union can
only be transient." Titus he clarifies that it is the "actual'* elements
of the uaitive experience which are not permanent. This is verified in
other passages where he distinguishes between the habitually perma¬
nent union which God effects in the soul* and the '.'temporal trans¬
formation" caused by God in which the divine "spiratioa" of God is
reciprocally passed from God to the soul, and from the soul to God.
This latter union can occur with notable frequency and blissful love"
in this life, but can never be "in the open and manifest degree proper
to the next life." " In a similar passage, the hlysfcicat Doctor discusses
the actual laying hold of the soul on God by impelling love, which re¬
sults in the step of actual union and soul "satisfaction." Tut in. spite
of this delight and "certain glory," the soul is able to experience such
glory "for only short periods of time." In other places the actual
4
unions are called "awakenings of the Beloved," ' but basically these
momentary experiences of overwhelming love are too filled with divine
JIbid., II, 5, li.
^Canticle, 39, iv; cf. also Canticle, 26, :ci.
3Night. II. 20, lit.
4S. g., Flame. 4, xiv-xv.
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glory for the soul to experience them over extended periods or with
great frequency. By the very quality and intensity of the divine glory
inherent in them, they have to be transient unions with God, or other¬
wise the soul would be separated from the body. Thus the "actual
union" of the substance of the soul with the essence of God is a perma¬
nent part of the eschaton experience only, and can be known in this life
as fleeting "touches" and "foretastes of the glory" to be revealed in
the future. In the adoptive sense, the supernatural filiation of the soul
to God is a permanent reality, for participation In the divine nature is
a permanent work of Grace. But the actual touching of substances,
which in John's theology has a more transforming effect than normal
participation, is only momentary in this life, due to the fact that a
permanent oneness of divine and human substances would tear the soul
from the body. The full realization of this type of transformation is a
part of John's doctrine of eschatological union when the body, in its
present state, does not have to be preserved and the soul is free for
substantial transformation, but without losing its creaturely nature in
the process.
The Awareness of Divine Union. A summary statement about
the soul's awareness of the unitlve activity and reality, will conclude
this section. In many passages John of the Gross indicates that a full
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awareness of the unitive experience is not necessary for its perma¬
nency. This is his purpose in distinguishing the "actual" from the
"habitual" union. The latter is a way of life for the contemplative
that has been infused with the divine presence and may not always
result in the delight and interior sensations which accompany the more
intense experiences of the "flame of love." The Beloved is perma¬
nently present in the soul, and although the soul may not "feel" this
reality continually,, it is nonetheless true. However, there are those
special occasions when God seems more real than life itself as John
indicates in The Living Flame of Love. In this unique treatise he
testifies of frequent personal experiences of a deep and inflaming
awareness of God's presence and glory in his soul. 1 This type of
intense feeling and delight appears to be the exception rather than the
rule in John's personal awareness of God's activity and the soul's
response during the divine union experience.
The P elattve Permanency of the
Eschatological Elements
The eschatological aspects of John's theology are not his
primary concern, since his interest lies in leading souls to "divine
*Cf. Flame 4, xiv and xv.
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union In this present life." But, one section of the Spiritual Canticle
and portions from various other works are dedicated to discussing the
eschatoiogical fulfillment of what is but a foretaste here on earth. *
The material falls into two major categories: (1) the theological
necessity for eschatoiogical union, and, (2) the divine assurance of
eschatoiogical union.
The Theological Necessity for Eschatoiogical Union. The
original "substantial union" of God with the soul is "always existing,"
but is dormant in the sense that God does not "always communicate
2
supernatural Being" through it to the soul. The substantial union does
serve, however, as the basis for the union of likeness" or what could
also be called the "union of habit," which Is effected by divine grace,
through the process of "infused contemplation." But the union of habit
can never be a complete union with God in this life, due to the soul's
attachment to the body. The two are inseparable in the present age,
except by some special act of God or by death. The body, however, is
necessary to the soul, for it serves as the mechanism whereby the soul
exteriorize* the expressions of its intellect, memory, and will, as well
*Canticle, 36-40.
"Ascent, 11. 5, lli-lv.
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as the faculties In the sensitive part of the soul. Thus the soul,
habitually united with God, lives in the tension between its need of the
body in this present existence, and its longing to be completely and
"actually" united to God without the bodily limitations of this life.
In His mercy and grace, God partially meets this need of
man by granting worthy souls "frequent" temporary transformations
when they actually experience momentarily a foretaste (or morsel)
of the complete union. These experiences cannot be made permanent
in this present existence, since they are not compatible with the soul*s
embodied status and dependency as indicated above.
The soul lives in hope--in eschatological hope--that union
with God will be so perfected in the age to come, and that the resur¬
rection body will be so adapted to the eternal era that the glory of God
will at last be seen fully. Hope will then possess Us one supreme
desire.
The Divine Assurance of Eachatological Union. The final
stanzas of the Spiritual Canticle are taken up with the eschatological
hope which Christ, as the Bridegroom, holds out to the bride. He
assures the soul that in the age to come He will transform her into the
"beauty of both His created and uncreated wisdom" and also into "the
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beauty of the union of the Lo^oa with His humanity. "1 Beyond this, the
soul will partake of the very "essence of glory" which is Christ's and
which He predestined for the bride from before the foundation of
the earth.
The soul will also realise a love in eternity that is equal with
God's love, for in this present life, the soul is not capable of loving
Christ with the same quality and degree of love that He loves it. Even
in the unitive experience this problem still exists. What is lacking is
the "strong union of glory" when the soul will attain the excellence and
power of the love wherewith God loves it. Thus in the age of glory the
soul will be able to love God as it is loved by Him.
Aa her intellect will be the Intellect of God, her will
then will be God' a will, and thus her love will be God* s
love. The soul's will is not destroyed there, but it is
so firmly united with the strength of God's will, with
which He loves her, that her love for Him is as strong
and perfect as His love for her, for the two wills are
so united that there is only one will and love, which is
God's. This strength lies in the Holy Spirit, in Whom the
soul is there transformed, for by this transformation of
glory He supplies what is lacking in her, since He is ?
given to the soul for the sake of the strength of this love.
The eschatological aspects of divine union are culminated in




details of this future experience cannot be included in the present
study, though the five topics below describe in summary fashion the
essential elements of the concept: *
1. Perpetual "splratlon" of the Holy Spirit from God to the
soul, and from soul to God in a reciprocal manner.
2. Continual rejoicing in the "fruition of God" (the beatific
2
vision).
3. Perfection in the knowledge of creatures and of their
orderly arrangement.
4. Eternally pure and clear contemplation of the Trinity.
5. Total transformation in the immense love of God without
a loss of creaturoiy essence and individuality.
Thus in the life to come the soul Is assured of the very life
which the Father and Son reciprocally breathe in the Holy Spirit. Hi©
beatific vision, which is the revelation of the fullness of God's glory
In Christ, will at last be realised by man in hie own new body of glory.
The loving knowledge of God will be a part of man's very being and
llbid., 39, li.
^The "beatific vision" is not only a part of John's doctrinal
heritage, but it also represents in his theology the transition from
audition as a means of faith to auditive vision as a means of glory.
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will include the divine knowledge from the perspective of the creation.
Full a ltd clear contemplation of the triune nature of God will be possible
and will be eternally realised, and finally the whole soul in some way
will be transformed into the plenitude of God's essence as Love--and
consequently the transient aspects of actual union will be changed to
the eternal union of substances. The soul will not cease to be a human
individual but It will he so united with God's essence that it will be both
human and divine by its Immediate participation in the Son's union with
man through the Incarnation.
PART V
A THEOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF THE TEACHINGS
OF JOHN OF THE CnOSS
In concluding this study of the theology of John of the Cross*
it is pertinent that his major contributions to theological thought be
noted and that a critical assessment of his theology In general be at¬
tempted. Accordingly* then* the contributions are presented below in
the context of his threefold emphasis upon epistemology* sanctification*
and divine-human oneness and. in addition to these* other contributions
are singled out for consideration because of their special relevance to
the theological scene of the twentieth century. The assessment follows
this and seeks to denote the weaknesses and strengths of John's the-
ology in relation to Its permanent value for Christian doctrine.
1. Principal Contributions of John of the Cross
to Theological Thought
Contributions to the Doctrine of Epistemology
■ in—i— .mwiniwm"i»iiiimi —■
One word of caution requires iteration before outlining John's
major constructive emphases in theology. It would be a gross injustice
to his thought and experience if it were construed that the Carmelite
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saint began his doctrine with a "theory of eptstemology. " Nothing in
John is so a priori. He begins only with the Word and listens to God
speak to him through it. He empirically experiences God In the Word
and is compelled by its truth to be obedient to it and to it ffto HimJ?
alone. Thus John does not begin by asking, "How can God be known?",
but rather he begins by seeking to know God in His Word as He actually
reveals Himself. Ultimately this leads him to an experience of God
that has commanded the attention of the simple and the sophisticated
for centuries.
Basic .Affirmation of the Intuitive Character of Divine
Knowledge. As has been noted previously, John of the Cross was
probably schooled in three distinctive schools of epistemology as per¬
taining to the character of divine knowledge: the illuminative concept
of Augustine, the abstractive method of scholasticism, and the Intuitive
idea of Duns Scotus. The historical origin of John's epistemology Is
not of signal importance, but the working of it out Into experience and
expression makes him unique In the pages of Christian theology.
Father than seek a knowledge of God by a special illumination
inherent in man's creaturely nature, or out of the Ideas and concepts
abstracted from the senses and deduced from human reasoning (which
in any case would be a secondary or derived knowledge), John of the
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Cross teaches that divine knowledge is apprehended directly through
Intuition rather than indirectly through discursive logic. Thus the
cognition that man can have of God is direct instead of secondary,
personal instead of speculative, and empirical instead of rationalized.
No intermediary is necessary, not even human intellect, to acquire
this knowledge of God. It is not reasoned out by the intellect into
speculative theories about God's nature and His works. It is not
obstructed by a priori ideas detached from experience, nor is it
grounded in a pure "feeling of dependence" which ultimately falls away
into sentiment and subjectivism. It is a knowledge of God that is im¬
mediately evident in the soul through the experience of direct intuition
as this is mediated through the divine Word and "felt" in the divine
touches. John's knowledge of God, then, is a posteriori in character
for he experienced it not apart from the Scriptures but through them
within the context of the Church. The working out of all this in worship
and experience led John of the Cross through the Scriptures to
empirical contemplation, which is actually the apprehension process of
intuition in his system and the basis for the unltive experience itself.
Principal Theological Elements of John's Concept of Divine
Knowledge. Having noted that John of the Cross does not begin by
adopting a theory of gaoaiology as such, but by seeking to know God
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directly out ©£ His V ord, it is worthwhile to point out the principal
theological elements in the intuitive character of his inquiry into God.
These are not listed in any significant order, hut each of them forms
a part of the doctrinal foundation underlying John's whole theological
structure.
One of the major themes in John's empirical knowledge of
God is the deep rootage it has into the sovereignty and grace of God.
This Is seen on every page of his theology as he denudes the soul of
all self-confidence in its intellect, memory, and will. By the time
r, .an Is capable of divine knowledge, John shows him standing absolutely
devoid even of the least pelagian hope in his own mental and volitional
powers. The initiative for divine knowledge is lodged securely in God
and His sovereign will to reveal Himself. No amount of religious deeds,
knowledge, devotions, or practices will necessarily result in the direct
experience of God'a Being. In John's theology, man's only role in
acquiring a knowledge of God is to recognize his personal inability to
know God by his own efforts, accomplishments, and acumen, au<4 to
receive God's sovereignly given revelation through His Word by His
Spirit. Never did a theologian teach with greater clarity the utter
futility of man's attempting to know God by his own name. In fact* John
repeatedly shows that the only obstacle to a personal and intuitive
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knowledge of God is whatever particle of self dependence might remain
in the soul of those persons desiring to know God.
This insistence by John of the Cross upon the divine sover¬
eignty and grace is* of course* traceable to dual aspects in the nature
of God: Hie loving volition and His absolute wisdom. For John* God
is not an impersonal object of man's knowledge, but is a voluntary Being
whose self knowledge is not given to man through the natural mode of
simple causality. Thus the fact that cognition of Him is obtained
solely by His willed activity* takes away all cooperative efforts on
the part of the soul. Man can be only the obedient receiver in John's
concept of divine knowledge* and any cognition of God he acquires is
wholly contingent on the divine will and intelligence.
But God wants to reveal Himself because His nature Is also
love. Thus the will of God is not a deterministic or a capricious
aspect of God's nature* but is grounded in divine grace and wisdom for
all men. Here again a misunderstanding could occur if John's doctrine
of love is not comprehended as being rooted in the divine intellect as
well as the divine will. It is "loving knowledge" that God communicates
when He reveals Himself, since His self revelation proceeds not only
from the divine will* but from the divine intellect as well. This is
basic to John's theology, for though the knowledge of God enters man's
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soul through both the will and the intellect* it does not originate in the
divine will alone. The divine omniscience is a correlative of the divine
will and love. Thus grace in John's theology is never divine arbi¬
trariness or mystical inscrutability* but is instead the divine loving
intellect exercising itself through divine volition.
The knowledge of God in John's theology is a rational ex¬
perience by its divine content and its reception in man's rational
faculty. As was noted previously, the Mystical Doctor is not teaching
that divine union involves man in a sub-rational* irrational* or extra-
rational knowledge for his mystical system is itself proof of this fact.
Though passively acquired through the Word, it Is completely rational
in content and ontological in nature.
This does not mean that John's theology is merely the product
of His own reason, which essentially would be a kind of self-knowledge,
but it indicates that he recognizes the supernaturalness of God's reve¬
lation and acts in humble submission to it. In other words, his the¬
ology is rational in the sense that the knowledge of God which man re¬
ceives is rational in content though it is not rationally acquired by the
efforts of man's intellect.
His insistence that the human intellect be stilled before divine
knowledge can enter, is completely in accord with the rational nature
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of his approach. How can a direct knowledge of God be received if
the intellect is occupied with speculative and abstractive ideas about
God in a secondary and impersonal manner? But John knows of no
cognition of God that is not rationally revealed and supra*rationally
beyond man's ability to attain by his own efforts. But John also dedi¬
cates entire chapters of his writings to combating the tendency toward
extra*rationalistic revelations of God (visions. locutions, etc.)» sub-
rationalistic concepts of God (images, oratories, etc.)» and irratlon-
alistic experiences of God (purely emotional feelings). In other words,
he teaches an objective knowledge of God proceeding directly from the
Word without any admixture of human subjectivity whether it be dis¬
cursive reasoning about the revelation or purely imaginative reasoning
from perceptual knowledge. This fact appears paradoxical at first,
since John is so radical in his denial of any role for the active intellect
in man's acquisition of divine knowledge* but in his theology this knowl¬
edge Is sufficiently objective that man's response to it can be called a
"union of love. " His whole purgation process, which underlies every
page of his writings is bent on objectifying one's knowledge of God. A
speculatively acquired knowledge of God or an emotionally acquired one
weald be simply subjective cognitions of God. which basically are only
reflections of man's creatureiy selfhood. The soul. then, must rid
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itself of ail concepts* images* emotions* memories* and attachments
which in any way tend to subjectivize or distort one's knowledge of
God. To know God out of Himself the soul has to distinguish what is
known from the knowing of it* or, as Tillich expresses it: there must
be a "cognitive distance" before there can be a "cognitive union."
John of the Cross accomplishes this essential distinction through his
doctrine of detachment* called the active and passive nights of pur¬
gation.
The result of such objectivity in John's theology is the
epistemological position in which the knowor is found in relation to
God, for, only as man separates himself from his knowing can he
realty know God in Himself. Intuitive cognition in the theology of John
of the Cross is one in which the knower is thrown upon the objective
reality of God in Himself, and thus is beyond and independent of the
subjective analysis by the knower. It is knowing God out of His very
Being and in accordance with His own personal testimony to Himself
in the Word, rather than a secondarily acquired knowledge from ideas
related to God through creation or discursive reasoning. This is not
iPaul Tillich, Systematic Theology* Vol. 1 (Chicago: Uni¬
versity of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 105.
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a knowledge, however, which is mystical in. the sense that it circum¬
vents the Divine revelation in the Word. Such a method would not
only be irrational for John, but it would be a form of subjectivism
which, for John of the Cross, would not be Cod speaking, but only
the reflection of one's own intellect, memory, or will. Such a knowl¬
edge is no knowledge, in John's system. It is a mirror of self-love
and self-thinking about God.
Nothing is more significant in the writings of John of the
Cross than his insistence upon empirical hearing as the means of
faith. * His theology is filled with the contrast between the "seeing'1
mode of knowledge in the eachaton and the hearing mode of knowing
God in the present. It is for this reason that he takes such a dim view
of visions, images, and other physical and mental concepts which tend
to direct the soul's dependence toward optical revelation instead of
auditive. In fact, John is careful to warn his readers against any
sensorially acquired knowledge of God that is not primarily a simply
listening to God in His Word. Delightful tastes, pleasant odors,
*It is doubtful that there is any historical connection between
the theologies of Luther and Calvin and that of John of the Cross, but the
Carmelite is at one with them in the intuitive character of divine knowl¬
edge and in teaching intuitive hearing as the epistemological mode of a
knowledge of God. John1 s emphasis here could be the working out of the
Scotus ideas or, wnat is more probable, it is a Biblically derived con¬
cept from Paul, Job, and the Old Testament idea of hearing God instead
of seeing Him.
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beautiful religious sights, exhilarating feelings, and even supernatural
locutions are all discouraged by John of the Cross, since they relate
in one degree or another to subjective perceptions whose chief danger
lies in not being objectively grounded in the Word. He repeatedly cites
the passage in Romans where the Apostle declares that 'faith comes by
hearing," and in John of the Cross this hearing is always the ear of
the soul attuned to the Word of God.
It is interesting to note that even in his eschatoiogy, John
relates the beatific vision to the Incarnate Vord. It is an auditive
vision of the Word which retains the function of the Logos as the reve¬
lation of the Father which must be heard, and yet it does not take away
the element of audition as the mode for receiving the revelation. Thus
the Word that John hears in the Scriptures is the Infinite and Eschato*
logical Voice of God Himself revealing His nature of love through the
Incarnate Son. This matter of hearing the Word is so real to John that
his principal poems are dialogical encounters with God through the Word
and Spirit and are only "morsels" and foretastes compared with the
auditive vision of the Logos in the future.
The epistemological significance of this doctrine in John of
the Cross has far-reaching implications. W hat he is propoundfctg is an
imageless relation to God through the hearing, because divine knowledge
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out of the divine Being, in the final analysis, cannot be imagined
either by the hands or by the mind. John endeavor© to lead hie readers
away from "eye-thinking" to ear concepts. To him,an image of God
in the intellect is no less a form of idolatry than an image made by
hand since either of them can lead to a feeling of attachment or
possession by the person. The problem with any kind of image is that
it simply cannot convey God's true Being, and therefore, must always
be fully transparent in function and purpose.
Here again it should be noted that John does not want to be
interpreted as an image exorcist. He even recognizes a certain value
in the use of images for contemplative "beginners" who need something
visible to remind them and point them to the ontoiogical reality they
signify. He thus posits in the images the functional role of directing
the worshipers beyond themselves to the truth which they in no wise
can picture or describe. This truth simply cannot be ultimately known
through eidetic symbols whether they be mental or otherwise. It can
only be ascertained by its humble reception through submissive hearing.
John's Bpistemological Method ^elated to Empirical Science.
It is significant in noting the theological contributions of John of the
Cross to Christian thought that in many respects his basic epistemo-
iogical method parallels that of rigorous empirical science. The
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object of inquiry is, of course, radically different, because in John
of the Cross the goal of his quest for truth is God Himself, while for
the scientist it is usually some aspect of God's created universe. The
methods employed are remarkably similar, however.
Perhaps the greatest parallel between the epistemology of
John and that of empirical science is in the basic assumption that maxi»
mum objectivity is necessary on the part of the knower if truth is to
be discovered. This was not an easy road for John of the Cross to
take, since he lived not only in the medieval tradition of unquestioned
acceptance of religious dogmas, but also during the zenith period of
the Spanish Inquisition when any variation from I Oman Catholic ortho¬
doxy was under strong suspicion and serious condemnation. Bui John's
basic approach to truth is objective from both the divine and human
aspects.
From man's side, he requires absolute purgation of all pre¬
conceptions and pre-affcctioas, since these inhibit the fullest pene¬
tration of a divine truth Into the volitional and intellectual faculties of
the soul. In John's mystical terminology this is called the active night
of the soul, and its processes probe deep into the innermost recesses
of the memory, the imagination, the mind, and the will. It is perhaps
even move difficult to effect than the same procedure in the scientific
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process where all personal bias and untested theory must be exported
from the mind if new truth is to be discovered. Preconceived ideas
and uaprovea concepts have to be divested completely from the thinking
of the knower if he is to arrive at new truth. "Only those who set aside
their own knowledge and walk in God's service like unlearned children
receive wisdom from God. John quotes Isaiah 40: IS-19, and Inter¬
prets the prophet in the following manner:
It is as if Isnias had said that the intellect will not be
able through its ideas to understand anything like God,
nor the will experience a delight and sweetness resembling
Him, nor the memory place in the phantasy remembrances
and images representing Him.
Manifestly, then, none of these ideas can serve the intel¬
lect as a proximate means leading to God. In order to draw
nearer the divine ray the intellect must advance by unknowing
rather than by the desire to know, and by blinding itself and
remaining in darkness rather than by opening its eyes. ^
John even applies this divestment of a priori ideas and images
to man's imagination where discursive meditation can evolve concepts
and forms which Impede the revelation from God. The reason for
this divestment is that:
. . . the imagination cannot fashion or imagine anything
beyond what it has experienced through the exterior senses.
"Ascent I, 4, v.
2lbid., 11, 8, v.
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that is* seen with the eyes* heard with the ears* etc. At
the most it can compose resemblances of these objects
that are seen, heard* or felt. Bat sach resemblances do
not reach a greater entity nor even as much entity as that
of other sense objects. ... all created things . . . are
unproportioned to God's being* all imaginings fashioned
out of their similarities are incapable of serving as proximate
means toward union with Him. Rather* as we said* they
serve for much less. *
"Those who imagine God through some of these figures {a* an
imposing fire or as brightness, or through any other forms) and think
that He is somewhat like them are very far from Him."
Thus the objectivity which John requires is as absolute as
possible, for it includes not only preconceptions from the past, but
also the mind's imaginations of God In the present. All must be
emptied to allow God's Being to enter.
. . . one has to follow this method of disencumbering,
emptying, and depriving the faculties of their natural
rights and operations to make room for the inflow and
illumination of the supernatural. If a person does not
turn his eyes from his natural capacity, he will not
attain to so lofty a communication; rather he will hinder
it.
Thus, if it is true—as indeed it is--that the soul must
journey by knowing God through what He is not, rather
ilbid., 11* 12, lv f.
2lbid., 11, 12, v.
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than through what He is, It must journey, insofar as
possible, by way of the denial and rejection of natural
and supernatural apprehensions. *
Someone may object that this doctrine seems good,
but that it results in the destruction of the natural activity
and use of the faculties, and that man then lives in oblivion
like an animal and, even worse, without remembrance of
natural necessities and operations. The objection will be
made that Qod does not destroy, but perfects nature, and
that the destruction of nature is a necessary consequence
of this doctrine. For, according to these instructions the
carrying out of the natural operations and of the moral and
rational acts would be forgotten. None of this could be
remembered due to the deprivation of concepts and forms,
the means of reminiscence.
I answer that this is actually so. For the more the
memory is united with God, the more the distinct knowledge
is perfected, until the memory loses it entirely; that is,
when the soul is perfect and has reached the state of union. '
John's eplstemoiogical method and that of empirical science
have in common, then, the calling in question of all presuppositions,
attachments, ideas, and tmaginati ns. Complete detachment (objec¬
tivity) from a priori concepts and a radical attachment to God (the
Object) are required to allow a real penetration into the inner intelli¬
gibility of the object. The method of study is totally a posteriori, and
it is carried through on a completely empirical basis.
1lbid., XXX, 2, ii f.
2lbid., III, 2, vii f.
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From the divine side, the Mystical Doctor insists that, due
to the nature of the object (God), the truth must be self-revealed rather
than knower-manipulated, since:
CQodJ has fixed natural and rational limits by which man
is to be ruled. A desire to transcend them, hence, is un¬
lawful, and to desire to investigate and arrive at knowledge
in a supernatural way is to go beyond the natural limits. It
is unlawful, consequently, and God who is offended by every¬
thing illicit is displeased. 1
God is not forced, through experimentation, to give up His
secrets, for He wills to do so whenever the proportionate means for
His self-revelation are established between Himself and the knower.
In John's writings this process is called the passive night of the soul
and the proportionate means Is faith alone. The parallel with rigorous
empirical science is apparent again, for, whenever possible, the
empirical scientist allows the object of his inquiry to reveal its own
truth rather than seeking to impose the weight of traditionalism and
manipulation upon the object. The proportionate means for acquiring
a knowledge of the object varies with the nature of the object, but it
must bear a substantial relationship to the object, or, otherwise, truth
cannot be ascertained in science or religion. In John's theology
1Ibid., H, 21. I.
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this is accomplished by a transformation of the soul ia order to
accommodate It for the divine knowledge. He describes the effects of
this transformation as follows:
My intellect departed from itself, changing from human
and natural to divine. For, united with God through this
purgation, it no longer understands by means of its natural
vigor and light, but by means of the divine wisdom to which
it was united.
And my will departed from itself and became divine.
United with the divine love, it no longer loves in a lowly
manner, with its natural strength, but with the strength
and purity of the Holy Spirit; and thus the will does not
operate humanly in relation to God.
And the memory, too, was changed into presentiments
of eternal glory.
And finally, all the strength and affections of the soul,
by means of this night and purgation of the old man, are
renewed with divine qualities and delights. J
John quotes Aristotle in support of his interpretation of the
activity of God In the intellect:
. . . we must presuppose a certain principle of the Philoso*
pher: that the clearer and more obvious divine things are
in themselves, the darker and more hidden they are to the
soul naturally. £~Arisfcotle, Metaphys., lib. brevior, c. I,
ed. Didot, 486J7 The brighter the light, the more the owl
1Night 11. 4, ii.
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is blinded; and the more one looks at the brilliant sun,
the more the sun darkens the faculty of sight, deprives
it and overwhelms it in its weakness.
Hence when the divine light of contemplation strikes
a soul not yet entirely illumined, it causes spiritual
darkness, for it not only surpasses the act of natural
understanding but it also deprives the soul of this act
and darkens it. *
This aspect of hie scientific method is illustrated by John with
an analogy of a traveler on an unknown road. He cannot be guided by
his own knowledge, since he has not been this way before. But:
... he cannot reach new territory nor attain this added
knowledge if he doss not take these new and unknown roads
and abandon those familiar ones. Similarly, when a person
is learning new details about his art or trade, he must work
in darkness and not with what he already knows. If he refuses
to lay aside his former knowledge, he will never make any
further progress. The soul, too, when it advances, walks
in darkness and unknowing.
Since God, as we said, is the maater and guide of the
soul, this blind man, it can truly rejoice, now that it has
come to understand as it has here, and say: in darkness,
and secure.s
The same analogy is referred to in the Canticle, where he
says:
... it ought to be known that where a soul treading the
spiritual road has reached such a point that she has lost
1IbidL, n. 5, Hi.
2Ibid., 11, 16, viii.
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all roads and natural methods in her communion with
God* and no longer seeks Him by reflections, or forms,
or sentiments, nor by any other way of creatures and
the senses, but has advanced beyond them all and beyond
all modes and manners, and enjoys communion with God
in faith and love, then it is said that God is her gain, be¬
cause she has certainly lost all that is not God.
This points up a third parallel between the epistemological
method of John of the Cross and that of science. It is in regards to
the reaction of the knower toward the truth revealed to him.
In the theology of John, the only reasonable response of man
to the self-revelation of God is that of submissive obedience. But
this is not a quietis tic experience in which the kaower remains
motionlessly docile. John calls the process "contemplation," and it
involves both the passive and active aspects of faith as obedience and
adoration. The cycle of divine knowledge is established which produces
increased obedience, sanctification, adoration, and a personal aware¬
ness of God. And, since it is God in His very essence that man gets
to know, it ultimately leads in John of the Cross to divine trans¬
formation of the knower into an onfcological union with God.
Empirical science requires a similar esponse from its
inquirer. The greater the obedience, submission and reverence of the
^Canticle 29, xi (author's underlining).
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scientist to already acquired truth* the greater his potential is Cor dis¬
covering new truth. And* while tee scientist is not necessarily' trans¬
formed into the object of his inquiry due to the impersonal nature of
the object* it is true that he can be illumined bjr the truth revealed through
his experimentation.
Other aspects of the similarity between the empirical approach
of John of the Cross and that employed by science could be noted* but
what is significant for the present study is the fact that John used this
approach* and he used it at a time when it was unpopular and dis¬
tinctively unique from the unscientific methods and procedures of his
day.
Contributions to the Doctrine of Christian Perfection
in addition to his epistemoiogicai contributions to theological
thought* John of the Cross added to the Church's knowledge of God-
effected sanctlfication by his doctrine of Christian perfection. This
study is contained in hie seated references to "infused contemplation"
and the "touches of God" during the sanctifying process necessary for
divine-human union. It is not surprising* however* that this contri¬
bution of the Carmelite saint is cast along the lines of incarnational
polarity and unity, since he gives such remarkable prominence to the
Word and the Spirit in his writings.
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The Incarnationa! Patterns for Christ lag Perfection, The
adorational reception of divine knowledge proceeding out of God Him¬
self is, according to John's theology, a bi-polar matter. It requires
first a self knowledge through purgation on the part of man, and this
in turn results in his becoming more truly human. With this type of
preparation, man is able to receive incarnationally the divinity of God,
or, to put it in other terminology, he is able, by the sanctification of
hie humanity, to be united with the essence of God by participation in
the triune relations of Goa.
At the same time, this adorationai apprehension of God on the
part of man also requires an incarnational accommodation on the part
of God, whereby lie lifts man up into volitional conformation, adoptive
sonship, and dialogical communion with Himself. This pole in the ex¬
perience of contemplation is its unitive stage, and the previous one is
the experience of contemplation in the discursive meditation stage.
Both are equally indispensable in the process of Christian perfection,
according to John of the Cross.
In addition to these subject-object relationships in John's
doctrine of contemplation there is also involved in the whole episfcemo-
logical process of hie theology the doctrine of elective grace, or what
he calls "infused contemplation. M This is also Chrietological in pattern.
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In it God rejects every attempt by man's intellect* memory, and will
to project themselves into the divine knowledge {the purgative effects
of infused contemplation) and in the same proportion He incarnates His
divine "loving knowledge" into the human sphere {the unitive effects of
infused contemplation} by His special sovereign "touches in the soul."1
Thus on the one extreme there is divine rejection, and on the other
extreme divine inclusion. The two movements are both the work of
God to effect Christ's nature in each of His children.
How all this is practically "worked out" has been noted pre*
viously under the study of empirical contemplation, but a brief review
of the theological bases underlying these capital elements in John's
system will indicate that his theology is rooted deeply in the epistemo-
logical implications of the incarnation itself.
In the birth of Christ, God puts to one side the intellect,
memory, and will of Joseph, as it were, and "infused" Jesus into the
human realm, not of the will of the flesh nor of the will of man, but
by Himself alone. In this way He shows man what he is basically and
1
It is this whole idea that makes necessary the categorical
rejection of "acquired contemplation" as having anything to do with
John's theology. Contemplation is no more acquired in his theology
than the incarnation of Christ was acquired in human history. The
two ideas are correlative in John's thinking.
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rejects his speculative reasoning, hie prido of memory, and the senti¬
ment of his will as the means whereby he arrives at an acquaintance
with God. Thus what God did historically and universally in Jesus
Christ is shown by John of the Cross to be personally and empirically
necessary in each particular soul.
Purgative contemplation is the divine means whereby God sets
to one side all that man can do by his own faculties to acquire an onto*
logical knowledge of God. The result is that the humanity that is thus
purged is a sanctified humanity--a humanity conformed to God's will
and emptied of self, in ©pistemologicai terminology this means that
the object of God's revelation is now conformed or prepared to receive
the divine wisdom and love. By this setting aside of man's intellect
and will, God sanctifies them for His purpose and they become conformed
to the nature of the ontological revelation that is divinely given.
But in the birth of Christ, God also "infuses" wisdom and love
{"loving knowledge") into human existence, or what might be termed
a divine accommodation of wisdom arid love in terms of human compre¬
hension. Tills is the union of divinity with humanity in Christ, and it
is no wonder that when John of the Cross conceives of "pure contem¬
plation" he is speaking also of "unitivo contemplation," or the union of
God with the soul. The terms that he employs to describe the function
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and purpose of contemplation are incarnational in their origin* for
in the experience of contemplation, it is God Iurn aelf that is com¬
municated and thereby infuses the believer with Light, Love, and Life.
To the degree that this divine presence, wisdom, and love is "received,"
God gives power to become His eons by union with Himself.
The Grounding of Christian Perfection in Divine Grace. In
John''a theology, contemplation is divinely given because it stems from
God's elective grace. Man may acquire a knowledge about God through
the coercion of nature, but he can never know God out of Himself by
coercion nor apart from iod; s own election to reveal I >. identity.
Thus it is God who calls in question the knower and seeks to purge him
of all that which wouia impede the receptia » ol . • o self-revelation. In
John's theology purgative contemplation is as divinely infused an unitivo
contemplation. They are both two sides of the same action of God's
elective grace. Accordingly, then, God unites Aimself with the soul
He has sanctified through the self-know ledge of purgation. It is all one
worts of God's grace in the same sense that the incarnation in history
is totally of God's own choosing and precedes wholly from His grace.
The Social Aspects of Christian Perfection. It is also signifi¬
cant that in his writings, John of the Cross places very little emphasis
on the social obligations of believers. His emphasis is always on the
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contemplative'a inner relationship to God as this affects the nature and
activities of hie; own spiritual life. However, John's biography portrays
Mm as a theologian who .as desirous of being a foreign missionary, and
who was always occupied in rendering benefice :i assistance to others.
Why doe3 this latter aspect of his daily living not appear more promi¬
nently In his writings0
The twentieth century religious scene is crowded with
literature and appeals for greater social action by the church, and a
utilitarian standard for judging the worth of religion is in vogue. But
John's insistence on giving priority to man's inner spiritual develop¬
ment is a worthy antidote. He leads his readers to see the primary
nature of man's relationship to God which, when properly fulfilled,
issues in service and a right attitude tc rd others. His emphasis is
that Christian perfection is the indiapensible root which must be
divinely implanted and cultivated before the fruit of social service
properly ensues.
Contribute to the Doctrine of Divine Union
The character of divine knowledge is related in John of the
Cross to God in Him self and the apprehension of that knowledge is cast
along the lines of Christology. It is not surprising, then, that the
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actual experience of that knowledge is associated with the doctr c of
the Spirit. How does the intuitive knowledge of God which is appre¬
hended through an incarnational mode become actualized in experience?
John's answer is: by the Spirit. This truth has many relevant elements
which hear noting as a part of John's contribution to theological thought.
The Christocentric Nature of the Experience. The place to
begin in John's experience of union with God is with its Christocentric
nature. Far from teaching a spiritual union with God which circum¬
vents the Son* John's entire theological system finds its center of
gravity in Christ, the Bridegroom. It is union with God in Christ
through the Spirit that he teaches, but the emphasis on the centrality
of Christ in this relation is the most prominent. Accordingly, then,
his doctrine regarding the experience of divine knowledge is not a
union of the human spirit with divine Spirit, but it Is a union of man's
humanity with Christ's divine and human natures in the Spirit. In this
manner John holds in proper perspective both the objective and sub¬
jective elements in his empirically acquired knowledge of God. Thus
while it Is the Spirit-annolnted Son who mediates the Spirit through His
incarnation, death, resurrection, ami glorification, it Is. on the other
hand, the Son-breathed Spirit who effects the union with Christ by
actualizing the historical union of the divine and human in a particular
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eoul. In the colloquy ol the bride and Bridegroom the union experience
is not with some third divine entity called the Spirit (without the
ftlioque), but it is an experience of union with the Son Himself which
is divinely made possible, not by the will of man, but by the trans¬
formational work of the Spirit as He is breathed out by the Bridegroom
Himself.
In this Christocentric union, John of the Cross is true to the
Biblical emphasis on the Spirit's function as bearing witness not to
Himself but to the Christ. The mysticism of John's theology is not a
knowledge or experience of the Spirit which is immediate and separable
from Christ. Rather it is the Pauline mysticism of union with Christ
in which the Holy Spirit Is known only through the self revelation of
God in His Son. It is the mysticism of human ©unship with God which
procedes from the Father through the Son and by the Spirit.
The Dialogical Method of the Knowledge. One of the major
contributions of John' 3 theology is that out of an environment of
dialecticism in the academic theology of His day, he teaches a knowledge
of God that maintains personal and dialogteal relationship between God
and man. This has been anticipated by the fact that his epistemology is
basically intuitional in character and by the fact that his apprehension
of divine knowledge is more adorational than discursive* Thus, in the
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experience of the divine communication, the relation between the
Revealer and the receiver Is not a monologue where the receiver
reasons with himself and thus becomes both the interrogator and the
source of reply. Nor is it monological in the sense that the receiver
is a mute tabla raaa on which the divine revelation is written and ac¬
cepted by some blind leap of irrational faith.
John of the Cross portrays the essential nature of the dia-
logical relation by means of a colloquy which is carried on between
the soul and Christ under the symbols of bride and Bridegroom. They
are both persons and they are engaged in a communion whereby Christ
as the Word reveals Himself to the soul. This revelation is sub¬
stantially the divine union which John of the Cross teaches, but its
source and content is Christ Himself, and not some esoteric com¬
munication which Is mediated independently of the Word. Furthermore,
in the dlalogical relation there is absolute fidelity in the sense that
the communication between the soul and the Word is maintained without
the admixture of dialectical reasoning or recourse to eidetlc de¬
scription.
Still another characteristic of the dialogical relation in John's
theology is that it is not a matter of private or extra-rational knowl¬
edge. On the contrary, by John's very testimony it is an experience
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which takes place within the piety and orthodoxy of the Church and is
open to analysis by the rest of this divine community, and, in point of
fact, it is a dialogLeal experience with the Word which has become an
integral part of historical theology. The initiative in this dialogue
remains with God, and it is He who establishes the personal communion
by electing man and capacitating him for dialogue. He does this through
the Logos and the Spirit by Allowing the I-Thou relationship of intuition
to be His divine means of self-revelation.
Piviniaatioa Effects of the Divine Union Experience. John's
theology of divine union with the ord through the Spirit could devolve
into merely an inter ioriznfcion of Christian perfection were it not for
his continued emphasis on the diviniaational and operational effects of
the union. By this if is meant that John's doctrine of man's partici¬
pation in God and with God in His divine nature and operations is the
means whereby he experiences more than just a moral and spiritual
sanctification but his understanding also is caught up to where he can
perceive that his real center of being is not in his own autonomous
existence, but is in God Himself. Here again, it is the "in Christ"
kind of union that John propounds and it is the work of the Spirit that
elevates the soul out of itself into the greatness of God in His essential
and operational modes.
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To effect this enlarged, role of man, b e Spirit not only
operates directly upon the intellect, memory, and will, but He also
fulfills a capacitating function whereby the "goods" and nature of the
Logos are communicated to the soul. The purpose of this is not to
further interiorise the perfectioaizing work of the Spirit but to equip
man for his operational participation in the work of God. This concept
in John's theology is not to be confused with the irarnanental idea in
nature mysticism whereby a divine spark in man is merely fanned into
brilliance. John's teaching is a more transcendental idea in that the
"spiritual goods" of Christ are communicated as ' touches" and "unions"
in which the soul is actually a participant in the divine nature and
soteriological work of the Internal Logos.
All of this work of the Spirit in man must be held in proper
perspective, however, for it is effected always in the context of God's
elective grace and man's creatureliness. Man is not co-redeemer
with Christ as if by his own goodness he could merit such a role and
his sonship with God is only adoptive rather than natural in the sense
of Christ's. Man is only instrumental in the operations of God, and
it is the Spirit that infills him and capacitates him so that he becomes
a participant in the divine essence and in saving actions of the Creator.
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Contributions to the Doctrine of Christian Worship
Two other related aspects of John's theology are extremely
significant and deserve more than routine attention. They are his
teachings regarding the use of images in religious devotion and his
doctrine of grace apart from the sacraments. Both of these concepts
in John of the Cross can serve as aids for removing the barriers to
Protestant and 'Roman Catholic understanding on the doctrine of
worship a© related to images and the sacraments.
The Foundational function of Images In X or ship. Few Roman
theologians have so thoroughly wrestled with the problem of images in
relation to faith as has John of the Cross. Coming as he did in the long
tradition and veneration of religious images which characterized the
Spanish Church of the sixteenth century, the Carmelite monk found
himself between the Biblical emphasis on auditive faith and an ec¬
clesiastical emphasis on eidetic adoration. Was he to be an iconoclast
or a conformist" Interestingly, his ultimate position was not unlike
that of Calvin or Luther, though the manner he pursued in formulating
hie concept of images took a different form.
In the first place, John of the Cross deals with the subject of
rosaries, paintings, and religious statues in the wider context of all
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optical concepts of God, whether real or imagined, whether material
or mental, whether handled by the handc or stored in the memory.
The Mystical Doctor sees the problem of images not so much as a
clear infraction of the second Commandment as Calvin advocates, 1
but, instead, he warns that in their mental and imaginary forma, images
can become a part of the pre-affections that actually impede a true
knowledge of God from being experienced.
Within the category of images, then, John includes ail intel¬
lectual apprehensions arising from objects supernatural!y represented
to the exterior senses, all imaginative apprehensions imparted super-
naturally to the interior senses, all spiritual apprehensions such as
religious revelations, visions, locutions, and sensations, and all
statues, paintings, rosaries, and oratories. From this broader base
he defines the proper uses and the customary abuses of all images in
general, and of statues, etc., in particular.
Ac a general principle, John la opposed to all images, whether
tangible or intangible. His basis for this opposition is similar to that
of the Reformers. In the first place, God's nature ia spiritual and
j John Calvin, Institutes, Book I, Chapter XT, p. 91.
2The parallels between John's concept of image-thinking of
God and the inner idolatry of the mind as taught by Calvin are apparent
at many points. No historical connection between the two theologians
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therefore no analogy whether physical or conceptual can be made which
truly represents Him and in the second place there are the practical
dangers involved of attaching oneself (in any degree) to the desire to
see, hear, taste, smell, or feel something, whether exteriorly or
interiorly* when the proper and proportionate means to a knowledge
of God is faith and faith alone. John is adamant in his insistence on
pure faith as the mode of divine revelation and human response. This
faith comes only by hearing the Word, and not by seeking locutions or
visions apart from the Word. The Discalced Carmelite does not deny
the reality and possibility of special locutions, visions, sensations,
etc., but he firmly cautions against all desire for these extra-Biblical
revelations because they tend to incur the same dangers that tangible
images possess, that of being substituted for faith and leading to un¬
worthy attachments, in such cases, they become impediments to
Christian perfection instead of aids to faith. They divert affection,
devotion, and attention toward themselves, rather than to cast the
recipient directly onto utter dependence in the Word and faith.
When John of the Cross comes to deal specifically with statues,
paintings, rosaries, and oratories as aids to worship, his approach
Is possible, but it is noteworthy that at this point their arguments are
similar in theological basis, content, and purpose. Compare Ascent 11,
10-32, and 111, 35-42, with Institutes I, 9-12,
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is necessarily ambivalent. The Mystical Doctor sees the primary
value of these tangible objects as motivational for the will, and as
inspirational for the memory. * They are to be used principally by
"beginners" who need such motivation and inspiration in the foundational
atages of their discursive meditation but the role of images in the
ascending process toward divine union is very restricted by John of
the Cross. Indeed, he is most severe in his censure of those whose
adoration is directed to the images themselves instead of directed
through the images to the realities they signify. 2
In the final analysis, however, John remains clearly within
the best Roman tradition regarding images and his emphasis against
their abuse is commendable. His teachings regarding their dangers
and restricted functions is also to his credit but he never goes as far
as Calvin in relegating them to instructional and admonitional uses,
nor does he endeavor to give an exegesis or interpretation of the




2E. g., ibid., 35:iv, viiij 3S:ii, et al.
^Calvin, Institutes, op. cit., I, XI, 12.
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The Saint's positive opposition to all types of images {real or
imagined) which issue in attachments not grounded in faith is a con¬
structive contribution to Roman Catholic theological thought. Further¬
more, his inclusion of intellectual, imaginary, and supernatural appre¬
hensions In the category of deterrents to faith, is also extremely help¬
ful. This latter contribution is applicable to Protestants as well as
to Roman Catholicism.
The Extra-Sacramental Experience of Divine Grace. Dr. John
McKay once denominated the movement of John of the Cross and
Theresa of Avila as a "breaking out of the confining belief that divine
grace is administered only through the sacraments. The experiences
of John and Theresa were empirical proof that God's grace is effective
through simple faith and obedience."* In summary form, this is one
of the Mystical Doctor's most significant contributions to the doctrinal
development of the Roman Church. If accepted and emphasized it could
have effected an early spiritual renewal in that church.
Spanish Theology during the medieval period was dominated
primarily by the orthodoxy of Roman Catholicism, and this tended to
make the doctrine of grace a matter ofvisible form which could be
*John McKay, in a personal interview with the author In
Bogota, Colombia, 1962.
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more or leas controlled through the sacrament of the church. John
of the Cross is within this tradition, and remains faithful to it insofar
as initial or baptismal grace is concerned, and, insofar as persevering
or eucharistic grace is concerned. * Thus he can speak of grace as a
"state,"'* and he affirms the uncertainty as to when a person is in
divine grace and when he is not. ' In John's theology, then, there is
no depreciation of the sacraments and their power to bestow divine
grace.
But the Mystical Doctor goes beyond the medieval concept to
an experience of divine grace based wholly on one's relationship to God
in faith. This is particularly borne out in his interpretation of John
1:16 where the cycle of grace is grounded in the Incarnation and its
fruits, as God grants grace for grace because when He sees the soul
"made attractive through grace, He is impelled to grant her more
grace. But this outpouring of divine grace is not controlled by ec¬
clesiastical structures. Bather it r 'onts the sovereign work and
loving expression of God as He sees I, oul clothed in the beauty of
His love and grace. Thus, there Is no ecclesiastical sacrament for




John's experience of union with the very nature of God. It is a direct
experience through the Word. It is this non-controllable aspect of
divine grace that is effective in bringing about the Christian perfection
which ultimately results in the divine-human union. Furthermore,
this same non-sacramental Grace of God is the grace which maintains
man's unitive experience with God even in its eschatological existence
during eternity.
The principal contribution of John of the Cross to this doctrine
is his emphasis on grace as grounded in the incarnation and appropri¬
ated by means of faith. Thus, the concept is liberated from sacerdotal
control and broadened to become a more dynamic and personal mani¬
festation of the very essence of God in Christ. But the doctrine does
not lapse into mere sentimentalisrn or imaginary union with God. In¬
stead, its incarnational basis gives it the freedom of the Spirit, but
within the limitations of the Word. In this sense it represents a
significant break-through for Roman Catholic theology.
Contributions to the Mystical Element
in Christianity
Perhaps one of the greatest harms done to John of the Cross
was not administered by his sixteenth century persecutors, but rather
by the church herself during recent centuries when she has un-officlally
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,m John of the Cross the title of Doctor Mysticus. Understood in
the sense in which John employed the term "mystical*" it is a most
appropriate title for him. But* understood in the popular usage of
the word* it has tended to relegate his teachings to a select few who
have overly mystified what John intended to simplify.
The Significance of "Mystical" in John of the Cross. In the
Ascent* Dark Night* and Canticle* John of the Cross alludes to the
phrase "mystical theology" on various occasions* and these serve to
clarify the definition and use which he makes of the term. In summary*
it can be said that he does not mean mystical in the esoteric or occult
sense* but mystical in the sense of imageiess* ritual-lees* institution-
less* and without human accomplishment. For John of the Cross* the
relationship between God and the soul is so personal* so divine* so
supernatural* and so inexplicable that the only inclusive term he can
use to describe it is "mystical." It is not something discovered by
man but it is* instead* something revealed to man by God.
But the word never signifies in the Carmelite's writings an
experience of God apart from the Vord. Indeed* it is the very ex¬
perience of God In the Logos (Verbo) that is so indescribably real* yet
beyond verbalisation and any possibility to imagine.
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"Mystical theology" is synonymous with "infused contem¬
plation" in John of the Cross, * and thus it is basically the experience
of God. ("Scholastic Theology," on the other hand, is the terra he
reserves for studies about God. )2 This experience of God is mystical
because of: (a) its superaat ural source, (b) its supernatural effects
in the soul, and (c) its supernatural content which must be communi¬
cated through symbolic language.
As has been noted previously in the study of infused contem¬
plation, the supernatural origin of this divine and human dynamic
relationship is God working through the Word by the Holy Spirit. Thus
it is God Himself giving His divinity in the person of the Bridegroom
(the Word) to the bride (the soul) which constitutes the experience of
mystical theology. The effectation of this supernatural mystery in the
3
human soul is the infusing and ordering work of the Holy Spirit. The
means employed by the Spirit to bring about this awareness of God is
not a religious institution, a liturgical ritual, an ecclesiastical image,
or even an ordained person. It is, instead, the very love of God
Tbid., 27, v, efc al.
^Comp. Night II, 17, vi-viii, and Canticle, Prologue, ill.
3Night II, 17, ill.
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Himself, and who can explain the mystery of love? John says that
"mystical wisdom, which comes through love . . . need not be under¬
stood distinctly in order to cause love and affection in the soul, for it
is given according to the mode of faith, through which we love God
without understanding Him." *
The "mode of faith" in John's theology rules out the possibility
of human reason as the source of his teachings. It is a "hidden and
secret" knowledge that can only be acquired by experience, and by its
very nature it cannot be produced "by the intellect which the Philoso¬
phers call the agent intellect," since it (the intellect) works upon
"forms, phantasies, and apprehensions of the corporal faculties. " But
the Source of "Mystical Theology" is God, who produces the knowledge
of Himself "in the possible or passive intellect" where only "sub¬
stantial knowledge" is received without any "work or active function of
the intellect."2 Thus man's mind and sensory faculties are excluded
as the origin of this theology, for the language of unitive contemplation
is "the language of God to the soul, of Pure Spirit to the spirit alone
and all that is less than spirit, such as the sensory, fails to perceive
it . . . This wisdom is secret. "3
^Canticle, Prologue, ii. 2lbid., 39, xii.
3Night 11. 17, iv.
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"Mystical Theology," then, is derived ultimately from God in
the sense that the unitive experience to which it testifies is divinely
given and surpasses man's linguistic potentialities to express. It
probes Into the loving nature of God so intimately that the infinite and
inexhaustible Source of all Truth is essentially experienced, but only
can be described as a completely new and unique awareness of God
which la so radically distinct from all other experiences in its goodness
and beauty that it is known as "a knowledge beyond knowing."
The empirical theology proclaimed by John of the Cross is
also mystical because of the effects it produces in the soul. The
wisdom and love communicated to the soul through the divine Word are
"delightful" to the intellect and the will respectively. * The knowledge
which Is received by the intellect is without shape or image, because
It transcends all sensory apprehension due to its origin in pure Spirit.
It is Truth without any form except that of Divine Love.
The ultimate effect of mystical theology is to hide the soul in
God and to infill man with the divine nature, thereby making him a son




of the Cross from the mainstream of theology. Rather it places him
at the spiritual heart of true Christian tradition where St. Paul speaks
of being "in Christ," and where Christ compares the disciples to
branches abiding In Him. It is mystical and supernatural in the sense
that the hypostatic union of Christ is a deeper and more unfathomable
mystery but it is no less real and historical than the incarnation and
the indwelling of Christ in His followers. It Is In this sense that
K&vanaugh and others affirm that "Mystical Theology" for John of the
Cross is not a special doctrine reserved only for the theologically
elite, but rather it is the theology of the most intimate personal aware¬
ness of God in daily life. * Far from being merely a theory or deduction
about God, it is the communion through union experience of God in the
soul with the cognitive and ontological effects of this on the intellect,
the affections, and all of one's life.
The Relevance of "Mystical Theology" for Theological Thought.
This aspect of John's theology is his most comprehensive contribution
to the field of theology, since it includes his Christocentric empiricism,
his intuitional approach to divine knowledge, and his insistence on a
direct awareness of the Word without the intermediacy of any mental
*
Kavanaugh, op. eit., p. 59.
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Or external imaged. In all these senses it represents a crucial break¬
through in Roman Catholic thought* and it could serve the church as a
whole in a further return to the theology o£ the Scriptures.
Mystical theology* in the sense which John of the Cross
teaches it, is a break-through in the basic manner of thinking theo¬
logically. It advocates such a radical abandonment of all pre¬
conceived ideas and theories about God that it thrusts the church back
to abject dependence on the Spirit for Truth. It also negates so com¬
pletely the intellect and will of man in the sanctifying process that
once again the follower of Christ finds himself with no one but God to
turn to for the words of eternal life. This type of theology does not ad¬
vocate the overthrowal of all theological knowledge* but it does demon¬
strate the complete inadequacy of ail other knowledge to bring about the
divine-human experience of oneness.
Mystical theology is also a break-through in the matter of God's
sovereignty and grace. The church has taught this doctrine for centuries,
but in practice It has always sought to cooperate with God in the exercise
of His sovereignty and in the administration of His grace. John's the¬
ology is mystical precisely because its source and exercise reside in
omnipotence and omniscience. It is God who determines who will be
recipients of His sanctifying grace* and it is God alone who gives
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Himself as grace for grace to those who are called "sons of God. M
No amount of religious manipulation on the part of man can affect
God's sovereign will in thia matter, since it is Khs own Being that
lie gives in the experience of grace.
Mystical theology is a break-through, too, in the proportionate
means whereby God effects the union of Himself with man. Thi? means
is faith which on the active aide results in purgation of everything In
the mind and will which is not of divine origin, and on the passive side
the result is an Infilling of the soul by God of Himself. But it is not
faith and intellectual accomplishments, nor is it faith and man's de¬
cision to become Christ-like. It is faith alone as absolute surrender
to the work of Grace which God sovereignly effects in the soul.
In this sense, mystical theology is a relational break-through
of aoteriological significance, for with John of the Cross, the nature
of salvation is not so much one's relationship to an institution, or to
a ritual, or even to a creed. Instead, it is an empirical relationship
to God Himself which Is always Word-centered and Spirit-ordered and
effected. This concept tends to de~institutionaliae the role of the church
and to result in a far more personal and experiential awareness of God.
It brushes aside everything that traditionally tended to serve as inter¬
mediaries or dispensers between God and man. And, far from
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minimizing the church* this reality vitalizes the life of the church into
becoming the dynamic Body of Christ in a very ontological sense,
furthermore, it moves the theological method of the church away from
the human dialectic to the divine-human dialogue, and in this sense
theology becomes an inquiry out of Reality itself (Himself) rather than
mere speculation about Reality, and doctrine becomes a testimony of
daily experience with the Word through grace.
The principal relevance of mystical theology for theological
thought is the break-through it proposes for man's whole concept of
divine knowledge, its reception, and man's communication of it. In
regard to this latter factor, John of the Cross is keenly aware that the
content of his experience with God inherently exceeds the bounds of
human capabilities to describe it. It is not a theology grounded in
nature mysticism or rooted in some type of analogia entis, for h© ex¬
pressly rejects these. It is founded on the believer's empirical re¬
lation with God in His own Being through divine grace and the Holy
Spirit and ultimately this relation has to be described as "a certain
I-don't-knew-what.1,1 It is a knowing in unknowing and a revelation in
mystery. John calls it "a sublime trace of God as yet uninvestigated
1Canticle 7, ix.
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and ... a lofty understanding of God which cannot be put into words.'1 *
The experience of God in divine union is 'so lofty" that "advanced
souls" are favored with a "knowledge by which they receive an under¬
standing ... of the grandeur of God, " and they "understand clearly
that everything remains to be understood."
It is primarily in this sense that John of the Cross employs the
term "mystery" as descriptive of his kind of theology, since the content
of the divine union experience is never fully known, man can never
count that he has apprehended, but he must go on apprehending in order
that "the sweet knowledge of God, 1,3 which is "secret or hidden"4 will
become more and more revealed as a "knowing by unknowing. Ac¬
cordingly John calls it a knowing "stripped of accidents," a knowing
communicated by God supernaturally "according to the mode of faith,
and a knowing which is "equivalent to God's communication of Himself
to the soul. This is the touch of human and divine substances when
*Loc. cit. ^Loc. cit.
3Canticle 27, v.





the Eternal V ord grants to the soul a certain "savor" of eternal life
itself and the "unction of the Holy Spirit overflows into the body and
all the sensory substance. "1
As a result the soul tastes tere all the things of God,
since God communicates to it fortitude, wisdom, love,
beauty, grace, and goodness, etc. Because God is all
these things, a person enjoys them in only one touch of
God, and the soul rejoices within its faculties and within
its substance.
This descriptive language by John of the Gross confirms his
unitive experience with God as a cognitive, moral, and affectional ex¬
perience which is of God, by God, and in God. But complete description
breaks down not only because it is an ontological encounter between
two beings, but more particularly because it is a union of Divine Being
with man, a being of a different order. "Mystical Theology" seeks to
communicate something of the nature and significance of this union,
but its theological statements and forms of thought are necessarily
inadequate since in the final analysis it all has to point to a higher order
of things beyond what man can know naturally. Of course, the language
is symbolical and cannot be otherwise. John, along with other mystics,
uses the courtship and marriage symbol as his principal thought Image
1 Flame 2, xx-xxii.
2lbid., 2, xxi.
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to communicate the divine union experience* but its significance lies
far beyond the imagery and symbolism and extends to what i really
experienced and actually un-expressable.
John's interpretation of Scripture is relevant in this context
of mystical theology, for he does not analyze and exegete Biblical
passages by asking what they mean in respect to his own soul. This
would lead to a purely subjective theology which in the end would not
necessarity be mystical at all. John asks of each Scripture what it
points to beyond himself in God. In the light of modern hermeneutical
methods, his method appears cavalier at times, but he consistently
employs a freedom similar to that of the Apostles when they apparently
used Old Testament passages to interpret Hew Testament events with¬
out particular attention to historical and linguistic details. 1 Thus John
of the Cross can Interpret "Anima roea liquofacta est, ut sponsus
iocutus est" to mean that the speaking of the Bridegroom is equivalent
2
to God's Self-communication to the soul, and, in establishing that the
wisdom of men is pure ignorance and unworthy of being known, he
quotes Proverbs as saying: "This is the vision that the man who is
*E. g., Acts 2:16 ff.; 7:45 ff.; et al.
^Canticle 26, v; Song of Solomon 5:6.
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with God saw and spoke. And being comforted by God's dwelling within
him, he said: I am the most foolish of men, and the wisdom of men is
not with me. Literally scores of other scriptural passages are cited
in this same manner by John, for he does not see the Bible as an end
in itself but rather as a symbol pointing beyond its pages to the Reality
that is linguistically signified. This is mysticism in the objective
sense, for the essence of the Doctor's encounter with God is more than
an inner feeling of ecstasy. It is the impact of the Almighty on the
soul which points the recipient away from self and beyond subjectivism
to the Bridegroom Himself. The result is that the soul rejoices In God
and not in personal sentimentalism, and can say of Him:
He is almighty, wise and good; and He is merciful, just,
powerful, and loving, etc.; and He is the other infinite
attributes and powers of which we have no knowledge.
Since He is all of these in His simple being, the soul
views distinctly in Htm, when He is united with it and
deigns to disclose this knowledge, all these powers and
grandeurs, that is: omnipotence, wisdom, goodness, and
mercy, etc. Since each of these attributes is the very being
of God in His one and only suppositum, which is the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and since each one is God Him-
self. Who is infinite light or divine fire, we deduce that the
soul, like God, gives forth light and warmth through each of
these innumerable attributes. 2
"Ibid., 26, xiii; Proverbs 30:1-2.
^Flame 3# ii.
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The content, then, of Mystical Theology is not only "secret
and hidden" from discursive reasoning and sensory perception, but it
is also "secret and hidden" from man's imagination, for "since God
is formless and figureless, the memory walks safely when empty of
form and figure . . . and draws closer to God. " * In fact, the more
man leans on imagination, "the farther away it (This soul_7 moves
from God and the more serious is its danger; for in being what He is—
uaimaginable--God cannot be grasped by the imagination. This fact
does not mean that the experience of God cannot be described by
thought images and linguistic symbols, for, indeed, this is the only
manner in which the experience in God's love and grace can be ex¬
pressed. As John says:
Who can describe the understanding He gives to loving
souls in whom He dwells? And who can express the ex¬
perience He imparts to them? WTho, finally, can explain
the desires He gives them? Certainly, no one can! Not
even they who receive these communications. As a result
these persons let something of their experiences overflow
in figures and similes, and from the abundance of their
spirit pour out secrets and mysteries rather than rational
explanations.
If these similitudes are not read with the simplicity of




seem to be absurdities rather than reasonable utterances,
as will those comparisons of the divine Canticle of Solomon
and other books of Sacred Scripture where the Holy Spirit,
unable to express the fullness of Kia meaning in ordinary
words, utters mysteries in strange figures and likenesses. *
Eut these in themselves are not to be confused with God, for
they point away from their signification to something or Someone
greater. Thus, reading John's "Mystical Theology" and analyzing it
does not produce the experience of which he testifies. Mystical The¬
ology itself is directional rather than productional. It can point the
way, but it is impotent to produce the presence of God in the soul. For
this reason it must remain mystical in contrast to discursive theologies
which contain supraration&l elements, but in the end are, in varying
degrees, but the highest that man can think oat about God without neces¬
sarily knowing Him ontologically.
Too long, then, has John of the Cross been neglected under a
misunderstanding of his mysticism, and too long has he been denied
his rightful role as the sixteenth century reformer who remained in
the Roman Catholic Church. Fortunately, there is still time to apply
the truths of his theology and to witness the revitalizing fruits which
always follow real repentance and humble obedience to the Word that
John experienced so personally and loved so devotedly.
*Canticle, Prologue.
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VL A Critical Assessment of the Teachings
of John of the Gross
In concluding the evaluation of John's empiric©-mystical
theology* a critical assessment of his teachings for their permanent
value in historical Christian thought is in order. Accordingly* then*
the reasons for his relative obscurity in the history of Christian
doctrine, certain problems involved in his theological distinctives,
and the relation of his mystical concepts to the mainstream of Christian
teachings are matters which need consideration before completing the
present study. These will be noted in summary fashion, and, to avoid
repetition* they will be presented without including previously used
quotations from John's works.
The Relative Obscurity of John's Theology
John of the Cross wrote during the period immediately fol¬
lowing Luther and Calvin* and he has been declared a Doctor of the
Church Universal by Roman Catholicism* and yet both he and his
theology are relatively unknown both in popular and academic circles.
A few contemplative-minded Anglicans* and several mysticism-
oriented Catholics have been his principal disciples* but these* too*
have been unsuccessful in liberating his theology from relative
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obscurity. Even within his own order of Discalced Carmelites there
has been more popularization of the practical foundress* St. Theresa
of Avila, than of the mystical theologian* John of the Cross. His
teachings passed the crucial test of orthodoxy under the suspicious eyes
of his enemies and the constant surveillance of the Holy Office, and
his theology presently enjoys the Church's highest approval, but John
is rarely referred to by Christian theologians in general, and he is
only remotely known by the majority of Christians throughout the world.
His works have been translated into English, German, French, Dutch,
Portuguese, Latin, and Italian, but even in his own Castilian Spanish
he is little read, except as an inspired poet and an incomprehensible
mystic.
The basis for this apparent obscurity during the past four
centuries merits brief consideration in the present study. There must
be something inherently problematical about his theology to bring about
the neglect it has received by theologians in particular and the church
in general.
Mode of Expression. One problem which deters John's the¬
ology from receiving popular appeal is the style of his writings and the
llberary modes which he uses to communicate the experience of divine-
union.
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Basic to his theology are the lyrical poems which he committed
to writing, and these in themselves are almost unintelligible apart from
the extensive commentaries which accompany them. The poems are
beautifully composed and represent the beet in sixteenth century verse,*
but they also bear the exegotlcal difficulties of all mystical poetry, due
to their extremely symbolic nature which requires laborious inter¬
pretive explanation.
John's theology is limited further by the structural mode in
which he presents it. To say the least. It is not the systematic treat¬
ment of the Scholastics, nor could it be. Aquinas writes theology from
1Professor Dam aso Aloneo of Madrid, renowned literary critic
a id outstanding philologist, published on the quatercenteaary of John's
birth a book entitled La Poesia de San Juan de la Cruz which was awarded
the Fasteurath Prize by the Spanish Academy. The study only deals
with the literary quality of John's poetic works, and concludes with the
following tribute: "St. John of the Cross is Spain's greatest poet. .And
he has reached this peak, not, like Lope de Vega, by writing whole
libraries, nor even by virtue of the normal production of a Garcitaso,
a Herrera, a G<Sngora, or a Quevedo. He has reached it with a body
of work of minimum volume . . . each of his compositions being so
unlike the rest that each can almost be said to represent a completely
distinct type of poetic technique and vision. And that phenomenon is
unique in Castilian literature." As cited in E. .Allison Peers, St. John
of the Cross (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1946), p. 53.
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the speculative and rationalistic point of view* while John is de¬
scribing the supra-rational experience o£ an empirical encounter with
God. Ontological relationships such as John advocates simply do not
f it into systematic molds* and this does not make their literary de¬
scription any less difficult to follow. To John's credit* it must be
said that he endeavors to present his doctrine in such a way that even
the simplest of persons can comprehend it* but* in reality, his system
has remained with the dubious honor of being beyond the under standing
of most Christians. His lengthy commentaries on the mystical poems
are in the main didactic and even discursive at times. They are filled
with repetitions, ambiguities, and redundancies which become tedious
to follow and more difficult to organise. In the Spanish texts many of
his prosaic sentences are long and labyrinthine and the problem of
proper punctuation and correct interpretation are well known.
Kavanaugh notes that in one recent Spanish edition of John's works there
was a need to buttress a single sentence with fifty commas, four semi¬
colons, two uses of parentheses, and one inserted dash. * Of course,
there are other sections of his commentaries where the prose is
incisive, clear, and definitive, and the theological and psychological
1Kavanaugh, op. cit., p. 35.
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content is valuable for practical ami doctrinal purposes. On the whole*
however* it is doubtful that John ever wrote his treatises with tho view
of publication* and it is still more certain that they are extremely dif¬
ficult as devotional materials* and even more problematical as text¬
books in either speculative or spiritual theology.
Asceticai Nature of His Teachings. Another aspect of John's
theology which renders it theologically and practically unpopular is the
rigorous ascetical requirements which he espouses. To Ana de Penalosa
he once wrote: "Nothing, nothing, nothing* until one's very flesh and
everything else is lost for Christ."1 For John of the Cross, this la
not empty religious idealism, but it is the pole-star of all his theo¬
logical thought. He does not want even a theology that is not lost for
Christ. His greatest embarrassment In life would have been popularity,
and his resolute insistence on never stopping, short of absolute de¬
privation of all sensory* psychological* and religious desires* assured
him of an equally absolute immunity from such embarrassment.
In his writings* John takes away from his followers everything
that the senses can absorb, the mind can imagine* the memory can re¬
call* and the heart can cherish. He will tolerate nothing less than
*As quoted in Maritaln* op. cit., p. 406.
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absolute nakedness in the senses, appetites, and faculties of the heart
and soul. No image either external or internal, real or imagined,
graven or conceptual can remain even in the remotest corners of one's
life if divine union as experienced by John is to be fully realized.
"Satisfaction of heart is not found in the possession of things but in
being stripped (la desnudez) of them and in poverty of spirit, "1 for:
. . . God does not communicate Himself to the soul-*nor is
this possible—through the disguise of any imaginative vision,
likeness, or figure, but mouth to mouth: the pure and naked
essence of God (the mouth of God in love) with the pure and
naked essence of the soul (the mouth of the soul in the love of
God). 2
Thus it can be affirmed that John's asceticism is more a
matter of empirical necessity than the practice of a theological virtue
as such. Also, his principal emphasis is upon the asceticism of the
spirit rather than upon some artificial externalization of it. John's
goal is the fullest experience of God that is possible in this life and
he sees no possible concordance between light and darkness, so, of
necessity, absolute asceticism of the spirit has to be realized if the
light of God is to enter. Accordingly, then, in John's analogy of the
window pane, asceticism (spiritual cleansing and nakedness) is
*Canticle 1, xiv.
2Ascent H, 16, ix.
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indispensable if the glass (the soul) is to be fully illumined to the
degree that nothing impedes the transparent passage of the life-giving
light. No amount of religious deeds or discursive mediation can take
place, in John's writings, of self-denial in the mind, heart, and spirit.
In presenting this distinctive emphasis the Mystical Doctor
reveals the breadth of his psychological genius by being able to probe
to the innermost depths of man's being in search of appetites, desires,
imaginations, confidences, and memories which serve to blur, deter,
and distort the Light of God as it floods into the soul. These deterrents
include not only the physical and metaphysical impurities of the spirit,
but John is the most severe when he writes against the religious ele¬
ments in man's existence that result in pride, possessiveness, self-
satisfaction, and unaspiring contentment. This is true even of the
desire for supernatural revelations and locutions.
Some spiritual persons . . . convince themselves that
their curiosity to know of certain things through supernatural
means is good because God sometimes answers these petitions.
They think this conduct is good and pleasing to God because He
responds to their urgent request. Yet the truth is that, regard¬
less of God's reply, such behavior is neither good nor pleasing
to God. Rather He is displeased; not on^y displeased but
frequently angered and deeply offended.
1Peers acclaims John "The greatest psychologist in the history
of mysticism." Peers, Complete Works, op. cit,, p. xxix.
2Ibid., II, 21, I.
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John,by unmasking the human spirit down to its most rudi¬
mentary essence, is able to ascertain unholy religious motivations,
subtle personalistic desires, and even unconscious spiritual intentions
which represent impediments for God's activity in the soul. But this
expression of his genius for religious psychiatry results In a laborious
literary style and reveals his unequivocal obstinacy in regard to
spiritual asceticism. While his diagnostic observations relative to
man's inner uncieasiness of spirit are true, it is the hard and unpopular
truth. It is even the foreboding truth, for, though Christ's teachings
regarding the source of man's spiritual problems is subs* dually the
same as that of John, the Saviour was content to leave individual con-
viction in this matter to the Paraclete. John of the Cross apparently
felt divine leadership in being the instrument of the Paraclete's work
in this respect. The result is that though he makes a distinctive contri¬
bution to religious psychology, his extremes in applying this to the sins
of the spirit have become a significant factor in his relative obscurity
as a theologian. Only a very few souls would be willing to go to the
ascetical depths which John demands of the spirit, and, consequently,
his studies have not received wide popular or clerical acclaim.
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Doctrinal Problems in John's Theol '•■^y
Mystical theology* by its very nature* borders on certain
serious problems of doctrinal significance. John's writings were under
suspicion from their very inception due to the strong personal op¬
position to him within the Discalced reform. Nothing would have pleased
his ecclesiastical opponents more than to have had him punished by an
Inquisition tribunal and his works banned from publication. To fuilyy
appreciate the perilous and suspicious atmosphere which John liven,
one has but to recall that he produced his literary works in the years
immediately following the Council of Trent when orthodoxy was de¬
fended on every hand in Spain and when every means at the disposal of
Rome was being used to purge out Reformation influences as well as
those of the illurninati. Even as popular a religious leader as Loyola
was formally investigated (152?)* and Luis de Leon* the esteemed
professor of Theology at Salamanca* remained encarcer&ted four years
due to the influence within the Holy Office of his opponents. Rumors*
suspicions* and investigations infiltrated all of Spain's religious ex¬
istence* and John's writings were studied* analyzed, and even stolen
on occasions in attempts to find heretical teachings in them. The
effects of tills on his literary production were both good and bad. The
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positive effect Is seen in the intentional revisions he made in his
writings to include certain clarifications regardin^ their doctrinal
orthodoxy. This is especially apparent where he deals with the
matters of divine illumination and deification. The negative effect of the
inquisition on his writings resulted in the destruction of certain minor
literary works which John felt would be misconstrued and misinterpreted
by his enemies. It is regrettable that posterity is deprived of these
from his pen, but the vindication of his major treatises which survived
onslaughts within his Order and without it, is cause for gratitude.
tliummlsm. The principal charge brought against John's the*
ology by his enemies was the heresy of illumlnism. The proponents
of this doctrine were called the "alurabrados" in Spain because they
claimed to be illumined {alurobrado) by a directly communicated "light"
from higher sources than the church and Scriptures. This heresy
generally took two forms**(l) humanistic illumination, which exalted
man's Intelligence above ecclesiastical piety as the moans for receiving
religious truth, and (2} the supernaturalist form, which placed
spiritually received communications on a par with church and Biblical
tradition. John is one of the most severe critics of the first of these
ideas, and he intentionally filled his writings with admonitions against
the second one. However, his emphasis on God as "Eternal Light" and
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"Infinite Voice," and his continual stress on knowing God directly
through contemplation, led his opponents to accuse him of teaching
illuminiom. To his credit his writings were never officially condemned
by the Inquisition commissions and, in the present context, it is useless
to re-open the charge of Uluminism, since his innocence before the
Holy Office was proven and since the presentation of his doctrine in
the previous sections of this study amply indicate the Mystical Doctor's
abhorrence of the major tenets of Iliuminism. Furthermore, his pro¬
lific use of the Bible and his repeated insistence on subjection to
Church authority and tradition denote hiu complete disassociatlon from
this heretical fad of the sixteenth century.
Deification and Absorptionism. The problems of deification
and absorptionism also require investigation with regards to John's
theology, for he clearly uses terminology and concepts that leave his
writings open to criticism on these issues. His language at times is
extravagant to the point of being shocking for the ordinary Western
consciousness. He can say; "Souls possess the same goods by partici¬
pation that the Son possesses by nature. As a result, they are truly
gods by participation, equals and companions of God.1' * Statementa
*Canticle 39, vi (author's underlining). The word companero
(companion) in Spanish is a term denoting intimacy based on equality
and likeness.
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such 3.3 this one and others similar to it (which have been included in
the study on the ontoiogical aspects of divine union) raise serious
questions about John's faithfulness to the Biblical teachings on man's
retention of his personal individuality.
The fact that John emphatically teaches the permanence of
human nature and its eternal distinctiveness from the divine has already
been noted in this study* and it has been shown, too, that his doctrine
of deification must be appraised within the context of his teachings or.
the believer's essential adoption by God. John's linguistic extravagance
is possibly attributable to hie personal and theological rootage into
Eastern thought. Spain in John's day was impregnated with Moorish,
Semetic, Teutonic, and Latin modes of thought, and, besides this, the
Carmelite movement of which John was a part reached deep into an
Eastern theological heritage. Dioa in Spanish was more akin pho»
netically to the rigid Deus of Latin, but in the Carmelite setting it had
a theological and historical link to the more fluid 6m ^ of Eastern
thought. Thus Origen could say: "In another sense God is said to be
an immortal, rational, moral Being. In this sense every gentle
(cflTTE/of ) sotd is God.1,1
1As quoted by Harnack in William Ralph Inge, Christian
Mysticism (London: Methuen t Co. Ltd., 1925), p. 357.
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Of coursef the fact that deification was taught in the Greek
mystery religions and was a more flexible idea among Eastern the¬
ologies does not excuse John's use of Dios in describing the trans¬
formed status of man through union with God. But this historical con¬
nection does help to interpret John's writings as not being a form of
essentialization, but it Is his way of expressing the fullness of the
adoptive relationship which God grants to man by participation in His
divine nature.
John even uses the Eastern idea of the Incarnation, death, and
resurrection of Christ as being the means of our sonship, the abolition
of death, and man's absorption into the new life of Christ. It is in this
context that he quotes the Apostle Paul as saying: "death is swallowed
up in victory, " and "I live, now not I, but Christ lives in me. "1 But
here again, John of the Cross is not teaching a Christian doctrine of
absorptionism whereby man loses his essential nature in the vastness
of the divine. He is indicating, instead, that man's intellectual and
volitional faculties become absorbed in the Divine Mind and Will,
respectively. The child of God thinks God's thoughts through the mode
of his own creatureliness and he desires God's will in the same manner.
*Flame 2, xxxiv (I Cor. 15:54 and Galatians 2:20).
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His individuality as a person is not lost in God, nor is his essentially
human nature substituted by the divine, nor is it even degraded in favor
of the divine. Unitive adoption as John teaches it does not cancel out
or absolve man's distinctive existence as a separate and substantially
different being from the Creator.
"What distinguishes John's doctrine in respect to man's onto-
logical relation with God is his concept of the believer's participation
in the Divine essence and operations by means of a miraculous infusion
of God's Love, Light, and Life. Thus the Eternal Son is never deprived
of His unique relation to the Father as filius naturalis Dei, but the
croaturoly child who is reborn by the Spirit is especially and poculiarly
related to the Father in that he becomes filius adoptivus. He does not
devolve into a depersonalized state, nor does he become what he cannot
be. In a model sense, he becomes through adoptive and participatory
union, what Christ became in the hypostatic union. Just as the Son did
not lose his deity by becoming hypostatically united with man, so the
believer does not lose his humanity by becoming cognitively, volitionally#
and ontologically united with God by divine infusion and participation.
This is a work of God which John calls the process of tranaformacion,
which is effected through divine grace as the miracle by which God ac¬
commodates human nature in order that the divine might cohabit with it*
In this manner. John avoids the problem of deification by essentiali-
zation on the one hand and by absorption on the other. That his termi¬
nology to describe the essential effects of God's nature upon man's is
extreme, there is no argument. A characteristic of his entire theology
is to press language to its farthest limits in order to describe the
results of God's ontological union with man.
Oatologism. Still another problem in John's teachings is the
danger of ontologism. This is closely related to the problems of
iiluminism and deification, but it is distinct from them also.
There are many elements in John's theology thct open the way
for the charge of ontologism. They are: (1) his insistence on the sub¬
stantial union of man and God through creation, (2) his advocacy of in¬
tuitional faith as the mode for receiving God's self-revelation, and
(3) his teaching that the unilive experience with God Is both a cognitive
and volitional union that is ontoiogical in source and content.
Ontologism founds its doctrine on the basic axiom that man has
>/ >/
being ( QV QV T Q^ ) as the object of his intellect and this
being is the Divine Essence of the universe. No distinction is made
between divino apprehension acquired by natural man and that acquired
by the believer through grace and consequently, no doctrine of grace
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is included in its system. Also, ontologism makes ideas the real
things of life, and thereby leaves no room for a distinction between
God and his creatures.
The three general similarities between the theology of John
and ontologism are noted above, and even the language of the ontologists
resembles the phraseology used by the Mystical Doctor in the Canticle
and Living Flame. Thus, Malebranche, the leading French ontologist
can say:
Only He COodJ can throw light upon the £h\xtnan_7 spirit
by His own substance ... it is He who rules over our spirit,
according to St. Augufetine, without the mediation of any
creature. . . . One cannot conceive that the infinite can be
represented by anything created ... it must be said that
one knows God through Himself, although the knowledge one
has of Him in this life is very imperfect. '
While it cannot be denied that there is both a semantic and
axiomatic resemblance between some of John's teachings and those of
ontologism, the likeness ends when the two systems are analyzed in
depth. Fundamentally they are contradictory.
While it is true that John is at one with ontologi sm in teaching
the ontological nature of divine knowledge he in no wise identifies this
with nature nor does he teach that it is a natural experience for man
*D. Cleary, "Ontologism," New Catholic Encyclopedia, op.cit.,
X, 702.
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apart from divine grace. It is also true that John, recognir.es the
intuitive element in man's cognition of God, but he positively denies
that this is ever an activity of man or that, in itself, it can ever make
God, or any aspect of God's Being, known to man. Finally, it is also
a fact that John teaches a substantial presence of God in every soul by
creation, but he emphatically affirms, too, that man's knowledge of
God in His Being is a transformation which takes place out of God's
sovereign will and grace* and not as the result of a divine existence in
man's intellect.
One of the major problems of ontologisrn is that it does not
take into account man's sin and the distorting effects of this on his
intellect and his ability to know God ontologically. It fails also to dis¬
tinguish between the natural light of reason and the supernatural light
of divine transcendence. Furthermore, its emphasis on ideas as the
basal element of existence is founded on the false assumption that being
can be identified with thought. John of the Cross does not begin with
such an a priori assumption, but he clairri3 an experience of God which
is essentially oatological and which results in the reception of divine
light that "transcends every natural light and infinitely exceeds all
human understanding.
*Ascent II, 3, i.
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The light of oatologism is the light of ordinary human reason*
but the light of which John speaks is the "brighter light" which eclipses
1
and suppresses all lesser lights. Ontologism makes appeal to Plato
and Augustine in their analogy that God is to the mind what the sun is
to the things visible to the eye, but John of the Cross identifies the
light of the mind with that of the stars which is not seen when the pure
light of the sun is shining. John also distinguishes between the reflected
light of the sun which makes things visible and the direct energy of the
sun which gives things life.
In practice, the two concepts of "light" are antithetical.
Ontologism takes man's natural light and deifies it, whereas John seeks
to divest man of all confidence in his own intellect in order to receive
2
the purer ontological light of God. That this light is always in the soul
is certain, but its revelation does not come through the exercise of
reason, but by the denial of 3elf and the activity of divine grace. This
is John's conclusion after discussing the soul's passive reception of
God's "loving knowledge."
The manifest conclusion is that, when a person has
finished purifying and voiding himself of all forms and
*Loc. cit.
2Ibid., II, 14. ix.
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apprehensible images* he will abide in this pure and
simple light* ana be perfectly transformed into if.
This light is never lacking to the soul* but because of
creature forms and veils weighing upon and covering it*
the light Is never infused. If a person will eliminate
these impediments and veils* and live in pure nakedness
and poverty of spirit* as we shall explain later* his soul
in its simplicity and purity will then be immediately
transformed into simple and pure Wisdom, the Son of
God. As soon as natural things are driven out of the
enamored soul, the divine are naturally and super- ^
naturally infused, since there can be no void in nature. "
In ontologism the knowledge of God is immediate and requires
no purgation or moral transformation, but in John's writings, the light
2
is mediated eontuitively through "the Word" by the Holy irit, " and
1Ibid1, II, 15* iv.
^Canticle 37, viii*et al. The term contuition is used in this
context to indicate the role of the W ord and Spirit as mediators of the
Light or Being of God as over against the direct intuitional approach
of ontoiogism where the epistemological relation is immediate. The
word is taken from Mascall who uses it to distinguish between the
heretical idea of an immediate intuition of God and the mediated
intuition of God which is the Christian doctrine of the Logos and
-Paraclete. E. L. Mascali, Words and Images (London: Longmans,
Green & Co. * 1957), p. 85. H. P. Owen also uses it in his discussion
of "Intuition. " H. P. Owen, The Christian Knowledge of God (London:
Athalone Press, 1969), pp. 123 ff.
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not only illumines but also darkens, humbles, and empties the
soul of its impurities.
. . . even though this happy night darkens the spirit, it
does so only to impart light concerning all things; and
even though it humbles a person and reveals his miseries,
it does so only to exalt him; and though it Impoverishes and
empties him of all possessions and natural affection, it
does so only that he may reach out divinely to the enjoy¬
ment of all earthly and heavenly things, with a general
freedom of spirit in them all. *
Furthermore, the ontologist begins with human deification
due to man's possession of an intellect and his intuitive grasp of
Deing which he defines as God, but John requires a supernatural trans¬
formation in man before he is able to partake of the divine essence.
He calls this an illumination which renews and divinises the whole of
man's soul:
This renovation is: an illumination of the human intellect
with supernatural light so that it becomes divine, united
with the divine; an informing of the will with love of God
so that it is no longer less than divine and loves in no
other way than divinely, united and made one with the divine
will and love; and also a divine conversion and change of
the memory, the affections, and the appetites, according
to God. And thus this soul wUl be a soul of heaven, heavenly
and more divine than human.
*Night II, 9, i.
2Ibid., H. 13, xi.
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If asked to define their concept of illumination, ontologism
would affirm its confidence in human reason to arrive at the fullness
of divine Light as God's Being. John of the Cross, on the other hand,
would state unequivocally that the illumination is the presence of the
Son of God, * and he contrasts it repeatedly with the natural light of
reason which, comparatively speaking, is "foolishness before God."
Thus he can speak of the complete transformation In man'a intellect which
the divine light causes in the soul:
The intellect, which before this union understood
naturally by the vigor of its natural light, by means of
the natural senses, is now moved and informed by another
higher principle of supernatural divine light, and the
senses are bypassed. Accordingly, the intellect becomes
divine, because through its union with God's intellect
both become one.
Ontologism begins by identi'ying light (ideas or knowledge) as
God (Being) and makes It the object of the soul, but John inverts this
order and defines God as light and posits Him as the goal of the soul:
God. is the light and the object of the soul, and when this
light does not illumine it, the soul dwells in obscurity even
though it may have very excellent vision. When it is in sin
or occupies its appetites with other things, then it is blind.





see its obscureness, which is its ignorance* because it
is blind. Before God illumined it by means of this trans¬
formation, it was in obscurity and ignorant of so many
of God* 8 goods. . . .
Until the Lord said, fiat lux, darkness was over the face
of the abyss of the caverns of the soul's feeling. The more
unfathomable and deep-caverned is the feeling, the more
profound are its chasms and its darknesses, regarding the
supernatural, when God Who is its light does not illumine
it.
The light of grace which God has previously accorded
this soul . . . called to another abyss of grace, which is
this divine transformation of the soul in God. In this trans¬
formation the eye of the soul's feeling is so illumined and
agreeable to God that we can say God's light and that of the
soul are one, since the natural light of the soul is united with
the supernatural light of God, so that only the supernatural
light is shlning--just as the light God created was united
to the light of the sun, and now only the sun shines even
though the other light is not lacking. 1
The contrast, then, between ontologism and John's theology is
extreme, and ultimately it is the distinction between the two lights:
natural and supernatural. John does not deny the existence of the
natural light, but he categorically denies its capacity to reveal God as
He is in His Being. He also is aware of the role of intuition in man's
experience of union with God, but it is not a natural ability of man in
John's teachings. It is only the means whereby God infuses faith
directly into the receptive soul by the hearing of the Word and the
work of the Spirit. Finally, while the Mystical Doctor agrees that
*Ibid., 3, lxx-lxxi.
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Being is the ultimate goal in man's empirical cognition of things, he
is explicit in distinguishing between being as pure intellectual attain¬
ment and being as the experience of the "loving knowledge" which in¬
cludes not only the wisdom of God but also His relational essence
within the Trinity.
Relation of John's Teaching to Biblical Theology
It remains now to hold up the main tenets of John's theology
before the light of Biblical revelation to ascertain whether or not his
teachings are indeed scripturally based, or, if in some instances, he
was more influenced by doctrinal concepts which are not directly of
scriptural origin. This part of the present study cannot be exhaustive
in any sense, due to the voluminous nature of John's writings, but the
distinctive theological emphases of his treatises can be noted in sum¬
mary form.
The Doctrine of God. The doctrine of God in the Saint's
teachings is outstanding, especially for the prominence which he gives
to God's triune nature. One of the strengths of his entire theological
system is his awareness of the operational distinctions and essential
oneness of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Basically John's teaching
in this respect reveals an indebtedness to Augustine, but he also goes
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beyond him in applying the trinitarian truths to the unitive experience
in its dependence upon God as Love, Light, and Life in their respective
relations to man's will, intellect, and memory. In all of his discussion
of the soul's union with God, John is careful to indicate that it is a
trinitarian experience which is mediated through the Logos and applied
by the Spirit.
There are two basic problems in John's doctrine of God. One
of these is seen in his concept of God's grace which, in many respects,
is inadequate due to the fact that he does not sufficiently identify it with
the Person and work of Christ as it is taught in the New Testament in
general, and by the Apostle Paul in particular. Christology in his
system is reserved primarily for the doctrine of divine union by the
Spirit, and this reaches the proportions of a superior experience to
that which God gives by sacramental grace. The problem here is due
primarily to John's deficient concept of the nature of grace, for he can
go so far as to define three distinct modes of the divine presence in
the soul:
The first is His presence by essence. In this way He
is present not only in the holiest souls, but also in sinners
and in all other creatures. For with this presence He gives
them life and being. Should this essential presence be
lacking to them, they would all be annihilated. Thus this
presence is never wanting to the soul.
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The second is His presence by grace# in which He
abides in the soul# pleased and satisfied with it. Not
all have this presence of God; those who fall into mortal
sin lose it. The soul cannot know naturally if it has
this presence.
The third is His presence by spiritual affection, for
God usually grants His spiritual presence to devout souls
in many ways# by which He refreshes# delights# and
gladdens them. 1
John is victim in this instance of his theological training under
the idea of grace in Medieval Catholicism. In this system grace had
become a "means" whereby an almost quasi-quantitative potency was
communicated in the sacraments which required some type of individual
or institutional administration. In orthodox Spain during the sixteenth
century this "means" was almost universally applied through the ad¬
ministration of baptism by the institutional representatives of the
Church. It was also "dispensed" through the Eucharist and the other
sacraments# and John's thinking was inextricably bound up in this
erroneous concept of char is. Thus he can speak of the historical
espousal made (se hizo) on the cross between God and man# and the
immediate accomplishment (se hace) of this espousal "when God gives





It would be a misinterpretation of John's theology to press
the distinction between God's presence in the soul through "grace" and
that which comes by "spiritual affection. " Actually, most of his
teachings indicate that the divine presence which results from the
divine union of love is an extension of God's presence by grace and a
fulfillment of it. But the fact remains that John's problem is to interpret
properly his unitive experience of God's love. This was made more
difficult because of his previous commitment to the current institutional
and administrative mode of thinking about divine grace. Thus he
lapses many times into a confusion of God's love with what the New
Testament describes as growth in grace. Love becomes more than
the essence of God's nature in John's theology, for he makes it assume
the functions of divine grace in the contemplative process of sancti£i~
cation and transformation.
Practically speaking, then, John's inadequate concept of divine
grace goes back to his theological training where the medieval concept of
char is dominated the theological classrooms in Spain and elsewhere. It
would have been heretical for him to have broken with this idea of grace,
so the Mystical Doctor appears to have circumvented the problem by a
doctrine of divine love which effects the work of grace in the soul.
Theologically speaking the problem is deeper, however* The
root of the matter is that John's doctrine of grace is not sufficiently
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grounded in Christology. He only relates gracia to Christ on two oc¬
casions and even these are token references to the Christoiogical
relationship rather than being fundamental to his theology. Thus "
speaking of the many things which men and angels tell him of Christ,
John mentions tho Son*a "mercy and grace" which wercwrrjanlfe0ted both
in the works of the Incarnation and the truths of faith. " * This state¬
ment appears on the surface to reveal a profound insight into the in-
carnational aspects of divine grace, but the significance of it is
lessened by the next line where John says: "And they (the angels and
men) forever tell more, because the more they desire to tell, the
more of Your (Christ's) graces they are able to reveal." The plural
form In this context testifies to John's lack of Biblical background for
his doctrine of grace since neither the Hebrew form chen in the Old
Testament nor tho Now Testament word char is are used plurally In the
Scriptures. Furthermore, though John apparently relates grace to
the incarnation in this passage and in the poem referring to John 1:14,
it is really not this at all. It is, instead, a reference to Christ's works
(obras) during His earthly existence rather than an outgrowth of His
^Canticle 7, vii.
2Poem: Romances--First Romance: On the Gospel "In
Principio erat Yerburo, " Regarding the Most Blessed Trinity, i-xi.
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Person as Son of God and Son of Man. John is teaching that godly men
and angels tell the soul of the things Christ did while He was in His
incarnational sojourn here on earth. This is borne out further by the
poetic line from the Canticle which he is expounding in this case. It
says:
All who are free to wander
Tell me a thousand graces about Thee. *
Thus it is not primarily about grace as it is rooted in the
Person and work of Christ that John is speaking, but it is about the
Son's gracious works that He did as He lived In human flesh.
The second instance where John relates divine grace to the Son
is a more oblique reference in the Living Flame. In this passage he
exegetes the phrase: "O gentle hand! O delicate touch, " and relates
"the hand" in this experience to^he merciful and omnipotent Father"
and "the touch" to "the Word. In the soul's adoration of God for this
sublime experience it says: "You granted this with the liberality of
Your generous grace which You used in contacting me with the touch of
the splendor of your glory and the figure of Your substance which is
Your only begotten Son. . . . " The adoration in this passage is
^Canticle 7, vii. ^Flame 2, xvi f.
^Loc. cit.
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directed to the Father ("O Hand") and thus it is His "generous grace"
which effects the Son's "touch" on the soul. John, of course, would
not draw a sharp distinction between grace as a gift of God; and grace
as a Christological operation, but the fact that he does not directiy
root the idea of grace into the Person and work of Christ is the prin¬
cipal reason that his concept of divine grace is deficient in the af-
fectional stages of union with God.
A second weakness in John's doctrine of God is his lack of
emphasis upon the life and active obedience of Christ during His human
existence on earth and the positive effects of the Spirit's work in
redemption because of this. The references to the death and passive
obedience of the Son are numerous in John's works, but the positive
functions of Christ's humanity are omitted almost entirely. Only one
example can be cited, due to the limitations of space, but in the Ascent
the Mystical Doctor 3tates that in the crucifixion, Christ "died
spiritually to the sensitive part.
... at the moment of His death He was certainly annihilated
in His soul, without any consolation or relief, since the
Father left Him that way in innermost aridity in the lower
part. He was thereby compelled to cry out: My God, My
God, why have You forsaken me? [jtAt. 27:462 This was
the most extreme abandonment, sensitively, that He had
suffered in His life. . . . The Lord achieved this, as I
say, at the moment in which He was most annihilated in
all things: in His reputation before men, since in beholding
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Him die they mocked Him instead of esteeming Him; in
His human nature, by dying; and in spiritual help and
consolation from His Fa<: r, for He was forsaken by
His Father at that time so as to pay the debt fully and
bring man to union with God. '
While it may be contended that John's Chris tology is to be
taken for granted, and that he is not teaching theology as such but is
only describing the doctrine of divine union, the lack of emphasis on
Christ's active obedience is harmful to all his teachings. One patent
example of this is seen in his negative approach to the faculties of the
soul. He leaves no room for any active obedience of the will, memory,
and intellect, but consigns them the sole responsibility of submission to
complete purgation and passivity. In actual fact, however, John's
intellect, memory, and will were very active in the production of his
literary works, and it is doubtful that any theological or literary eritic
today would accuse the Mystical Doctor of sinful activity while he was
using his mind in this manner. His insistence upon the absolute futility
of man's agent intellect as a means to know God is Biblically grounded
and theologically accurate. Furthermore, his warnings against the
tendency to allow a priori ideas and existing rationalistic thought pat¬




given by Himself as Agent is a needed corrective in religious
episteraology. But John's theology will be misunderstood and mis¬
interpreted because he fails to show the distinctive roles of the intellect
in regard to knowing God ontologically and the communication of this
knowledge to others.
It must be recognised, of course, that the kind of divine knowl¬
edge about which John writes is basically uncommunicable through
language just as the knowledge of any being cannot be reduced to thought.
This is John's principal reason for canceling out man's intellect as a
possible means for knowing God ontologically. But the Spirit's work
in the soul is more than the negative activity of cleansing, purging,
and emptying. It is also transforming, perfecting, and elevating the
present f> dties of the soul for a greater appreciation of the experience
with God. John's oft repeated analogy of the window pane io instructive
as far as it goes, but what the Mystical Doctor is unable to illustrate
through this figure is the dynamic work of the Spirit in re-creating aud
re-capacitating the intellect and will. Thus these faculties are able not
only to apprehend the knowledge of God, but also to make it possible to
point back accurately to the experience without an absolute distortion.
The Spirit not only makes the words of this communication transparent,
but He also makes them dynamic in their effect.
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This, of course, is best illustrated by the Person and work of
Christ, for during th© thirty-three years of His earthly existence, He
not only remained passively obedient unto death, but he was actively
obedient in life and equally dependent on the Spirit for both expressions
of loyalty to the father's will. In the case of man's reception of the
Word, or the Being of God, he can only be the receiver in passive sub¬
mission. But in sharing this Word with others, man must be both
passively and actively transparent and his language can only be di¬
rectional. But in pointing away from himself to the Word, man ful¬
fills a rational function which John himself ably demonstrates by his
writings, but which he fails to clarify in his doctrinal teachings. Thus
i 2
he can employ such terms as the hypostatic union, 1 the Beatific vision,
the Holy hiity, ^ Purgatory, ^ deiform, ^ and other theological terms
which are of a technical nature, and whose origin is derived secondarily
from Scriptures rather than being direct citations. Wrould a novice in
Biblical interpretation use these terms to point men to his own empirical
^Canticle 37, iii.
^Ibid., 39. i. et al.
?A scent II, 27, i, et al.
4
Flame 1, xxiv, et al.
^Canticle 39, iv.
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knowledge of God acquired intuitively through faith? Of course* he
would not, because he could not, and the history of theology has
benefited greatly because John of the Cross could communicate some
idea of his experience of God in relation to the conceptual knowledge
which man's intellect has apprehended under the impact of the Spirit's
activity through active obedience to the Word.
The Doctrine o£ Divine Union. As the final section in the
present evaluation of John's theology, it now remains to analyze John's
doctrine of divine union as a Biblically grounded teaching and as a
normative experience for all Christians.
It has been indicated previously in this study that certain ele¬
ments of the divine union doctrine are comparable to teachings of
Scripture. .Tor example, Jesus speaks of the disciples' union with Him
1
through the vine and branches analogy, and Paul discusses the believer's
2
oneness with Christ as a member of His Body, but in point of fact,
John uses neither of the scriptural figures to illustrate divine union,
though his use of the Bible is extensive in each of the major treatises.
Furthermore, in support of one of his most basic doctrines--the
* John 15:1-7.
2
I Corinthians 12:1-13; Ephesians 4; 15 f.
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substantial presence of God permanently in the soul--he cites what he
believed to be an Augustinian source, rather than the Scriptures: "I
did not find you without. Lord, because I wrongly sought you without,
who were within.1,1 This method whereby he supports his fundamental
premises with quotations from "the philosophers" or, more particularly,
from Aristotle or St. Thomas, is significant in John's theology, for
some of the most basic ideas in his epistemology are not Biblical in
origin, but are taken from Reason. Examples of these quotations are:
"the divine infusion of love," "knowledge arises in the soul from both
3 d
the faculty and the object at hand," "the passive or possible intellect,"
C
"all means must be proportionate to their end, and, "whatever is
received is received according to the mode of the receiver." These
axioms are not incidental to John's theology. They are integral to his
system, and for one who advocated the use of Scripture as the inspired
^Canticle 1, vi. Cf. Pseudo-Augustine, Soliloquiorum animae
ad Deum liber unus, c. 30: PL 40, 888.
2Night II, 17, ii.
3Ascent II, 3, ii.
^Ibid., II, 32, iv; Canticle 14-15, xiv.
5
Ascent II, 8, ii.
^Night II, 16, iv.
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authority in truth, and for one who teaches against the use of discur¬
sive reasoning as a means for knowing God, it is apparent that John
did not rule out the authority of tradition, nor the weight of reason
in undergirding his theological doctrines. In reality, an analysis of
the specific Scriptures used to elucidate the divine union experience
indicates that John did not investigate the Biblical bases for union with
God first, and then experienced the truth of these passages. What is
more probable is that through his rigorous habit of empirical contem¬
plation, John experienced a deep awareness of God which he later
sought to buttress with greater scriptural and traditional authority.
It is extremely doubtful, however, that an exegesis of the Bible with
special reference to man's substantial union with God as Creator, his
union with God through baptismal grace, and, his union with God through
love, would produce the kind of theology which John proposes. His
teachings are especially helpful, however, in the emphasis he gives
to the non-scriptural extremes of mysticism (visions, locutions,
revelations, etc.) for he explicitly condemns these with excellent
illustrations from the Bible. *
The question can be posed, then, about the essential nature of
divine union in John's writings. If it is not primarily a doctrine exegeted
*Ascent II, 19, xxxii.
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from the Scriptures, what kind of an experience is it? The answer to
this is that John's unique awareness of God is a combination of many
theological doctrines, some of which are expounded by him to an
extreme which is beyond the normative experience of most Christian
believers.
His teaching regarding the progressive spiritual transformation
in the soul is similar to the Biblical concepts of regeneration and daily
renewal of God's children in the Spirit. His doctrines of purgation and
illumination are comparable to the Pauline idea of sanctification and
growth in Christ. John's emphasis upon the divine infusement of faith,
hope, and love is a part of pneumatology in most theologies, and the
courtship and marriage figure which he uses describes the struggles,
anxieties, and joys which take place in the experience of repentence
and faith. His eschatology is well within the bounds of historical ortho¬
doxy among Roman Catholics, and his discussion of the Trinity is one
of the most complete in Christian mysticism.
He is extreme, however, in his presentation of the ontological
extent of divine union while the soul is still embodied. To use the terms:
"deiforme," "god3," "made divine," and "deified" with respect to man's
present creatuyeiy existence is to exaggerate the Biblical idea of man's
participation in the divine nature beyond the limits Imposed by the
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Biblical writers. Paul's doctrine of oneness with Christ approximates
many of the ideas in John's divine union teachings, but the Apostle
never lapses into any type of deification of man's faculties or substance.
The New Testament emphasis is modeled more closely after the hypo¬
static union of Christ in which the divine Person remains fully divine
without any of His divine faculties or essence becoming humanized.
It is a union not of transformation of the divine into the human, but a
taking up of the human into the divine. Christ's analogy of the Vine and
branches and Paul's figure of a body denote a type of union with God
whereby man's humanity is neither lost nor transformed into something
divine, but, instead, is sanctified and perfected to receive the divine
nature without becoming any less human. Man's intellectual and
volitional faculties are not deified so that they become divine faculties,
but they are sanctified and perfected in their truly human essence to
such a degree that they are able to be instrumental for performing God's
will. This concept of participation in God's nature is less radical than
that proposed by J <hn of the Cross, and it more closely defines the
empirical experience of most Christians. When John of the Cross de¬
scribes the soul as becoming "equal with God" and "more divine than
human" through union with God, he not only lapses into a form of
docetisro which reveals a Christological deficiency in his theology,
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bufc he also teaches an experience which goes beyond the religious
experience of ordinary Christian believers. *
Is divine union as John teaches it the normative relation that
all believers should have? The answer to this is negative, for the
Mystical Doctor goes beyond even the high standards of the New Testa¬
ment in describing man's relationship to God. To be "in Christ" or to
have "Christ in me" simply does not mean that man's goal in life is
the deification of any aspect of his human existence. To be an adopted
son of God does not make man a god, since adoption, even when it ia
conceived as an infusemeat by God, is not meant to de-humanise or
even to deify. Adoptive iafusement is a giving of nature and possessions,
but it is never taught in the Bible as a process whereby man becomes
more divine than human. Man can never say that he is divine in the
mode cr to the degree that Jesus is human. God allows man to partake
of His divine nature, but He does not deprive him, by so doing, of any
of his creaturely functions, operations, or essence. The most signifi¬
cant effect of man's participation in God's nature is that it makes man
more truly human in the likeness of the humanity of Christ.




Is the theology of John of the Gross a worthwhile contribution
to historical theology in general and to mystical theology in particular?
The reply in this case is affirmative. His system is a wholesome cor¬
rective to many of the more radical extremes found in many mystical
theologies within the ''hrlsiiwi religion,hie ova theology, *.vifci. Its
incisive distinction between discursive reasoning and mystical or
empirical theology, makes an outstanding contribution to religious
epistemology. His insistence on a knowledge of God in which God
Himself is both the Sovereign Agent and the Transforming Content is
his most cardinal doctrine. What Aquinas is to the discursive the¬
ology of his day, John of the Cross is to empirical (or mystical)
theology. There can be no doubt that he experienced an awareness of
God's Being in his life that few persons have ever known.
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